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FOREWORD 

Since the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, the Lmv 
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) has fostered the creation of cen
tral criminal justice planning agencies in state government (termed State Plan
ning Agencies). The purpose of these agencies was fi rs t, to develop a com
prehensive state-wide plan for the improvement of law enforcement and criminal 
justice; second, to sponsor or conduct projects to improve law enforcement 
and criminal justice; third, to establish priorities for improvements; and, 
fourth, to assure the participation of citizen and community organizations 
at all levels of the planning process.* 

Despite a slow start, numerous changes in the charter legislation, and 
constant challenges on the state and local fronts, the State Planning Agencies 
(SPAs) have survived and the notion that some form of coordinative criminal 
justice planning is useful and needed has taken root. The topic addressed 
herein is: given the achievements to date, can criminal justice planning be 
made a permanent and productive part of the on-going functions of state 
government? 

A nine-member panel of distinguished practitioners and scholars, supported 
by Academy staff, have systematically addressed key issues and the evidence 
relating thereto on the extent to which criminal justice planning has taken 
root in state government, and the process by which that has occurred. 

Project staff made visits, of approximately week long duration, to nine 
states where nearly 200 public officials and private citizens were interviewed. 
In each state Academy staff received the warm cooperation of the directors 
of the nine State Planning Agencies. Each helped arrange visits with key 
state officials, local planning directors, other local officials, and repre
sentatives of citizen interest groups. Members of the SPA staffs provided 
innumerable documents, reports, and invaluable comments. We extend our thanks 
to these directors: Doug Cunningham (California), Paul Quinn (Colorado), Bill 
Carbone (Connecticut), Bill Nugent (Michigan), Jackie Reis (Minnesota), Mike 
Banks (New Hexico) , Gordon Smith (North Carolina), Ollie Thomas (North Da
kota), and Dick Harris (Virginia). 

In order to supplement the material collected from the visits, a bn.ef 
survey on criminal justice planning was undertaken in cooperation with the 
National Conference of State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators. By 
December 1978, 25 members of the Conference had responded, including the fol
lowing states and the District of Columbia: Alaska, Arkansas, Connecticut, 
Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, North 
Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, 
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. We ap
preciate the time and effort the directors and staffs of these SPAs took in 
responding to the joint inquiry. 

*Section 201, Title I, P.L. 90-351, as amended. 
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The following report represents the consensus of the Panel members and 
in no way is meant to reflect views, official or unofficial, of any public 
agency including the project sponsor, the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration. The Academy is indebted to the Panel members for their considerable 
dedication to this task and to the assistance of Dr. Nolan Jones, representing 
the National Governors' Association, to Thomas Parker, Executive Director of 
the National Conference of State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators, and 
to Lynn Dixon and Robert Diegelman of LEAA for their assistance. 

An effective criminal justice system is at the very heart of our consti
tutional system of government. The dispersion of power within that system 
has been largely deliberate in order to protect the rights of the individual 
from any inordinate exercise of power by the state. Yet, the effective, fair 
administration of justice requires that the relatively autonomous components 
of the system act in concert toward achieving justice. This study was under
taken in the hope that the Panel could make some modest contribution to the 
improvement of this process. Beyond criminal justice planning, however, the 
study provides rich illustrations of how improvement might be furthered in 
both planning and intergovernmental relations within this Federal system. 

George H. Esser 
Executive Director 
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Criminal Justice Planning in the Governing Process: 
A Review of Nine States 

Summary and Conclusions 

In the spring of 1978 officials of the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin
istration asked the National Academy of Public Administration to constitute a 
panel which would address the question: to what extent has comprehensive 
criminal justice planning become a part of the governing process in state gov
ernment and how might this process of integration be accelerated? Since the 
passage of the Omnibus and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 57 states, territories, 
and other districts have qualified to receive LEAA grants for criminal justice 
projects by establishing a State Planning Agency (SPA) whose purpose is to act 
as the focus for and facilitate comprehensive criminal justice planning within 
the jurisdiction. A panel was formed of nine members who are experts in crim
inal justice, state government, and intergovernmental relations. In the course 
of eight months the panel met four times, the staff made site visits to nine 
states and collected reports, survey material, and other literature pertaining 
to the subject. The nine states were: California, Colorado, Connecticut, 
Michigan, Minnesota, New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, and Virginia. 

The conclusions and suggestions below are based principally upon the ma
terial collected in the site vi.sits and the judgments made by the panel in dis
cussions relating thereto. 

Findings 

Of the numerous observations and findings made throughout this report, 
the panel wishes to highlight four: 

(1) Comprehensive criminal justice planning is ~coming of age"--it is an 
area of state government management where heartening progress and innovation is 
apparent. Criminal justice planning ~ becoming a part of the governing pro
cess in state government, although this progress has occurred principally dur
ing the past three year::;. There is evidence of valuable contributions being 
made by criminal justi<;:e planning to better coordination, information, and 
management of criminal ~ustice functions. The panel, however, did not attempt 
to make cost/benefit alil-alyses or judgments regarding levels of funding for 
planning. Increasingly. the field has drawn high caliber people to leadership 
positions in criminal justice planning where resourcefulness, commitment, and 
cooperative spirit have been exhibited. 

(2) The LEAA program has been the driving force behind improvements in 
criminal justice planning at the state level. Although frequently criticized 
for excessive regulations, the LEAA grant program has been the lever providing 
the initial stimulus for most of the criminal justice planning that exists to
day. The process itself has expanded considerably beyond the grant program, 
but remains closely associated with it in both fact and perception. 
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(3) Criminal justice planning is at an extremely ?sensltive stage where 
substantial reduction in LEAA support easily can Eif'.t back the progress which 
has been made so far. Admittedly, the hopes fer criminal justice planning ex
pressed in the 1968 Act have been ~lQW in developing, and are far from being 
reached; however, the task undettaken is extremely ambitious and progress is 
promising and seems to be accelerating. 

(4) Aased on the experience and progress of the nine states reviewed, the 
pan~l believes that considerably more canbe accomplished elsewhere in criminal 
justice planning if adequately supported by political leadership. Enough exper
ience is at hand so that reasonable suggestions can be offered on what elements 
facilitate success in an SPA, and what types of approaches a governor or legis
lative leaders should consider in taking action to improve criminal justice 
planning. 

ln making the suggestions which follow, the panel recommends exercising 
caution to always consider several key factors: 

• There are no "standard solutions"--there is tremendous and rich variety 
from one state to another in the nature and organization of its crim
inal justice system, and in politieal, demographic, and other key in
fluences which have important and direct impact on haw criminal justice 
planning can be organized and conducted. 

• Criminal justice planning will not be made more successful through 
detailed regulation--this needs tobe reflected both in the legisla
tive mandates and in the subsequent regulations developed administra
tively; much of the regulation to date has consumed time without ac
complishing its purpose of assuring program achievement or maintaining 
responsibility. 

• The process of firmly rooting comprehensive criminal justice planning 
in the state governing process is complex, difficult, and time consum
ing; progress therefore requires some long-term commi tment which nor
mally exceeds the term of office of most political officials--executi ve 
or legislative. 

Elements of Successful State Planning Agency 

There is nearly as much variety in the organization and staffing of State 
Planning Agencies (SPAs) as there is among criminal justice systems from state 
to state. Nevertheless, the panel noted several elements which were common to 
those SPAs considered most successful. Five of these elements are essential 
if an SPA is to accomplish its purposes, and five others can substantially fa
cilitate comprehensive criminal justice planning. 

The essential elements to success of an SPA are: 

• A top quality professional as director of the SPA. The director need 
not have long experience in a particular criminal justice function 
(that is, be a professional peace officer, corrections officer, etc.), 
but the individual should have credentials in planning, management, 
or administration and be especially strong in his or her ability to 
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work with people as facilitator and coordinator. In addition, the 
director should have the capability to learn rapidly, to work easily 
with senior-level politicians, and to have an acute sense for politi
cal issues/problems. The director should be supported by a profes
sional staff with competence across the functional areas in criminal 
justice. 

• The active support of the governor. Political and institutional sup
port of all types is valuable, but forward progress is most likely 
wi th gubernatorial support of more than just a passing nature. Such 
support need not be direct, but may be exercised through a departmental 
secretary where the governor essentially delegates key criminal justice 
matters to the secretary. 

• Confidence of the criminal justice agencies. The state criminal jus
tice agencies are the first-level participants and frequently the con
sumers of comprehensive criminal justice planning; without their confi
dence and willing cooperation, an SPA can make little progress. 

• Stability of leadership. An SPA has little hope of accomplishing its 
purposes if it undergoes a change in director every year or two. Those 
SPAs which have maintained reasonable stability of leadership have had 
the best opportunity to accomplish more on a broader front in criminal 
justice planning than have others. 

• A planning style that emphasizes controlled coordination, with diffused 
responsibility for detailed planning and implementation. This mode of 
operation requires a cooperative approach, with the SPA bringing di verse 
elements together in common where each contributes to a part of the 
larger who1e~ providing cohesion among the elements, but with actual 
implementation of action occuring among the component elements. This 
is in contrast to an early concept of planning where a central body 
does the planning for the component elements and enforces these planning 
decisions upon the elements--the latter is not a workable concept, par
ticularly in American state government and in a fragmented, autonomous 
system such as that of criminal justice. 

Among the principal elements which are highly desirable in an SPA are the 
following: 

• Close working relationship with the legislature. The legislature is 
the one agency in the state where all the ties of the criminal justice 
system, including the constitutionally independent judicial system, 
come together, however briefly. It largely sets the boundaries within 
which the system must operate, but rarely has the capacity for a system
wide view. Considerable, if not the major, power in state government 
often rests with the legislature. Close, cordial ties need to be de
veloped and maintairted if the SPA is to have consistent success over 
time. And legislatures should be better organized, probably through 
tlteir committee structures, to examine issues from a total system 
perspective. 

• Close working relationships with the budget and gubernatorial planning 
process. Gubernatorial decision frequently is made in the context of 
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budget or planning decisions; therefore, the closer an SPA is wired 
into these processes, the more likely it is to have influence on the 
gubernatorial decision process \"hen matters relating to criminal jus
tice are considered. An SPA can prove its value to a governor by a 
professional and "neutral" system-wide viewpoint on criminal justice 
and related issues. 

• Cooperation with the broader criminal justice community. An SPA cannot 
confine its concerns solely to state criminal justice agencies. Crim
inal justice functions are closely related to local government in the 
delivery of criminal justice "services" locally. The better the com
munication, rapport, and cooperation with local and voluntary organiza
tions operating at the local level, the better the opportunities for 
successful criminal justice planning. 

• An active, positive governing board. Although most of the governing 
boards of the SPAs spend the majority of their time dealing with the 
LEAA grant program, those which have moved considerably beyond this 
program to deal with state-wide criminal justice issues, demonstrate 
that there is considerable potential within the governing board to take 
non-partisan political leadership in the exploration of various al
ternatives to difficult criminal justice issues. The board can pro
vide a needed forum where officials, citizens, and clientele groups 
can review problems before they enter the less flexible arenas of leg
islative or gubernatorial politics. 

• A wide range of planning and coordination functions that extend beyond 
allocation of Federal and state funds. Issue identification, problem 
analyses, development of alternative approaches to action, education 
and training development, legislative review and development are among 
many "non-financial" functions which SPAs have facilitated to facilitate/ 
coordinate action among the many components in the system. These are 
all functions that can be approached in a "service" as contrasted to 
a "control" mode and thereby gain further clientele support. 

Strategies for Reform 

Substantial change that would enhance comprehensive criminal justice plan
ning in a state are unlikely without the interest and sustained support of the 
governor. Legislative initiative certainly is possible, often fostered by a 
strong client interest of particular executive agencies that may be centers of 
political influence. There is also the possibility of change, bit by bit, over 
a long period of time if state government professionals work together toward 
mutual ends. But neither of these approaches to change are as easy to or
chestrate as obtaining gubernatorial interest and support--and that is not a 
simple task. 

Four alternative strategies for TE'fcrm are suggested: 

• Enlarge the rol.e of the SPA within a cabinet department or secretariat. 
This is by far the most dramatic and sweeping change that can be made, 
usually combining movement and expansion of the SPA with some func
tional consolidation of criminal justice agencies within the executive 
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branch. Examples of where this has been accomplished in varying de
grees are New Mexico, North Carolina, and Virginia. In New Mexico 
virtually all executive criminal justice functions were consolidated 
in the new department; in North Carolina several were so consolidated; 
and in Virginia the functions were consolidated within a "secretariat" 
as distinct from a department. In all cases, the SPA became the prin
cipal planning staff arm for the new department head or secretary and 
thereby enlarged its role to include all of the criminal justice issues 
coming before the secretary--considerably beyond the limit of the LEAA 
grant program. Such a consolidation reduces the number of independent 
actors in the coordination process, provides considerably better access 
to levers of influence (such as budget review, program assessment and 
comment, and issue analysis), and can win a place for the planning and 
coordination function withi.n a general revenue budget that is not to
tally dependent upon Federal funding. However, it also may disturb 
client groups and/or various legislative cliques and certainly will 
have no long-term effect without first-class leadership of the new de
partment or secretariat, excellent leadership for the SPA, and the 
continued interest and attention of the governor. It also requires 
the expenditure of a considerable amount of political capital on the 
part of the governor in obtaining legislatively mandated reorganization. 

• Reconstitute/reorganize/revitalize the SPA. This is a practical alter
native only if this action is undertake.n at the explicit direction of 
the governor and with his or her full support. It usually is accompa
nied by a change in the leadership of the SPA to clearly designate a 
change indirection or effort by the agency. Substantial staff changes 
may be made through additions, reductions, and shifting assignments. 
The relationship to the governor and his or her staff usually is 
strengthened in this process and specific priorities are laid out in 
terms of gubernatorial interest. The mos t drama tic example of this 
is the substantial change that was made in the California SPA during 
Governor Brown's firs t term when the agency was drastically reduced 
in size, given new leadership, and provided with a new set of ground 
rules by which to operate. This usually can be done under the gover
nor's own authority and without extraordinary consultation with leg
islative leaders or heads of criminal justice agencies. It can, as in 
California, make a substantial difference in what occurs. On the other 
hand, if the Governor and his staff fail to follow through by providing 
support to the SPA director and reenforcing that support through com
munication to other state agency heads, such a move can have minimal 
effect. It does preserve a governor's freedom of action, and does not 
bear the substantial cost of a legislative battle for reorganization. 
However, it cannot bring over time, the same benefits that might flow 
from functional consolidation. 

• New leadership for the SPA. As noted earlier, one of the essential 
elements for a successful SPA is a first-class, professional director. 
Hhere an incumbent lacks these qualifications, or where interpersonal 
relations have soured among principal actors, considerable improvement 
may be had by bringing in an appropriately qualified director. Con
siderable progress has been made toward improving the comprehensive 
nature of r.X'iminal justi,ce planning, the improved operation of the 
council, and improved working relationships among the criminal justice 
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agencies in Colorado--principally without changing structure or loca
tion but by the introduction of new leadership. Leadership can accom
plish a great deal, even when bound by difficult organizational con
straints. Again, such an approach will not solve inherent structural 
problems, but good leadership may be a necessary precursor to under
standing the requirements for structural change. 

• Incremental change. This is the least disruptive as well as the slow
est means by which to improve criminal justice planning in a stat e. 
A foremost example is Virginia, and that was primarily successful be
cause of the political astuteness (and longevity) of the SPA director, 
in conjunction with underlying politic.al tides which facilitated mod
ernization of the criminal justice system. For this approach to ~york, 
longevity of leadership is essential--extending beyond the usual two 
to four year term of a chief executive. A governor who serves six to 
eight years or a legislator who can retain the chairmanship of a key 
committee for six to ten years are in excellent positions to provide 
appropriate leadership for such change. However, posi tive results still 
require consider.,ble coordination, horsetrading, and patience, and 
easily may be upset by a swing of political pendulum. 

Examples of all of these strategies are described in the full report. 
The appropriateness of anyone is dependent on the nature of the system, the 
organization of state government, the political environment, and other factors 
as they exist at any given point of time in a particular state. Our review 
of these nine states shows that significant progress has been made in compre
hensive c.riminal justice planning and the opportunities remain for consider
able further improvement. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Since the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, the Law En
forcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) has fostered the creation of central 
criminal justice planning agencies in state government (termed State Planning 
Agencies--SPAs). The purpose of these agencies was first, to develop a "com
prehensive state-wide plan for the improve~ent of law enforce~ent and criminal 
justice ••• "; second, to sponsor or conduct projects to improve law enforce
Dent and criminal justice; third, to establish priorities for improvement; and 
fourth, to "assure the participation 10f citizens and community organizations at 
all levels of the planning process." Introducing planning (usually viewed as 
a central control process) into the criminal justice system (a system largely in 
concept only, certainly not in the way it operates) is a formidable challenge. 
It was undertaken in 1968 with much good intention, but a poor understanding 
or, at least, a poor appreciation of the complex:ity and many obstacles involved. 

Despi te an inauspicious start, seemingly endless changes in the charter 
legislation and LEAA regulations, and constant challenges/setbacks on the state 
and local fronts, the state planning agencies have survived and the notion that 
some form of coordinated ~riminal justice planning is useful and needed seems 
to have taken root. The topic addressed herein is: given the success achieved 
so far, how can criminal justice planning be made a permanent and productive 
part of the governing functions of state government? 

The Panel's Task 

From the perspective of ten years' experience of trying to establish vi
able criminal justice planning efforts in the states, LEAA officials were 
acutely aware of the many and frequent criticisms directed at the program. 
The process was too cumbersom~; the money was going to the wrong places; pro
gram emphasis was being changed too frequently; the apparently miniscule re-
suIts did not justify the extensive expenditures. Notwithstanding the sea of 
criticism, projects were being successfully completed and both state and local 
governments were continuing, with their own resources, programs which had been 
started as pilot projects under the LEAA program. Individual projects could 
be identified as successful; however, was the supporting process at a stage for 
"spinning off" from the Federal program to the state government? It was with 
this perspective that officials of LEAA approached the National Academy of Pub
lic Administration in the Spring of 1978, requesting that it address the ques
tion: To what extent has comprehensive criminal justice planning become a part 
of the governing process in state government and hO\V' might this process of in
tegration be accelerated? 

lSection 201, Title I, P.L. 90-351, as amended. 

----.--_. ----------------------------------------



Approaches to the Study 

The Academy constituted a panel of nine members who were scholars and 
practitioners having extensive experience in criminal justice, intergovern
mental relations, and the management of state government. The Panel met four 
times in the course of eight months discussing and laying out the general out
line for the study design, considering the selection of site visits to specific 
states, reviewing preliminary papers on key issues, discussing and amending the 
draf t report, and assessing the descriptions of criminal justice planning in 
nine states. This report reflects the consensus of the Panel on the main find
ings and key issues of criminal justice planning and its integration into the 
governing process of states. 

In addition to a revie\v of relevant literature, project staff made visits, 
of approximately a week long duration, to nine states where nearly 200 public 
officials and private citizens were interviewed. The purpose of these visits 
was to illustrate the variety in criminal justice planning and how it is becom
ing a regular part of state government processes. Visits were made to Cali
fornia, Colorado, Connecticut, Hichigan, Hinnesota, New tlexico, North Carolina, 
North Dakota, and Virginia. These states were selected after Panel consulta
tion and discussion on the basis of four criteria: (1) demographic diversity, 
principally in terms of geographic (regional) dispersion and the nature of the 
state's population; (2) program or functional diversity in terms of the major 
activities v.'hich might be undertaken to improve the criminal justice system; 
(3) access to data, including relevant information from previous studies and 
access to key state officials; and (4) evidence of recent positive action to
ward institutionalization or institutional relationships of special interest. 
Descriptions of criminal justice planning in these nine states are in Appen
dices C-K. This onsite data was supplemented by information derived from a 
survey of SPA directors undertaken in cooperation with the National Conference 
on State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators. By December 1978, 25 of the 
57 mer,lbers of the Conference had responded. 

The Panel also had the benefit of briefings from senior officials of LEAA 
about the program, its legislative basis, and the views of the status of crim
inal justice planning. In addition, representatives of public interest groups 
which have crinzinal justice programs were invited to present their perspectives 
on the issues. 

Focus of the Study 

This study has as its focus the planning process within the criminal jus
tice function at the state level. The emphasis is upon process and not the 

2Na tional Association of Counties, National Association of Criminal Jus
tice Planners, National Conference of State Criminal Justice Planning Adminis
trators, National Conference of State Legislatures, National Governors' Asso
ciation, National League of Cities, and the U.S. Conference of Mayors. 
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"products" of a criminal justice agency whether these be police patrols main
tained, prisoners housed, or court cases cleared. Principal points of inquiry, 
particularly on the visits to the nine states, included: 

• What is the organization and nature of the criminal justice system? 
• How does the SPA operate, and what is its current role in state government? 
• What achievements of the SPA deserve highlight? 
• What are key challenges or problems from the perspective of the SPA 

Director/staff? 

In terms of the nature of the SPA operation special attention was given to: 

• What is the concept of "planning" that guides the SPA activities? 
• Specifically, what is the SPA doing? 
• How is the SPA staffed? 
• Hhat are the relationships/linkages to other elements in the criminal 

justice system--both state and local? 
• What are the linkages to the general functions of government, such as 

budgeting and legislative drafting or review? 

Each of these was subdivided, and, to the extent possible, senior offi
cials in each of the criminal justice agencies, the governor's office, legis
lati ve staff and legislators, court officials, council members) and local 
officials were interviewed to obtain cross-cutting, varying perspectives on 
the same topics. Information about interest group activity, and details on 
sub-state planning were gathered as time and opportunity permitted. Little 
information was collected, or indeed available, that might illustrate related 
institutional impact from universities, private or public groups not usually 
affiliated principally wi th criminal justice functions, or other secondary 
influences. 

This report should not be considered to represent criminal justice plan
ning among the 57 states and other jurisdictions maintaining state planning 
agencies under the LEAA program. It does, however, illustrate, through the 
revielv of nine states, the variety and intensity with which criminal justice 
planning has been conducted, some of the encouraging progress which has been 
made as well as continuing weaknesses, and avenues for significant improvement 
in the future. 

The Context of the Study: The Criminal Justice "System" and 
the Need for Broad Perspective 

Broadly conceived the criminal justice system has three principal compo
nents: police, courts, and corrections. Respectively, they include: police, 
sheriffs, constables; judges, prosecutors, defense counsels; and penal institu
tions (prisons or jails), half-\vay houses, other institutions, probation and 
parole officials. A fourth category exists, containing many non-governmental 
or quasi -governmental organizations and people, including service-providers, 
universities, foundations, interest and clientele groups. Most readers of this 
study will know these categories, as well as what sheriffs do, how probation 
services relate to both courts and corrections, and whether prosecutors and 
public defenders are part of a state court system. However, for those with 
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less familiarity, a description of the criminal justice system is included as 
Appendix B. 

The fundamental purpose of this Psystem" is to protect the individual and 
the community through the prevention and control of crime. Although there are 
key roles for Federal, and especially local, governments to play in the crimi
nal justice system, fundamental power still resides with the state government. 
It has been a basic tenet of Ameri.can constitutional history that the "police" 
powers reside principally with the states. Although local appointed or elected 
officers may carry ou.t one or more functions of the criminal justice system, 
the basic authority usually

3
still resides at the state level through the state 

constitution or state law. 

The criminal justice system is a subject of continuing concern because it 
is the most visible and directly responsible factor for the relative state of 
domestic peace in this country. Throughout our history there have been peri
odic outbreaks of interes t and/or reform directed at ~hanging one or another 
of the various elements in the criminal justice system. These concerns often 
have been stimulated by public awareness of flaws or breakdown perceived in 
one or another of the elements in the criminal justice systera, or in the need 
to strengthen the system against larger societal problems. For example, the 
rising crime rate in the mid and late 1960s, reinforced by urban riots, caught 
public concern. Public and professional concern resulted in the review of crim
inal justice in the United States by the President's Commission on Law Enforce
ment and Criminal Justice in 1967, culminating in the Omnibus Crime Control and 
Safe Streets Act of 1968 which established the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad
ministration. The 1968 Act provided Federal grant assistance to the states to 
institute criminal justice planning as one response to the perceived fragmenta
tion, duplication, and lack of coherence in criminal justice adrainistration. 
Many observers believe that bringing better order and coordination to the dis
parate elements engaged in the criminal justice process will improve the per
formance of the system (termed by some as a "non:ssystem") to the ultimate pur
pose of better crime control and crime prevention. 

Unlike other governmental "systems," criminal justice is unique in that 
the component elements are spread across levels of government and constitu
tionally vested in the autonomously separate branches of government as well. 
Thus, there can be no "czar" holding supreme authority over the criminal jus
tice system, even if the politics of a given moment would permit such. The 
combination of constitutional separation and historic practice will continue 

3For example, though most of the "police" function is carried out at the 
local level through city police officers or county sheriffs, what they are en
forcing is largely state law. 

4The Hickersham Commission (1931), the Katzenback Commission (1967), the 
Peterson Commission (1973). 

SCommittee for Economic Development, Reducing Crime and Assuring Justice 
(1972), and Daniel L. Skoler, Organizing the Non-System: Government Structur
ing of the Criminal Justice System (Lexington, ~~ss.: Lexington Books, 1977). 
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to keep major elements of the criminal justice system relatively autonomous 
and not subject to the type of political or administrative controls to which 
other major programs or functions of government might be susceptible. There
fore, efforts to improve the performance of the system are likely to be margin
al without significant system-wide perspective and attention. Such perspective 
generally is considered most likely to be achieved through some form of com
prehensive criminal justice planning. 
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Chapter II 

What Is Criminal Justice Planning? 

If coordination and thinking ahead are to be the usual rule within the 
criminal justice system in a state, what needs to happen? To approach that 
question, this Chapter will first consider the ideas of planning in general 
and criminal justice planning in particular. Then it will note the ways of 
doing criminal justice planning, and who does it. 

What "Planning" Means 

Neither Control nor Execution 

People interpret the word "planning" in different ways. Most understand 
it to mean thinking ahead about how to do something. But many people in public 
life, who would not object to thinking ahead, believe that planning by a gov
ernment is bad because to them it includes (:lore than systematic foresight. 
Some consider the term to imply control over an operation by someone outside 
it who has no responsibility for results. Some think planning implies rigid ad
herence to a preconceived set of actions, so that everything which was planned 
does get done but nothing else is permitted. Part of the difficulty is in a 
view of planning as merely laying out a method for achieving an objective, when 
actually it ~an be that or it can be comparing several alternative objectives 
or policies. 

Planning, as the Panel understands it, does not imply control nor include 
execution. Properly done, it ought to be an aid to both, but it is an adjunct, 
and separate. Planning precedes execution, preparing the way for it. 2 It re
duces the uncertainties which the manager, responsible for results, must face. 
Thus it allows a more effective and concentrated use of the manager's judgment. 
Planning is a staff activity, done usually by staff people for line managers. 
The decisions about plans are made by line managers who have responsibility for 
results and authority to decide and control execution. 

Effective managers normally ensure not only that planning is done before 
they act but also that further planning occurs during the action phase, to take 
account of the inevitable differences between what was foreseen and what actu
ally occurs. If the two activities of planning and execution are not conscious
ly distinguished, people may sometimes tend to see execution as an inseparable 
continuation of planning, or even a final phase of planning. It is true that 
sound planning necessarily is rooted in the realities of execution, and that 

IThe Council of State Governments, Judicial Planning in the United States 
(Lexington, Ky.: COSG, 1976), pp. 1-2. 

2 , The Future of Criminal Justice Planning (Lexington, Ky.: COSG, ---:-:::--1976), p. 13. 



feedback from the execution process is used as the best possible refiner of 
plans. Nevertheless, planning and execution are quite different activities. 

Logical Steps 

Planning differs from academic analysis, which mainly seeks understanding, 
in that planning aims toward getting something done. \vhether that something is 
the adoption of a policy or the carrying out of a program, the planning process 
necessarily contains a number of steps and a logical sequence. First, there is 
the definition of the issue or of the aims and objectives involved. Next,there 
is the assembling of pertinent information, including concepts about cause-and
effect. Then there is the visualizing of alternative ways to proceed and of 
the consequences each might have. Finally, there is usually some comparison of 
these alternatives, involving criteria whether explicit or implicit. 

The sequence of such a planning model is logical, for successive steps 
depend upon the ones before. The. issue or goal must be clear, because the 
nature of all that follows hangs on that purpose. In light of the purpose, 
data can then be gathered econom:Lcally, and a comprehension of these facts 
about the situation allo\-1s options to be imagined and the likely results and 
implications of each option to be foreseen. Once that is done, a basis for 
comparing exists. The planning process then has prepared the matter for deci
sion by the responsible manager. 

Huch variation is nevertheless possible within the framework of this basic 
model. Feedback, for example, is a routine technique of planners. During later 
stages of the sequence, facts or aspects evidence themselves \.;hich would have 
affected earlier stages. So the planner in effect backs up and inserts the new 
discovery there and works out the consequent revisions through successive 
stages. Moreover, there is the tension--sometimes found even within one per
son--between the pure planner viewpoint, tending to consider everything and to 
compare meticulously, and the pure executor viewpoint, tending to reach quickly 
for the first workable package and act on it. 

Practical Considerations 

In practice, it may not be possible to follow the logical sequence. Some
times a government planner may 'have the luxury of orderly progression from 
starting point to end. But suppose a legislator or the Governor proposes an al
together new program, and the planner must react promptly to it. The planning 
sequence has now been entered from the end, not the beginning. If the planning 
approach is to be used, the planner therefore must derive alternatives, work 
out consequences, obtain data, infer a purpose, and then apply feedback, all 
in whatever time is available. Some or all of the process may need to be fore
shortened, perhaps done mentally rather than in writing. Sometimes the process 
may occur skeletally and extemporaneously in a meeting. In such cases, a chief 
concern of the planners may be the practical political feasibilities. If half 
a loaf is better ~han none, then political momentum toward a good partial step 
raises the question whether holding out for the ideal is wise. 
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ttl governments, planning is done in an actual political setting and be
comes effective only when political leaders decide and act. 3 Since it takes 
pragmatic realities into account, the planning process may therefore be inter
t'..,ined with educating the concerned public and generating consensus."4 Planning 
leaders may so shape their work as to pursue a reputation for timeliness, work
ability of proposals, and responsiveness to special public anxieties, if that 
seems the best route toward a sympathetic ear in the le~islature. , 

Anticipation of Consequences 

The essence of planning is organized forethought. It seeks to visualize 
what situations are apt to exist in a near or more distant future, what re
sources will or could be available to deal with them, what the options are for 
governmental policy and action, and how these seem likely to work out. The 
key question is what would probably happen, what the results and the side ef
fects would be. Planning is, above all, a matter of trying to anticipate the 
consequences. 

\fuat "Criminal Justice Planning" Heans 

Its Nature 

Criminal justice planning is simply the application of all the above no
tions within the highly dispersed field of criminal justice within a state. It 
is the reduction of uncertainty about the future, so that decisions made else
where, often by a number of autonomous officials, may be more accurate and 
timely. It is using analysis and data--not just numbers, but concepts as well-
to discover and compare possible goals, priorities, and standards so as to best 
meet criminal jus tice needs which it has identified. Often it is laying out 
specific programmatic steps to accomplish clear purposes. 

Particularly when done within a state planning agency, or SPA, it is also 
something more. It is then the active search, from a broad and system-wide 
viewpoint, for interactions among parts of the criminal justice system, in 
order to see how things done by one gart may affect another part, and to en
courage or arrange their coordination. 

3 State Planning: New Roles in Hard Times (Lexington, Ky.: COSG, -----, 
1976), p. 6. 

4Some of the main issues affecting criminal justice planning are high
lighted in Daniel L. Skoler, Organizing the Non-System (Lexington, Hass.: Lex
ington, 1977), pp. 29-43. 

5Daniel 1. Skoler, Criminal Justice Organization, Financing, and Struc
ture: Essays and Explorations (Washington, D.C.: U.S. G.P.O., 1978), pp. 65-79. 
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In a late-1978 questionnaire survey, the SPAs expressed a surpris~ngly 
uniform understanding of what criminal justice planning was supposed to be. Al
though the ways they are able to apply that understanding may vary widely, they 
they agreed that criminal justice planning comprised: 

(a) Anticipating the future (perhaps short-range, perhaps longer). 

(b) Visualizing consequences of alternative policies or actions. 

(c) Clarifying purposes, problems, goals, and priorities. 

Cd) Hence improving the prospects for productive decisions by the author
ities responsible for resource control and results. 

(e) Communicating and stimulating intercommunication. 

(f) Perhaps above all, energizing coordination. 

Its Relationship to Resource Hanagement 

Criminal justice planning is closely allied to the management of resources 
(mainly funds and people) but is not the same thing. Suitably done, planning 
can improve the basis for such management. Resource considerations usually are 
key factors in planning, most often as constraints. In budgeting and financial 
management the natural concentration is upon dollars, while criminal jus tice 
planning COtlcentrates more upon considerations of cause-aud-effect, and conse
quences, with an instrumental view of dollars. So the two seem complementary. 

One view of criminal justice planning, however, holds that influence over 
funding is the only powerful leverage planners can have to offset the centrif7 ugal tendencies of the dispersed system and achieve coordination within it. 
Usually coupled with that view is the observation that since LEAA has been pro
viding only 3 to 5 percent of what is spent on criminal justice within a state, 
some influence over the 95 to 97 percent provided by state and local govern
ments is essential if the planning is to be effective. Some people modify that 
judgment, however, by noting the inflexibility of most state and local expendi
ture, committed as it is to police payrolls, prison maintenance, and the like. 
Of what is actually available for innovation and progress, they say, the LEAA 
funds constitute a potent share. 

Its Products 

State criminal justice planning can have at least four possible sorts of 
products. Since Federal money is usually wanted but is available only under 

6Survey of SPA directors, in cooperation with the National Conference of 
State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators, Fall 1978--25 of 57 SPAs 
responding. 

7 Skoler, Organizing the Non-System, op. cit., p. 260-1. 
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certain conditions, the first is sufficient compliance to protect the Federal 
fund flow. Initiation of legislation or influence upon it is another, which 
could be direct or indirect. Some influence upon the allocation of state funds, 
presumably but not necessarily via budgetary processes, is a third. The fourth 
is some contribution, for selected issues, to the processes of executive man
agement, the policy statelllents and directives and so forth through which parts 
of the criminal justice system are controlled by those often-autonomous offi
cials having authority. 

How Is It Done? 

One way to visualize what activities are entailed in criminal justice 
planning is in terms of compliance, systematic planning, reactive planning, 
coordination, and support building. 

Compliance is the activity done to meet the numerous, often detailed Fed
eral requirements expressed in legislation and LEAA guidelines. 8 To manage 
grants of Federal funds requires extensive administration. 9 A comprehensive 
criminal justice plan for the state, usually very long and packed with speci
fics, must annually be updated at considerable length. To produce or update 
the comprehensive plan will engage lUany planners, but it will involve far more 
people as well. Many responsible officials, sitting as members of supervisory 
councils or boards, will take part in reviewing the contents of the plan or 
its judgments. 

Systematic planning, initiated or at least controlled by the planners, 
usually is forethought which involves assembling and analyzing data, working 
out and comparing al ternatives, visualizing consequences, and working up 
materials suitable for decision elsewhere. It might deal with a broad set of 
problems, or a narrow one. 

Reactive planning may also entail all the same steps as systematic plan
ning. But it is more likely to be foreshortened, since it would be responding 
to someonEl else's needs and, no doubt, time schedule. Most of the problems 
would be of narrow scope, perhaps even spot-actions. 

Coordination is causing the policies and actions of others to be so artic
ulated as to minimize mutual interference and to maximize mutual support in 
the larger public interest. Since apart from the legislature only the SPA has 
system-wide responsibility and perspective, the SPA has special obligations to 
ensure coordination. Yet most others in the system have or share substantial 
autonomy, so the SPA's modes of coordinating are not based on control. 

8State of the States: On Crime and Justice, a report of the National Con
ference of State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators, May 1976, pp. 27-34. 

9 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Safe Streets Recon
sidered: The Block Grant Experience 1968-1975 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. G.P.O., 
1977), Chapter IV, pp. 51-97. 
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Support building recognizes that political processes determine decisions 
and actions affecting criminal justice; hence it undertakes to inform, consult, 
and suitably accommodate various groups. These groups may be within the crimi
nal justice system, elsewhere in state and local government, or in the private 
sector. Toward most of them a normal route is via the membership of a super
visory council or board, with whom communication is therefore apt to be full 
and frequent. 

Who Does It? 

Responsible Leaders in Government 

Although this discussion deals mainly with professional planners in SPAs 
and elsewhere, some of the most significant criminal justice planning actu
ally is done by elected and appointed officials with responsibility for re
sults. A Governor may not have much time to allocate to planning, but will give 
guidance, will make major decisions, and is likely to take an active part in 
some of the analytical discussion of alternatives in such cases. Host assur
edly a Governor will urge coordination and the use of a system-wide view by 
people whom he or she has appointed to head criminal justice agencies. These 
latter people, too, will do some planning themselves and especially will re
view and decide about the planning which others do for them. In the state 
judiciary, responsible judges will be doing the same within their sphere. The 
legislature will not only be a critical consumer of executive and judicial 
planning but may also periodically supplement or even replace it with planning 
which members or staffs perform. 

At sub-state levels, not many responsible officials have access to full
time planners, so they and their immediate staffs may take a more direct al
though part-time role in the planning process. 

SPAs and Their Councils 

The SPAs usually constitute the largest group wi thin a state of people 
engaged in criminal justice planning. Not all they do is planning, of course, 
for much administration of grants and compliance is also done there. But they 
do plan for the system as a whole. 

The supervisory boards over the SPAs, usually termed councils, are charged 
to take a similarly broad view. A few of them have undertaken to do planning 
themselves, in all its steps. Most, however, apply their experienced judgment 
to the intermediate or final products of planning accomplished in SPAs and 
elsewhere. The give-and-take which ensues is bound to enrich those products 
and is clearly a contribution to the planning process. 

Sub-State Criminal Justice Planners and Their Advisory Groups 

In the dozen or so Regional Planning Units (RPOs) and Criminal Justice 
Coordinating Committees (CJCCs) which a state may have, much of what happens 
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is coordinating acrovity and the providing of service, as distinct from actual 
planning analysis. Some of the latter is regularly done, and it, plus the 
rest, are the origins for useful input into planning done elsewhere, too. 

Hembers of the regional planners' supervisory boards naturally incline to
ward a pragmatic view, as a rule, and sometimes this leads to actual planning 
of an operational nature being done by a board or committee of a board. ~[ore 
usually, though, their participation in pldnning centers on the application of 
experiencedjudgment--for example, in adding a new option that had not occurred 
to the professional planners. 

10National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, A 
National Strategy to Reduce Crime (Hashington, D.C.: U.s. G.P.D., 1973), p. 35: 
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Chapter III 

Organizational Structure 

The Importance of Organizational Structure 
to Criminal Justice Planning 

Criminal justice planning can be facilitated or hindered by the specific 
organizational structure of both compSlnents of the criminal justice system and 
the key decision points in state government generally. Where criminal justice 
components have been more or less consolidated (such as in North Carolina, New 
Nexico, and Virginia) the initial processes of planning can be made consider
ably easier. The opportunity to obtain access to a number of agencies through 
a common superior does not reduce conflict or differing opinions over issues 
or policies; but, it does provide a means for a more timely resolution of dif
ferences compared to circumstances where similar agencies must be approached 
on an independent basis and there is no point of resolution, in organizational 
terms, short of the Governor. The dispersion of criminal justice functions 
among a number of agencies in the executive branch clearly makes planning more 
difficult. This is not to say that it makes it qualitatively poorer nor that 
consolidation necessarily relieves the process of either conflict or failure. 
New Mexico provides the most striking example, where, except for the Attorney 
General's office, all criminal justice agencies at the state level within the 
executive branch are either within or administratively attached to the Depart
ment of Criminal Justice. On the other hand, in both California and North 
Dakota the state criminal justice agencies are widely dispersed, requiring 
considerable coordination across independent agencies in order to achieve com
prehensive planning. This dispersion is further exacerbated in California 
where the local level of government is the more active level, expending about 
three quarters of the total criminal justice expenditures in the state. In 
spite of these substantial differences, one would be hard pressed to judge 
either California's or North Dak.ota' s planning as less successful than New 
Mexico's as it meets the state's own needs. Both the organizational structure 
of the system and location of the particular function can have important ef
fects upon how criminal justice planning can be approached most usefully. 

Like the executive branch, the organization and division of functions 
within the court system will have a considerable influence onhow comprehensive 
the criminal justice planning in a particular state can be as it encompasses 
the court system. Where the courts have been unified, such as in Colorado, 
Connecticut, North Carolina, and Virginia, it is possible to deal with a lim
ited number of contact points and assure accurate representation of the judi
ciary. Such is not the case in California and Hichigan where the court system 
is divided among levels of government with ao clear administrative center. In 
such instances substantial efforts are required to develop a basic consensus 
before some of the fundamentals of planning even can be undertaken. 

Legislatures present a special problem since there has been little effort 
here to treat criminal justice problems comprehensively through organizational 
means. The usual case is for both upper and lower houses of a legislature to 
have two, three, or more committees (apart from taxation and appropriations) that 
have jurisdiction over various parts of the criminal justice system. Rarely do 



such committees coordinate or look for secondary and overlapping impacts reO" 
specting issues and legislation with \vhich they deal. The Virginia General 
Assembly does have a Crime Commission composed of representatives from both 
the House of Delegates and the Senate; however, this Commission tends to deal 
with issues of topical political interest in the field of criminal justice 
rather than to take a systematic overview of the needs or problems within the 
system. Of course, not all legislative matters (or criminal justice issues, 
for that matter) require a synoptic view. The legislature remains the one in
stitution where satisfactory models for a comprehensive approach to the crim
inal justice system have yet to be identified. Those SPAs that have been most 
successful in their relations with the legislature generally develop good links 
at the professional staff level, supplemented by cooperative contacts at the 
political level. 

The organizational location of the SPA clearly influences both its ability 
to undertake comprehensive criminal justice planning, and the way in which it 
approaches that task. Initially, all SPAs were authorized by gubernatorial 
initiative, usually through an executive order. Most were semi-independent or 
autonomous, reporting directly to the Governor or es tablished as part of a 
general service unit such as a Department of Administration, an Office of Plan
ning or similar general staff agency. Obviously, the purpose was access to the 
Governor for decision and support. Since most chief executives have a large 
number of semi-independent, small groups, reporting to them, this "executive 
location" held real value only if the SPA Director had a recognized personal 
relationship to the Governor. Over the past decade, nearly all SPAs have been 
authorized by legislation and many have been removed from the Governor's imme
diate ambit to other locations. For example, reorganization in New Hexico, 
North Carolina, and Virginia has put the SPA in a consolidated department which 
includes many, if not mos t, of the criminal jus tice agencies in the executive 
branch. In all three of these instances, the SPA has been elevated from a role 
of having responsibility principally for the LEAA grant program to that of pro
viding general planning and analysis staff support for the secretary of the 
department involving all of the functions over which he or she has responsi
bili ty. In such a position the SPA operates from a point of organizational 
strength, dealing with other components of the system. On the other hand, the 
SPA may face the perception of being "an interes ted party" more than appears 
to have been true when the SPA is organizationally separate from agencies hav
ing operational responsibilities. 

During the past ten years, there has been a general trend toward consoli
dation within the criminal justice system which is particularly pronounced 
through an increasing number of states where the court systems have been uni
fied and where at least some of the criminal justice functions in the execu
tive branch have been brought together in a single department. None of these 
assures better or more cOlnprehensive planning in and of itself; but, they can 
facilitate the process of coordination, information exchange, and ultimately 
of decision. There are many other variables which can have as important if 
not more important impact upon criminal justice planning than organizational 
location and structure--for example, the professional and political capabili
ties of the leadership in the criminal justice agencies, but especially in the 
SPA; the relative strength of the links between the SPA and its sister organi
zations within the criminal justice community; and, in the relative strength 
of the ties to the Governor and to the leadership in the legislature. 
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\fuere Criminal Justice Planning Occurs 

The SPA is the premier location for comprehensive criminal justice plan
ning. The responsibility for formulating and updating the annual plan required 
by LEAA virtually assures this. Although the SPA may not collect the data or 
even have the most sophisticated analysis on any given topic, it is most likely 
to be sensitive to and aware of the interconnections among the various elements 
within the criminal justice system and their patterns of interaction. On bal
ance, the SPA normally reflected the greatest breadth and depth in the plan
ning specialties related to criminal justice and is the locus of the more sys
tematic, long range concerns across state government dealing with criminal 
justice. Host SPA staff are in the civil service and increasingly reflect 
education and/or experience in one or more of the criminal justice specialties. 
Staff appear to be more professional in all respects than observers sugges t 
was the case eight or ten years ago. 

Among executive departments, the agency or department responsible for cor
rections usually evidenced the most involvement. in planning and had the most 
able planning staff. Apart from state police agencies or those agencies estab
lished especially to develop and provide training for criminal justice person
nel, little planning capability was apparent among other criminal justice agen
cies in the executive branch. In each of the above instances, the planning 
tends to be operational in nature, short term, and directed almost exclusively 
to the particular function for which the agency has responsibility. The most 
notable exception has been long-range master planning undertaken in corrections 
departments whereby corrections master plans are developed to deal with a num
ber of the key issues which have held the public eye in this area, such as 
juvenile justice facilities, overcrowding, and community corrections. 

Beginning with the emphasis on administration and management concerns in 
the court system provided by Chief Justice Warren Burger, there has been pro
nounced activity in the judiciary for the establishment of various mechanisms 
to relieve judges of various administrative and managerial tasks to include 
developing calendars, instituting more effective records management systems, 
and developing primary data systems. The equivalent of an administrative of
fice of the courts supporting a chief justice at the state level is relatively 
common now. Since the amendment of the Omnibus Crime Control Act in 1976 to 
provide LEAA funds for judicial planning committees (JPCs), these "planning" 
bodies have proliferated. As a rule, there are reasonably good ties between 
SPAs and administrative officers in the court system and/or judicial planning 
committees (which frequently are attached to administrative offices). This 
facilitates including judicial concerns in a more systematic fashion in the 
SPA and other criminal justice planning. 

The only other location for substantial criminal justice planning occurs 
at the sub-state level in the regional planning units or special urban-oriented 
units in major metropolitan areas. Among these units, the best planning ap
pears to occur in the metropolitan areas where there is adequate staff, a close 
tie to general government decisionmakers, and close linkages to the operating 
agencies. Even minimally staffed RPUs which are part of a regional Council of 
Governments or a uniform planning region can make significant contributions if 
the unit works closely with other professionals on the general planning staff 
and fully utilizes the data and analysis capabilities. The quality of planning 
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at this level is largely a function of the quality and experience of the staff 
so involved. 

The SPA and Its Relationships 

An SPA must establish a network of relationships if criminal justice plan
ning is to have any significant impact. Positive and continuing relationships 
need to be developed with the general decisionmaking organs of government (the 
Governor, the legislature, the state budget office, and to a lesser extent 
generic state planning office) and with the major actors in the criminal jus
tice community (other criminal justice agencies in the executive branch, courts, 
regional/local criminal justice planners and agencies, and interested profes
sional/interest groups). No program of planning can be viable without close 
cooperation and data exchange between the SPA and the criminal justice agen
cies. As an independent agency reporting directly to the Governor) the SPA can 
have considerable influence if it is perceived to be a surrogate for the Gov
ernor reflecting his interest on criminal justice matters generally, as appears 
to be the case inCalifornia and North Carolina. Where criminal justice topics 
do not occupy high priority attention on the part of the Governor, the inde
pendent status can still serve a positive role with the SPA acting as the 
"neutral mediator having recognized competence." SPAs in North Dakota and 
tlinnesota tend to fit this general mode of operation. The Colorado SPA also 
tends to fit this role, though it is located in the Department of Local Af
fairs. Those SPAs, such as New l1exico, North Carolina, and Virginia, which 
are part of a consolidated criminal justice department or secretariat are not 
completely free from the responsibility for developing a consensus type of 
relationship with sister criminal justice agencies in the executive branch. 
Although coordination may appear to be "automatic" because of the organiza
tional unity, in fact the organizational politics may be equally as challeng
ing (see the description of the New Hexico SPA in Appendix H). 

In summary, organizational structure and location are important factors 
in how an SPA approaches its task of comprehensive criminal justice planning, 
and may have a determining effect on its relative success. Generally speak
ing, those SPAs located within a consolidated department, encompassing a sub
stantial number of the executive branch functions in criminal justice, appear 
to be among the institutionally most secure SPAs. To have such a home base 
provides more discernible opportunities to reach beyond the LEAA grant pro
gram in its planning efforts. 
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Chapter IV 

Organizational Functioning in Nine States 

This Chapter describes how planning actually functions in criminal justice 
organizations in the nine states observed. When visiting the SPA--the organi
zation which has the largest gathering of criminal justice planners in a state-
one finds more people busy in the area of LEAA grants and compliance than on 
other matters. Besides being foremost in effort applied to it, that area is 
also foremost in significance, some would say, because of the leveraging effect 
of LEAA funds. 

Nevertheless, the processes can be visualized more readily if other mat
ters are examined first. Consequently, this Chapter initially considers what 
is done in general, under the four categories of broad planning, standards and 
goals, specific planning, and coordination. Thereafter it reviews functioning 
in terms of the various outputs--not merely LEAA grants and compliance but also 
legislation, support-building, budgetary review, technical assistance, and sub
state planning. 

Just as each state is unique in its organizational structure for criminal 
justice planning, so also is each state unique in the way that its planning 
network functions. In reading this Chapter on what the network does and how 
it does that, the reader should bear in mind the distinctiveness of each state. 
The generalizations which follow do not all apply to anyone state; each state 
has its own blend of conformity to and divergence from them. The reasons for 
this distinctiveness are several. First, while the Safe Streets Act did pre
scribe an SPA and a council under the Governor, as well as an annual compre
hensive plan, the Act also left much freedom of action to each state. Dis
tinctive factors soon influenced how the planning area thereafter developed. 
Second, the nature, managerial style, and turnover of such key individuals as 
governors, SPA directors, council chairmen, and influential advisors are unique 
to each state and quite varied among them. The same is true of the constitu
tional framework and the overall governmental patterns within which planning 
operates. Distinctiveness therefore has been compounded. Third, both the 
historic setting and the unfolding events of each state's political life are 
absolutely unique, yet these tend to define both what is necessary and what 
is possible. 

Broad Planning 

The 1968 Federal legislation creating the LEAA program aimed to induce 
the states to do broad, overall planning in two senses. One was the system
wide sense, so that constant at~ention would be paid to the interdepe~dence of 
all parts of the system, and plans would provide for the consequences that an 
action in one part would have for other parts of the system. The other sense 
was a concern for goals and priorities, so that effort would be purposeful and 
of cumulative effect over an extended time. 

But the Federal money began to flow at once, before planning networks 
existed to do this broad planning. The states apparently felt one problem to 



be overriding: to improve the effectiveness of police. A few people realized 
then that the effects of interdependence \vould quickly appear--that more ar
rests would mean more plea-bargaining, more trials, more offenders on proba
tion, more offenders locked up, and more arrests still. Yet no planning net
work was tuned toward anticipating these and the thousands of more specific 
consequences of change, let alone toward sorting them into manageable aggrega
tions, arranging the priorities, figuring out what could be done, getting it 
authorized and funded, and then coordinating the execution. Even though the 
LEAA program aimed to create such a network in each state, the infancy of 
these system-oriented planning and coordinating mechanisms occurred simultane
ously with the new spending on law enforcement and its side-effects. These 
mechanisms, obliged to handle complex administration of grants and to deal with 
crises while at the same time creating themselves, spent years struggling to 
catch up. During just the last several years, however, most of the nine SPAs 
visited have overtaken these difficulties and begun to approach the hopes orig
inally expressed in the 1968 legislative mandate. The strong, encouraging 
trend among the nine states is for agendas to be set by conscious system-wide 
forethought rather than by the random pressures of events. 

Broad planning recently done in California and Virginia illustrates the 
point. The California Council on Criminal Justice, working intimately with its 
associated SPA, has backed off to view the whole system in perspective, draw
ing on extensive public consultation. The result was a fundamental policy 
framework of priorities and programs for the whole system. This framework the 
SPA now uses in dealing with LEAA grant matters and with proposals for state 
legislation, while sub-state planners use it to energize locally funded pro
grams. The method used to develop it was highly systematic and structured, 
with carefully selected criteria and an explicit process for making the neces
sary choices. In Appendix 0 appears an extract from an April 1978 State of 
California, Office of Criminal Justice Planning publication entitled Cali
fornia's Legislative Anti -Crime Initiatives Based on Intergovernmental Plan
ning which describes the process. California used a quite open process, in
vol ving many public hearings, and evidently sought--successfully--to nurture 
support for whatever was ultimately to be chosen. 

Virginia, hov7ever, applied a quiet government routine, linked to the bi
ennial budget process, but at least as systematic and structured. It, too, 
separated this broad planning altogether from the grants selection process, 
identifying the chief issues and sorting out their relative priorities. The 
SPA methodically ensured very wide input from local governments and state agen
cies especially, aided in this by the obvious budgetary implications. The role 
of the supervisory council has been less prominent in this process than that 
of its California counterpart. 

What is highly significant about both these experiences, plus some similar 
ones elsewhere, is not only how recently they have emerged but also that the 
planning covers the whole of criminal justice activity in the state, not simply 
the LEAA-supported fraction. The Virginia system is clearly organic now to 
state government processes, although it remains to be seen whether California's 
subsequent updating will be regular and equally methodical. 

In most of the nine states, the SPA's supervisory council has been taking 
an active role in identifying issues and problems. But in all observed cases, 
the interplay between council and SPA prior to decision has been extensive. To 
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find problems in the criminal justice field has always been relatively easy. 
To identify those susceptible to fruitful action with limited resources, how
ever, is not. Basic issues need culling from among the superficial and "news
worthy." Problems which have cascade effects on others need to be located. 
Discrimination, attention to linkages, and a constant sense of the practical 
are nIl, therefore, essential. 

All criminal jus tice planning organizations devote continuous effort to 
identifying what problems or issues exist, and~lich ones warrant early action. 
The SPAs do much of this, and it usually centers around the collection and 
analysis of data. While much of the relevant data is not statistical, never
theless in those many states where the Statistical Analysis Center, or SAC, is 
within the SPA, data analysis is mechanically easier. If the SAC is instead 
within the state police, or the attorney general's department, there are often 
difficulties about timing, data quality, or responsiveness. ~fuile these diffi
culties raay be reducible through judiciously applied grant aid, wasteful dupli
cation sometimes occurs. As experience and sophistication steadily accumulate 
in SPAs, the quality of inferences drawn by comparing one year to another, or 
one region to another, steadily improves. 

From beyond the SPAs come many nominations of problems and issues. State 
agencies usually do their share of this rather systematically, perhaps in con
junction with a periodic budget exercise. Regional planning organizations sys
tematically involve their supervisory boards in judging regional problems, and 
pass those distinctive judgments on to the SPA. Some SPAs, Colorado and Cali
fornia among them, invite interest groups to suggest problems. In such states 
as New Hexico and North Carolina, the device of multiple public hearings 
throughout the state has been productive. The Governor and the legislature, 
or at least key commi.ttee chairraen, sometimes add their topics to the list. 

Sometimes it is the broad probleras which are assigned priorities, but some 
planners prefer to assign priority instead to the programs for dealing with 
them. In fact, to use the California framework as an illustration, it can be 
questioned whether the state's real priorities are those expressed in a coun
cil document or instead are only those authorized and funded in legislation to 
which both legislature and Governor agree. Certainly these latter two institu
tions are the ones which determine whether a line of endeavor is pursued, and 
with what intensity. Yet one can visualize either supporting, for tactical 
reasons, a criminal justice measure much lower on the council's priority list 
than others which, again for tactical reasons, are not even introduced. Per
haps a priority listing is not fully developed until it has taken full account 
of such tac tical mat ters, since momentum and legislative confidence in the 
planning apparatus are so important. And priority is ultimately determined 
through the budget and appropriations. 

At any rate, priorities usually emerge from a pragmatic process in which 
the council and the SPA normally are the centers of activity. Often some in
put from or clearance wi th the Governor's office and legislative staffs is 
sought early in the process. Further input is solicited from sub-state plan
ners, public hearings, interest groups, and the criminal justice community, 
especially via professional associations. Special attention is paid to the 
SPA's own analyses, typically including offense trends, conviction rates, geo
graphical differentiations) and experience with innovative programs. Current 
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LEAA emphases also receive close attention, with a special eye toward addi
tional funding; most states have found such LEAA priorities as career criminal 
programs and corrections master planning to be quite worthwhile. 

State criminal justice agencies recommendpriotities, each ordinarily urg
ing emphasis in its own area. Michigan not only includes agency heads on the 
council as most states do, but also has a committee of state agency heads to 
blend and coordinate these separate views. A similar effect is had by consoli
dating all state criminal justice agencies, as in New Mexico and Kentucky, or 
some of them, as in North Carolina and Virginia, under one cabinet secretary. 
In any case, the judiciary will be separate and in most states will not abstain 
from emphasizing its own preferences before the legislature merely because a 
secretary, council, or SPA perceives them to have modest priority. Again, pri
ority is ultimately determined through a budgetary process. 

Planning of Standards and Goals 

Perhaps significantly, the recent trend toward broad planning covering a 
state's entire criminal justice system has developed in the wake of a major 
long-range planning effort sponsored by LEAA in the early and middle 1970s. 
It began with a National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals (the Peterson Commission) .~vhich published its six volume report in 1973. 
These detailed a model set of targets for the system and all its components, 
plus the rationale behind them and a clear delineation of how pursuit of a 
goal in one activity might affect other activities. Then LEAA offered support 
for individual states choosing to develop their own standards and goals. 

The states varied in how they approached doing so, but generally each one 
solicited broad involvement. Councils ~vere enlarged, new committees were 
formed, public hearings were held, and responsible officials at all levels of 
government contributed ideas and data, or took part in discussions. Thousands 
of people were thus engaged to some degree in what basically was a long-range 
planning exercise. 

Hhat ensued in the several states was also varied. In California, the 
exercise was highly politicized, well publicized, and swiftly rejected by an 
incoming Governor of the opposite party. In New Hexico, grass roots partici
pation was thoroughly cultivated, and the public interest which it stimulated 
became the basis for the successful reorganization of state criminal justice 
agencies. But the exercise seems to have made an enduring impression every
where, for it was repeatedly referred to by practitioners in all states visit
ed. What makes this remarkable is that evidently the follow-through on it has 
been rather modest, so that it is viewed widely as an aborted effort. 1 

The Michigan experience, however, is enlightening. The council there was 
apparently perplexed by the difficulties of reconciling what might seem ulti
mately ideal with the realistic possibilities for political acceptance and 

1A detailed discussion is in American Institutes for Research, The Nation
al Evaluation of the Standards and Goals Project, published in Washington, D. C. , 
in December 1978 for LEAA. 
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funding. Several changes which seemed sensible, for example, were not permis
sible under the current state constitution; should they confine themselves to 
what was constitutionally acceptable, or should they express a visualization, 
unrestricted by the practicalities of the moment, of what Michigan's criminal 
justice system should ideally be in order to best serve its citizens? They 
chose to do the latter, and applied a very long-range view. Some of what 
emerged has been described as blue-sky wish-lists, altogether beyond the state's 
financial capabilities. Yet the ferment caused by comparing a visualized ideal 
with an observed reality has already led directly to increased state funding of 
local criminal justice activity, and the early prospect of more. Even in Cali
fornia, the notably successful development of the framework of priorities and 
programs was undoubtedly made possible by the prior consideration of standards 
and goals. 

By bringing large numbers of responsible officials together repeatedly in 
an examination of the future on a system-wide basis, these exercises have stim
ulated better comprehension of system interdependence. The opportunities and 
needs for closer coordination, for more systematic management of change, were 
implicit in the subject matter. Recognition of them may be mainly below the 
conscious level, but that recognition is now much wider than before, and it 
will probably influence future decisions in a constructive way. 

Specific Planning 

Planning toward specific purposes has decidedly improved in quality during 
the past two or three years in raost of the states visited. Some of this is 
relatively abbreviated planning done within state agencies for short-run execu
tion; an illustration is New Hexico' s contingency planning for how the state 
police should deal with an anticipated intrusion by large groups of lawless 
motorcyclists. Some is aimed toward the long range, however, such as the cor
rections master planning done in many states, with LEAA encouragement. 

A vivid example of mid-range planning which falls between thuse two is what 
the California SPA and council did as contingency planning for possible passage 
of Proposition 13. A property tax reduction measure, this would severely reduce 
the revenues of local government (as in due time it did). Four or five months 
before the vote, few people in government were much worried abuut the possibil
ity of its being passed. But the SPA, perceiving how powerful an impact it 
could have upon local police and other criminal justice activity, catalyzed and 
thereafter actively supported an analysis by a committee of the council. When 
Proposition 13 did in fact pass, in the criminal justice field the necessary 
but hard-to-obtain data were already on hand, and the consequences of various 
alternative lines of action had already been worked out. Meanwhile other parts 
of state government had undertaken similar contingency planning. Immediate 
legislative and executive consideration of coherent facts and proposals was 
therefore possible, and occurred. In the criminal justice area, the result was 
Virtually complete restoration, from state funds, of some $800 million newly 
denied to the operating criminal justice agencies of sub-state governments. The 
planning done by the SPA and the council was timely, thorough, and closely con
certed with sub-state governments. 

Planners, however, do not usually set the planning agenda. An SPA or a 
s tate agency. responds, for example, to the more or less predictable schedules 
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of a legislative session and the state budgetary proc.ess. But at less fore
seeable intervals either may also face action requirements originating with the 
Governor, his staff, the council, other state agencies, or the legislature. 
An SPA may discover some change in the environment of government, such as a 
shift of position by some interest group, that permits motion on a project 
previously stalled. Or, news coverage of an event may significantly alter 
public opinion and hence the permissible limits of action. Some planning leaders 
think it is crucially important to take advantage of such momentary situations. 
To respond successfully in such an inherently political milieu, they say, builds 
an SPA's status among political leaders and thus allows further progress toward 
the SPA's goals. 

Whether activist or not, however, all planners occasionally face situations 
to which they must react without prior notice. In responding to sudden chal
lenge or transient opportunity, flexibility is necessary but not sufficient. 
\~here basic preparations already have been made and basic necessities stock
piled, the prospects for success are better. Planners can extemporize most 
effectively when data are already on hand, networks of staff relationships are 
already functioning, and especially \.;rhen goals and priorities already have been 
visualized through analytical work. It is this sort of prior foundation which 
permitted the California contingency planning to succeed so solidly. It is to 
achieve such a foundation that every SPA visited maintains continuous liaison 
l.;rith state agencies and looks for opportunities to lend them a planner or two, 
as Virginia has done with the courts on occasion and as North Dakota has done 
recently. New Nexico is apparently seeking to maximize this capacity to react, 
by having the same group of planners work on behalf of state agencies at one 
moment, and of the ce?tralized department the next. 

There is a widespread impression in the nine states that in just the last 
two or three years, the planning in corrections departments, state police, and 
state courts had advanced in quality and responsiveness. The courts, however, 
have begun planning more recently, and are perceived as still catching up with 
the others. 

Coordination 

Centrifugal tendencies are natural in the criminal justice system, made up 
as it is of so many autonomous or nearly autonomous elements. Few of these 
elements feel today that their resources are adequate for handling their own 
responsibilities, let alone assisting other elements with theirs. The short
run tendency has been to seek efficiencies and productivity in one's own oper
ation, with little thought to how that might inconvenience another element's 
operation. There are Ulany signs, however, that responsible officials in the 
nine states are more and more recognizing the interdependence of the system 
and showing increased willingness to accommodate the needs of others--in a 
word, to coordinate. 

Operating agencies carry out programs, and in the main it is they who plan 
the specifics of them. Of course, no hard and fast line is invariably visible 
to distinguish between such program planning and broader overall planning. But 
in Virginia, for example, the SPA stresses a broad distinction between strategic 
or general planning, which it regards as the area appropriate for the SPA, and 
tactical or operational planning, which is the concern of those organizations 
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which will carry out the programs--and whose leaders are responsible for results. 
Some approximation of this concept apparently is implicit in how most states 
divide the planning effort. 

An exception to that rule prevailed in New Hexico during the initial year 
of its new consolidated Criminal Justice Department. The planners from the 
state police and corrections had been moved into one consolidated planning 
office in the SPA. From there they prepared operational plans for their areas, 
and also took part in the broader, overall planning. Even so, the concept was 
that decision on the operational plans would be made by the responsible oper
ating officials, not by the SPA head or by the Secretary as common superior. 
Since this New Hexico arrangement has much potential for creating tensions, ad
justments in it seem possible as the new organization shakes down. 

Hore typical is North Carolina's present division of planning effort. The 
concept there is that central planning should be done by a relatively small SPA 
staff which concerns itself with broad policy thrusts. Detailed planning for 
the conduct of programs should be done within the departments or agencies having 
operational responsibility for carrying them out. 

Regardless of who does the planning and where, the trend definitely is 
toward incorporating into it data and concepts gathered from elsewhere in the 
system. Thus, the California Youth Authority considers its own statistical 
data more accurate and usable than those available from the Bureau of Crime 
Statistics, so they base their operational planning upon their own numbers. 
But implicit in this judgment is that they have acquired and compared the other 
data. More important, they stay in touch with adult corrections planning, with 
the SPA, with other departments of state government, with professional associa
tions, and with the legislature as they work up their plans. Sometimes planners 
from other organizations join in their deliberations. 

The s tory is similar in dozens of other agencies visited. The Michigan 
Corrections Department now makes a point of coordinating its planning efforts. 
Its researchers and planners keep in regular contact with the state police and 
courts planners because they derive distinct benefit from doing so. Thus, by 
learning of a rule which the s tate Supreme Court intended to issue for expunging 
juvenile records, they were able to negotiate an adjustment still satisfactory 
to the Court but accommodating corrections' need for data for predictive analy
sis. Host court systems are not far along the learning curve, having begun 
planning rather recently) but they seem to be steadily increasing the amount 
of coordination done by their own volition. In New Mexico, for illustration, 
the courts planners not only keep up two-way liaison with the SPA and major 
departments, but also stay in future-oriented contact with such others as the 
head of the district attorneys' association. 

All this is not to say that sensitivity about bureaucratic boundaries has 
vanished. Such sensitivity remains a major factor affecting the coordination 
of both planning and operations within the criminal justice system. But more 
and more operating agencies seem to appreciate that, by staying in touch with 
others whose work affects their own, they can obtain some help in handling their 
own responsibilities. What's more, they often can forestall problems. 

Huch credit for such growing awareness of the benefits of coordination 
belongs to the LEAA program and to the SPAs which are its principal activists 
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in the various states. By stressing the systel'1.-wide viewpoint, by bringing 
autonomous officials together to learn about interconnections and broader pur
poses, and by the demonstration effects of programs they have pursued, SPAs 
have both directly and indirectly been stir.mlating an increase of coordination. 

In order to influence coordination constructively, an SPA must first rec
ognize where and when it is needed. This is one reason why SPAs normally use 
people with relevant experience and specialized knowledge to maintain regular, 
frequent liaison with other criminal justice agencies at staff level, while 
maintaining top level contact as well. SPAs also stay in touch with interest 
groups, notably including the professional and vocational associations, and 
wi th sub-s tate operating agencies, often through regional planners. Such 
methods, plus access to reports and other documents, help them stay abreast of 
what is actually happening. Thereafter, perhaps the main need is a sensitiv
ity .to the discontinuities, the anomalies, the imperfect matching of one pro
gram with another. 

Having identified the need, an SPA can pursue coordination first by simply 
bringing people together. This approach, by the way, is almost universally 
called one of the foremost successes stimulated by the LEAA program. Regular 
meetings of various councils and committees occur, and various special gather
ings are held for conferences on particular topics, training sessions, and 
workshops. These meetings provide both broader understanding and the personal 
contact which help people resolve problems. 

A second route toward coordination is via improvement in the acquisition, 
retrieval, and treatment of data. Criminal justice practitioners often mention 
how chaotic were information gathering, record keeping, and reporting before 
the LEAA program began, and how much improvement has occurred already. One 
regional planner observed that in 1968 fewer than half the police departments 
in his multi-county area were reporting felony occurrence into the Uniform 
Crime Reports system, while today all do. Yet he, like the others, stresses 
that much more improvement is needed before all parts of the system can base 
their decisions upon compatible data. Although SPAs vary in their influence 
over data collection and management, they can use technical assistance, project 
funding, or other means to pursue 'higher degree.s of accuracy and consistency 
of data. The term "data" includes more than just numbers, and SPAs can improve 
coordination by watching for the use by several agencies of incompatible assump
tions, especially implicit ones. 

A third route is through state legislation. Legislatures have great po
tential power to regulate the way various criminal justice activities in a 
state are performed. As a practi~al matter, their exercise of that power will 
take into account many factors besides merely the efficiency of the criminal 
justice system. But SPAs often can influence or even propose legislation to 
improve system coordination. 

A final route toward coordination is through budget review. An SPA having 
some influence within the budget process can use it to stimulate incremental 
improvements in coordination, particularly where SPA data and analysis can add 
a broader perspective. One state's SPA, for instance, has successfully sup
ported an increased courts budget in order to improve the functional relation
ships of the courts with other components. 
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In all nine states, planning for the courts is still moving through rela
tivGly early stages of development. Coordination is not yet well developed, 
for judicial independence seems somewhat threatenerl by it, in the opinion of 
some. Many judges and at least some courts adminlst~ators and courts planners 
are 'uncomfortable with the idea of SPAs, or anyone I:'l~e outside the courts 
system, doing any planning \vith respect to the courts, In Hichigan and Cali
fornia, increased state-level funding responsibility for courts is being con
sidered, and one normally aSSumes that the extent of state regulation or control 
would increase as state funding increases. To ensure that any such alterations 
benefited from a system-wide perspectivf.'~ SPA participation in the necessary 
analysis and planning would seem in oruer. But courts planners and judges do 
not favor such participation. In California, the executive branch's role will 
be handled by the Department of Finance, but in Hichigan the SPA's unusual 
additional role as the state budgeting agency for criminal justice ensures SPA 
invol vement. 

Al though SPAs usually maintain some contact with the general planning 
offices at state level, and sub-state planners frequently \olOrk among their 
regional equivalents, there is scarcely any participation by general planners 
in the review of criminal jus tice policy and programs. SPAs and RPUs alike 
seem to consider that criminal justice planning now is more professionally ad
vanced and more realistically applicable than what the general planners do. 
That same view was also heard from neutral observers in several states. 

Criminal justice planners have numerous program-review interconnections 
with state agencies dealing with human resources, education, health, welfare, 
and the like. \<1hile these are particularly evident in the juvenile justice 
area, corrections and crime prevention sometimes also involve interdepartmental 
coordination. The initiative, or perhaps the catalytic leadership, for these 
joint efforts appears to have come from SPAs. In at least some cases, though, 
the SPAs are at pains to avoid any accusations of turf-infringement, or of 
unduly controlling some other department's planning. In 1978, for instance, 
the California SPA undertook to develop thoroughly the techniques for produc
tively coordinating or integrating the application of various resources scat
tered throughout multiple Federal, state, and even non-governmental programs. 
A number of other states as well as California departments have eagerly availed 
themselves of the resulting multiple-source-funding approach. Meanwhile, how
ever, the SPA has been seeking to pass the expertise and the cognizance for 
that approach on to the Department of Finance. 

LEAA Grants and Compliance 

In all nine states visited, some people called the SPAs and the RPUs by 
the name "LEAA." One reason is their c.entral role in allocating LEAA funds, 
and another their close association with LEAA-supported activity. But a prime 
reason may be their concentration on complying with LEAA requirements and help
ing others to do so. 

Nothing else which SPAs do consumes the amount of staff effort which LEAA 
requirements absorb. They have been expressed in legislatiort, several times 
amended, and in extensive guidelines from LEAA itself. Compliance has been a 
necessary condition for receiving Federal money, so the pattern was estab
lished early of concentrating onfotm rather than substance, to submit whatever 
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would be accepted as compliance, to confine attention mostly to LEAA-supported 
activity. 

The administrative work associated with LEAA grants is universally de
plored, mainly becau;,;e it is complex and massive. People in state criminal 
justice systems appreciate that some controls are necessary over the spending 
of public funds, but they believe that to devote about half of the typical SPA's 
manpower to administrative accountability to the Federal government is exces
sive. Leaders of the SPAs visited were far from preoccupied with such concerns, 
however, and seemed to accept the administration as a necessary cost of doing 
business. In at least one state, California, the auditing portion of this has 
been shifted out of the SPA, but it still has to be done, in this case by the 
Department of Finance. Besides the auditing, much monitoring and periodic re
porting is also required. 

The centerpiece of compliance activity is the comprehensive plan from which 
the grant projects are supposed to derive. Submitted or updated annually, 
these comprehensive plans are characterized by controversy. They have been 
long, involved, expensive to produce, and of marginal value to states. Few 
state and sub-state planners regard them as worthwhile; they are mentioned 
rarely as a source of guidance or useful reference but mos tly as absorbers of 
time and effort. 

Nevertheless, the process of producing the comprehensive plans is indeed 
seen as valuable. It has been the main device obliging responsible officials 
to treat the criminal justice system as an interdependent one. This occurs 
when supervisory boards, both state and sub-state, meet to consider the plan or 
inputs to it. Hh11e the plan itself may be primarily confined to LEAA-funded 
activity, both the opportunity and the motive exist for criminal justice offi
cials and others as ,vell to recognize how interrelated the parts of the sys
tem are. 

In theory, the preparation of a comprehensive plan should begin by ana
lyzing the present and projected situations, should next identify the high 
priority problems, and only thereafter should develop specific programs and 
projects for dealing with the problems. Until the last few years, the actual
ity has been the reverse of that process, or allocation followed by rationali
zation through use of analytical formats. The trend now is toward doing the 
analysis first, but that has yet to be fully achieved. 

The context in which crimlnal justice planning goes on, after all, is a 
political one. Authority is widely diffused, and unless a Governor is able to 
exert unusually strong leadership, decisions about programs and the accompany
ing funds will tend to occur through consensus among those sharing that author
ity. But most of those people also are, or represent, competing consumers. 
Each wants programs and funds which benefit his Qr her own interest. Log
rolling is a natural, predictable consequence. 

Where log~rolling is being superseded by prior analysis as the basis for 
state allocation of LEAA funds, a change in perception may be part of the 
reason. There seems to be some tendency for autonomous officials, the com
peting consumers, to realize that their particular interests can also benefit 
in other ways than by obtaining project-funding directly. They appreciate more 
clearly now how interconnected and interdependent the parts of the system are. 
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They see more clearly how help given directly to another part of the system 
may indirectly help their own. This attitude was clearly reflected in the 
stated willingness of two sore-pressed state agency heads for the SPA, with its 
system-wide perspective, to allocate not only Federal but also state funds for 
the whole system. 

Of course, a sheriff or a district attorney sitting on the state council 
may reach an earlier or more advanced appreciation of interdependence than the 
colleagues whomhe represents. He then faces a representative's standard prob
lems of reconciling the particular with the general interest, of responsive
ness to constituents, of missionary work among constituents to help them reach 
the new understandings he has reached. 

The SPA's professional staff meanwhile faces the similar problem of recon
ciling its objective perceptions of what is best for the system with its need 
to avoid loss of support. If the SPA disregarded public attitudes, the urban
rural balance, the balance between stern and compassionate approaches, the in
fluence whIch sheriffs have with legislators and county commissioners, or other 
essentially political factors, it would risk trouble with the legislature and 
elsewhere, too. On the other hand, an SPA which is sensitive to such matters 
when identifying problems and recommending projects might well expand its op
portunity to make system-wide coordination more effective. 

In other words, even if analysis and not log-rolling is the first step in 
the comprehensive plan process, there will be some political ingredients to it. 
Other ingredients will include analyses of crime incidence and trends. But, as 
local officials emphasize, this is not an exact science, since reporting is 
imperfect, statistics are sometimes out of date, and aggregating may mask sig
nificant differences. The ingredients will also include explicit or--more 
often--implicit impressions about cause and effect: whether probation deters, 
the results of pre-trial diversion of youthful offenders, the value of short 
response times, and so forth. In the present rudimentary state of our under
standing, such impressions are apt to vary from one person to another. Hence 
the process has room to accommodate some sensing of public opinion or political 
acceptability. 

At least three of the states ensure that analysis precedes project selec
tion by clearly separating the two. California, Colorado, and Virginia dis
engage the attention of SPA and council from ongoing short-term project ques
tions while they do a thorough canvass of mid-term and long-term problems of 
relatively broad scope. From this canvass they select a rather short list of 
major problems, and then derive suitable goals. What results is a broad stra
tegic framework, to which state agencies and local criminal justice organiza
tions are encouraged to conform their proposals. 

The grants selections process involves sub-state planners and many groups 
within the criminal justice community which contribute per.ceptions about needs 
and priorities. Most proposals for projects and programs originate within these 
groups. Because of regional dissimilarities, the assessments and proposals 
display much variation. Urban and rural regions especially diverge in their 
ideas. State-level planners usually try to stimulate intercommunication and 
progress toward consensus. 
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That consensus ultimately will be manifested in the councils which super
vise SPAs and which are key elements in grant selection. Even in a state with 
nominally unrestricted council cognizance, such as California, the practice is 
for the council to deal mainly with LEAA-supported activity. The typical coun
cil formerly considered every proposed grant, sometimes in detail. Some still 
do, but Hichigan illustrates the trend toward leaving details to the SPA and 
seeking broader perspective at council level. Although the states divide grant 
selection authority between council and SPA in a variety of ways, evidently 
few if any sharp differences ever develop. Communication flm.,s freely, and 
cooperation is needed by both. 

The SPAs themselves are heavily, continuously engaged in matters of grant 
selection as well as administration. LEAA money is an SPA's principal lever 
and lubricant; it permits the innovation which may yield progress toward an 
SPA's goals. SPAs consequently try to anticipate the best uses for Federal 
funds wi thin a state, drawing upon LEAA' s knowledge and often the experience 
of other states. Thus, it is said, easy access to relevant developments in 
Kentucky, Virginia, and other states, plus help from the Council of State Gov
ernments, ~.,as a decisive factor in the New l1exico SPA's success with criminal 
justice reorganization. SPAs have been concerned all along about non-Federal 
funding for project continuation, but a growing number now pursue the multi
plier effect, applying Federal funds to stimulate more effective use of state 
and local money. To avoid disfavor within the legislature and the criminal 
justice community, an SPA generally will be attentive to regional and func
tional balance among its grants. Some may occasionally use grants deliberately 
to develop support in a needed area. 

State freedom of action is by no means complete, however, for to some ex
tent the Federal funds are earmarked or made conditional by statute. The SPA 
and perhaps council mus t manage wi th care in order to comply wi th a number of 
specific requirements. These include minimum percentages for sub-state planning 
out of state planning grants, division of action grants according to relative 
state and local expenditure, separate funds for corrections and courts under 
certain circumstances , mini-block grants for metropolitan areas, varying re
quirements for matching funds, and special provisions about permanent construc
tion. l.Jhen complying, the SPA must carefully consider the balancing of projects 
--to say nothing of the formidable problems of timing, personnel availability, 
and so forth which execution entails. Further complicating the compliance are 
the state's own important needs for balance: geographic, functional, urban
rural, state-county-Iocal, and among important interest groups. 

To achieve further balance according to a set of priorities established 
by broad prior planning may therefore be difficult. The inclination to reverse 
the planning sequence, first deciding on projects and thereafter constructing 
analysis which rationalizes them, is hence more understandable. 

Legislatures are not much involved in the grants process, despite Federal 
legislation designed to encourage their attention to at least the comprehensive 
plan. Although at least California, Colorado, Connecticut, Minnesota, and Vir
ginia have requirements for legislative appropriating of Federal grant funds 
or some similar control, the legislative oversight ordinarily is quite broad 
and general. 
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LEAA has lately emphasized state evaluation of the results of projects, 
as have several legislatures. The states vary in how they do this difficult 
task. Few seem to have undertaken extensive evaluation, and most of them ques
tion a requirement that is inadequately funded and requires sophisticated tech
niques if technical validity is to be attained. Minnesota's SPA has gained a 
national reputation for the quality of its evaluations but nevertheless has had 
difficulty communicating the results back to its sub-state criminal justice 
community. While other states are not satisfied that results from their early 
efforts are productive enough to justify the effort, they still persist. 

For, in the end, compliance is essential in order .. to protect the fund 
flow ... 

Legislation 

Since the legislature plays so decisive a role in criminal justice through 
authorizations and appropriations, people responsible for criminal justice 
planning in many states pay particular attention to relationships with it. Con
tact with elected members may be somewhat restricted, for a Governor Tilay choose 
to have this contact usually be by relatively high appointees. It is not un
common, however, for various civil service officials to testify before commit
tees of the legislature. In any case, the legislators are by no means always 
in the state capital, even in Michigan where legislators are full time, by 
contrast with Virginia's short legislative sessions. For these reasons, the 
planners' contact is mainly with legislative staffs. 

Here again the states vary, but legislative staff manpower is not great, 
especially considering that the number of criminal justice bills may run as 
high as the 350 or so in the last California session. The substantive commit
tees are generally a judiciary or justice committee in each house and often 
such others as corrections or public safety. A few have no staff, while others 
have only two or three people. They draw heavily upon executive branch agencies 
for data, and often for analysis as well. Even where SPAs are strong, legis
lative staffs seldom channel requests for such help to or through the SPA, but 
as a rule go directly to the operating agency concerned. Even so, the trend 
seems toward more contact by legislative staffs with SPAs and more appreciation 
of the SPA's sys tern-wide coordinating funct ion. Confidence in SPAs seemed high 
in nearly all states visited. 

In many states the executive branch, and more recently the judicial branch 
also, do some planning directed specifically toward legislative proposals. Some 
of this is quite systematic. In New Nexico, for instance, the Secretary of 
Criminal Justice holds sub-cabinet level lneetings to complete the coordination 
of what he will recommend be the Governor's package of criminal jus tice proposals 
to the legislature. In North Carolina, the SPA does analysis and staffwork 
leading toward a similar package, and there now is a legislative agenda of over 
500 pages of material to be addressed over the course of several sessions of 
the legislature. The California SPA, operating within the framework of policy 
and priority mentioned earlier, develops legislative proposals through a process 
which may involve more outside consensus-building than additional in-house anal
ysis. Individual state criminal justice agencies also prepare their own legis
lative proposals, which tend not to be closely coordinated with the SPA except 
where the SPA is part of the staff of a consolidated grouping, as in Virginia, 
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or has budget control, as in Hichigan. Legislative proposals emanating from 
the courts system tend to be coordinated only from a budgetary point of view. 
In each session there are also many bills originated by members of the legis
lature, some of which the legislative staffs may coordinate with operating 
agencies or the SPA. Of the 350 California bills mentioned above, for example, 
about a dozen were actually passed to the SPA for review. 

There also are legislative staff organizations which are concerned with 
the whole broad span of government. The Senate Fiscal Agency and House Fiscal 
Agency in Hichigan are among them, as is the Office of the Legislative Analyst 
in California. Often these agencies use the analogy of the Federal govern
ment's General Accounting Office, or GAO, in describing themselves. Sometimes 
they take a central part in legislative review, but their approach tends to be 
fund-oriented or organizational, rather than being oriented toward substantive 
policy. 

Herabers of both houses usually are included on the council supervising the 
SPA, and occasionally on other state bodies concerned with, say, corrections 
or selection of judges. Through attendance there and in other ways the leaders 
of criminal justice committees appear to maintain regular contact with appoin
tive criminal justice officials, including the SPA director. These leaders' 
assessments of political feasibility are solicited as key input to broad judg
ments about 'criminal justice programs under consideration. They often are in 
touch with the views of interest groups and local leaders in both criminal 
justice and general government. Despite this range of sources, members can 
attain a deep grasp of only selected matters in criminal justice, among the 
many other fields competing for their attention. Therefore any political sym
bols associated with proposed legislation may carry weight disproportionate to 
the actual cause and effect considerations involved. 

Some state legislators are concerned about executive-legislative balance. 
Where Governor and legislative majority are of different parties, the legisla
ture tends to take more initiatives and review more critically the executive's 
proposals. More commonly seen is simply an increased legislative assertiveness. 
One recent manifestation in California, for instance, is member-originated pres
sure toward determinate sentencing. Yet even after Congress statutorially en
couraged state legislatures to review comprehensive plans, the legislatures 
persist in showing no real interest in them. The reason apparently is the 
legislators' feeling that comprehensive plans are too bulky and meaningless. 

Support-Building 

Since its ability to perform within state government depends on decisions 
by executive branch officials and the legislature, an SPA operates in a polit
ical context. Opposition from the Governor, the legislature, the criminal jus
tice community, certain interest groups, or the general public could thwart an 
otherwise deserving program or action. SPAs consequently devote effort to the 
quest for understanding and support, to a degree exceeding what is done by 
longer-settled state agencies. 

The rules of the game today put more emphasis on open processes of govern
ment. They favor government initiative to inform the public about current 
issues and to consult concerned publics about possible actions. That meshes 
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~qell \vith an SPA's need to develop support. All nine SPAs were active in com
municating both ways with various interest groups and in conducting public 
hearings, sometimes widely throughout the state. 

In cultivating a Governor's active support, an SPA may concentrate on pro
viding timely information and earning a reputation for producing results. Both 
approaches may focus the SPA more on shorter range topics than on longer range 
ones. The competing demands on a Governor's time, and his possible wish to 
avoid the "bad news area" of criminal justice, may keep the SPA's impact at 
the level of the Governor's staff. 

Supervisory councils and boards, both state and sub-state, can be major 
factors in building support, especially within the criminal justice community. 
Usually they are composed with attention to balancing members' contributions 
to planning and back out to groups which members represent. The leader of the 
district attorneys' association is more likely to be on the council than are 
his colleagues. Judges and sheriffs who by joining the council take responsi
bility for system-wide planning and gain an authoritative grasp of how the rest 
of criminal justice works tend to become exponents of the system-wide view. 
Some lnay then actively advocate this view among colleagues. 

Curiously, from so inherently political a context there evidently emerges 
little partisan political impact upon planners. One presumes a general inten
tion, tacitly understood and deliberate, to avoid party polarization. A nota
ble fact consistent with the situation elsewhere was that one Governor, who 
has especially strong political party identification, had appointed several 
people of the opposite party to lead the SPA, and he worked in close harmony 
with them. 

Budgetary Review 

The budgetary process, many officials believe, is the ultimate determiner 
of priorities. Indeed, in terms of what is done it is that. Since state gov
ernments provide from one-fourth (California) to three-fourths (Virginia) of 
all criminal justice funds, the processes by which these funds are budgeted are 
important elements of criminal justice planning, whether or not any budgetary 
review is done by the SPA and its supervisory council. These processes of 
course culminate in action by the state budgeting agency to recommend for the 
Governor's decision a budget to submit to the legislature. But the processes 
begin within the various state criminal justice agencies, as they collect and 
analyze data, decide what funds to request, and prepare and justify their budget 
requests. The people who do this within the agencies are taking a most direct 
part in the criminal justice planning for the fiscal year (or biennium) ahead. 

Consequently, most SPAs, recognizing that budget preparation is so signif
icant a part of planning, would prefer to have some SPA involvement in that 
preparation. While i.n some states the SPA is rather completely excluded from 
it, in others some association is the rule. Characteristically, the latter 
states arrange this in a wide variety of ways. The variety is illustrated by 
four of the states visited by the project staff: 

• California's SPA has no role in the budget process for other criminal 
justice agencies, since the powerful Department of Finance deals directly with 
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those agencies. In fact, if some restructuring of courts or new state fund'" 
ing of local criminal justice activity were contemplated, the Department of 
Finance rather than the SPA probably Ivould lead the executive branch planning 
for it. Nevertheless, and quite significantly, the broad framework of policy 
and priority worked out by the council and SPA constitute the guidance within 
which agencies construct their budget requests. What is still missing, of 
course, i5 criminal jus tice oriented follow-through on how the guidance is 
applied. 

• New }~xico's SPA director supervises the preparation of the budget for 
the state Criminal Justice Department, which includes corrections and state 
police. His budget office also is involved in preparation of budgets by such 
administratively attached agencies as the public defender organization. 

• Virginia's SPA has an unusually close, cooperative working relationship 
with the state budgeting office and provides to it and to the legislature SPA 
comments based upon review of all criminal justice agency budgets--including 
that of the courts. Moreover, the SPA actually pioneered an issue identifica
tion process Ivhich the state budgeting office is now applying, with the SPA's 
technical help, to other areas as well. ~-Jithin Virginia's two-year budget cycle, 
the concept is to identify and methodically decide the central policy and pro
gram issues during one year and to prepare and meticulously coordinate the 
budget during the second. 

• Hichigan's SPA actually is the state budgeting agency for criminal 
justice agencies and programs. The SPA is located within the Department of 
l1anagement and Budgeting and is responsible for both planning and budgeting. 
lVithin the state's criminal justice community, however, the impression is wide
spread that since these two functions were joined in the SPA, the planning 
function has not advanced. Recent initiatives have been few. 

Among experienced state-level planning leaders, the consensus seems to be 
that the most desirable arrangement would be the opportunity for the SPA to 
revielv all 2riminal justice budget submissions and comment to the state budget
ing agency. As several years of experience refined such a system, the SPA 
staff would have some early contact with agency budget preparation and could 
improve coordination through encouraging if not ensuring the use of common data 
and compatible assumptions throughout the system. The SPA would gain important 
coordinating leverage, and the budget agency would gain the advantage of highly 
informed review from a system-wide perspective, which also should be more ob
jective than individual departments. 

Some complications exist, however. If the SPA is organizationally asso
ciated with some but not all state criminal justice agencies, then it may be 
vulnerable to some challenge of its objectivity. If the SPA came to be seen 
as a budget-cutting agency primarily, then state agencies might not always offer 
full data and cooperation. In a time of generally rising budgets, the SPA as 
proponent of a stronger, better coordinated system could advocate differential 
increases and still retain the confidence of all. But in a period of budget 

2As shown in results of a fall 1978 survey questionnaire in connection 
with this study. 
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cuts, a role as allocator of shortfalls could make the SPA seem an adversary. 
Hhere the money problems of local government cause proportionately more state 
spending, the significance of this increases. One final complication is that 
the more an SPA is involved with budgets, the more vulnerable it may be to the 
fallacy that if you can't count it, it doesn't count. 

Sub-state criminal justice planners typically have had little or no sys
tematic involvement with budgeting. \fuere the planners are respected for ob
jectivity and breadth, however, some county commissioners have invited their 
comment on criminal justice budget matters, as in Hennepin County, Minnesota. 
Hi th so many key criminal justice officials, especially sheriffs, being not 
only elective but also politically powerful, there is sometimes a tendency for 
county commissioners to be more cautious in reviewing their budgets than those 
of others. If there is a respected RPU to use as a buffer, however, budgets 
can be aligned with less political disruption. 

Courts budgets are very much a special case. Consistent with their vary
ing concepts of judicial independence and the equality of the judicial with the 
legislative and executive branches, many judges are quite uncomfortable about 
any involvement of the other two branches with their financial matters. Yet 
it is universally accepted as a fact of life that if the courts are to obtain 
the funds they need for operating, the legislative body is the source, and is 
entitled to a justification of the expenditures proposed. Various customs have 
evolved over the years, including in at least one case the submission by the 
Chief Justice of simply one number to the legislature, as the courts' require
ment for the fiscal period. Wi th the relatively recent permeation of courts 
systems by management mechanisms such as courts administrators and judicial 
planning committees, more coordination is emerging. Courts budgets are pre
sented to and defended before legislative committees in some specific detail, 
and there is typically some contact with the s tate budgeting office as well. 
In only a few states as yet is the SPA significantly involved in examination 
of a courts budget before appropriation occurs in the legislature. 

Technical Assistance 

One important avenue toward system improvement, pursued not only by crim
inal justice planners but to some degree by state agencies as well, is the 
provision of technical assistance in many forms to operating organizations. 
Usually this amounts to temporary reinforcement from outside, to help an orga
nization bring about change. \fuile that change might be better execution of 
existing policy and procedures, more often it is the introduction of new methods 
or new equipment. The people who come in to help may be from like organiza
tions elsewhere, or specialist groups, or private sector contractors, or the 
SPA staff itself. Funding support is various, but SPAs arrange much of it via 
LEAA grants. An interesting feature of New Hexico's reorganization is that it 
builds into the state-funded part of the Department the capacity for technical 
assistance. 

Perhaps the central theme of technical assistance is the diffusion of un
derstanding and technique developed elsewhere, so it is inherently a unifying 
influence. Since autonomous criminal justice organizations will be receptive 
according to how they expect their own work to be helped, a certain aspect of 
merchandising is involved. But when they actually are helped by technical 
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assistance provided through system-wide planners, then criminal justice man
agers may become more sympathetic to a system-wide orientation. When technical 
assistance is offered mainly in areas which highlight system interconnections' 
and stimulate coordination, then it can be an integrating, unifying force. 
Hence many sub-state planners cultivate every feasible opportunity for tech
nical assistance. 

Technical assistance done in the context of state-level planning is illus
trated by the methodical development by SPAs in Virginia, Minnesota, and else
where of an integrated statewide police communications network. In Virginia, 
when many local police departments first began seeking LEAA grants to acquire 
improved communications equipment, the SPA foresaw much difficulty with fre
quency interference, sys tem incompatibility, diseconomies, and the like. They 
also Salol how these could be avoided or alleviated through a planned program. 
Instead of promptly funding new equipment, therefore, the SPA first funded 
analysis, preparation, and technical assistance, holding out the inducement of 
later funding of equipment for municipalities which conformed to a state scheme. 
Once this state scheme was worked out in close association \yith the police 
chiefs I association, the SPA then helped . individual police departments. It 
sent them experienced police C'.ommunicators ~-lho kne\.;r the state scheme in detail 
and \yho worked for the local chief, helping to prepare the local scheme: and 
writing up the grant applications. "lhile t,he process was not swift, it eco
nomically yielded a totally integrated system: any police car in the state can 
talk to any other, yet there is no interference between departments. 

Since the skill with which policies and programs can be carried out largely 
determines their success, many states lay heavy stress on training. Its na
ture may vary from basic vocational training for prison guards to periodic 
conferences where district attorneys are updated on recent court decisions 
about, for example, search, seizure, and the exclusionary rule. Training acad
emies have flourished during the last decade, mainly for police but sometimes 
also training state and local corrections officers, and in a few cases managing 
other training as well. Some state college systems are engaged in specialized 
criminal justice training, and many universities and colleges contribute to the 
upgrading of general education for police. Mobile training teams are also used 
as a form of technical assistance. A great deal of this extensive new wave 
of training activity has been stimulated by SPAs and aided by LEAA funding. 

Technical assistance in the field of data collection and management has 
also been extensive. Al tho,ugh its general thrus t is toward system-wide compdt
ibility and standardization, the variety of locally developed and LEAA-offered 
systems being simul taneously developed is bewilderingly large. In general, 
the courts seem to lag behind the rest of the system yet are the most reluc
tant to innovate in data system improvement. The emphasis on judicial inde
pendence inhibits the degree to which cri.minal justice planners can induce 
motion in this area, and technical assistance is principally handled by courts 
administrators. 

In the courts area generally, the pla~ning approach seems to have spread 
only slowly and then in the wake of other new administrative services. Self
conscious management, by courts administrators who introduce various forms of 
systematized assistance for judges, is rather recent; some judges have accepted 
it only reluctantly, and planning even more reluctantly. Many courts adminis
trators and courts planners believe that only when courts administration is 
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solidly installed and thereaf ter well accepted can courts planning begin to 
approach its potential. They typically believe that it takes several years 
for most judges to appreciate the time conservation and other efficiencies 
which professional management brings them. In due time, they add, the judges 
similarly will come to value courts planning. 

Sub-State Planning 

Although this study focuses on the state level, for perspective some mate
rial on sub-state planning was sought. The regional planners, supervisory 
board members, and respons ible officials interviewed probably included more 
believers in planning and in the system-wide view than their colleagues average. 

Even so, it is clear that sub-state planning, diverse and adapted to local 
realities and personalities, differs widely from that at state levels. It 
goes on in a less structured but quite personalized political context, where 
fence-hlending, service-providing, and attention to timely notification are es
pecially important. Support-building ideally should focus on county commis
sioners and city councilmen, but since regional organization impedes easy access 
to them, most effort is within the criminal justice community. 

The professional planners are mostly in regional planning units, or RPUs 
(half a dozen to two dozen per state), but also within a few city and llrban 
c.ounty governments and a few sub-state agencies, chiefly in law enforcement. 
Each RPU has a supervisory board, mixing officials of general government and 
criminal justice with some public members. Criminal Justice Coordinating Coun
cils, or CJCCs, exist in some main urban areas with similar composition. Oc
casionally a criminal justice official, perhaps an assistant prosecutor or dis
trict court administrator, will function part time in a planning role. 

Sys tem-wide planners seek to identify local problems, goals, and priori
ties in criminal justice both for local use and as contributions toward state 
planning. The law enforcement emphasis of early years, partly caused by heavy 
police representation on boards and their faithful attendance, has given way to 
a broader balance. Planners and boards actively stimulate and propose projects 
for LEAA funding, which furnishes much of their influence and causes local of
ficials to identiEy them usually with LEAA. Analytical planning, to include 
consideration of options, lies behind some of these proposals. But sub-state 
planners lack resources for doing much of that. Hare often, therefore, they 
try to ensure that consideration of system interrelationships and the conse
quences of alternatives reinforces the experienced judgment of practitioners 
on the boards. 

Although grants administration consumes much of their time, sub-state 
planners perceive their central activity to be coordination. Dealing in most 
cases with numerous jurisdictions, they encourage operating officials to take 
a system-wide vie\>1 and accommodate the needs of others. This is delicate work 
done wi th l·ittle leverage and ordinarily needing a prudent, facilitative ap
proach. The provision of technical assistance is what many sub-state planners 
regard as their main route toward success, especially if Federal funding de
clines. Many of them work persistently to improve and standardize data. 
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Relationship with SPAs 

RPU planners face the two classic problems of tensions normally existing 
between central office and field office plus serving two masters, the SPA and 
the local supervisory board. New Hexico has tried to resolve this by putting 
RPU people on the SPA payroll, but feelings remain somewhat strained. Various 
administrative arrangements used elsewhere, including joint powers agreements 
and a non-profit corporation format, have not altered the basic fact that the 
RPU leader must satisfy both the board and the SPA. 

In their unique, diverse regions RPUs generally feel that the overall 
state priorities do not fit. Calling the crime battle already lost in the 
cities, rural RPUs may claim all funding should go toward insulating their 
areas from it. Urban RPUs meanwhile may hold that cities, having the problem 
now, urgently need all the funding. In the middle, pressed from all sides and 
with its eye on the legislature, is the SPA. Some RPUs brood over what they 
see as difficulty in communicating with the SPA, while some SPA people may 
perceive political maneuvering by RPUs and be disturbed. 

Several states, notably Michigan and California, have achieved effective 
communication by having a senior SPA member constantly in touch with regions 
and charged with reflecting their views within the SPA as well as expediting 
the flow of information to them. California also gathers RPU directors before 
and during meetings of the SPA's supervisory council. Virginia also is atten
tive to the regions' needs for help and support, so that the atmosphere there 
is mutually supportive. But in most states it seems normal for some tension 
to exist between the SPA and sub-state planners, and most SPA directors work 
hard to bridge this gap. 

Relationship with Sub-State Governments 

Since every planning region is distinctive, planners relate in a multitude 
of ways to the governments they support. The key discriminator is evidently 
the number of counties within a region: the more counties, the more attenu
ated and less effective is the contact. California planning leaders also hold 
that RPU effectiveness is better the closer the RPU gets to the "real govern
ment," this meaning the elected officials who decide about budgets, who are 
mainly city councilmen and county supervisors, or commissioners. 

In a metropolitan area, a planning unit usually supports one county, one 
large included city, and often a number of smaller municipalities. Their com
bined criminal justice budgets typically may run in the range of 50 to 500 mil
lion dollars. Annual LEAA funding support of at least several million dollars 
will be in mini-block form, so that grants will be decided locally. The plan
ners will be not-iced, and senior responsible officials probably will attend 
board meetings regularly. The mayor may have a special assistant for criminal 
justice with some associated planning capability. At least one law enforce
ment organizati~n will have some planning capacity as well. One or more court 
administrators may be prepared to take part in some coordination. The SPA will 
be attentive to the region, while various experts will be in and out on tech
nical assistance miss~ons. In other words, a planning network will exist, and 
the planning unit will have a reasonably central position. 
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Hhere population 3iS not large and concentrated, planning regions include 
a number of counties. Activity levels are lower. }tore agency heads com
pete for fewer Federal resources. Grants, being approved at state level, may 
reflect state but not local preferences. County commissioners' budgetary power 
makes them key criminal justice figures, but the mathematics of commission and 
RPU supervisory board sizes ensure that few can be involved in and familiar 
with system-wide planning. In fact, only a minority of the sheriffs, district 
attorneys, and county chief judges, let alone police chiefs, can be on the 
board. Technical assistance and other attention from outside will be scarcer 
than in urban regions. In such circumstances, the spread of system awareness 
and of the planning approach is bound to be more gradual. 

Some RPUs are integrated into Councils of Government, as in }lichigan, or 
Planning District Commissions, as in Virginia, or similar multi-purpose organi
zations. Contact with them in this study was limited. Buy many people believe 
that immersion in a COG separates a planner still more from "real government" 
and further limits the potential impact of planning. Nor are compensating 
benefi ts visible. Almos t no mention was heard of advantage to criminal jus
tice from association wi th other planning done in COGs, except easier access 
to economic and demographic data. 

Budget Squeeze at Local Levels 

The resource shortage evidently facing many local governments may have 
luajor impact upon criminal justice planning. If a state increases its funding 
and control of local activity, sub-state planners may gain status because they 
influence s tate-level officials and are spokesmen for local needs. But fund 
shortages do tend to focus attention on the short run and to make innovation 
less popular. Any function whose absence would cause neither quick harm nor 
early public outcry becomes vulnerable to deep budget cuts or even elimination. 
Localities in both New Hexico and California have already reacted to revenue 
stringency by cutting police planning and research units. Where money is short, 
local government leaders seem likely to fund criminal justice planning only 
where they anticipate favorable budgetary consequences from it. 

Apparently mayors, councilmen, and commissioners do not expect such plan
ning to yield savings through efficiency and productivity increases. A few, 
however, have seen how an RPU, with its system-wide view but no vested inter
est in anyone part of the system, can help them contain cost growth. From 
RPU planners and board the general government leaders can gain an authoritative, 
objective review of criminal justice budgets. Such a review can wring out more 
water than can commissioners whose political freedom of action is limited by 
the fact that sheriffs, DAs, and often judges are elected officials with their 
own followings, too. Besides, on RPU may also bring in some helpful Federal 
or state funding support. 

3About two-thirds of the regions are multi-county, according to a Jan. 2, 
1979 study "Survey Analysis of Local Criminal Justice Planning" done by Hark A. 
Cunniff and Janice Z. Stiers of the National Association of Criminal Justice 
Planners for LEAA. 
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Chapter V 

The Essence of Planning in Nine States 

Being unique, the states differ in the way that each organizes its criminal 
justice system and conducts planning within it. The systems are mostly within 
government, and the planning occurs within government processes, in a political 
context. So much do these contexts differ that it would be an error for an 
observer--as it would for other reasons be improper for the Federal government 
--to say there is anyone best way to organize for and conduct planning. The 
foregoing two chapters describe several distinctive approaches and how each ap
pears to be proceeding in its distinctive context. A final chapter of conclu
sions will highlight some key features of these individual approaches. This 
chapter offers some observations about planning in general in the nine states. 

Criminal justice is a system and the planning apparatus uniquely provides 
the opportunity to see it as a whole. While in theory the Governor and the 
legislature can see it so, in practice both are engaged in a broad span of 
pressing actions which together crowd out the system perspective. On their own, 
individual parts of the system can see the other parts only dimly and from a 
parochial viewpoint. Criminal justice planning, however, brings together people 
from all parts and from many jurisdictions. They "begin to see the other guy's 
problems," and planning thus "gets the system speaking to itself." Meanwhile 
the SPA, spared the biasing obligation to operate anyone part of the system 
but in close touch with all parts, can assess problems objectively to see the 
needs and where priority should go. 

Although planning in general is organized forethought, in practice today 
in the nine states criminal justice planning is organized forethought plus co
ordination. The unique system-wide perspective of the planning apparatus of
fers the opportunity for knitting together functionally the many autonomous 
and semi-autonomous elements within it. The historical independence and cen
trifugal tendencies of these elements operating in an area of urgent public 
concern create a powerful necessity to do so. Hhen mentioning the system-wide 
view, most planners say coordination is the way to apply that view in the pub
lic interest. They mean achieving ever smoother interconnection and mutual 
reinforcement not only among police, courts, and corrections but also between 
levels of government and among jurisdictions. They mean full, timely sharing 
of data and ideas among responsible officials, with planners as the catalysts, 
and between those officials and the planners themselves. 

Planning is also concerned with marshalling and allocating resources, in 
the sense not of deciding but of preparing systematicallY for decision by res
ponsible authoritites. Everyone sees the SPA as the key to LEAA grants. In 
some states it also is seen as an influence upon how the state's own resources 
are used for state-level criminal justice programs and to support the programs 
of local government. A few SPAs have some role in state budget review. Those 
which do not may still find their data, analyses, relative objectivity, and 
system-wide perspective used constructively by others in government who do have 
such a role. Planners moreover make a further cont ri bution in the resource 
area by helping to build consensus and support throughout the criminal justice 
community and perhaps beyond. 



Planning is a way of initiating or contributing to constructive change in 
criminal justice acti vi ty. Both broad planning and specific planning by the 
SPA can lead to such change, and so can specific planning by state agencies, 
courts, and others. Perhaps the key steps are identifying the right problems 
and finding the ways to ameliorate them. Close attention to alternatives, to 
consequences, and to side-effects throughout the system are the relatively new 
elements \o,1hich more professional planning has been introducing. All these are 
aided by the easy access which planners have to the state's criminal justice 
community and also to the expertise in LEAA and other states. A sense of what 
is feasible is sharpened through activity to develop consensus and support. 

Hithin state agencies and courts systems, most planning has to do with or
ganizing for execution. Some comparative analysis of alternative policies or 
program~ does occur, but most planning tasks center around making the most ef
fective and efficient use of resources. Thus, the present or prospective over
crowding of prisons has led to much planning of both sorts in corrections agen
cies during the last two or three years. Hhile courts planning is of recent 
origin, it has been stimulated by the possibility of change in organization or 
financing of courts. 

State legislatures, probably the key institutions in American criminal 
justice, have a limited understanding of or appreciation for criminal justice 
planning. Many legislators tend to have a stereotyped perception of it as 
bureaucratic fumbling and waste. They seem inclined to oppose it in principle. 
Yet if the term "planning" can be bypassed, the same legislators often are very 
receptive to its products: the analyses of data, the visualization of options 
and their consequences, the coordination, and the rest. As one cabinet secre
tary essentially said, "The legislators are only here part-time and face many, 
many demands. I don't try to improve their attitudes about planning, for there 
isn't time. But they are practical and do want the efficiencies and the clarity 
which our planning offers them." 

Courts systems steadily are acqu~n_ng a more favorable attitude toward 
planning, more so for courts planning than for system-wide planning. The lat
ter is still resisted somewhat by judges mostly at county level, although other 
judges and administrators experienced with system-wide dealings appear to be
lieve that they too soon will find their apprehensions overdrawn and the benefi ts 
worthwhile. 

Although decision tended to precede planning in the early years, the trend 
now is strongly toward prior planning analysis as an aid to decision. That was 
the intention all along, and it seems generally realized in the SPAs of the 
nine states. In the state agencies it is approaching realization if not a1'
ready there. But it is not yet within the reach of all sub-state planners. 

Broad overall planning is done by all nine SPAs. The majori ty plan for 
more than just LEAA funding, for they are producing frameworks of programs, 
goals, and priorities aiming to cover the whole of the criminal justice system 
in the state. Much that was done in the nine states several years ago in de
veloping standards and goals had the character of overall planning. Although 
the follow-through seems to have been relatively scant and unsystematic, the 
memory provides some guiding influence on current efforts. 
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A Federal requirement endured more or less stoically as a necessary cost 
of doing business is the comprehensive plan. It is accepted partly because some 
accountabili ty is not only inescapable but also appropria te when public funds 
are being spent, but mainly because to do so "protects the fund flow." The 
turbulence of early years largely set the pattern and helps explain why the 
comprehensive plan has been severely criticized for emphasizing form rather 
than substance, and financial management rather than crime control. That it 
consumes planning resources better used for productive anti-crime planning and 
coordinating is widely accepted. 

The current reality of the comprehensive plan has two defects even more 
fundamental. First, it concentrates attention on the LEAA-funded fractions of 
the criminal justice system, to the detriment of across-the-board examination 
of all activity no matter how funded. Second, it gives criminal justice plan
ning a bad name. The product lacks appeal for busy elected officials, for its 
great length, complexity, and turgid detail tend to create doubt or worse on 
the reader's part. If an SPA is primarily identified with preparing the com
prehensive plan, establishing that SPA's worth may be an uphill struggle. 

In the past the mechanics of the processes for manufacturing comprehensive 
plans have done much good. Over the decade they have brought together at sub
state and state levels thousands of criminal justice leaders and have shown 
them the interconnected nature of the system. Most of these men and women, 
however, have grown in system-awareness, and sentiment toward continuing to 
have such interdisciplinary, inter jurisdictional gatherings is strong. The 
comprehensive plan exercise need not be maintained as a stimulus for them. 
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Chapter VI 

Criminal Justice Planning: How Firmly Is it Rooted? 

Introduction 

The focus of the preceding chapters has been a description and analysis 
of criminal justice planning organization and processes as observed in nine 
states. This chapter attempts to assess the extent to which criminal justice 
planning has become a regular, accepted process in the functioning of state 
government. Throughout the discussion, it will be useful to keep in mind one 
assumption and several observations which overlay the whole question. First, 
there is the primary assumption that criminal justice planning in the states is 
useful and more than a supporting activity to the LEAA grant program. The dis
cussion and analysis of the previous chapters generally support this 
assumption. 

Responses from 25 of the 57 SPAs revealed a wide array of "accomplish
ments," with considerable clustering around: (1) advances in law enforcement 
training, including standards, facilities and systems; (2) codification and 
updating of criminal law; (3) consolidation and master planning in corrections; 
(4) planning, expansion, and improvement in juvenile justice, including sub
stantial expansion in community based services; and (5) moder

1
nization, integra

tion, and standardization I.n law enforcement communications. Second, there is 
great variability from state to state in virtually all aspects of the criminal 
justice system and important factors which affect that system, so that judg
ments about the extent to which planning has been institutionalized must take 
into consideration differences from state to state, even where common issues 
are being compared. Third, as evidenced in the early chapters, the concept of 
planning is not well understood by many officials in state government. Too 
frequently planning is viewed in a pejorative sense as being unduly detached 
and academic or arbitrary and directive in nature. 

Indicators that Criminal Justice Planning Is Becoming Part 
of the Governing Process 

There are three general indicators which can be used in judging the rela
tive extent of integration of criminal justice planning into a state I s gov
erning process: (1) the existence and nature of a legislative charter for the 
function of criminal justice planning, (2) the existence and nature of strong 
linkages to the program decision process, and (3) the degree of acceptance and 
support for criminal justice planning. 

The existence of a legislative charter for an SPA is no longer as important 
an indicator as it once was, since a legislative basis for the SPA is now 
required for the continuation of the LEAA program in any state or territory.2 

1From survey of SPAs in cooperation with the National Conference of State 
Criminal Justice Planning Administrators. 

2p • L• 90-351, as amended. 



There is considerable variation, however, in the legislative mandate given to 
an SPA. (Samples of these legislative charters can be seen in Appendices Land 
N.) For example, the charter legislation for North Carolina's SPA (the Division 
of Crime Control) specifically names the Governor's Crime Commission as being 
the sole body in the state responsible for developing a comprehensive state
wide plan for improving criminal justice. It also proclaims the Commission to 
be the chief advisory board serving the Governor on all matters pertaining to 
criminal jus tice. This broad mandate puts both the Governor's Commission and 
the SPA in relatively strong positions when seeking information, assistance, 
and cooperation from other criminal justice agencies in the state and at local 
levels as well. In Virginia the Division of Justice and Crime Prevention (the 
SPA) and the Council on Criminal Justice are vested with wide responsibilities 
for conducting criminal justice planning, including providing technical as
sistance, collecting and analyzing data, developing and conducting programs, 
coordinating activities, etc. The Council is identified as the body responsi
ble for the implementation and administration of the Omnibus-crime Control and 
Safe Streets Acts of 1968, as amended (and other such Federal programs directed 
toward the criminal justice and related areas), but is not given clear author
ity to act as the criminal justice coordinating body for the state. Minnesota's 
charter, establishing the Crime Control Planning Board, focuses upon the LEAA 
program but lists additional powers and duties directed to assisting state, 
regional, and local agencies in activities designed to improve criminal justice 
functions, to include undertaking studies and making recommendations to the 
Governor and the legislature about specific topics for improvement in the crim
inal justice system. In a structural sense, the SPAs now are more firmly root
ed than they were in the past, since all have legislative authorization and 
cannot be easily bypassed or eliminated without legislative action. 

The nature and strength of linkages to the program decision process are 
especially important as an indicator of institutionalization. Here the key 
points are the Governor, the legislature, the state budget agency, and the 
major criminal justice agencies. It is important to discern whether these link
ages are on a regular or an ad hoc basis. The link to the Governor may be per
sonal or direct, or it may be institutionally through the secretary of a de
partment. Either may give evidence of strong ties. For example, in North 
Carolina, the SPA Director has access directly to the Governor on a personal 
and professional basis and through his immediate superior, the Secretary of the 
Department of Crime Control and Public Safety. Since the Governor has a strong 
and continuing interest in criminal justice matters (having campaigned on this 
issue and being Chairman of the National Governors' Association Committee on 
Criminal Justice and Public Protection), he works directly with the SPA director 
without a sense of "disrupting the chain of command." In this case, the ties 
are both personal and institutional, regular and ad hoc. In California, links 
are both personal and institutional through a principal staff assistant. In 
both Minnesota and North Dakota the link with the Office of the Governor tends 
to be ad hoc and personal between the SPA director and, usually, a staff aide 
to the Governor. Although these links are cordial they may be quite infrequent, 
reflecting the relative priority of criminal justice on the Governor's agenda. 
Personal ties can give an SPA.q considerable base of strength as long as they 
last. But when an SPA Director moves, or a Governor retires, that linkage can 
be broken and remain essentially unconnected for some time, as occurred in 
Minnesota in 1977. 
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All of the SPAs visited had at least some positive relationship with the 
state legislature. These varied widely from a dependence on top political 
level ties between a departmental secretary and key legislators through profes
sional relationships between the SPA director and/or SPA staff and legislative 
staff, to personal ties between an SPA director and key legislators. The clos
est, most regular linkages were observed in Virginia and North Dakota where 
there was a continuous liaison between the SPA and legislative staff dealing 
both with substantive legislative matters and with appropriations. Most SPAs 
have undertaken some type of legislative review, although it tends to be limit
ed. Aside from Michigan where the SPA is the budget office for criminal jus
tice, Virginia is the only SPA that appears to service the appropriations com
mittees of a legislature regularly by reviewing criminal justice agency budgets. 
North Carolina and New Mexico ha.ve recently undertaken the development of a 
criminal justice legislative package for the Governor, and both Minnesota and 
Colorado have launched more limited, but relatively broad (in terms of issues) 
legislative reviews. Others tend to limit themselves to ad hoc reviews of is
sues referred to them or to issues of particular interest to the department 
secretary or the state council. Since the legislature is the single point in 
state government to which all criminal justice functions must relate, this link
age is particularly important and deserves nurture. 

With the exception of Michigan and Virginia, most SPAs appeared to have 
Ii ttle relationship with their state budget office except on their own budget 
or those connected with the LEAA grant program. Since the annual development 
of a budget usually is the principal program decision process in a state, the 
extent of participation in this process beyond its own budget by an SPA provides 
some measure of its institutionalization. Finally, with rare exception, most 
SPAs have close and continuing ties with the major criminal justice agencies 
in the state--corrections, state police, the courts, and the Office of the At
torneyGeneral. The latter usually was found to be the weakest link since most 
Attorney Generals' Offices concentrate on the function of counsel to state 
agencies, adminster few programs, and are relatively autonomous where the in
cumbent may be a political rival of the Governor. 

The third key indicator of the state of institutionalization is the ac
ceptance and support of criminal justice planning by the other components of 
the criminal justice community (courts, executive agencies, sub-state agencies, 
and professional associations or interest groups), the Governor and his staff, 
and the legislature. From the outset, SPAs have faced some "turf" problems 
with their sister institutions in the criminal justice community; however, this 
has been reduced considerably over the past decade and, except for some in$ti
tutional frictions and personal irritations involving sub-state planning units, 
it is possible to characterize the acceptance and support of criminal justice 
planning as quite strong from most of the community. With respect to Governors, 
there is wide variation that seems to depend mostly upon the Governors' interest 
and awareness of criminal justice issues and the nature of the personal rela
tionship with the SPA director. Both can be transitory. However, an SPA, if 
not located within the protective environment of a department, would be hard 
put to carry out its responsibilities effectively in the face of a negative re
lationship to the Governor or the Governor's staff. Few Governors have a 
strong, continuing concern for criminal justice topics except as they become 
poli tically important issues. More or less passive acceptance and support tends 
to be the rule. Much the same is true of SPA relationships with state legisla
tures. The fundamental problem is that legislatures, by their nature, are 
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pluralistic in organization and tend to lack focus except in fiscal and finan
cial concerns. The principal continuing points of contact normally are through 
a professional staff serving legislatures, and if these are not assigned ac
cording to some functional scheme, there may be little awareness of the SPA's 
activities apart from the grant process. This generally is the case although 
both Virginia and North Dakota have established strong and continuing relation
ships with professional staffs serving the legislative committees and appear 
to receive valuable acknowledgment and support in return. 

Other Factors Affecting Institutionalization 

A factor which can have an important influence is the diffusion or consol
idation of authority within the criminal justice community at the state level. 
In states where there has been some amalgamation of executive branch activities 
or where there has been unification of the court system, the SPA has an easier 
time of establishing and maintaining key linkages to these components and there
by undertaking a more effective comprehensive planning process. In addition, 
the SPA may be located within a consolidated department and thereby be in a 
position to more "automatically" achieve coordination and integration over that 
array of functions. Such was the case when the Virginia Division of Justice 
and Crime Prevention was included in the new Secretariat of Public Safety. The 
SPA was thereby placed in a more natural location to obtain data, assistance, 
and cooperation as the Secretary's principal arm for planning and analysis. 
It also gave the SPA a more powerful "voice" represem:ed in the Governor's Cabi
net through the Secretary of Public Safety. This change did not dramatically 
shift or improve criminal justice planning in Virginia; it did, however, provide 
a more secure base from which these activities could be conducted and expanded. 
On the other hand, diffusion of authority through the dispersion of criminal 
justice agencies across a variety of locations makes the task of coordinating, 
essentially on a voluntary and cooperative basis, more difficult, depending 
upon the number of independent bases which must be touched. Diffusion does not 
preclude effective planning nor does consolidation ensure it, but either can 
significantly affect the opportunities and the nature of the effort which must 
be forthcoming. 

A second important factor affecting institutionalization is the SPA leader
ship--both its stability and quality. Clearly, the frequent changes in the SPA 
directors have been an important factor retarding the effective implementation 
of criminal justice planning. Where there has been relative stability, combined 
wi th effective leadership, notable progress has been made. Since most SPA 
directors are appointed by the Governor, there has been a strong tendency for 
the directorship to change with a change in governors. Not only does this dis
rupt continuity of effort, but it also makes difficult the attraction of well
qualified professionals to be SPA directors. SPAs are not so generously staffed 
but what the director must serve as an internal leader as well as a representa
tive of the function to other agencies of government and to the general pub
lic. This requires professional knowledge, organizational leadership capa
bilities, and political sensitivj.ty. Such characteristics are not frequently 
combined in a single individual and therefore should be conserved whenlocated. 
In most instances quality leadership at the head of an SPA is fully capable 
of accommodating changes of priority and emphasis to accompany gubernatorial 
change. Anything less than first class leadership from an SPA undermines the 
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critical relationships necessary for effective criminal justice planning, and 
prevents its institutionalization. 

Third, specific political and demographic circumstances peculiar to any 
one state not only affect institutionalization, but may require the use of dif
ferent criteria for making such a judgment. For example, these factors are 
strikingly different in California than they are in North Dakota. The crimi
nal justice planning process in North Dakota is considerably more informal, more 
dependent on relationships between particular individuals and less formal in a 
"system" sense than is the case in California. However, it would be an error 
to thereby conclude that the process inNorth Dakota is any less a regular, on
going process in state government than is true in California. To cite another 
example, the Virginia General Assembly is controlled by the Democratic Party 
and the Governor is Republican; in its sister state of North Carolina the 
Governor is Democratic as is the legislature. One might expect that there is 
a closer, more harmonious relationship between the executive and legislative 
branches in North Carolina than in Virginia, but such is not the case. This 
should not be taken to mean that there is disharmony between the legislature in 
North Carolina and the Governor; it does mean that one cannot make simple ex
trapolations without understanding the nature of the political system in a 
particular state. In Virginia tw~ factors are at work: one is the long period 
of close working relationships between the SPA and the Virginia General Assem
bly; a second factor is that party label tends to be less of a problem in 
legislative relationships inVirginiathan does political philosophy. In North 
Carolina a common party label often disguises intense intra-party rivalry. 
Each state has its own political and demographic characteristics or peculiari
ties which, in combination with other factors, can facilitate or hinder insti
tutionalization of the criminal justice planning process. These should not be 
overlooked, and tend to mitigate against simple, common solutions across all 
or collections of states. 

The Status of Criminal Justice Planning 

Since the beginning of this study, the panel was cautioned about the need 
to put emphasis upon criminal justice planning and not the state planning agency. 
The purpose of the study was to look at the general state of institutionalizing 
a process and not a particular organization that was required under the LEAA 
grant process. The basic philosophy here was that, on a conceptual basis, it 
is possible to distinguish between comprehensive criminal justice planning and 
the LEAA grant program (and the SPA) so that one might judge the relative 
state of institutionalizing criminal justice planning, quite apart from the 
LEAA program or the SPA structure. The assumption here is that neither the 
SPA nor the LEAA program is essential for a state to undertake successful 
criminal justice planning. But there was almost no planning underway prior to 
the LEAA program, except what might be done on an intra-agency basis. Since 
then, the SPA has become the focal point for criminal justice planning at the 
state level, there being no other organization or institution remotely com
petitive for that role. The extent to which criminal justice planning has 
been institutionalized in any particular state is due largely to SPA leader
ship and the effective use of SPA staff--most of which would not be in exist
ence without the LEAA program. Criminal justice planning is most likely to be 
improved through efforts to support and strengthen the SPA rather than through 
other efforts outside the SPA. It is not easy, nor would it be useful to 
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completely separate the grant program from criminal justice planning. The grant 
program has served as a focus for the development of many of the links in 
the process. It also has been the main source of the data contributing to 
more comprehensive planning. Grants now provide important leverage for in
novative action and stimulating wider participation. The core of the staff 
in the comprehensive planning outside the LEM program was developed and still 
is largely supported through the grant program. Criminal justice planning can
not easily be separated at this time from the function of the SPA or the 
LEM grant program. 

Limited though they were, impressions about the permanence uf sub-state 
planning were consistent in the states visited. Hhere population is concen
trated and planning units related directly to local general government, plan
ning seems embedded or promises to become so. Away from metropolitan areas 
where RPUs may lack close connection to general government, planning is less 
well-rooted. 

Criminal justice planning is really just beginning in most states. Al
though there is considerable variation from stateto state in the progress that 
has been made to date, the process has expanded beyond the LEM grant program. 
Thus, it is fair to say that this process has at least a foothold in all of the 
states visited. 

The SPAs, w'hich are the focal point of the criminal justice planning in 
the states, are more stable today than they were just a few years ago. There 
appears tobe a tendency for less rapid turnover among directors, and there has 
been a similar "settling down" of the professional staff. In addition, the 
staff generally is more professional now; representing a greater depth of edu
cational preparation and experience relevant to criminal justice functions and 
the planning role. 

There is a strong tendency to believe that the real "test" of institution
alization is whether or not criminal justice planning would survive the with
drawal of theLEM grant program. At this stage of development, and even where 
indicators are most favorable, the answer to that is highly problematical. 
Clearly, criminal justice planning would receive a severe setback necessitated 
by substantial reduction in planning staff. The principal reason is that, al
though the program has been underway for ten years, institutional difficulties 
facing criminal justice planning are immense. Generally there is not milch pub
lic awareness of the positive contributions that have been made in the face of 
unfavorable publicity about significant failures and some horror stories. This 
awareness has yet to permeate most state legislatures where there is an increas
ing fervor for tight fiscal control not conducive to "taking over" a federally 
initiated program. The plain fact is that legislators across the country are 
becoming more sensitive about matching grant programs instituted by Federal 
agencies which portend eventual state subventions of those programs. Some 
"residue" of current efforts at criminal justice planning would remain, as 
would the positive results of those grant programs which proved successful. 
But progress toward a more cohesive and coordinated criminal justice system 
would be severely stunted just as its potential is being recognized. As the 
earlier chapters reveal, there were many elements of the LEM planning process 
which proved unwieldy, obstructive, and disfunctional. However) the process 
has yielded order, system, and increasingly better~esour:-£-es; weaknesses 
and excess baggage have been recognized and can be remedied. Except for those 
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few places where gubernatorial interest and support is unusually strong (such 
as North Carolina and California), or where the SPA has developed a recognized 
track record and enjoys the relative security of a consolidated department 
(such as in Virginia), removal of LEM program support would seriously under
mine criminal justice planning in the states and delay its institutionalization 
to some distant time in the future. 
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Chapter VII 

Concluding Observations and Suggestions 

To carry out their prime functions of keeping domestic order while protect
ing individual rights, the 50 states have organized themselves in unique ways. 
Also unique is the experience of each with crime and crime control. Federal 
legislation inducing each one to operate anSPA in its executive branch did not 
of itself require other change in either the structure or the functioning of 
the criminal justice system. Yet in every state it set in motion, or acceler
ated a process of repeated reexamination of both. That process has led to 
changes in every state. These changes have had some characteristics in common, 
but they have occurred in distincUve ways. The states are no less unique 
in their criminal justice system in 1979 than they were in 1968. 

The appended state descriptions portray for the nine states visited the 
main specifics of criminal justice planning there and its prospects for perma
nence. Drawing on them plus the experience of Panel members and staff, this 
report has sought to describe the field of state-level criminal justice plan
ning as it exists at the start of 1979. The attempt has been made to respect 
state distinctiveness. 

Now, some generalizations will be offered which may not apply to a parti
cular state. These generalizations aim to expand public officials' understand
ing of (1) the setting in which criminal justice planning occurs, (2) someles
sons planners draw from experience, (3) the permanence of the planning approach, 
(4) what makes criminal justice planning work, and (5) strategies for reform. 

The Setting for Criminal Justice Planning 

Criminal justice planning does not take place in a vacuum. It is part of 
a loose network called a criminal justice system which, in turn, is embedded 
in a particular political system. It is bounded by regulation and practices 
as well as the nature of those problems/issues that generally fall within the 
ruberic of "criminal justice." 

Diffusior. of Authority 

One of the most obvious characteristics about the criminal justice system 
is that authority is widely diffused, often to relatively autonomOllS officials. 
Nany of them are elected and inclined to key their actions to public opinion 
or fairly short-range considerations. A fundamental element in this diffusion 
of authority is the independence of the judiciary. Sensitivity of most judges 
about this independence inhibits and sometimes warps the courts' participation 
in system-wide planning and coordination. In spite of these shortcomings, the 
diffusion of criminal justice authority and the independence of the judiciary 
generally are viewed as representing important safeguards of our individual 
freedom and democratic government. 



Criminal jus tice planning has been a fundamental cause in the spreading 
appreciation of how interdependent are the parts of the criminal justice sys
tem. It continues to spread and deepen. Participants undergo a gradual proc
ess of recognizing progressively more interconnections and side-effects, as 
they learn how they can be helped and hm.;r they can help others, becoming moti
Yl'lted toward pursuing the general interest instead of the particular. 

The Political and Demographic Context 

Each state has its own peculiar political dynamics set amid differing de
mographic environments. The specific aspects of a state's singular political 
situation often will determine the outcome of a criminal justice planning en
terprise. The dynamics of the legislative-executive balance may affect what 
scope is permitted to planners. An SPA that is respected for analysis-based, 
objective support to the legislature as well as the governor is more likely to 
have wider scope and greater impact. As local and state governments have be
come increasingly sensitive to financial stringency, there is a tendency for 
state gO"l.'ernments to be considered as the appropriate source for acquiring fund
ing responsibility for local criminal justice activity. The rise of such basic 
issues in the nature of pressing problems presents criminal justice planning 
with an unusual challenge to identify feasible alternatives and make concurrent 
system improvements as well. 

The Comprehensive Plan and Attitudes Toward Planning 

The Federal government has contributed toward the spread of system aware
ness by requiring an annual comprehensive criminal justice plan. Its system
wide nature has exposed general government and criminal justice officials to 
the facts of interdependence and to the opportunity for motivation. Compre
hensive planning has brought other benefits, too, by clarifying goals, programs, 
and priorities and byhelping in the organizing of resources--although probably 
far less than Congress had hoped. 

The administrative laber entailed in generating comprehensive plans is 
grea t. Both state and sub-state planning organizations put considerable ef
fort into the comprehensive plan, since it is their main single product. They 
therefore become associated in the eyes of the criminal justice community with 
what many regard as bure~'lUcratic gobbledygook. To establish the credibility 
of criminal justice planning, they must first somehow offset that impression. 

The Panel believes that whatever the utility of a comprehensive plan may 
once have been, it is now low, if not negative. Other mechanisms can spread 
system-awareness better. No state that really achieves integrated overall 
planning seems likely to stop doing it if the comprehensive plan requirement is 
lifted. Any state that has not achieved it after ten years of massive paper
work is not apt to do so best via an eleventh, a twelfth, and so on. Ways of 
assuring performance of congressional will and accountability for federal funds 
can be found at lower cost. 

How elected executives, legislators, and responsible criminal justice of
ficials feel toward criminal justice planning determines to a large degree how 
much the planner can accomplish. These attitudes can easily change. Three 
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main influences upon them are now visible. A positive one is the planners' 
ability to attract Federal funds. A negative one is public antipathy toward 
bureaucracy. The third, which in some states has lately become quite positive, 
is the track record of criminal justice planning. A difficulty planners face 
wi th the third one is that in the political arena of their work they must 
sometimes adroit ly avoid credit .for achievements) to build good will and im
prove prospects for the next time around. 

The Intractable Nature of Criminal Justice Problems 

Planners are quite sure that the criminal justice system is being steadily 
improved. But little is said about how much crime has been reduced. As yet 
nobody can be certain how to reduce crime or prevent recidivism. Cause and ef
fect linkages are obscure or unknown. Until the past decade research was 
scant, and what has been primarily learned is what fails to work, without a full 
grasp as to why. A major reason for the uncertainty about progress toward crime 
reduction has been the relatively poor quality of data. It has been greatly 
improved, but there remains much to be done. Hhile planners often expect early 
result s from steps taken toward system improvement, they do not look for quick 
response to crime reduction measures. The Panel did not attempt to judge the 
relative success of criminal justice planning by some calculus of cost/benefit 
assessment. The principal focus has been on the process of planning rather 
than an estimate of benefits, and the data and primitive state of such analy
ses as might be applied here all mitigated against such an exercise. However, 
planners consistently express a strong conviction that criminal justice plan
ning produces benefits to the public. 

Lessons from the Planning Experience 

The Persisting Image of Planners as Federal 

Crim:i.nal justice planning, launched by the Federal government and sus
tained with Federal funds, naturally has had a Federal image. People tend to 
call both state and regional planners "LEAA." Even though a number of state 
and local officials are outspokenly appreciative of the LEAA program and what 
it has done, most such officials share the stereotyped view of some clash of 
interests between the Federal government and their own level. Being identi
fied with the Federal government, the planners are, by inference, seen in some 
opposition to state and local interests. Nor would the problem be eliminated 
if planners were totally identified with state government, since some big city 
officials view the state level more negatively than the Federal. To induce co
operation, perhaps the ideal image would be of one cohesive group, the SPA plus 
regional planners, relating evenhandedly to the whole of the criminal justice 
community throughout the state. Practically speaking, that ideal seems scarce
ly attainable. But to replace the Federal image with a state image is attain
able and seems desirable. 
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Planning for Non-LEAA Activity 

C10~rly the planning approach should be applied to the whole criminal jus
tice system ~dthin a state. To achieve that, the typical SPA concentration 
upon the small fruction of activi ty supported by LEAA funds should be supplanted 
by attention to all state criminal justice activity, which also influences the 
local activity. This does not imply, and indeed should openly avoid, any ac
quisition of control or central consolidating of planning; both would be active
ly resisted by state criminal justice agencies. Instead, the idea is to en
courage those agencies to enrich their exercise of control with coordinated 
forethought, to deepen their perspectives, to improve the accuracy and common
ali ty of data, and to encourage smoother interrelationships among agencies. 
Some services such as training support could also be provided, especially for 
smaller agencies and local governments. New arrangements like these probably 
would take several years to be fully installed and accepted. 

The emphasis on planning beyond the LEAA program should not, however, lose 
sight of the importance of LEAA funds. Representing a modest three to five 
percent of total system expenditures, they do provide opportunity for innovation 
and some flexibility, and thereby are a significant influence for change. 

Incremental Planning 

Improvement in the criminal justice system seems best brought about incre
mentally. Gradual adjustments do not arouse fears about turf, but do simplify 
coordination, conserve planning effort, and avoid the friction losses inherent 
to major change. Hassive planning, moreover, has been tried, is ineffective, 
and damages the credibility of planners. The key element of successful incre
mental planning is anticipation of the consequences, especially the side ef
fects, of various options. As people gain experience and therefore confidence, 
the increments could be gradually enlarged in some cases. 

Meeting the Demands of the Political Process 

Planning is useful only when it has a purpose and leads to action which 
advances that purpose. Criminal justice planning is part of government, not of 
the academic world, and must adapt itself to that context. The political proc
esses of pluralist democratic government are fluid, involve many participants, 
and put much weight on timing. Some policies or programs are simply not feasi
ble, or become feasible only when certain factors change, and valuable premiums 
come to those who assess feasibility correctly. Support-building is a neces
sary art, done usually through consulting and informing the right groups and 
individuals, but done sometimes by adjusting plans to suit the half-a-loaf that 
can be supported. 

Increased Professionalization 

As experience accumulates, enriched through the mobility of individuals, 
criminal justice planners have been emerging as a new professional group. Com
petence levels are well above those of several years ago. Loose networks now 
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exist, through which planners obtain advice and help from outside their organ
izations. The high average turnover rate of SPA directors, a negative influence, 
has slowed somewhat. A distinctive style of planning seems to be developing; 
different from the corporation style of planning at first thought appropriate, 
it is a more functional style, fluid and responsive to political processes. 
Allied to this is increased professionalism throughout police, court s, and 
corrections, carrying with it greater system-awareness and respect for planning. 

The Permanence of the Planning Approach 

Substantial progress has been made during the past decaJe in establishing 
criminal justice planning as a,regular, on-going process in state government. 
Huch remains to be done. The' rate of progress has been cons iderably slower 
than was hoped when the Omnibus Crime Control Act was first passed. but the 
general disarray of the criminal justice system at that time precluded quick 
results from the application of money and good intentions. System-wide improve
ment has been painfully slow, though accelerating substantially during the past 
three years. Comprehensive criminal justice planning is becoming rooted. It 
is not full blown, covering all components of the system in all aspects, but 
the framework has been laid down, a workable process established, and the dis
para te pieces gradually brought together. With a few exceptions, criminal 
justice planning in the states remains relatively fragile, but growing stronger 
and capable of substantial advances with increased recognition and support from 
governors and state legislatures. 

Several factors are adding strength to criminal justice planning as a per
manent process in state government. First, under some prodding by LEAA, most 
states now have legislative authorization for the SPA, vesting it with broad 
responsibility for comprehensive criminal justice planning. Second, the SPAs 
increasingly have a multiplicity of ties to the key decision points in state 
government and are able to have a more regular influence on the program deci
sion process. Third, criminal justice planning is becoming accepted as a pos
itive contribution to program development and evaluation, not only by criminal 
justice agendes, but by legislative commi ttees and the staff organizations 
\vhich support them as well as by governors' staffs and governors. Fourth, there 
has been a notable improvement during the past several years in the stability 
of the SPAs, both in terms of professional leadership and in organizational 
location. 

On the other hand there are several influences which are slowing progress 
toward institutionalizing criminal justice planning. Two are part of the en
vironment in which planning must operate--diffusion of authority and functions 
in the criminal justice system, and low awareness. As noted earlier, some dif
fusion is basic to our system of government, but considerable improvement can 
be made in many states, especially among the executive branch agencies. The 
relatively low awareness about criminal justice planning or its contributions 
hinders the development of support among political leaders; however, care must 
be exercised lest undue expectations are placed on this complex and difficult, 
but promising process. Finally, uncertainty about the Federal commitment to 
criminal justice planning and the grant program over the past two years, indeed 
over much of the program's life, engenders reluctance among state officials to 
grapple with mid- and long-term problems or to invest the state resources that 
can lead to more assured permanence. 
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Hhat Can Make Criminal Justice Planning Hork? 

There are a number of factors or circumstances which can greatly facili
tate the success of criminal justice planning as conducted or assisted by an 
SPA. Among them are: the quality and stability of SPA leadership, gubernator
ial support, a solid relationship with the legislature, participation in the 
budget and other executive decision processes, the spread of a system-wide per
spective and coordination, and an active governing board that provides leader
ship across the system. 

SPA Leadership: Quality and Stability 

An SPA cannot fulfill its role in criminal justice planning without top 
quality, qualified leadership. Neither can the director be changed every year 
or two without seriously disrupting the SPA's capability. Those SPAs which 
have had quality leadership and stability have made the greatest progress toward 
meeting the goals for criminal justice planning that were evident in the 1968 
Safe Streets Act. The SPA director must know the criminal justice system and 
work easily with people and instill their trust--both throughout the system 
and in his or her own office. 

The Governor's Support 

Crucial to the effectiveness of the planning approach is the extent to 
which the governor supports it. Support can come in various forms. The gover
nor can appoint to criminal justice leadership positions people who favor orga
nized forethought. The governor can cause them to coordinate their efforts, 
especially if he visibly backs his SPA. Using the SPA director as principal 
staff advisor on criNinal justice matters, the governor can assign to the di
rector the responsibility to assemble a package of gubernatorial proposals for 
legislation in criminal justice. Above all, a governor can increase the SPA's 
involvement with state-funded criminal justice activity, perhaps via organiza
tional adjustment or by closely associating the SPA with the criminal justice 
budget review process. The more apparent that the governor's support of and 
accessibility to the SPA becomes, the more frequently will the general interest 
supersede the particular. 

Solid Relationships Eetween the SPA and the Legislature 

The most extensive power bearing upon the criminal justice system is that 
of the state legislature. It determines the authorizing laws for local general 
government and local criminal justice, as well as both authorizations and ap
propriations for state-level criminal justice, including the courts. While 
enlarged legislat ive staffs sometimes possess management analysis capabili ty, 
legislatures are not equipped to do coordination. The centrifugal forces on 
them are considerable. State-level criminal justice agencies often deal with 
legislatures directly, and interest groups are active lobbyists as are local 
governments. If a J.egislature regularly responds to such forces without con
sulting the SPA, coordination tends to suffer. But consultation with the SPA 
is likely if the SPA regularly services legislative needs for data and analyses, 
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and if the SPA's record for objectivity and a sense of the feasible is thought 
to be good. 

Participation in the Budget and Other Executive Decision Processes 

Planning, legislative review, and the budget process are all executive de
cision processes in which an SPA should be engaged, to the extent possible, on 
a system-wide basis. Of these three the budget process probably is the most 
regularized and, in the past 40 years, has become the principal program decision 
vehicle across government. Hhen system-oriented planners are able to review 
budget submissions from several criminal justice agencies, often they can find 
incompati bili ties of assumptions, data, or intentions among them. Even when 
they lack any budgetary authority, their comments can be constructively influ
ential. If, however, the planners are perceived as having some power in the 
budget process--for example, if the state budgeting agency relies upon the SPA 
for objective expert review--then the cooperation which agencies show on other 
matters is more assured. Their ability to nurture innovation and system im
provement is strengthened by a budgetary review role. 

The Spread of a System-Wide Perspective and Coordination 

As more criminal justice leaders come to appreciate the system-oriented 
viewpoint, it becomes steadily easier to obtain analysis of consequences, of 
Side-effects, of priorities--introduced into both current and future business. 
\fuere the tone and procedures of a state council, for example, encourage its 
members to avoid acting merely as log-rolling representatives of their consti
tuencies, and instead to pursue the larger interest, then the planning approach 
will benefit. Such an approach to planning emphasizes cooperation and coordi
nation with the SPA playing a facilitating, rather than a directing, role. It 
generates the confidence of the criminal justice agencies as both participants 
and clients and reaches beyond the LEAA program to the whole array of cross
cutting problems in criminal justice for which state and local governments have 
responsibility. The SPA needs to view planning as an open process in which 
professional, interest, and citizens' groups as well as others can contribute 
and participate. 

An Advisory Board that Provides Leadership 

Increasingly, governing boards of the SPAs are breaking out of their former 
patterns of spending their time screening project proposals and undertaking the 
necessary horsetrading to assure that all interests are reasonably balanced in 
the final awards for any given year. Although most still spend considerable 
time in this process, they have begun to consider legislative programs, agendas 
of issues/problems that need addressing via research, demonstration or other 
programs, and public information functions. ~fuere boards have moved out to 
deal with state-wide criminal justice issues, they have shown unusual potential 
to provide non-partisan leadership in exploring alternatives within an open 
forumwherecitizens, officials, client or professional groups, and individuals 
can participate. It offers a unique opportunity for difficult problems to be 
discussed and examined before being thrown into a more political, possibly 
less flexible, arena such as gubernatorial or legislative politics. 
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Strategies for Reform 

Comprehensive criminal justice planning is unlikely to be substantially 
changed in a state without the interest of and sustained support by the gover
nor. Initiation of such change is possible through the efforts of an influen
tial legislator, supported by key interest or criminal justice agencies. Sub
stantial change also may slmvly unfold over a period of years, usually nourished, 
however, by senior officials who are inleadership positions over a long enough 
time to quietly orchestrate change and to exploit larger opportunities. Four 
alternative strategies for reform are suggested; their respective appropriate
ness and likelihood of success depend upon the political, organizational, and 
other important characteristics of the particular state at that point in time. 
Each has been successful. 

Enlarge the Role of the SPA Within a Cabinet Department or Secretariat 

This action usually combines the movement and expansion of the SPA with 
some consolidation of executive branch criminal justice agencies. States where 
this has been carried out successfully are Ne\v Hexico, North Carolina, and Vi r
g~n~a. In New Nexico nearly all executive criminal justice functions were 
brought together in a new department. In North Carolina the consolidation 
included state police, SPA, and para-military functions. In Virginia the ex
ecutive criminal justice functions were collected under the leadership of a 
"secretariat," as distinct from a department. In all three instances the SPA 
became the principal planning staff arm for the new department head or secre
tary. The SPA's enlarged role included reviewing all of the criminal justice 
issues coming before the secretary, which was an expansion considerably beyond 
those of the LEAA grant program. Substantial reorganization carries costs as 
well as benefits, pros as well as cons. 

Pros: Haj9r reorganization is dramatic, highly visible, and widely ac
cepted as symbolic of "action." It is evidence that a governor is doing 
something to bring a problem under control. It can, if well carried out, 
alleviate the problem of diffusion among criminal justice agencies, making 
coordination and cooperation, at least among executive agencies, more regular. 
It also provides a broader base for criminal justice planning in terms of 
access to decision points, issues and pertinent data, and institutional 
support. 

Cons: Any major reorganization carries "\vith it certain costs in terms of 
a governor's political capital. The key question is, will the result be worth 
the effort? Legislative support must be developed, opposition there and else
where overcome. The actual implementation may disrupt clientele relations with 
executive agencies and legislative committees, causing irritations that may have 
to be dealt with later. It will take some administrative energy to implement 
the reorganization, including time and attention of the governor. A new cabinet 
officer must be selected--this can be an excelhmt opportunity or a difficult 
situation, depending upon the expectations, etc., of the agency heads who form 
the new department and the extent to which the governor has a free hand and 
there are able candidates for the new position. 
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Reconstitute/Reorganize/Revitalize the SPA 

A reorganization or reconstitution of the SPA is most effective when the 
governor directs it) with close supervision by one of the governor's top as
sistants. Usually it is undertaken in conjunction with the appointment of a 
new SPA director and reflects important changes in emphasis by the administra
tion. m1en accompanied by a clear strengthening of the ties between the SPA) 
its director, and the governor, the SPA is given potent leverage in its coor
dinative role within the criminal justice community. Perhaps the most striking 
example of this strategy among the nine states is that of California. ~.,rhen 

Governor Brown first took office, the SPA was drastically reduced in staff, 
given new and dynanuc leadership, and provided a new set of guidelines. 

Pros: This more modest type of reorganization usually can be carried out 
within the governor's own authori ty, providing him with considerably more free
dom of action) particularly freedom from numerous legislative compromises. 
The governor is better able to select the leadership and set the organization 
to meet his/her specific needs since few, if any, commitments would be made as 
might be the case in a legislatively based reorganization. 

Cons: Organizational change limi ted to the SPA will not cure serious 
structural weaknesses elsewhere in the system, though it may facilitate better 
coordination. This type of "personal" reorganization will require considerable 
time from the governor and one or more of the governor's principal staff as
sistants--both in the planning and following up on the implementation. To suc
ceed it requires the governor '/ s personal touch if the other criminal justice 
agencies are to properly recognize the SPA as a surrogate for the governor 
in criminal justice matters. 

New Leadership for the SPA. A sluggish, poorly performing SPA may be con
siderably enhanced by new leadership, especially if institutional relationships 
are abrasive or the director appears to lack the confidence or trust of the 
criminal justice community. The emphasis here must be upon the careful selec
tion of a new director who can work well with all kinds of people as a facili
tator and coordinator, who is politically sensitive, innovative without being 
rash, knows the criminal justice system, and understands or can quickly learn 
the political geography of the state. Substantial positive change was made in 
planning, the work of the supervisory board, and the relationships between the 
SPA and criminal justice agencies in Colorado without any real change in SPA 
structure or location--fundamentally by the introduction of new leadership. It 
is commonly asserted that a good leader can accomplish much even in the face 
of poor structural arrangements. The new director must be selected carefully, 
with the governor's approval and assurance of reasonable personal access to the 
governor. 

Pros: Compared to other alternatives, this one causes little disruption, 
but still can be used as the opportunity to signal "new directions" and a change 
of pace or direction. It provides the opportunity to obtain a director who 
is compatible with the governor. The process can be relatively simple, espe
cially if the director to be replaced is recognized as ineffective or lacking 
some of the desired leadership qualities. 

Cons: The recruitment effort should be given the careful attention of the 
governor or the governor's senior staff--time that always is in short supply. 
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Problems related to system structure will not be solved by this means, though 
some friction may be relieved. It is not a practical alternative if the in
cumbent director has strong political support and/or is viewed as reasonably 
effective. 

Incremental Change 

The key factors here are time and longevity of leadership. It requires 
the systematic picking away at problems, exploiting opportunities as they arise, 
nurturing favorable tides and trends, planning and being prepared to move when 
the time is ripe--but, generally speaking, staging no big battles or confronta
tions. A foremost example is Virginia where the political astuteness of the 
SPA director, combined with his longevity in that position, made the step-by
step approach succeed. In no way does this approach eliminate horse-trading, 
political assessment, or the like; it does reduce confrontations and short-run 
bargaining for high stakes. 

Pros: The greatest advantage of the incremental approach is that it is 
least dis rupti ve, with change usually coming at a rate that can be digested be
fore moving on. It permits testing innovation before full-scale application, 
and makes possible the identification of potential pitfalls as well as poten
tial opportunities. ~Hth time and well-situated leadership it can produce sub
stantial results. 

Cons: Incremental change is inherently slow and low profile. No single 
governor is likely to make a name within the confines of a single term via this 
approach. Its generally conservative nature can reduce innovation that might 
otherwise occur. Finally, the requirement for long-term leadership may make it 
impractical in terms of a given state's political environment. 

* * * * * 
Comprehensive criminal justice planning is a cooperative Federal-state 

challenge. The Federal government has an important stake in improving the crim
inal justice system, especially in its collective impact nationally. Over time 
the LEAA program has established a series of networks in the states that con
tribute to that general goal. The states have the principal responsibility 
for the system and for the conduct (or not) of criminal justice planning--ulti
mately to their own benefit. The respective roles for planning, action, and 
support are still being sorted out. What is most needed for continued progess 
is positive, sensitive leadership by both Federal and state officials interest
ed in a better functioning criminal justice system. 
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Components of the Criminal Justice 
System and Their Characteristics 

APPENDIX B 

The criminal jus tice system is usually regarded as having three compo
nents: police, courts, and corrections. Are prosecutors and public defenders 
part of the courts, however? Some people think not, so in the discussion be
low the two are treated separately from courts. Furthermore, another important 
part of criminal justice is the non-governmental or quasi-governmental commu
nity, discussed below as the fifth category, "other participants." 

Police/Law Enforcement 

Most of the people in the criminal justice system, and most of the orga
nizations, are in the law enforcement area. The great bulk of these are in 
municipal police departments, ranging in size from many thousands down to one 
or two part-time officers. Host counties have sheriffs with law enforcement 
officers under their control--from a handful up to several hundred, and in 
exceptional cases more. At the state level there is either a highway patrol 
or a fully-empowered state police force, but usually it operates outside of 
incorporated areas, with intricate jurisdictional agreements. Hany special
ized groups are found at the state level also) such as state capital police) 
alcohol law enforcement agencies, and state investigative organizations with 
limited police powers. Besides these, several score Federal agencies operate 
in their specialized law enforcement and protective roles, and there are prob
ably more private security guards in a given state than uniformed police. 

The primary law enforcement concern of planners, however, is with the 
municipal police, the county sheriff's department, and the state police/highway 
patrol. They exercise general police powers in enforcing the laws of the state 
and/or municipal ordinances. But they are also responsible for maintaining 
the peace, and here arises one of the major sources of frustration for police 
officers. They view themselves as an anti-crime force; they would like to 
spend their time preventing crime, detecting it, apprehending offenders. In
stead, much of their time is spent on service functions--dealing with family 
altercations, automobile accidents, lost dogs, and household emergencies, to 
say nothing of traffic control. Often they see themselves as the only active 
resistance to a potential flood of violent criminality; they see imperfections 
in courts and corrections, complaining that within hours after arresting a 
criminal they see him back on the street, ready to commit further crimes to 
meet bail expenses. 

Police organizations tend to follow para-military lines, with sharp divi
sions of responsibility and clear lines of command, although this is moderating 
somewhat. During the past decade police forces have in general become more 
professional. Training standards and courses generally are much more rigorous 
and more widely applied. Educational levels have been raised, and the trend 
has been toward college training either pre-entry or during an officer's early 
service, although some observers question the quality and value of such training. 
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I:'olice forces are integral and valued parts of a local community struc
ture. Communities tend to resist strongly the idea of losing control of their 
police through consolidation, so there are literally thousands of police forces 
of under ten officers in the United States. Police chiefs are reluctant to 
allow various coordinating devices to attenuate their control over their lim
ited resources. Hence the difficulties in many areas about installing 911 as 
a universal police telephone, for it would have some officers dispatched by 
others than their own organization. Rivalries and problems of jurisdiction 
are not uncommon. 

Courts 

Nost criminal laws are state laws and every state has always had a state 
court system. But until recently, most of the courts were not state courts 
but local courts at city or county level. They derived jurisdiction and powers 
from state law but they were funded, manned, and managed (if that is the right 
word) from local levels. In recent years, however, a strong trend has been 
toward consolidation of courts, even unification under s tate control. The 
states still vary very widely in how they organize courts and in the various 
elective or appointive methods for selecting judges. 

During a period in which major revision and modernization of the execu
tive and legislative branches has been occurring in many states, there has 
been a lag in similar adjustment of judicial branch arrangements. Nuch of 
this could probably be attributed to one of the prime characteristics of Amer
ican government--the emphasis upon independence of the judiciary. The courts 
were not prepared to deal wi th the enormous increase of crime in the 1960s, 
and fell farther behind than did the police or corrections. Dockets grew 
alarmingly and it was by no means uncommon for a felony case to require two 
years to come to trial. This occurred despite widespread increase in plea
bargaining (a device for dealing \vith cases through rapidly-processed guilty 
pleas, usually to a lesser included offense). The last few years have seen 
major improvement in shortening dockets (60 days is not an uncommon figure 
now), but plea-bargaining remains the rule in a majority of cases, ranging up 
to 85 or 90 percent in some jurisdictions. 

One reason for recent improvement in court performance is the tendency 
toward the use of courts administrators to manage much of the non-judicial 
decision-making and management. This relieves judges of some diversion from 
their central work and allows management by professional managers, usually spe
cially trained and able to draw upon nation-wide experience elsewhere and upon 
specialized help. The new profession of courts administrator has not been 
immediately accepted by all judges. Some judges regard the administrator as an 
intruder needlessly complicating a judge's life. In most cases, however, judges 
soon recognize how their own work is made more effective and efficient by the 
administrators' contributions. But the courts administrators generally have 
been limited in the topics to which they could apply their talents. l1anage
ment of payroll, paperflow, and the like usually preceded their attention to 
management of the flow of cases. After systematizing the scheduling of cases-
often conserving many hours of the time not only of judges but of police offi
cers, other witnesses, prosecutors, defenders, and others--administrators have 
had mixed success in establishing systems to collect and manage data about 
courts. The resistance of judges to systematization of data handling is marked 
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in some states, where judges often insist on keeping records in the same indi
vidual !Nays they always have, and some judges bitterly resist the principle of 
associating judges' names with any measure of the amount of business handled. 

Again, the principle of judicial independence, which they see as highly 
significant for the continuation of our individual freedom, makes some judges 
leery lest there be intrusions upon it via data lilanagement--for example, by 
using conviction rates as a factor in the promotion or retention of judges. 
Yet other judges believe that judicial use of the best data management tech
niques will clear away many obstacles and let judges contribute more effec
tively to reducing the crime problem; this, they say, would strengthen rather 
than weaken the status of the judiciary. While such variation in judges' views 
is common, they agree that the principle of judicial independence is at the 
heart of the judicial ethic, and of the American governmental system. It is 
of fundamental importance to preserve the independence, the digni ty, and the 
inviolability of each judge, in a government by law rather than by men. It 
seldom is far from the center of a judge's thoughts when he considers coordi
nation of any sort with other parts of the criminal justice system. 

Corrections 

The corrections component of the criminal juc;tice system deals mainly with 
convicted offenders, comprising as it does the prisons, jails, probation sys
tems, community-based facilities, and parole services within which a sentence 
is served. Jails, however, are also used for short-term detention in advance 
of trial) thus containing people ~.,ho are accused but are not adjudged offend
ers. Juvenile offenders usually are detained in special facilities just for 
youth, which may be designated by euphemistic terms such as home, training 
school, and the like. Prisons (excepting the Federal ones) are operated by 
state governments, and jails usually by county government. Large city police 
departments usually operate their own jails, however, and a few states have 
consolidated the jails under a state system which leaves only part of the re
sponsibility and authority at the county level. Sheriffs control county jails, 
and prisons are controlled within a state corrections department. Juvenile 
corrections facilities may be within the same departlilent as adult corrections, 
or under a separate juvenile corrections agency. Probation services may be 
state controlled or county controlled, but their operations are de facto at 
county level, usually in close contact with the county court system. 

The last decade or so has seen substantial change in the visibility of 
corrections. Some of this has occured because of serious breakdowns which 
brought vivid publicity. But some also has resulted from deliberate and sus
tained efforts at all levels of government to improve the correctional per
formance. Where previously there was virtually no research, the Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration, or LEAA, has encouraged and funded a great deal. 
Early products essentially confirmed what did not work, but in the last fe~" 
years there are signs that our society's understanding of cause-and-effect in 
corrections may be starting to build. 

Another aspect of our national neglect was in the personnel and training 
field. Guards and other personnel were not selected by excellent methods from 
ideal competitors, and the training they received usually was scant and crude. 
Their pay and status did little to ensure high quality people, and the same was 
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often true of probation officers. \~ork loads for all became a great problem 
when the cri~e boom of the 1960s burst upon the corrections systems. Person
nel difficulties are far fro~ eliminated (the ethnic mix of corrections offi
cers is quite unlike that of the offender population, causing communication 
problems, for instance), but much energy and some LEAA money already have 
brought about significant improvement. 

tlost states still have problems of overcro\>7ding in corrections systems. 
A prison built for 1,000 might contain 1,500 or 2,000--quite apart from the 
ques tion whether even 1,000 is too large a single population. In several 
states, Federal judges have issued mandates about prison crowding, and prison 
conditions. In ~ost states there is consideration of greater or lesser in
tensity about what facilities should exist in the 1980s, complicated by active 
ferment about what correctional philosophies and techniques shouJ.d apply. 

Prob~~f0n syste~s and community based corrections have had increasing em
phas ~ d 1. "',l:il those urging new departures. Huch experimentation is under way, 
and partly for that reason, these parts of corrections have been able to draw 
into their work more people of better qualifications. 

Professional standards have risen, public attention has increased, and 
governmental support has increased as well, during the past decade. A new 
crop of corrections managers and corrections administrators has developed, show
ing some mobility from state to state and also an inclination to benefit from 
experiences elsewhere. These are not the same kind of narrowly focused cor
rections leaders of earlier years; the leaders today generally have a much 
broader grasp of the social and legal context in which their institutions 
operate. 

But the corrections field itself is an unusual environment. Operating in 
an atmosphere containing elements of fear, coercion, repression, frustration, 
and even desperation, its people have long had bitter knowledge of the gro
tesque differences between abstract principles and theories on the one hand 
and the infinitely varied inhumanity and inexplicability of man on the other. 
Cynicism and a high contempt for social science theory come easily at the lower 
organizational levels, and that is bound to have some influence upon higher 
management. All this is complicated by the recent infusion of new thoughts 
from such fields as social psychology, and by the sharp increase in social 
work education throughout the corrections field, especially in probation serv
ices. There have also been new external pressures from many sides during an 
era of social turbulence. Corrections people often feel that their authority 
has been diminished but the demands upon them multiplied; feeling they sit on 
a powder keg, perhaps they should be the most motivated toward seeking new, 
better methods. 

Prosecution/Defense 

The prosecution function usually is found at the county level and is con
ducted by an independently elected district attorney, or DA. Some DAs seek 
long tenure in that post t others use the position as a political stepping 
stone. In mosl: states they have only distant and tenuous formal connections 
wi th the state go",:;rnment I s chief prosecutor, the At torney General. In their 
relative autonomy they have extensive discretion but nonetheless have some 

\ 
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responsibility to work smoothly with the judiciary of the district, with the 
various police organizations, and with the county commissioners or other body 
from whose budgets their funds come. There is also awareness of some monitor
ing by the local bar. 

Tensions between prosecutors and police have been routine. Police become 
upset when a person arrested for a crime is not prosecuted for it; prosecutors 
become upset by defective handling of evidence or other built-in disabilities 
of the case as turned over to them by the police. Although it seems most un
likely that such tensions can ever be totally eliminated, efforts on both sides 
have been ameliorating them in the last few years. Increased professionalism 
among police and more active educational and coordination efforts by DAs have 
been among them. Both have contributed toward a broadened understanding with
in each group of the role, needs, and problems of the other. So have the 
various periodic planning meetings where people of different jurisdictions and 
different disciplines have been brought together. 

Recent court decisions clarifying the rights of the accused to represen
tation by counsel at public expense have expanded the role of public defenders 
in the system. While in many jurisdictions the court simply appoints a de
fense lawyer) the trend is toward an increasing number of permanently estab
lished Public Defender offices. They often emphasize their separateness from 
the rest of the criminal justice system, lest their clients view them as ad
versaries. This tends to complicate their participation in system-wide co
ordination and planning. Since the extent of appeal activity has some impact 
on costs and may anyway add to the tensions between defenders and others, the 
defenders, too, have tough choices to make. 

The relationship between public defenders and the rest of the criminal 
justice system is affected by the nature of the people attracted to the work. 
Historically, the defense of indigent criminals has had the reputation of at
tracting members of the bar who were below average in terms of competence. 
But in the past decade significant numbers of lawyers, often young ones of 
high promise, have involved themselves in public defense out of a sense of 
civic responsibility. 

Efforts to gather public defenders into associations and to improve their 
mutual coordination and training standards have lagged behind those of the 
more solidly established prosecutors. But such efforts are discernible. 

Other Participants 

Participation in criminal justice matters by non-governmental and quasi
governmental groups has expanded greatly over the past ten years. There are 
many groups, such as the National League of Cities and the International As
sociation of Chiefs of Police among others, that have a long history of in
volvement. But even they have stepped up their activity in response to the 
same public attention and resource availability that has stimulated the birth 
and growth of hundreds of newly engaged groups. 

The many professional and vocational associations and unions are among 
the most active of these. They range very widely; in membership, for example, 
they vary from mass-membership groups such as the Fraternal Order of Police 
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and the American Bar Association to such quite select ones as associations of 
chief judges of district courts or of state criminal justice planning admin
istrators. Some are subsidized by legislative appropriation, as are some 
state associations of DAs, for example, while others may be subsidized by 
grants from an executive branch agency. Many of these concentrate their atten
tion on representing the material interests of their members in such areas as 
pay, pension, tenure, and the like. Others quite consciously put their ef
forts toward substantive policy issues, where in most cases the public inter
est is seen as best served when government favors the viewpoint or the ethic 
of the particular discipline involved. Within a single vocational area there 
may be a number of such groups, some in the union-like role and others doing 
research and analysis either on contract to some government entity or perhaps 
on behalf of their own representation on policy councils. 

Among these associations are a few which are politically potent in many 
states. Sheriffs' associations, for instance, and associations of county su
pervisors or of DAs are all listened to attentively by state legislatures. 
They are, after all, state-level groupings of individuals elected at local 
levels and thus possessing comparable credentials to the legislators them
selves. In some states there are. bar associations at state or local level 
which involve themselves and possess significant influence. 

But perhaps the main impact from these groups comes via the two-way com
munication they stimulate. Not only are they excellent vehicles by which 
government information and ideas can reach various sectors of the criminal 
justice community, but also they are excellent vehicles for informing govern
ment of the observations and ideas of their membership. A certain freedom 
from hierarchical restraints often yields understandings that are thus more 
realistic and pertinent. Recognizing this, plus the ability of many groups 
to do broadly-based analysis, legislatures will often consult some of the pro
fessional associations. 

It is other interest groups, however, which the legislatures more often 
hear from, and the executive branch also has much contact with them. The 
proliferation of these is one of the central features of post-World War II 
American political development, and many have had major influence on recent 
criminal justice developments. The various civil rights groups, for example, 
have seen massive consequences flowing both directly and indirectly from their 
efforts. Long-established groups such as the National League of Cities, the 
National Association of Counties, and the National Conference of State Legis
latures are quite active. The League of Women Voters has done extensive edu
cational work in criminal justice and often contributes. Single-issue groups 
wax and sometimes wane in such fields as juvenile justice, gun control, victim 
assistance, and prisoners' rights. Community groups may become extraordinarily 
effective when touched on by criminal justice matters, and they have stalled 
the introduction of community-based corrections facilities in many localities, 
for example. 

The news media are major participants, largely in an indirect way through 
what their impact on public opinion makes possible or impossible. Among the 
criminal justice community one hears frequent discontent about press and TV 

. sensationalizing, which may contribute to public misunderstanding of criminal 
justice problems and lead to further distortions in the system. Because near
ly all news about criminal justice is bad news, many political leaders--uot 
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excluding some Governors--have seemed leery of becoming identified in the pub
lic mind with criminal justice, and have kept their distance from it. Yet 
along wi th the untimely and wrong consequences of media coverage, there also 
often come helpful consequences, as when the glare of publicity creates a cli
mate in which previously impossible reforms can be brought about or funded. 

During the last ten years, proliferating education and research institu
tions have come to have real impact on the system. A few of these have long 
histories of important service, but the sudden availability of large quanti
ties of research and training money has multiplied the numbers in the field. 
A great many colleges nolo; offer vocational education in criminal justice fields, 
or professional development courses. Their faculties plus others in numerous 
non-profit organizations have accumulated an outside expertise which is acces
sible to and regularly used by various agencies in state criminal justice sys
tems. There is a certain amount of p,ersonnel mobility between criminal jus
tice agencies and these institutions, to their mutual benefit. 



APPENDIX C 

Criminal Justice Planning in California 

Introduction 

In California, criminal justice planning is highly attentive to political 
processes and feasibilities. While avoiding any partisan or factional tone, 
it nevertheless is sensitive to the visibility of issues and to marshalling 
support in an intensely active political setting. The SPA does not dominate 
criminal justice planning as SPAs do in many states, for the criminal justice 
system is quite dispersed, with some planning done in many parts of it. Hore
over, the state spends only about a fourth of the total criminal justice ex
penditures and the SPA's influence over the budgeting of that is modest. When 
Governor Brown was inau8urated in 1975, he at once lashed out at the symbol of 
criminal justice planning. Calling the SPA a "pretzel palace," he slashed its 
size and ordered new directions and emphases. Traumatized for a period, the 
SPA since then has become actively oriented outward, to\Jard the operating crim
inal justice system. hlhile stressing the development of sub-state planning 
capabilities, it has worked vigorously and successfully toward selected crim
inal justice legislation, against a background of widespread consultation and 
preparati.on. 

Proposition 13, \"hich reduced sub-state revenues drastically, is evidently 
having dramatic consequences for criminal justice planning. During the months 
before the vote on it, the SPA and its supervisory board had done some thorough 
planning against the contingency that Proposition 13 would pass. When it did, 
they were prepared to take part immediately in the allocation of the state 
surplus. Prompt executive and legislative action caused the swift movement of 
state funds to sustain local criminal justice activity essentially undamaged. 
So far, however, only stop-gap measures have been taken; permanent accommoda
tion to the new revenue situation is yet to be worked out. One possibility 
often mentioned, for example) is state funding of what has been a judicial 
system funded largely by counties. As such adjustments are worked out, many 
people expect criminal justice planning to meet challenges and probably to 
establish itself solidly in the patterns of California government. 

A tenth of all Americans live in California, which therefore has a tenth 
the membership in the U. S. House of Representatives. One metropolitan area 
contains nearly half the state's population, but about 40 mijor cities would 
be "entitlement jurisdictions" under proposed Kennedy Bill. Home rule is 
an unusually powerful theme in California political life. Regional diversity 
is great--demographically, economically, physically, and politically. Many in
terest groups are active in the criminal justice area. Finally, California 
has a tradition of breaking new ground in the criminal justice area, as in 
government generally, with other states often following its lead. 

1 Sec. 3270, 1978. 

-- ---~-------------------
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The SPA 

In California the SPA is the Of fice of Criminal Jus tice Planning, or OCJP. 
It is located within the Governor's staff group, and its director reports to 
the Governor's chief of staff or to the Governor directly. During the past 
four years, theOCJP has experienced both traumatic change and evolutionary de
velopment. It is now a highly active participant in the political processes 
affecting state legislation and state and local funds for criminal justice 
activity. 

Prior to 1975, the OCJP was viewed by the criminal justice community as an 
LEAA surrogate and n source of federal funds. California had begun criminal 
justice planning before the 1968 Safe Streets Act, and hy 1975 the OCJP had 
grown to over 200 people. It was doing extensive, complicated analysis as well 
as all the LEAA compliance activity. 

Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr., was inaugurated in 1975 after a campaign 
stressing lowered expectations. One of his first targets for dramatic change 
was criminal justice planning. Denouncing the SPA and denying that comprehen
sive planning in criminal justice was possible or the attempt productive, he 
ordered deep cuts in OCJP's manning and redirection of its work. For some 
months there occurred visible agitation and ferment, including confrontations 
with regional criminal justice planners and with LEAA, as well as executive 
and legislative studies. A smaller ('CJP emerged, oriented in significantly 
changed directions. It was also in ~'Dck, with serious morale problems. t~ny 
experienced planners left OCJP voluntarily, as others also left some RPUs. 

Exactly what Governor Brown intended, and how his concepts of the needs 
and the feasibilities evolved, are not altogether clear. It seems widely 
agreed that his onslaught on criminal justice planning partook to some degree 
of a demonstration which sought effects elsewhere as well. Similarly agreed 
is that he wanted to transfer effort away from bureaucratic production of pa
per, although impressions diverge about where he wanted it to go. The costs 
of planning were highlighted, but no better measure of its benefit was found 
than how much LEAA money was granted. There was much initial insistence that 
OCJP's effort and LEAA's money should all go toward actual reduction in crime, 
not toward system improvement. \vhile the term "planning" \vas used pejora
tively, the practice of "thi;tking ahead intelligently" was being encouraged. 

Interestingly, the word "Planning" remained part of OCJP's title, and 
the Governor presently appointed one of his principal staff associates (a mem
ber of the opposite political party, by the way) to head OCJP. The four top 
positions in OCJP are appointive, and an altogether new leadership group was 
assembled. It undertook some marked shifts of emphasis. Perceiving the pre
vious approach as a formalized, corporate planning style, based on inward
oriented research, the leadership sought to change that. One aim was to econ
omize on resources consumed by planning, so as to increase resources avail
able for execution elsewhere in the criminal justice system. Another was to 
achieve a decisionmaking process focused not on an overall state plan but on 
stimulating sounder local government treatment of practical problems. What 
was to be addressed was not total systems but incremental change, with the 
local plans made neither by staffs nor deputies but instead by the local 
decisionmakers having responsibility for outcomes. To capture public 
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attention and thus gain support and momentum, they put the spotlight on such 
visible symbols as abused children and career criminals. 

It is absolutely fundamental, according to OCJP leadership, that criminal 
jus tice planning occurs \vi thin a political system and therefore, if it is to 
be effective, constantly must take political feasibility into account. For a 
proposed intiative, it is at least as important, they say, to accurately rec
ognize potential support or opposition at county level as to assess the cost, 
manning requirements, or cuordination needs. Similarly, legislative confi
dence and support for one's next proposal require a present proposal to be not 
only meritorious but politically feasible. Elected officials' views about pub
lic acceptability heavi ly influence what criminal justice planning is deemed 
worthwhile. As it happens, several criminal justice themes, such as juvenile 
justice and determinate sentencing, have been prominent in California politi
cal life lately, and public attention to crime is still high. In the state 
capital, the perception is that the OCJP has been gaining momentum during the 
last two years through skill with goverm1ent processes, although some people 
suggest that attention to this aspect is excessive. 

As a major part of the redirecting of .::riminal justice planning, the 
OCJP catalyzed an overall assessment of problems, programs, and priorities by 
its supervisory group, the California Council on Criminal Justice. This as
sessment, which will be further discussed in the next section below, yielded 
a broad framework wi thin which OCJP has been recently concentrating its ef
forts. That framework concerns itself not wi.th compliance and grants admin
istration (which the Brown Administration had perceived as OCJP's undeSirably 
inward orientation, and which it now attends only to "protect the fund 
flow") nor merely with LEAA-supported activity. Instead, that framework, and 
the OCJP itself, are concerned with the totality of criminal justice in Cal
ifornia, whatever the jurisdiction and however the funding. But, in keeping 
with its principles, OCJP has put its energies not toward a comprehensive 
scheme but rather toward a few items selected for their feasibility. 

In this move outward into the state and local funded 97 percent of the 
system, the OCJP appears to have become increaSingly successful over the past 
year or two in contributing toward enactment of favorable legislation. Be
sides assisting with matters initi.ated elsewhere, perhaps by a state agency 
or a legislator, OCJP itself often has been involved in legislative initia
tives. Enactments of the last two sessions of the legislature cover such 
programs as career criminal apprehension, career criminal prosecution, vic
tim and witness assistance centers, joint-funded multi-service youth and fam
ily programs, and community crime resistance. l'lost of these involve state 
appropriations, and in each case the law assigns an executive responsibility 
to OCJP. 

When reviewing legislative proposals initiated elsewhere, OCJP sometimes 
seeks to refine them. The Youth Authority, for instance, sponsored a bill 
to replace California's noted county probation subvention wi th a much broader 
subvention to counties covering delinquency prevention, diversion facilities, 
and homes for juvenile court wards. In supporting passage of the $55 million 
bill, OCJP was able to secure a modification to let a county use its RPU as 
the local board for the program. Some six or seven RPUs have been so named; 
the result should not only strengthen criminal justice coordination in those 
regions but also further embed the planning approach. 
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OCJP has deliberately extended itself to contribute to matters of policy, 
\yhere money is not the central concern. It also has ventured in a coordina
tive, cooperative way beyond the strictly-defined boundaries of criminal jus
tice, when activity elsewhere could constructively affect criminal justice ac
tivity. Interestingly, one venture of the latter sort was concerned with 
money. The OCJP has pioneered multiple source funding--how to focus onto one 
problem area, in a tightly coordinated, reinforcing way, the resources of a 
number of federal, state, and even foundation programs--and has thereby gained 
not only skill but also status. OCJP is consequently accepted as leader in 
interdepartmental coordinating efforts which aim toward programs for the young, 
whether actual offenders or potential ones. However, the OCJP now hopes to 
transfer the funding skills involved to a more appropriate part of government, 
the Department of Finance. 

Perhaps OCJP's most outstanding success story concerns contingency plan
ning for Proposition 13. Four or five months before the vote on that property 
tax reduction measure, few people in government were much concerned about the 
possibility of passage. But at that point the OCJP, perceiving how powerful 
an impact it would have upon local police and other criminal justice opera
tions if it did pass, supported an analysis by a committee of the Council. 
Thus, when Proposition 13 did pass, the necessary but hard-to-obtain criminal 
justice data were already on hand, and the consequences of various lines of 
action had been worked out. Other parts of state government had meanwhile 
undertaken similar contingency planning. Immediate executive and legislative 
consideration of coherent facts and proposals was therefore possible, and was 
done. In the criminal justice area, the result was virtually complete resto
ration, from state funds, of some $800 million now denied to operating criminal 
justice agencies of sub-state governments by Proposition 13's reduction of 
sub-state revenues. This planning in the criminal justice area reportedly was 
perceived as the lnost timely and thorough in state government, and it was done 
in close concert with sub-state governments. If there \;Tere any lingering 
doubts about OCJP's role beyond the LEAA-funded area, the Proposition 13 plan
ning tended to resolve them, for the entire criminal justice community state
wide followed the matter with close interest. 

Success has .many fathers, of course, and it remains to be seen how many 
county supervisors, city councilmen, sheriffs, police chiefs, and others will 
attribute the pleasing outcome mainly to criminal justice planning in general 
or the OCJP in particular. Certainly some rise in esteehl and influence for 
the planners seems to have resulted already from the Proposition 13 contin
gency exercise. 

Proposition 13 seems likely, in the op~n~on of many within the California 
criminal justice community, to lead to important shifts in criminal justice, 
creating in the process both demands and opportunities for coordinated state
level planning. The citizens apparently want no cuts in the levels of anti
crime effort. In the past, the state has funded only about 26 percent of 
all criminal justice expenditure. But sub-state governments, with their rev
enues reduced, cannot continue to pay as much as before. There seems to be 
some question yet about what levels of what other services the electorate will 
pay for willingly. But in the end, many criminal justice people believe, the 
state will surely be funding more criminal justice activity. It seems to be 
taken for granted that along with state funding will come some degree of state 
control. Legislation will be needed, presumably after some consideration of 
alternatives. 
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nut the planning and the coordination needed for such shifts would not 
automatically fall to OCJP to handle. In fact, for the three areas which 
would seem the leading candidates for more state-level funding and involvement, 
few observers would expect OCJP to play a leading role in working out the 
changes. The court system is the most frequently mentioned candidate, and 
the expectation is that the courts leadership and, on the executive side, the 
powerful Department of Finance would handle the proposals for change. Sim
ilarly, for possible changes in probation sys terns and corrections sys terns, 
California observers anticipate that the Corrections Department, the Youth 
Authority Department, ;lI1d, again, the Department of Finance would lead the 
consideration of possible changes. 

Yet the charter of the OCJP, as enacted by the legislature, is fully 
broad enough to justify OCJP's leading or coordinating the executive branch's 
address of these questions. The choice of whether to have OCJP lead, or 
instead to involve OCJP in some lesser participating role, appears to be the 
Governor's. 

Possibly some clueS' to how the Governor might choose can be inferred 
from among the policy themes which the OCJP's director emphasized in September 
1978. The central consideration in criminal justice planning, he stressed, 
was political feasibility. Not everything desirable from a criminal justice 
viewpoint might be possible to attain at a given moment. It is therefore 
important to choose accurately which ones are possible and which ones when 
achieved would help others to become possible. Homentum and batting average 
are important influences on legislative-executive relationships. Within crim
inal justice, many individual interests are held by various constituencies, 
and it is important to avoid imbalance in responding to them. Now lean and 
outward-oriented, OCJP has come to be associated with innovation, with co
ordination rather than control, with a potential for service to various parts 
of the system. These are suitable characteristics to continue. To stay lean, 
to spin off operating responsibilities, to concentrate on progressing, to em
phasize the service aspects--above all, to keep close communication with the 
criminal justice universe in California while selectively, flexibly pursuing 
priorities systematically chosen--these seemed to him the best ways to proceed. 

The Governor's Council 

The OCJP' s superviso ry board is the California Council on Criminal Jus
tice, or CCCJ, whose composition has been shifted during the Brovm Administra
tion to represent the legislature less and local government more. In perform
ing an important function of two-way communication, the CCCJ works closely 
with OCJP and stays in touch with the network of sub-state planning, both of 
which it nominally oversees. The CCCJ has undertaken to make its policies 
explicit, and these policies emphasize reliance upon local governments and 
involve~ent of citizen groups. The CCCJ as a whole appears to concern itself 
mainly with LEAA-related matters, although it leaves raost grant business to 
OCJP and local boards. However, the committees within the CCCJ, and especially 
its Futures Committee, have turned increasingly toward the state and local 
funded criminal justice system. It was the Futures Committee which, together 
with OCJP itself, did the Proposition 13 contingency planning. 
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In 1977 and 1978 the ceCJ made, in close C'.onct:'rt \oJith OCJP, an 1I1111Stwlly 
significant contribution to criminal justice planning, by providing the broad 
substantive policy framework mentioned earlier. The CCCJ undertook to examine 
the whole field of criminal justice in California, without limitation as to 
jurisdiction or fund source, to identify and assign priority to problems, and 
to develop specific programs to alleviate them. Into this effort it brought 
not only its own three program committees but also the Judicial Criminal Jus
tice Planning Committee, the JJDP Advisory Group, the Part E (Corrections) 
Planning Committee, local and regional planning units, the State Agency Plan
ning Committee, and such interested organizations as associations of district 
attorneys, public defenders, and peace officers. Explicit criteria were used 
to arrive at priority ranking of identified problems. The resulting 19 prob
lem statements were passed to government and non-government agencies alike for 
nomination of programs. Then the programs proposed were judged against another 
set of explicit criteria. As everyone experienced in the teamwork of Councils 
and SPAs will appreciate, throughout all these processes the OCJP's contribu
tions both of substantive analysis and staff support were great. The CCCJ 
adopted 16 programs. Goals and objectives suited to them were then derived, 
again with wide consultation. From that foundation, OCJP has proceeded to 
take legislative initiatives, with considerable success to date. These ini
tiatives do seek to focus the available LEAA funds and to be compatible with 
other federally-funded programs. But they also do much more: They deploy 
state funds and authorize state and sub-state activity in pursuit of the goals 
selected by CCCJ. 

State Criminal Justice Agencies 

Since the county, not the state, is California's most active level of 
government in criminal justice, only about one-fourth of criminal justice ex
penditure is by the state. Noreover, the emphasis on home rule historically 
has been so strong that the state exercises less control over local criminal 
justice activities than do many states. One hears, however, that this home 
rule emphasis is being eroded by events, and Proposition 13 is expected to 
accelerate that process. 

The state criminal justice agencies are dispersed. The Attorney General 
is elected. His department contains the Bureau of Criminal Statistics and 
possesses, but does not use, legal authority with respect to district attorneys 
and sheriffs. California has a highway patrol rather than a fully-empowered 
state police, and it is supervised by the Secretary of Business and Transpor
tation. Besides the Corrections Department for adults, there is a Youth Au
thority Department for juvenile corrections; both are under the Secretary of 
Health and Helfare. A Board of Corrections has some oversight over not only 
state-level but, nominally, local jails as well. The courts, not unified, 
will be discussed below, and OCJP, as noted above, is part of the Governor's 
staff. A major organization in criminal justice as in all other areas of gov
ernment is the powerful, respected Department of Finance, which evidently con
cerns itself much more with structure than policy. In general, the Governor 
is believed to look first for advice in the various criminal justice areas 
to the heads of operating agenci.es f.or state-level matters, and for sub-s tate 
matters to the Board of Corrections for jails, to the Youth Authority and Cor
rections for probation activity, and to OCJP for local police and prosecution. 
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\~hi1e a little planning among criminal justice antedates LEAA, a decided 
increase of planning has occurred in recent years. Host of it is interior, 
operational planning, as a department seeks to visualize the early future and 
to focus what it does. The Corrections Department, however, has had a major 
effort under way to project needs and visualize developments well ahead, in 
order to achieve not only orderly construction but also smooth adaptation to 
evolving correctional policies. The Youth Authority carried through, with 
much outside participa tion and coordination, including OCJP' s, a scheme for 
state subvention to county justice systems much broader than the former proba
tion subvention, aimed at prevention as well as dealing with offenders. 

In all the s tate criminal jus tice agencies, more attention seems now given 
to foreseeing developments, identifying issues, and using data-based analysis 
in considering how best to deal with them. Their perception is that the plan
ning approach is now embedded in their ways of doing business, and will per
sist. Until about a year ago, these agencies saw OCJP as concerned only with 
LEAA support and administration, but since then they see OCJP as more widely 
involved with activity beyond that which is federally funded. It is widely 
perceived that the Governor supports planning in criminal justice, and espe
cially supports OC]P. But none of the agencies appears to regard OCJP as an 
automatic participant in, let alone the leader of, all criminal justice plan
ning. Agency-oriented planning evidently does not always locate potential 
side-effects elsewhere in the criminal justice system nor undertake to accom
modate them. Only in two places is this planning, or at least the programs 
and actions which emerge, reviewed. These are the executive's Department of 
Finance and the legislature's Office of the Legislative Analyst. Both are 
esteemed for efficient, intelligent, practical approaches, but both also ori
ent their judgments on money, with less attention to system coordination and 
its consequences. A State Agency Planning Committee does exist, but its func
tions appear to relate oainly to LEAA grants and CCC] action on them. 

Host observers expect the after-effects of Proposition 13 to include a 
higher pro port ion of criminal jus tice expenditure by the state. Considera
tion of increased state involvement in probation, which has been 95 percent 
locally funded, seems likely. The Department of Finance is expected to lead 
any planning effort dealing with probation. The organizational location of 
adult and youth corrections is attracting some attention, as is the possible 
joining of the two. The idea arises from time to time of creating a depart
ment for local criminal justice support, vrobably based around OCJP. 

The criminal justice planning process in California includes a good deal 
of non-governmental as well as inter-governmental involvement. Interest groups 
are alert and active. Any thought about a corrections merger, or even about 
expanded state responsibilities toward probation, would be promptly resisted, 
not least by professional associations and by groups organized around chil
dren's issues. 

The Courts 

Courts in California are largely funded and controlled at the county level. 
Support for keeping them that way is strong, even though the concept of a uni
fied trial court for the state gets some attention and, in fact, was proposed 
about five years ago by the Judicial Council. After Proposition 13, however, 
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it seems taken for granted that the state will assume more funding responsibil
ity for local courts. It i.s also widely assumed that along with the funding 
responsibility, some considerable degree of control will also pass to state 
level. In the planning for such changes, however, the expectation is that 
only the courts themselves and the legislature will play significant roles. 
The OCJP is expected to be completely outside the question, and even the De
partment of Finance is expected to have little involvement. 

This exclusion of other participants would apply, it is said, not only 
to the consideration of options but even to the providing of data and its 
analysis. Even the RPUs and CJCCs, located where the courts interrelate to 
the other system components, would not be looked to as data sources. The 
reason for such exclusion is hardly that the courts system is abundantly sup
plied with accurate data of its own. They are, at best, still en route toward 
a uniform system that would yield data sound enough and complete enough for 
state level planning. Some districts are held to have excellent data systems, 
but these vary, and are exceptions to the general rule. The courts are devel-

_oping their data systems quite separately from the rest of the system, too. 

The principle of judicial independence mainly explains why OCJP and the 
sub-state planners are expected to have little or nothing to do with planning 
to\vard any new courts arrangements. Judges, accepted in California as es
pecially powerful figures, are accustomed to deciding for themselves. County 
judges evidently treasure their independence, most of them even from other 
counties and judges. The idea of explaining the courts budget before a legis
lative group is distasteful to some of them, let alone involving the executive 
in any consideration of it. They tend to speak fondly about the implicit 
authority to simply levy an amount against a county budget, although it is 
recognized as a fact of life that a county chief judge who tried doing so could 
scarcely succeed. 

Only quite recently has the planning approach entered the judicial pic
ture in California. Hhile some judges are coming to the view that planning 
is useful, most others have not yet concluded that it benefits the courts-
which is their sole criterion at present. At local levels, judges seem less 
committed to the planning process than at state level. Nevertheless, accord
ing to key members of the Judicial Criminal Justice Planning Committee, the 
trend is favorable; they estimate that in five years or so the judges through
out the state will have seen enough good products of planning to let them 
accept the need for judicial planning. 

Nor can the incompleteness of courts data be attributed only to the re
luctance of lower court judges to standardize. Both the Governor, in 1975, 
and the California Supreme Court Chief Justice have cut off projects which 
would have yielded needed courts system cost data. 

Among judges the OCJP, and indeed criminal justice planning in general, 
are still apparently viewed as limited to federally funded activity. 

Sub-State Criminal Justice Planning 

In California, county government operates court systems, jails, proba
tion services, and even, where no city police have jurisdiction, local law 
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enforcement. Counties are governed by boards of supervisors, but they also 
have elected sheriffs, district attorneys, and judges. Counties tend to be 
wary about state government but also about city governments; the cities are 
apprehensive about not only state and county but each other as well. The 
money crunch of recent years has evidently intensified this, with different 
governments often seeing themselves as competing for funds--not merely tax 
dollars, but federal funds, too. Thus, the only opposition voiced to the 
creation of a new criminal justice planning region, when one county sought 
to disengage from a "lUI ti -county region, expressed concern lest the move re
duce funds for the counties remaining in it. 

That move would bring the state's total of planning regions to 22. The 
relationships between them and OCJP are evidently smoother than is true be
tween most SPAs and their sub-state planners. Certainly those relationships, 
and state-local tensions in criminal justice planning more generally, a2e less 
often spoken about, and seem less a matter of concern than elsewhere. The 
OCJP does consciously try to keep communications fully open with the regions, 
both individually and collectively. One device, for instance, is to hold a 
meeting o.e the regional directors prior to each monthly meeting of the CCCJ; 
it is presided over by the sub-state planners' own leadership but heavily at
tended by senior members of OCJP. The discussion there appears to be open, 
unfettered, and characterized by mutual confidence and respect rather than 
any defensiveness. 

Nevertheless, some unease prevails among sub-state planners. Their gen
erally stable situation was apparently disarranged several years ago when LEAA 
funded support for them was cut back. Noreover, one effect of Governor Brown's 
early emphases was to highlight the cost of the planning effort, so that local 
as well as s tate leaders now look to make sure the game is worth the candle. 
Proposition 13's funding consequences introduce further unsettling. 

Yet the sub-state criminal justice planning situation looks somewhat prom
lSlng. Many California observers believe that the planning approach has taken 
root, or begun to do so, at county and city levels in and around major metro
politan areas. Many illustrations are offered. At criminal justice planning 
and coordinating meetings, the attendance by general government leaders them
selves is said to be good and getting better. The Supervisors of Los Angeles 
County have asked the planners for a comprehensive county criminal justice 
plan covering activity funded by all sources--federal, state, and local. Of 
the many planning projects LEAA supported in the Los Angeles area (at one 
point, some 22 were active), about 80 percent were permanently absorbed-
compared with a normal of 60 percent. ' In San Hateo County, near San Fran
cisco, 11 of 17 police departments now have a research capacity built-in. 
In these high population areas, the planning approach seems to many to be 
much more implanted than in rural areas or at state level. 

There are some contrary indications also, however. Even in the Los An
geles area, some sub-s tate planners feel unsure that local governments would 
pay for continued criminal justice planning if federal fund support of it 
were ended. Influence over federal dollars, say others, has given sub-state 

2For example, the 1976 ACIR Study Op_ cit. 
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planners their status, which would therefore all but vani.sh if those grants 
should stop. 

Besides administering LEAA grants, what the sub-state planners do is 
mainly coordination and service functions. Some of them perceive a growing 
appreciation of these func tions by leaders in general government as well as 
in criminal justice. One function universally praised is getting people to
gether periodically for their mutual benefit. The practice now is for crim
inal justice leaders to talk to each other directly, often during and after 
these planning meetings, instead of shouting a.t each other on newspaper front 
pages. The planners believe that these multi -disciplinary, multi-jurisdictional 
meetings will continue, no matter what. Some planners also believe that one 
consequence of Proposition 13 will be more reliance by general government on 
criminal justice planning. Besides helping to optimize services, the planners 
will be a valuable buffer for general government leadership in dealing with 
elected criminal justice officials--the sheriffs, district attorneys, and 
judges--when tight budgeting is necessary. 

Several experienced planners point to variation in directness of contact 
with "the real government" as a significant differentiating factor. A plan
ning organization which relates directly to county or city government has more 
opportunity, they say, both to be effective and to be seen as effective than 
does one which is detached at COG level. Some multi-jurisdiction organiza
tions are independent non-profit corporations, while others are based upon 
joint powers agreements among local governrnents. The latter are said to be 
better able to achieve linkage with decisionmaking processes in counties and 
citi.es. 

The Legislature 

The one place where all criminal justice responsibilities, apart from 
those pertaining only to the independent judiciary, come together is the leg
islature. California has a judiciary committee in each house, and also a 
criminal justice committee in the lower house. The Office of the Legislative 
Analyst is a powerful, separate staff arm which operates mainly in budgetary 
terms, but its five crilninal justice staffers inevitably have some substantive 
involvement. 

The legislature evidently views the criminal justice field as quite an 
important one, at tracting much public attention. Some 350 bills came before 
the criminal justice committee of the lower house during the last session, 
many in response to interest group activity. Legislators are said to be sen
sitive toward any appearance of state intrusion upon local control. Some 
members are believed to dislike the idea of planning regions, while even more 
think the public perceives government as planning too much. 

But the legislature clearl.Y hl:ls accepted criminal justice planning as nec
essary and beneficial. Perhaps the best evidence is its responses to the 
legislative initiatives gpowing out of the CCCJ/OCJP exercise on problems, 
priorities, and ppograrns. After thorough consideration and some adjustment, 
the Administpation' s proPOSI:ll.s have been enacted. Furthermore, in several acts 
the legislature hl:ls assigned operating responsibility to OCJP. Frequent con
tact occurs between QCJP and legislative staffs, and to a lesser extent, with 
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members. Initiation is by both sides. Legislators and their staffs have re
cently become persuaded, in the main, tl-}at state-wide criminal justice plan
ning is needed and must apply to state funded and locally funded acti vi ty as 
well as federally funded. \Vithin the past year or two, the former impression 
of OCJP as federal surrogate seemS to have vanished. 

Although legislators regularly look to OCJP for data, analysis, and judg
ment on many criminal justice matters, OCJP is far from having a monopoly on 
their attention. The Bureau of Criminal Statistics in the Attorney General's 
office, for instance, is a more usual source of data, and on corrections mat
ters, contact is direct with the two concerned departments. On many criminal 
justice matters, especially relating to organization, the legislators or their 
,staffs would look to the Department of Finance. Any consideration of unifying 
the courts, or funding them more from the state level) would be a matter be
tween the legislature and the Judicial Council; neither the OCJP nor even the 
Department of Finance would be primary participants. 

Views vary on whether the legislature restricts the Governor's freedom 
of action in criminal justice or is supportively responsive to his programs. 
Host people seem to locate the executive-legislative relation somewhere in 
between. One long-time observer believes that if the Governor were to press 
more forcefully for criminal justice legislation, and use his item veto, he 
would find the legislature more compliant than it has been. 

Interest Groups 

California has a great many interest groups, and the criminal justice 
planners make a particular effort to ensure two-way communication with them. 
Huch more often than not, their support is thus achieved. Some of these are 
single-issue groups. A good many have been active lately in the area of 
children's issues and juvenile justice. Others are level-of-government groups, 
such as the California League of Cities and the California Association of 
County Supervisors. OCJP is at pains to ensure that through public hearings, 
representation on committees, participation at CCCJ meetings, mailings, tele
phone consultation, and the like, a suitably close contact is kept. 

Host interesting, however, is the relationship of OCJP with the abundant 
professional and vocational associations in the criminal justice area proper. 
By no means do these associations confine their attention to such bread-and
butter issues as pay, pensions, and work conditions. Hany are vocal on sub·
s tanti ve policy and program issues. OCJP regularly draws upon the profes
sional skills and judgments of some associations. It not only solicits their 
inputs into the identification of problems and development of programs but 
also occasionally calls on them for independent analytical work, sometimes ,.,rith 
funding support. During the Proposition 13 planning, for example, the asso
ciations of public defenders and of district attorneys were invaluable con
tributors to the data collection and analysis, and swiftly responsive. 

These groups are not auto~atic, uniform spokesmen for the OCJP, nor its 
prime constituency. But by making a major effort to share facts and ideas 
with them, OCJP reduces the likelihood of opposition based upon misunderstand
ing. And more often than not it turns out that the positions of these inter
est groups are compatible with OCJPs, if not the same. The groups themselves 
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are not at all inhibited about making contact widely throughout government, 
urging their positions, or explaining them, to legislators and even the Gov
ernor. A few, such as the sheriffs' association, have considerable political 
standing of their own. They appear more and more in sympathy with the notion 
of system-wide planning and coordination, and would no doubt support its con
tinuation by the state if Federal support were absent. There is some specu
lation that their broadened understanding of the interdependence of the system 
across jurisdictional and discipline lines may become a force to moderate some 
of the difficulties caused by insistence on home rule. 

The Nature of Criminal Justice Planning in California 

In California government, criminal justice planning today is a respected 
term. Wide support exists for the concept of systematic, data-based fore
thought with a view toward organized action, and especially where that sup
port most counts: the Governor's office, the legislature, and the criminal 
justice agencies. Moreover, it is acceptable and even encouraged that planning 
should aim not only to reduce crime but also to improve the system. Much 
planning, therefore, is being done. 

Planning is done in many places and in many ways. State criminal justice 
agencies mainly do operational planning for the relatively short term, but 
they increasingly use data analysis to consider alternatives. They also con
tribute, partly through the State Agency Planning Committee and partly directly 
to broader, longer-range planning done by CCCJ. Moreover, Corrections has 
been doing some long-term planning, using variable assumptions. The judiciary 
is also doing planning, but since that planning is in the early stages of 
sophistication and is hampered by non-uniform data, it focuses mainly on LEAA 
requirements and the next budget. 

OCJP has a charter giving it broad authority to collect data, do analysis, 
make plans, and undertake coordination throughout the criminal justice field 
in California. To date, OCJP has not sought to exercise all these authorities 
fully. It has, h01,o1eVer, moved far beyond the grants management and LEAA com
pliance work which monopolized its time. Now its concentration is upon state 
legislation covering state-managed or state-funded programs. Some of thes e, 
such as career criminal apprehension and prosecution programs, do pursue LEAA 
priorities and avail themselves of LEAA support. But they do so because these 
efforts are within the California framework of priority programs, carefully 
worked out through the CCCJ. During the last year or so, all of OCJP' s main 
efforts appear guided by that framework. 

OCJP is not attempting simultaneous attack on all 16 priority programs, 
however. Certain ones are selected and pursued energetically. How the se
lection is done is not alt~gether clear. Evidently the process includes rel
atively continuous assessment, in concert with the Governor and his legal af
fairs advisor, of the political feasibilities involved. What is clear is that 
the approach taken is not a comprehensive but an incremental one, with empha
sis on obtaining results. Planning attention is therefore focused on the leg
islative process and the building of support. 

In this basically political approach, OCJP encourages continuous in-
vol vement of and input from large numbers of others. Hence, on its major 
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issues, OCJP does not do much of the classically linear planning, where from 
a neat beginning to a tidy ending, all marches in orderly sequence. Rather, 
its planning process is a dynamic, even volatile one, with continuous.:tdap
tation to continuous feedback. Nevertheless, all this goes on in the con
text of a quite specific purpose. 

Hmy this will work when the more feasible of the priority programs have 
been legislated, and effort turns toward the progressively more difficult ones, 
remains to be seen. Apparently the planning leadership seeks an early track 
record, presumably in hope that initial successes may reduce opposition to 
later efforts. And, indeed, the momentum to date does seem to be building. 
That which OCJP has attempted has been enacted, usually in a way which adds 
status and influence to OC]P. Heanwhile, relationships with both the oper
ating criminal justice community and the legislature seem to have grown stead
ily closer and more supportive. 

At sub-state levels, what the planners chiefly do is to coordinate and to 
provide services. Arranging technical assistance and working toward data im
provement are among the frequent services, but probably the key one is bring
ing people together. Among general government leadership, more principals are 
themselves attending criminal justice coordination meetings, rather than being 
represented. At these meetings they, and especially the. more-or-less autono
mous criminal justice leaders, come to perceive more clearly the interdepend
ence with criminal justice systems of the various diSCiplines and jurisdic
tions. Their willingness to adjust their own priorities and procedures in the 
common interest consequently seems to be expanding gradually. The planners, 
lacking authority and anxious to avoid accusations of overstepping, nonetheless 
try to catalyze mutually cooperative efforts among these leaders. Occasionally 
the planners may do some analysis and program development. The trend is 
said to be toward analysis beforehand as an aid to decision, instead of after 
a decision in order to rationalize it. 

Hany sub-state planners, and others too, believe that Proposition 13 will 
cause criminal justice planning to flourish. Most ad justments made to date 
are stop-gap ones, and a series of more durable rearrangements will need to 
be worked out, they believe, over the next several years. Elected local of
ficials seem likely to call more often upon thp criminal justice planners 
to take part, perhaps to take a lead, in this process. Data-based analysis 
of alternatives is expected to be done often. 

Some organizational change is occasionally discussed, and one possibility 
is a state level department for criminal justicu support to local governments. 
Presumably this would consolidate some such organizations as the OCJP and the 
police standards and training activity, among others. Ordinarily such con
solidation achieves automatically a close coordination of and integrated plan
ning for the activities involved. But reorganization in criminal justice, 
especially if it were to include adult and youth corrections, would be a pre
eminently political question, in the sense of how it related to the objectives, 
the methods, and the appearances which Governor Brown might choose for his 
1979-83 term. 
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The Institutionalization of Criminal Justice Planning 

Among the clearest bits of evidence of criminal justice planning's pros
pects for enduring in California is the chara~teristic of it most striking to 
an outside observer. That characteristic is the high quality of the people 
doing it nm", throughout the system. Clearly they have alternatives yet are 
strongly committed to making criminal justice planning effective in serving 
the people of the state. 

After a convulsive initial period, Governor Brown's new directions for 
California government have evidently yielded a surge toward institutionaliza
tion of criminal justice planning. Although much smaller than before, the 
OCJP is also more firmly embedded in the fabric of government. Its charter 
and its current practices both involve it in much more than simply LEAA grants 
and compliance requirements. The OCJP is hardly the focus of all criminal 
justice planning, but on selected matters, especially if they involve state 
funding or legislation, it is increasingly used by the Governor and is in
creasingly effective. OCJP leaders are not the Governor's sole source of 
criminal justice advice but are frequently in contact with him and frequently 
handle his proposals for legislation. Increasingly they are consulted by the 
powerful Finance Department and by the legislature. Perhaps as a consequence 
of confidence arising from the grm"ing contact with legislative staffs and 
members, several new laws have assigned new responsibilities to OCJP. Its 
relationship with sub-state governments, sub-state criminal justice planners, 
and many interest groups are both extensive and two-way, and they only partly 
concern LEAA grants. 

t-10reover, OCJP' s political orientation involves it in executive and leg
islative decision processes into which it can contribute organized forethought 
about the active issues. Its outward orientation meanwhile increases its abil
ity to determine which issues will be active ones. As yet, OCJP is little 
involved in state level criminal justice budgeting. But concerning the three
fourths of criminal justice expenditure which has occurred from sub-state lev
el, it has been gaining influence. The universally anticipated shift toward 
more state funding could expand OCJP's role still further, owing both to its 
outward orientation and to its recent track record. The people in OCJP are 
entirely sure that, at their level, the planning approach is wholly institu
tionalized. Host others elsewhere agree that even without federal fund sup
port, the OCJP activity would continue, probably diminished somewhat. 

Nevertheless, OCJP is far from being established as the central planning 
authority, with automatic entree into every criminal justice issue. On sev
eral rather significant criminal justice issues--future corrections policy and 
courts financing, for instance-'-OCJP was not expected to be involved more than 
peripherally. 

Here a distinction ought to be noted between institutionalizing an SPA 
and institutionalizing the planning approach. Conceivably, a central plan
ning organization could shrink in size, even disappear, while elsewhere the 
planning approach flourished. In order to have decisionmaking processes per
vaded by organized forethought about available options and their likely con
sequences, a central organization is not essential. All this can go on in 
operating agencies, perhaps on a shorter term, more operational basis, 
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probably with less inter-agency coordination, but probably still yielding pur
poseful adaptation to changing circumstances. 

And in the state criminal justice agencies, the planning approach does 
appear to be implanted. Those agencies do look ahead, using data and analyses 
in a search for preferred options. Most of this is indeed in connection with 
operational planning, to determine how best to carry out a given policy. But 
the planning approach is also sometimes used to consider what policies ought 
to be established, as when the Youth Authority developed the county subvention 
which was in due time enacted. Such analytical foresight is said to be a 
permanent feature now, not only there but also in the Corrections Department, 
the Attorney General's Department of Justice, and in the state-level judiciary. 
Although this departmental planning may vary in its consideration of exterior 
effects, a State Planning Committee does exist; it evidently deals mainly with 
LEAA matters but could be a vehicle for coordination as well. 

At sub-state levels, the picture is mixed. Within metropolitan regions, 
much planning is already being done, some of it locally funded beyond LEAA 
req uired levels. Observers differ as to whe ther the budge t crunch will thin 
out this local planning or instead call upon it increasingly. Away from metro
politan areas, however, not many general government leaders are said to be so 
persuaded of the benefits of criminal justice coordination that they would 
fund it themselves if LEAA funds stopped. Not to be overlooked is the possi
bility of some state suppor.t, for many local criminal justice officials have 
discovered that there are real benefits from meeting with officials h-iving 
related responsibilities. Much of this coordination would continue. 

Because it has stimulated such interchange and substantially contributed 
to more effective work against crime, especially through innovation, the LEAA 
program is appreciated widely throughout the criminal justice system in 
California. 

Perbons Interviewed--California 

Office of Criminal Justice Planning 
Douglas R. Cunningham, Executive Director 
Nathan W. Manske, Deputy Director 
Gregory Harding, Deputy Director 
Jo Wallach, Chief, Planning Division 
Hax Wendel 

Executive Branch Officials 
Charles Barrett, Chief Deputy Attorney General 
Dale Speck, Director, Law Enforcement Division, Justice Department 
Herbert Ellingwood, Special Counsel to Attorney General 
Jerry Enomoto, Director, Department of Corrections 
Robert Mabbutt, Deputy Director, California Youth Authority 
Raymond C. Davis, (Chief of Police, Santa Ana), Chairman, California 
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APPENDIX D 

Criminal Justice Ple.nning in Colorado 

Introduction 

During the past three years criminal justice planning in Colorado has 
been characterized by a systematic march toward comprehensive criminal justice 
planning at the state level. This has been accomplished by exploiting oppor
tuni ties as they occur, by the judic.ious use of grants as leverage to induce 
coordination among criminal justice components, and by fostering a growing 
leadership role for the State Council on Criminal Justice. The SPA (here 
the Division of Criminal Justice) clearly is vlewed as a source of profes
sional assistance and technical competence to be called upon by any or all 
of the criminal justice components within the state. Relatively strong, if 
informal, linkages have been established to the major criminal justice agen
cies in state government, and similar linkages have been cultivated with 
local and regional agencies. 

The SPA and its leadership. have been faced \.;rith a number of challenges. 
The current director, who has been in that position for three years, was 
brought in after a nation-wide recruitment effort seeking new leadership to 
recast the SPA. In this process, several staff changes at the professional 
level were made, requiring considerable managerial attention (all of the 
positions in the Division of Criminal Justice, including that of the Director, 
are under Colorado l s civil service system). Criminal justice functions in 
the executive branch are scattered among more than a dozen agencies, com
mittees, p.nd boards. The state does have a unified court system under '<1hich 
the state finances nearly all of the judiciary costs down to the level of 
municipal courts, except that the Denver (county/city) courts are effectively 
outside that system. In addition, the state is large (approximately 104,000 
square miles) with 63 counties. Geographically the state has three distinct 
regions: (1) the eastern slope, which consists of approximately one-half of 
the state is essentially arid plain (where Denver is located); (2) the moun
tains which constitute the continental divide; and (3) the western slope which 
is sparsely populated, dry, rough country undergoing considerable development 
in terms of recreation, mineral, and energy exploitation. Slightly more than 
half of the approximately two and one half million people who live in Colorado 
are in the Denver metropolitan area; 17 cities have a population of more than 
20,000. Thus the state must cope with the characteristics both of a highly 
populated urban center and a sparsely populated rural area. 

About 60 percent of all criminal justice expenditures in the state are 
spent at the county and municipal levels, principally upon police functions, 
with some on corrections and a very small amount (except for Denver) on judi
cial and legal services. The state's principal expenditures are in the field 
of corrections, judicial and public defender services--amounting to three or 
four dollars by the state for each local dollar. 1 

lExpenditure and Employment Data for the Criminal Justice System, 1976, 
U.S. Department of Justice, SD-EE No. 11, Table 6, pp. 30-37. 
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Police functions are principally the responsibility of the county or local 
level--the Sheriff's Department (one in each county), or the 144 municipal po
lice departments. The State Patrol is responsible for highway safety and emer
gency criminal justice assistance. The Colorado Bureau of Investigation pro
vides technical assistance and laboratory facilities to other law enforcement 
agencies and is responsible for the Colorado Crime Information Center. Prose
cutorial responsibility rests with district attorneys (one for each of the 22 
judicial districts in the state) who are elected on a partisan ballot. The 
Attorney General, apart from acting as counsel to state agencies, has responsi
bility for an organized crime strike force and anti-trust action. A public de
fender system is financed by the state through 21 regional offices. It and 
probation are the responsibility of the judiciary. The Colorado judiciary sys
tem consists of a Supreme Court (having final appellate responsibility), a 
Court of Appeals, State District Courts (which have principal criminal juris
diction), County Courts (located in each of the counties) which have limited 
criminal jurisdiction, and Municipal Courts which have jurisdiction over local 
ordinances. A Department of Corrections at the state-level has responsibility 
for all adult offenders, except those incarcerated in local (county or munici
pal) jails where prisoners may be kept for as long as two years. 

Corrections and sentencing have been matters of concern at the political 
level for some time in Colorado. A substantial amount of work by the SPA in 
recent years has centered upon corrections problems. The SPA has been able 
to provide "neutral ground" and professional assistanc.e that brought many of 
the interested parties in the criminal justice community, as well as citizen 
groups, together to deal with this problem. 

The State Council on Criminal Justice increasingly has provided leader
ship on issues and problems which involve more tha.n one function or cut across 
agency and governmental lines. The Council gives unusual evidence of being a 
cohesive body directed toward system-wide problems, rather than a group which 
perceives itself as representing various criminal justice constituencies to 
assure appropriate distribution of Federal grant funds. Both the SPA and the 
leadership of the State Council have established positive working relation
ships with the judiciary, with the Office of the Governor, and with the state 
legislature. This latter requires some skill as the legislature is Republican 
and the Governor is a Democrat. 

The recent history of the Colorado Division of Criminal Justice and the 
State Council represents considerable progress. Many of the linkages to the 
components in the criminal justice system appear. to be well-established, such 
as those with the judiciary, the Department of Corrections, the Colorado State 
Patrol, and the Governor. In the latter case the SPA Director is called upon, 
with some frequency, by the Governor to assist and provide advice on system
wide problems in criminal jus tice. He also has reasonable access to the 
Governor on his own initiative, and through his immediate superior, the Exec
utive Director of the Department of Local Affairs. The link with the legis
lature has been both positive and productive, but remains one of the weaker 
relationships in the system. The SPA has good working relationships with the 
Office of State Planning and Budgeting, but, essentially, makes no input to 
the budget process other than that limited to the SPA's programs and two 
agencies responsible to the Director, the Colorado Bureau of Investigation 
(CBI), and the Colorado Law Enforcement Training Academy (CLETA). Legislative 
review is directed principally to recommendations based upon task force or 
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ad hoc research, not on a systematic review of criminal justice legislative 
requirements per see Finally the sometimes abrasive relationship between re
gional or local criminal justice planners and the SPA which was so evident 
some years ago has considerably abated, although there are a number of dif
ferences in perspective that will remain in the future, given the nature and 
fragmentation of criminal justice functions in the state and its demography. 
The SPA leadership continues to give considerable attention and effort to im
proving this series of relationships. Whether or not the Colorado SpA could 
survi ve a complete shut out of LEAA funds is open to question. Still, the 
SPA has developed good constituency relationships, and there is evidence that 
the SPA would receive strong support from state level agencies, from the judi
ciary, and from the Governor. Such support probably vlOuld be enough to sustain 
some type of state level planning activity in the criminal justice area, de
pending upon the extent to which this function can be sold to a legislature 
which has a strong cost-consciousness. This does not mean that there is a 
negative stance toward the SPA by the legislature. There is not much evidence 
of a strong awareness about the work of the SPA in the legislature, although 
the nature of the relationship seems to have been generally positive. 

The SPA 

In Colorado, the SPA is the Division of Criminal Justice located within 
the Department of Local Affairs. The Colorado legislature created the Divi
sion in 1971 to replace the SPA which previously had been established by exec
utive order, reporting as an independent entity to the Governor. Since 1971, 
the SPA has reported to the Governor through the Executive Director of the 
Department of Local Affairs, although the present incumbent has had direct 
access to the Governor. The General Assembly provided the SPA with a broad 
charter for state-wide criminal justice planning, including technical coopera
tion and assistance, the collection and dissemination of statistics, and the 
research and analysis of criminal justice problems. The State Council on Crim
inal Justice was established, with the members appointed by the Governor. The 
General Assembly set several policy guidelines for state planning and the dis
tribution of grant funds, one of which was: 

The State plan should provide for the distribution of financial 
grants to local law enforcement and other agencies in 8 1'ch a 'Nay 
that each grant is of sufficient size to make a significant impact. 
Grants should be used to encourage coordination and consolidation 
of law enforcement agencies where appropriate and shall not be used 
in such a way as to perpetuate unnecessary fragmentation of the 
criminal justice system. 2 

The staff of approximately 30 full-time employees is divided into two 
major groups. The first, under the Planning Director, includes the criminal 
justice area specialists (police, courts, corrections, juvenile, etc.), re
search and statistics, evaluation, and an ad hoc restitution project. The 
second group under the Operations Director is responsible for grant adminis
tration, finance, and audit. Reporting to the SPA Director is a staff member 

2Colorado Administrative Code, Chapter 37, Article 33, Section 3-33-6 (2). 
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responsible for special projects, and the director of the recently established 
criminal justice system study. All of the SPA employees, including the Direc
tor, are protected by the Colorado civil service merit system. 

The Division of Criminal Justice has established close working relation
ships with the other criminal justice agencies in the executive branch of the 
state government, with the judiciary, and with the Governor's Office.. Although 
not formally reporting directly to the Governor, the SPA Director does have 
access to the Governor and his principal assistants on an "as needed basis." 
The Governor does seek SPA assistance and advice on an ad hoc basis and views 
the SPA as a key source of advice and assistance on criminal justice matters 
in general. The SPA staff Ivork frequently with the staff of the Legislative 
Council which serves the General Assembly. The SPA works closely with regional 
and local planners, both on ad hoc projects and in the annual planning process. 
The SPA staff endeavors to keep in touch Ivith major interest and professional 
groups that are involved in criminal justice programs or issues. 

Considerable time and attention of the SPA is devoted to the LEAA grant 
program and the planning process which is built into that program. The plan
ning process has been broadened to encompass programs that are outside the 
LEAA grant program. To a large degree, the identification of problems or 
needs related to criminal justice in Colorado has become more comprehensive 
and less directed toward those issues or problem areas which are considered 
mos t likely to attract grant funds. The planning process is no longer con
sidered as basically a compliance procedure to be completed annually, but a 
continuing process of problem identification, data collection and refinement, 
analysis, development of alternatives, action planning, evaluation, and feed
back. This is accomplished under the general guidance of the State Council, 
in close cooperation with interested state agencies and regional and localoffi
cials. The SPA staff take considerable initiative in their respective areas 
of responsibility, and are responsible for stimulating interest and action on 
the part of Council members and state and local officials. The SPA does not in
volve itself in the review of criminal justice budgets, apart from those in 
the LEAA grant process, the Division of Crimin~l Justice, or the two other 
agencies responsible to the Director, the CBI, and CLETA. In 1976, there was 
an lnformal agreement between the Division and the Office of State Planning 
and Budgeting whereby SPA staff were to provide assistance by reviewing bud
gets of criminal justice agencies. This informal agreement never was imple
mented, apparently due to the limited staff time available from either agency. 
The SPA staff and the State Council do review legislative proposals--principally 
limited to those legislative recommendations which flow from reports on crim
inal justice system problems (such as corrections, juvenile justice, etc.). 
The SPA has not undertaken regular review of all legislation being proposed 
in the area of criminal justice. 

The way in which the SPA operates within the Colorado criminal justice 
system is exemplified by an illustration in the corrections field. In 1976 
there was a dramatic escape from Colorado's maximum security prison. In the 
process the escapee murdered an entire family. As a result of the public 
outcry over this incident, the Department of Corrections requested a substan
tial amount for new construction and the Governor called a special session of 
the legislature to deal with the problem. It soon became apparent to the leg
islature that the whole problem of corrections was considerably more complex 
than the need for hurried construction to deal with maximum security. 
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Recognizing that concentrated study was essential, the legislature appropriated 
$200,000 for the development of a corrections master plan. The SPA worked 
closely with the Division of Corrections (later to become the Department of 
Corrections in 1977) in facilitating the development of this plan. It also 
helped develop several pieces of legislation which provided for the reorganiza
tion of corrections (establishing a separate department, moving all adult cor
rections programs from the Department of Institutions to the newly formed De
partment of Corrections), and legislative review of community-based corrections. 
In this latter case, the SPA provided staff support for a study of community
based corrections which had originally been assigned to the Legislative Council. 
The SPA provided assistance for task groups, conferences, and research. Some 
of the activities were funded from the LEAA grant programs directly, others 
benefited from current or previous grant programs data, research analysis, 
and the availability of research and planning talent. The SPA tends to act 
as a facilitator and coordinator rather than as progenitor of comprehensive 
master plans. However, the broad planning required as the basis of the LEAA 
program, which is supposed to relate the various elements of the criminal 
justice plan one to another, obviously has provided a useful framework against 
which to view ad hoc priority problems within the criminal justice system. 

The Colorado State Council on Criminal Justice 

In 1977 revision in the charter legislation for the Division of Criminal 
Justice (House Bill 111537) adjusted the Criminal Justice Council to consist 
of 25 members of whom eight were ex-officio members: the Attorney General, 
the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, the State Public Defender, the Direc
tor of the Colorado Bureau of Investigation, the Executive Director of the 
Department of Corrections, the Director of the Division of Local Government 
in the Department of Local Affairs, the State Court Administrator, and the 
Chief of the Colorado State Patrol. One member was to be a State Senator 
appointed by the President of the Senate and another to be a State Representa
tive appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives. The other 
15 members are appOinted by the Governor representing various elements of 
the criminal justice system and geographically representative of the state 
as well. The State Council appears to provide substantial strength and sup
port for criminal justice planning on a state-wide basis in Colorado. Apart 
from its LEAA program responsibilities to identify priority needs and make 
final decisions with respect to the allocation of LEAA grant funds, the Coun
cil concerns itEelf with the status of the criminal justice system as a whole, 
and with emerging problems. Council members have been characterized as 
"people of independent mind and of considerable capability." Shortly after the 
present SPA Director took his position, a new State Council Chairman was se
lected by the Governor. The new Chairman "took charge" and was responsiblt:! 
for revising the Council's byla\vs so that proxy votes could no longer be cast 
by surrogates for the principals who were appointed to the Council. Attendance 
at Council meetings (approximately every six weeks) is usually at 80-85 per
cent. All grant proposals come before the full Council, but much of the de
tailed policy, planning, and study work is accomplished through Council com
mittees. The Council appears to have developed a corporate sense of its own 
being, acting not as representatives for various constituencies but rather 
as a collection of individuals having different kinds of competencies, work
ing for common improvement in the criminal justice system. 
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It is evident that the SPA leadership works to facilitate this role. The 
Council encourages broad participation in its meetings, soliciting input from 
state and local officials, ci tizen groups, professional associations, and in
terested individuals. The Colorado Council exhibits considerable potential 
for providing important leadership to problems cutting across the criminal jus
tice system which require cooperation among many elements and agencies. 

State-Level Criminal Justice Agencies 

Criminal justice functions of the State of Colorado are fragmented among 
a variety of agencies and boards. The Department of Corrections is respon
sible for adult state corrections institutions, parole, community corrections, 
and correctional industries. The Department of Law, under the aegis of the 
Attorney General, has an Organized Crime Strike Force and an anti-trust unit. 
In addition, the Attorney General is the statutory chairman of the Colorado 
Law Enforcement Training Academy Advisory Board (which is formally located for 
organizational purposes under the Department of Local Affairs). The Depart
ment of Law also administers the state funds for the salaries of dist rict 
attorneys. The Colorado State Patrol is located in the Department of High
ways, and the Chief, by statute:; is the supervisor of the Colorado Law En
forcement Training Academy. The Department of Institutions houses the Divi
sion of Youth Services which has responsibility for juvenile diversion, 
detention-community services, state institutions, and parole. The Department 
of Social Services has the responsibility for Title XX Services Program for 
Youth in Conflict which includes juvenile shelter, care, and other programs 
for prevention and reduction of delinquency and dependency. Finally, withj,n 
the Department of Local Affairs are the Division of Criminal Justice, the Col
orado Bureau of Investigation, and the Colorado Law Enforcement Training Acad
emy. In February 1978, the SPA Director was named as Deputy Executive Director 
for criminal justice within the Department of Local Affairs which gives him 
coordinating responsibility for these three criminal justice agencies within 
the Department. A number of boards and committees operate within this system. 
For example, the Juvenile Parole Board is attached to the Division of Youth 
Services, while the Adult Parole Board is attached to the Department of Cor
rections. The Colorado Law Enforcement Training Academy has an Advisory Board 
chaired by the Attorney General. Of course, the State Council on Criminal 
Justice is attached to the Division of Criminal Justice and relates to the 
Juvenile Justice Council and the Criminal Justice Information System Commit
tee. In addition, the Division of Criminal Justice has attached to it a Jail 
Advisory Committee. The Division is responsible for staffing this Jail Ad
visory Committee, which, 'in turn, reviews the construction and renovation of 
jail facilities. The Director of the SPA is the sole authority to approve new 
jail construction or renovation. In addition, the staff provides extensive 
technical assistance to local sheriffs regarding legal and administrative prob
lems on running their jail facilities. The Division also has the responsi
bility for instituting a program to develop jail standards on a state-wide 
basis. The SPA maintains a working liaison with five other agencies which 
have an impact upon or offer services to criminal justice agencies. For ex
ample, the Division of Mental Health within the Department of Institutions 
provides mental health and drug and alcoholic treatment to criminal justice 
clients through their community mental health centers; the Di.vi.sion of Commu
nications within the Department of Administration provides technical assistance 
to local law enforcement agencies in the development of their communication 
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systems; the Alcohol and Orug Abuse Division within the Department of Health 
reaches offenders who are drug and alcohol abusers; and the Consumer Protec
tion Section of the Disease Control and Epidemiology Division of the Depart
ment of Health is responsible for inspection of jails and other such facilities 
to enforce health standards. The counterpart of the Division of Criminal Jus
tice, the Division of Local Government within the Department of Local Affairs 
is mandated by statute to provide technical assistance to district attorneys. 
Beyond these relationships, there is a network of services provided by other 
general government agencies of which a small portion of their clientele are 
correctional clients or offenders--in this category are: the Department of 
Education which provides educational programs, the Division of Vocational Re
habilitation which provides rehabilitation services, and the Department of La
bor and Employment provides job referral services. 

It is evident that the elements of the criminal justice system within the 
executive branch alone are widely scattered. In many respects, it is a trib
ute to the leadership of the various agencies that much progress has been 
made, given the overlapping complex relationships which are the result of a 
highly fragmented system. The three criminal justice agencies in the Depart
ment of Local Affairs (Colorado Bureau of Investigation, the Division of Crim
inal Justice, and the Colorado Law Enforcement Training Academy) were so placed 
because these agencies provide service to or interact closely with local gov
ernment. However, they tend to share more in common as criminal justice agen
cies with the Department of Corrections and the Department of Law than they 
do with sister organizations within the Department of Local Affairs. In addi
tion, there are overlapping responsibilities. For example, the Colorado Bureau 
of Investigation (CBI) is authorized by statute to investigate organized crime 
that occurs across county boundaries; however, the Attorney General's office 
operates the Organized Crime Strike Force which deals with organized crime 
throughout the state. Another example is the Colorado Law Enforcement Train
ing Academy (CLETA) which is a division of the Department of Local Affairs, 
whose superintendent is the Chief Of the Colorado State Patrol (by statute) 
and the Chairman of its Advisory Board is the Attorney General. In actual 
practice, a captain of the Colorado State ?atrol, employed and paid specifi
cally for this sole duty, supervises the CLETA. There appears to be consid
erable opportunity for consolidation of criminal justice functions within the 
Executive Branch in the State of Colorado. 

The Courts 

In Colorado the judiciary has jurisdiction over courts, probation, and 
public defender functions. The state operates under a unified state court 
system, with the Chief Justice as the titlular head of the system, assisted 
by the State Court Administrator's Office which does central budgeting for 
the entire court system. The District Court is the basic court of general 
jurisdiction in Colorado, the state being divided into 22 judicial districts. 
Appeals from the District Court are to the State Court of Appeals and ulti
mately to the Supreme Court. Each of the 63 counties has a County Court of 
limi ted jurisdietion, from which appeals g.:> to the District Courts. The 
Municipal Courts have jurisdiction over local ordinances. The main exception 
in the unified court system is the city/county of Denver which is treated sep
arately from any other city in the state ane has a County Court system inde
pendent from the rest of Colorado's unified court system but responsible to 
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the Chief Justice. Apparently, at the time legislation for a unified court 
system was being debated, Denver had enough political support (about half of 
the state population in this metropolitan area) to keep Denver a separate sys
tem. One observer believes that this was principally on financial grounds 
since the court system within the county/City of Denver costs in the neigh
borhood of a million and a half dollars per year, whereas revenues through 
the court system were considerably in excess of that. The conclusion was 
that Denver did not wish to "subsidize" judicial systems elsewhere. 

Colorado h.::,s a Judicial Planning Committee established under a directive 
of the Chief Justice. The Committee of 18 members includes judges represent
ing all levels within Colorado, practicing attorneys, prosecutors, public de
fenders, bar association, and the public at large. The Conuni ttee works closely 
with the State Council on Criminal Justice, and conducts reviews of grant ap
plications related to judicial projects, and undertakes special studies and 
reviews for consideration by the State Council. The Chief Justice, who chairs 
the Judicial Planning Conunittee, is also a member of the State Council, as 
are several other members of the JPC. The JPC has assisted in the develop
ment of priori ties for the Colorado judiciary, including attention to such 
areas as improving the public's understanding of the judicial system and its 
processes, improvement of the educational standard of both administrators 'and 
justice, and a study of alternatives to dispute resolution outside the formal 
court system. The JPC appears to cooperate closely with the SPA, and to be 
very serious about supporting the SPA's mission of providing a neutral environ
ment for the discussion of issues and problems which cut across the various 
elements of the criminal justice system. Those members of the judiciary who 
are members of the State Council seem to share a strong consensus about seek
ing comlllon solutions and finding common ground within a cooperative environ
ment rather than acting as "representative" of the judiciary. 

Sub-State Criminal Justice Planning 

Regional staff and Criminal Justice Advisory Councils (CJAC) are located 
throughout the state and serve Colorado's 13 Planning and Management Regions. 
The Denver Anti-Crime Council conducts criminal justice planning for the city/ 
county of Denver. Most of the regional planning units are part of a regional 
Council of Governments. As in other states, the regional planners are respon
si ble for preparation of an annual criminal justice plan for the respective 
region, which lays out the general needs and priorities of that area for the 
development and receipt of LEAA project funds. These regional plans are then 
used by the SPA in developing the comprehensive state plan. Regional plan
ners assist in the development of pro ject proposals by local officials, give 
technical assistance where possible, and act as a point of representation of 
the LEM program in the region. 

Criminal justice officials, including individuals who have or are serving 
on the State Council and individuals who have served on Criminal Justice Ad
visory Councils at the regional level attest to the difficult role of the 
RPUs, which sometimes results in an adversary relationship with the SPA. Except 
for the Denver Anti-Crime Council, the staffing of this function is marginal-
usually one individual in a region. Since the regions represent clusters 
of general purpose governments, the RPU cannot easily represent any single 
local government or agency to the SPA, without jeopardy to its relationships 
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with other governments or agencies within the region. The RPU may be viewed 
by local officials and agencies "as another layer of bureaucracy" between its 
proposed projects and the SPA. The combination of salary structure anrl. career 
opportuni ties tends to limi t the tenure of regional planners so that there is 
relatively high turnover and a subsequent lack of continuity. In terms of 
program perspective, regional and local planners tend to be issue/project
oriented with less concern for system-wide problems except as they are visible 
within the local system. These differing perspectives necessarily result in 
some institutional conflict between the RPUs and the SPA. 

Generally, local officials are reluctanr to put 10caJ.. money into criminal 
justice planning, relying principally upon Federal funds to regiOiH'll or local 
government. The exception to this is the Denver Anti-Gl'ime Council which 
obtains funds from the county/city of Denver. Denver received special atten
tion and funding under a special impact cities program of LEAA's some years 
ago, which helped establish a staff of considerable experience and expertise. 
The Denver Council tends to operate more or less independently, partly because 
of Denver's metropolitan influence in an otherwise rural state. The SPA, 
through its regular committee work, special conferences and training sessions, 
has made positive attempts to alleviate some of the institutional differences 
which have existed between the RPUs and the SPA. 

The Legislature 

The SPA has had a relatively close and productive relationship with the 
Colorado General Assembly. Much of the work is channeled through the staff 
of the Legislative Council which serves the legislature both during sessions 
and through special interim committees betvleen sessions. Most of the SPA's 
work has been with the Interim Committee on Corrections, the Interim Judiciary 
Committee, and the House Committee on Health, Environment, Helfare and Institu
tions. The SPA follows two general modes of operation with the legislature: 
(1) providing reports and recommendations produced under SPA initiative (usu
ally in conjunction ,vith another agency) which will be brought to the atten
tion of the appropriate committee with special reports, testimony, etc., de
pending on committee interest; and (2) undertaking special assistance to the 
legislature or one of its committees at the request of the legislature. 

Recently the Legislative Council ,vas given the task to do a review of the 
sentencing issue in the state, but time and staff availability precluded this 
so an agreement was reached with the SPA to conduct a study for the Council. 
In the past three years, the legislature has requested that the Division of 
Criminal Justice conduct an evaluation of all LEAA projects exceeding $30,000. 
This was requested under the "financial note" portion of the general appropri
ation bill (House Bill tl1252). The results of the evaluation were to be re
ported to the Joint Budget Committee by the end of the calendar year. Each 
project was to be evaluated using criteria set down by the legislature which 
,vere: 

a. The benefit of each LEAA project funded on or after July 1, 1978, 
to local government or the state must be identified, documented, and 
quantified where possible. The reduction or elimination of crime, 
the improvement of the criminal justice system, or cost savings to 
law enforcement or government agencies must be identified and 
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quantified; where no baseline data exist against which to measure 
a project's success, the c6llection of that data shall be an integral 
part of the project. 

b. The achievement of a project's stated objective, where those objec
tives do not specifically include the measures required in "a" above 
is not to be considered a demonstration of the project I s success. 

c. Projects where the project's success cannot be quantifiably measured 
are to be considered unsuccessful. 

The Joint Budget Committee of the Colorado 1egisla ture is an extremely powerful 
Commi ttee which has virtual veto power over any budget item. The group has 
begun casting a critical eye on Federal programs requiring cost-sharing by 
the state, and there has been considerable interest in recent years in the 
extent to which Colorado is forced to "buy in" on projects as Federal grant 
money runs out in a particular pro ject and the locali ty or agency is interested 
in continuing the service. 

Thus far the SPA and the Council have not conducted a general screening 
of criminal justice legislative proposals, but have tended to limit their ef
forts to those proposals that flow directly from special reports undertaken 
by the SPA under its mYIl initiative or in conjunction with other criminal 
justice agencies. 

Interest Groups 

The Division of Criminal Justice makes it a practice to consult with in
terest and prof essiona1 groups representing various segments or parties of 
interest to the criminal justice system, depending upon the nature of the 
particular issue, problem, or study concerned. For example, in the recently 
established study of the Colorado criminal justice system, the SPA has made 
it a point to invite participation by a wide array of professional/interest 
groups. Among those most frequently consulted are Colorado District Attorneys' 
Council, County Sheriffs of Colorado, Colorado Chiefs of Police Association, 
Colorado Association of ProbationOfficers, Colorado Counties, Colorado Munici
pal League, Colorado Bar Association, Colorado Juvenile Council, League of Homen 
Voters, the American Society for Industrial Security, and the National Alliance 
of Businessmen. In addition they will consult widely with public officials 
and public agencies at all levels (including advisory committees) and represent
atives of the academic community who have special expertise to offer. News 
media representatives participate essentially on their own initiative, although 
in some cases they are specifically invited such as in the task force apPOinted 
by the Governor to examine security and privacy of criminal justice records 
(September 1976). Activities of both the State Council and the SPA reflect 
an attitude of "openness" that is especially pronounced. The general attitude 
reflected by SPA staff and members of the Council suggest that participation 
by interest groups, professional associations, and interested citizens (as in
dividuals) is welcomed. 
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The Nature of Criminal Justice Planning in Colorado 

Criminal justice planning as practiced by the SPA in Colorado is rooted 
in the LEAA grant process, but rapidly expanding beyond that as opportunities 
present themselves. There is clear intention on the part of the SPA leader
ship and the State Council to focus upon system-wide issues or problems in 
the criminal justice system, using the grant program as a means to stimulate 
innovations, to encourage cooperation, and to ensure appropriate coordination. 
Hechanics of the grant process still occupy considerable time--as much as one
third to 60 percent of the time of various staff members on the planning side 
of the SPA operation; however, staff activi ties and interests of the Council 
carefully mesh the grant program with opportunities to achieve positive change 
in the various elements of the criminal justice system. The annual plan has 
become less of a "compliance" document and more of a framework within which 
the Council can assess the relative desirability for placing emphasis and re
sources. The opportunity to cooperate across agency lines in special studies 
and subsequent follow-up action is fully exploited, supported frequently by 
the grant program. For example, the considerable study of community correc
tions essentially sprang from the prison break crisis of several years earlier. 
As the problem was better defined and specific needs identified, legislative 
support was developed by the interested agencies, and an appropriate means 
for conducting the study negotiated. The SPA staff and grant funds supported 
this study which became a principal input to the legislative hearings. The 
SPA continues to provide technical support and advice through the hearing proc
ess and is available to both state and local agencies as the legislative plan 
of action is developed. This is entirely consistent with the role of the SPA 
as conceived by the Council and the SPA leadership of being the facilitator 
and coordinator rather than an "up front" leader. 

This approach has developed excellent working relationships and a sense 
of mutual support with other executive agencies and the judiciary. It has 
produced positive results with the legislature, although it is not clear that 
this carries over to legislative support for the program or the SPA per se. 
The close, harmonious relationship with the Office of the Governor is impor
tant in achieving political support and facilitating contacts with other agen
cies and with local government. But since the Governor is of one party and 
the legislature is controlled by the other party, gubernatorial backing cannot 
automatically be transferred into support for the SPA program within the 
legislature. 

As noted in the Introduction, the planning process does not include a 
systematic review of legislative proposals and recommendations on a periodic 
cycle, but tends to be limited to ad hoc revie\>l and evaluation of alternative 
legislative proposals flowing from particular studies in which the SPA has 
been engaged~ In this sense, it is a "natural" process representative of 
the manner in which the Colorado SPA engages in criminal justice planning. 
Currently, there is no focal point in the executive for either review or ag
gregation of criminal justice legislation. Budget review is even more lim
ited than legislative review. The invitation by the Office of State Planning 
and Budgeting to assist in the review, across the board, of criminal justice 
component budgets presumably still stands and remains an open opportunity for 
the SPA provided an appropriate modus operandi can be found and staff time 
rr.ade available for this. 
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On the whole, the SPA approach to criminal justice planning appears to be 
pragmatic, and is viewed as positive and helpful by components within the 
criminal justice system, becoming purposefully mor~ comprehensive. 

The Institutionalization of Criminal Justice Plannina 

Criminal justice planning, as practiced by the SPA in Colorado, has gained 
a significant foothold as an ongoing governmental process over the past three 
years. There is strong evidence of close wJrking relationships between the 
SPA and the principal components within The criminal justice system at the 
state level including the Office of the Attorney General, the Governor, and 
the judiciary. Indeed, th::! State Criminal Justice Council which includes the 
heads of the major criminal justice agencies and the state, local, and public 
interest representatives, greatly facilitates a positive bond among these ele
ments and serves as a neutral forum for the development of a general consensus 
on major issues and programs in criminal justice. The SPA has put extensive 
effort into providing assistence to legisla ti ve commi ttees and the Colorado 
Legislative Council. This has resulted in a generally positive relationship 
but not one in which there is clear recognition by the legislative leadership 
of the relative value of the SPA to the legislative function. This, in part, 
may be attributed to the partisan division between the executive and the leg
islature in Colorado; however, this is not always reflected in programmatic 
issues. 

A substantial reduction in LEAA grant funds available for the planning 
function or for action grants, undoubtedly would affect the operation of the 
Colorado SPA. It would not cause the SPA to collapse, nor would it under
mine the operation and work of the State Criminal Justice Council. There 
appears to be enough enthusiasm and common purpose among the membership of 
the State Council (including the official representatives) to keep this func
tion going whether or not the funds are available from the Federal Govern
ment to support its operation. The same cannot be said for the RPUs. The 
main exception is the Denver Anti-Crime Council which is virtually independent 
anyway. RPU activity is almost solely identified with the LEAA grant program 
and does not have a strong enough constituency to survive removal of Federal 
funding. 

If both the State Council and the SPA continue along the directions al
ready chartered, one can anticipate even stronger ties among the components 
of the criminal justice system and a clearer sense of purpose indicated to 
the legisla tur e. 
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Persons Interviewed--Colorado 

Paul G. Quinn, Director, Division of Criminal Justice 
Dion Callaghan, Director of Planning, Division of Criminal Justice 
Joan Keane, Juvenile Specialist, Division of Criminal Justice 
David Sack, Corrections Specialist, Division of Criminal Justice 
Nancy Gray, Chairwoman, State Council on Criminal Justice, Councilperson, 

Ft. Collins* 
Dr. Allen Ault, Executive Director, Department of Corrections* 
Chief Gary Wall, Vail Police Department* 
Greg Walta, Public Defender* 
J. D. ~fficFarlane, Attorney General* 
Paula Herzmark, Executive Director, Department of Local Affairs 
Stephen Ellis, Principal Planner, Division of Planning, Department of Local 

Affairs 
David Greenberg, Special Assistant to the Governor for Legal Affairs 
Brad Leonard, State Budget Director 
Colonel C. Wayne Keith, Chief, Colorado State Patrol* 
Earl Thaxton, Principal Analyst, Colorado Legislative Council 
Judge Don Smith, Appellate Judge, Court of Appeals* 
Robert Gallagher, District Attorney, 18th Judicial District* 
William F. Hafstrom, Criminal Justice Systems Analyst, Denver Anti-Crime 

Council 
Charles Shannon, Director of Management and IIuman Services, Denver Regional 

Council of Governments 

*Designates members of the State Council on Criminal Justice 

___________ J 



APPENDiX E 

Criminal Justice Planning in Connecticut 

Introduction 

In Connecticut the SPA is the Connecticut Criminal Justice Commission which 
consists of a staff of approximately 50 people governed by a 21 member Commis
sion. The Connecticut CJC is best characterized as an agency in transition 
conditioned by a complete overhaul of the executive branch in Connecticut state 
government. The charter legislation for the CJC is Connecticut Act No. 76-432 
which became effective on June 9, 1976 and reconstituted the Commission. In 
1978 Governor Grasso (who was re-elected to a four-year term in November 1978) 
received legislative approval for a sweeping reorganization of the executive 
branch of Connecticut state government, with the effective date for the first 
stage of reorganization being January 1979. As a part of that reorganization, 
the CJC was attached, administratively) to the newly created Office of Policy 
and Management--a kind of Office of Management and Budget for Connecticu t. 
In the process of implementing the general reorganization, the CJC is preparing 
a pilot program that would have the CJC conduct OPI1 functions in the criminal 
justice area, on behalf of OPH. This pilot program would "test" the concept 
of hmv OPt! might best perform its tri-partite functions of comprehensive plan
ning, budgeting, monitoring, and evaluation. In addition to the planning, prep
aration, and adjustments necessitated by this, the SPA underwent a substantial 
internal reorganization in September 1978 whereby planning and program develop
ment, statistical analysis (including research), and technical assistance serv
ices were all consolidated under an Assistant Director for Justice Programs. 
Hanagement services, including accounts exanunlng, grants and contracts and 
administrative services were consolidated under an Assistant Director for Man
agement Services. 

The criminal justice system in Connecticut is an interesting combination 
of state domination of the system with relatively wide dispersion of the cri
minal justice functions among the state agencies. For all practical purposes, 
courts, corrections, prosecution, and public defender functions are controlled 
and financed at the state level (although the actual conduct of some of these 
may be through local agencies or groups). The law enforcement function is 
shared, principally between the state police and municipal police in those lo
cations that have their own departments and which do not operate under con
tract with the state police. In spite of the concentration of functions at the 
state level, there are at least ten autonomous or largely a.utonomous criminal 
justice agencies in state government that are responsible only to the Governor, 
to a governing board or commission, or to "constitutional" safeguards--in the 
latter case, the courts. 

On the one hand the SPA has an "easier task" since most of the criminal 
justice functions can be tracked through the state budgeting system; on the 
other hand, the challenge of coordination is substantial because of the wide
spread dispersion of authority and responsibility among the many state agen
cies. For example, the public defender, the Department of Adult Probation, 
and the Board of Parole all are nominally under the administrative umbrella 
of the judiciary but each is answerable to its own board or commission with 
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no administrative, budget, or other legal or technical control being exercised 
by the courts or administrative offices responsible therefor. State's attor
neys (prosecutors) are appointed by district judges and thereby at least nom
inally responsible to them, but really consider themselves autonomous. There 
is a Chief State's Attorney, separate from the Attorney General, having broad 
leadership/supervisory responsibility for the prosecutorial function but hav
ing no direct control over the way the various state's attorneys handle their 
responsibilities. 

In spite of the dispersion of criminal justice responsibilities, the SPA 
has developed close and productive working relationships with these agencies, 
largely in the context of the LEAA program. The most comprehensive efforts in 
terms of reaching across functions, appears to have taken place in the field 
of corrections. There the SPA has facilitated successful efforts encompas
sing resources and service agencies related to the corrections function but, 
normally outside their direct jurisdiction. For example, the Department of 
Children and Youth Services which originally was concerned with the operation 
of two youth correction institutions less than ten years ago, now encompasses 
the full range of services to include child abuse and neglect, fos ter care 
and adoption, aid to unwed mothers, counseling and guidance, non-institutional 
handling of status offenders, mental health treatment, community based reha
bilitation, and special education, among others. 

The intention to expand CJC activities to include budget review and com
ment as well as a more integrated (and operational) comprehensive system-wide 
planning, and an extension of the monitoring/evaluation process to include 
more than grant projects but full agency programs, represents an ambitious 
step. It could provide a possible model for the new OPH as that agency under
takes its functions if the expanded role does not negaUvely affect current 
positive relationships between the CJC and criminal justice agencies by a per
ceived shifting from facilitation and coordination toward a more control
oriented role. 

The SPA 

Criminal justice planning in Connecticut actually predated the LEAA pro
gram by a full year. Following the issuance of President Johnson's Crime Com
mission Report in 1966, Governor John Dempsey formed a Connecticut Planning 
Committee. on Criminal Administration in fulfillment of the report's recommen
dation for the establishment of such comprehensive planning agencies in state 
government. The Planning Committee had a small staff and immediately under
took a study of both the public defender and prosecutorial functions, issu
ing a report on these in July 1968--a report which established the necessary 
groundwork for the further development of these functions in Connecticut. Upon 
the establishment of the LEAA program, Governor Dempsey assigned that function 
to the Connecticut Planning Committee. The SPA continues to be viewed predom
inately as the LEAA grant agency, although the charter legislation of 1976 
provides a comprehensive role considerably beyond the grant program itself. 
The legislation charges the Criminal Justice Commission with 21 different 
tasks, among which are such broad mandates as: 

(a) To develop a comprehensive state-wide action plan for the prevention 
of crime and the improvement of the criminal and juvenile justice 
systems in Connecticut; 
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(b) To create, develop, and correlate programs and projects for juvenile 
justice agencies, for the state, units of local government and other 
political sub-divisions thereof, combination of units and inter-state 
programs and the projects for the improvement of law enforcement and 
the administration of criminal and juvenile justice systems; 

(c) To collect data and relevant statistics pertaining to law enforcement 
and administration of criminal and juvenile justice systems; 

(d) To define problem areas and establish goals, priorities, and standards 
for the improvement of law enforcement and the administration of crim
inal and juvenile justice systems; 

(e) To oversee, evaluate, and coordinate implementation of the compre
hensive state-wide action plan and other Federal, state, or local 
programs relating to or having an impact on law enforcement and the 
criminal and juvenile justice systems; 

(f) To advise the Governor and the General Assembly on legislation and 
other Significant matters pertaining to law enforcement improvement, 
criminal and juvenile justice reform and the prevention of crime, and 
prepare and recommend legislation to the Governor for the improvement 
of the criminal nnd juvenile justice systems. 1 

From the outset, the SPA has had a close, working relationship with the 
courts through the leadership of the Supreme Court and the Chief Court Admin
istrative officers. The SPA has provided continuing project support to activ
i ties in the court system directed toward improvement of administration and 
process. In addition, the SPA has been instrumental in the initial develop
ment of the Chief Public Defender's Office as well as the expansion of the 
functions of theChief State's Attorney. A planning and administrative func
tion was recently established in the Office of the Chief State's Attorney under 
LEAA grant funds, including a victim witness project and an economic crime 
unit that is now being picked up under regular state funding. 

Considerable work has been done with the Department of Children and Youth 
Services, the Department of Corrections, and the Department of Adult P roba
tion, especially in an effort to move a\'lay from rehabilitation and treatment of 
offenders in centralized institutions and toward community-based facilities, 
services, and activities. Both the Commissioner of the Department of Children 
and Youth Services and the Director of Adul t Probation attest to the importance 
of the grant and planning assistance that has been made possible by the SPA, 
principally through the LEAA funding program. In both agencies, pilot efforts 
in a number of areas were successfully demonstrated which could, otherwise, 
not have been started and which, they believe, have resulted in Significant 
progress for their respective agencies. 

The SPA also has been instrumental in "spinning off" planning capability 
to the operating agencies. Key administrative and planning officials in sev
eral criminal justice agencies (such as the Chief State I s Attorney's Office, 
the Administrative Office of the Court, and the Department of Children and 

1 Connecticut Public Act N • 76-432, June 9, 1976. 
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Youth Services) are former SPA staff specialists who have "colonized" plan
ning and research functions by moving from the SPA. In addition they have 
helped to provide an institutional basis in those organizations for more sys
tematic consideration of problems and their respective interface issues \vith 
other criminal justice functions. However, the SPA remains a principal focal 
point for the more comprehensive type of planning, since most of the planners 
in the line agencies are oriented toward ad hoc problem solving, problem anal
ysis, and similar activi ties rather than longer term or formal planning. 3PA 
s taf f specialists are looked upon as technical resource people by the line agen
cies, with close, informal contacts at all staff levels between the line agen
cies and the SPA. 

The SPA has worked closely with the legislature, primarily on ad hoc study 
assignments, task groups or commissions to which the SPA provided -Informal 
staff assistance or project funding. The other principal line to the state 
legislature has been through the annual detailed budget presentation of the 
SPA made to the Appropriations Committees of the House and Senate. A third 
avenue, perhaps more formal but providing an informal avenue of feedback as 
well, has been the appointment process to the Commission whereby three members 
of the Criminal Justice Commission are appointed by the Senate Hajority Leader 
and three members by the House Majority Leader, while two members are appointed 
by the Senate Xinority Leader and two members by the House Minority Leader. 
Thus, ten of the 21 members of the Commission are appointed by the senior 
leadership in the legislature, providing an opportunity for informal but fre
quent feedback on Commission activities to the legislative leadership. 

The Executive Director of the SPA has a close institutional and personal 
contact with the Governor. The Executive Director is considered by the Gov
ernor as a "natural" point of reference for criminal justice matters and she 
has given the Executive Director ad hoc assignments on several task forces or 
committees. 

As noted above, an important topic of current consideration in the SPA is 
the proposal for the SPA to act as the surrogate for the Office of Policy and 
Management in a pilot test within the area of criminal justice. A consultant 
has been retained to develop and analyze alternative arrangements by which such 
a test might be initiated. Undertaking such a role clearly would assure the 
function of the CJC in Connecticut as an integral part of OPM, regardless of 
whether or not LEAA programs continue to grow, decline, or are closed down. 
Depending upon the level of analysis at tempted, such a change in role for the 
SPA could result in: (1) a need for more detailed coordination between the SPA 
and the operating agencies with respect to their current programs and, through 
comprehensive planning, for future action to meet perceived needs; (2) an ex
pansion of the monitoring and evaluation function which thus far has been lim
ited, on a selective basis, to the grant program; and (3) breaking new ground 
in the budget review area. Even though the substance of two of these three 
functions (planning and evaluation) will not change greatly, the nature of the 
role of the SPA vis-a-vis the criminal justice agencies is likely to change and 
could strongly influence the nature of the future relationship between these 
agencies and the SPA. 
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The Commission 

The Connecticut Criminal Justice Commission is a 21 person body of whom 
11 members are appointed by the Governor to serve at her pleasure (the Governor 
has a four-year term) and 10 members appointed by and to serve at the pleasure 
of the Hajority and Minority Leaders of the Connecticut House and Senate. The 
Commission tends to fall into two groups: those members who are also leaders 
in one of the formal criminal justice agencies within the state or "citizen" 
members, such as local elected officials, or representatives of an interest or 
professional group. Reputedly, attendance is best among the "institutional" 
members. Because of their frequent contact with one another on official busi
ness, they tend to take the leadership in Commission discussion and activities. 
The Executive Director of the SPA is placing more issues of system-Nide sig
nificance before the Commission; however, the Commission still spends the 
greatest portion of its time on the LEAA grant program in terms of the compre
hensive plan, gl\ideli nes, review and approval of projects, reporting, and 
follow-up on those projects. It remains to be seen what role, if any, the 
Commission will have with respect to the pilot demonstration for planning
budgeting-monitoring and evaluation. 

State-Level Criminal Justice Agencies 

In Connecticut criminal justice activities are the responsibility of state 
government, with the exception of local law enforcement in those localities 
which chose to have their own police departments. In the executive branch of 
government there are, apart from the SPA, three major departments concerned 
with criminal justice: the Department of Children and Youth Services, the 
Department of Corrections, and the Department of Public Safety. The first two 
are responsible for the corrections function in the broader sense of the term, 
with the Department of Children and Youth Services conducting an extraordinar
ily broad range of functions from prevention to follow up services--most at the 
local level. The Department of Public Safety includes the Military Depart
ment, the Office of Civil Preparedness, the State Police Department, and the 
Hunicipal Police Training Council--the latter two being the principal law en
forcement agencies of interest at the state level. The State Police Depart
ment covers a whole array of functions that, in other states may be located in 
a number of places. For example, its Bureau of Criminal Investigation has re
sponsibility over such areas as investigating organized crime, criminal intel
ligence functions, and investigating legal gambling. It has a forensic sciences 
laboratory within its Bureau of Staff Services which provides laboratory sup
port not only to the State Police but also to local jurisdictions. Hithin its 
Bureau of Hanagement Services is located a Research and Planning Unit which 
has, for example, undertaken a 20 year plan to fOI;'ecast changing needs for 
facilities and the distribution of state troopers. The Municipal Police Train
ing Council has general cognizance over the Connecticut Police Academy which 
is a central training operation for municipal police, in conjunction with state 
police. TheCouncil also establishes training standards and certifies training 
conducted in-service at municipal departments or in cooperation with Connecti
cu t colleges. The Connecticut Police Academy was initially established with 
funding from the SPA. 

To the extent that a role as chief state prosecutor exists that function 
is with the Chief State's Attorney whose office has general "leadership" and 
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administrative responsibility for the prosecutorial function as it is carried 
on in the judicial districts by the State's Attorneys. In addition the Chief 
State's Attorney's Office has acquired responsiblities for white collar crime, 
joint investigation of organized crime with the State Police and a special 
pro ject to investigate medicaid fraud. The Chief Stale's Attorney also will 
undertake the prosecution and resolution of major criminal cases. The Chief 
Public Defender is responsible to an autonomous board, supervising the opera
tion of the public defender function from a central office in Hartford through 
30 offices around the state. Both the Board of Parole and the Department of 
Adult Probation tend to "serve" the court, but each is governed autonomously 
by a board or commission. In the case of ;:he Department of Adult Probation 
there is a six member Commission chaired by the Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court. The Board of Parole consists of 11 members including a Chairman who also 
acts as the full-time administrative officer for parole. As might be expected 
in a state where tl:ere is considerable interc>~t and emphasis upon community 
based corrections, the stronger emphasis between parole and probation is upon 
probation, with services being offered on a local basis. 

In spite of the dispersion of criminal justice functions, there has been 
considerable cooperation and coordination across these agencies. Each, how
ever, operates quite independently and prides its relative autonomy. 

The Courts 

There are fivE. 1egments \vithin the general collection of agencies which 
are cast in the judicial branch: the courts per se; the prosecutorial function, 
public defender's office, the Department of Adult Probation, and the Board of 
Parole. Connecticut has a unified court system with a Supreme Court, and a 
Superior Court \vhich just recently ~,as encompassed juvenile and probation courts. 
The Superior Court is the court of original jU$,isdiction, the Supreme Court is 
the appellate court. There are no other cou'rts in Corri.lecticut. There is a 
well-established administrative and planning function under thp..tol;t~~adership of 
the Chief Court Administrator who is the sixth justice of the Supreme Court and 
thereby carries special influence throughout the judicial system that is not as 
evident in other states. In addition, this justice ts widely considered to be 
an innovative member of the bench with a considerable reputation for providing 
judicial leadership. 

Sub-State Criminal Justice Planning 

Criminal justice planning at the sub-state level in Connecticut focuses 
upon eight regional planning units of which two (Hartford and New Haven) are 
metropolitan units with substantial staff. Since the criminal justice system 
in Connecticut is essentially state-based, much of the activity at the sub
state level centers upon law enforcement functions, or those services which are 
delivered locally and related to the correction system (juvenile justice, serv
ices to probationers, etc.). Considerable attention is focused upon bringing 
criminal justice and general government officials together at the regional level 
to deal with cross-cutting problems. The emphasis is upon exchange of infor
mation, technical support from the regional planning staff, or from outside 
the region available through the RPU, and the facilitation of cooperative and 
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coordinative activities. Considerable progress has been made in improved train
ing, investigation, criminal apprehension, supervision, and management. RPUs 
have provided assistance to police chiefs in developing more systematically 
their budg~~t proposals for town councils. They have supplied technical support 
in instituting projects to upgrade manpower resource utilization (such as 
through the Improved Utilization of Police Resources Project) which developed 
and utilized local data and analysi.s to improve operational planning. The 
South Central Criminal Justice Supervisory Board, based in New Haven, is an 
excellent example of the close working relationships among criminal justice 
officials of the 17 jurisdictions in that region, whereby information is ex
changed thro~gh a number of functional newsletters, meetings of regional offi
cials, seminars, workshops, training sessions, and special projects. The 
"clientele" of this RPU thought highly enough of this planning-coordinative 
effort that they contributed $60,000 in fiscal 1979 to maintain the desired 
level of planning service. 

The Legislature 

The Connecticut legislature has been dominated by the Democratic Party for 
some time, so that shifts in legislati ve leadership have been on an intra-party 
basis. Relationships between the SPA and the legislature have been primarily 
through the leadership, the appropriations committess, and with staff or members 
on ad hoc task groups or commissions when the SPA provides staff support or 
project funding. The SPA does have some continuing visibility with the legis
lative leadership because of the appointive function to the Commission by the 
majority and minority leadership, and the detailed presentation to the appro
priations committee of the SPA budget, including the full grant program. As a 
rule, cr1.minal justice matters are not consistently a matter of high priority 
to the Connecticut legislature unless there is some dramatic problem or a spe
cial issue. The JuvenJle Justice Commission is making its final report and 
legislative recommendations during the 1979 legislative session. There are no 
points of special or continuous staff contact between the legislature and the 
SPA. 

Interest Groups 

The role or influence of professional, public interest, and special inter
est groups on criminal justice planning in Connecticut was examined only in 
passing. However, it does appear that the groups that traditionally have 
strength and influence within the criminal justice system--the Bar Associa
tion, associations of law enforcement officials, and (especially in Connecticut) 
groups interested in juvenile delinquency and juvenile services are particularly 
strong. The courts appear to carry considerable organizational authority and 
infiuence, but have not been active in any organized sense politically or 
legislatively. 

The Nature of Criminal Justice Planning in Connecticut 

Criminal justice planning in Connecticut seems best characterized as an ex
tension of functional planning in the criminal justice areas. There is con
siderable cooperation, coordination, study and work across agency lines within 
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the functional areas such as corrections, courts, and law enforcement. But 
what is not as clearly evident is similar activity that cuts across law en
forcement, corrections, and courts. A systematic, rational process is followed 
in terms of needs identification, assessment of resources,and the development 
of appropriate alternative plans of action. Planning has progressed logically, 
based upon the results of past projects, current projects, and the subsequent 
uncovering of new and different problems or challenges. Planning among the 
various components and agencies in the system has been fostered and sustained. 
The SPA continues to be the principal focus for comprehensive functional and 
cross component planning and evaluation. Appropriatelinkages for information, 
coordination, and action have been established with all of the principal agen
cies at the state level in the criminal justice system and with sub-state plan
ners. Criminal justice planning is continuing to move toward a more comprehen
sive, more inclusive activity. Possible undertaking by SPA of OPM activities 
in relation to the criminal justice community undoubtedly will have an impact 
on the nature of criminal justice planning in the future. If the Michigan ex
perience is valid in Connecticut, it suggests some caution in undertaking the 
budgeting function which has had a tendency to retard a more comprehensive 
approach to planning. 

The Institutionalization of Criminal Justice Planning 

Criminal justice planning seems to be well-established in the process of 
state government in Connecticut. It also appears to have excellent roots at 
the sub-state level in both New Haven and Hartford. Huch of the planning ac
tivi ty that occurs within the criminal justice age.ncies in Connecticut is the 
result of "colonization" of efforts by the SPA. The relationships have centered 
around theLEAA grant program, but have not been limited to that and have moved 
in considerably broader circles beyond that, particularly in corrections and 
law enforcement. The SPA has developed excellent ties with the criminal jus
tice agencies and these contacts at both the top and at staff levels need t.o 
be continued and expanded. Further links with the legislature, particularly 
between SPA staff and legislative staff on a professional basis could improve 
an already good relationship. The Connecticut Criminal Justice COlnmission has 
positioned itself well to meet any possible contingency for change in Federal 
support of the program. This also is reflected by actions at the regional 
level. The reduction or loss of action grant funds for criminal justice ac
tivities as conducted by the SPA, would reduce the SPA's leverage for improved 
comprehensive criminal justice planning; however, it should not permanently 
damage the coordinating, research assistance, and technical assistance func
tions for which the SPA is so highly valued. The removal of the grant incen
tive, however, could negatively affect the possible change in role for the SPA 
as it explores a new relationship with the Office of Policy and Management. 
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Persons Interviewed--Connecticut 

Hilliam H. Carbone, Executive Director, Connecticut Criminal Justice Commission 
Benjamin Goldstein, Deputy Director, Connecticut Criminal Justice Commission 
Robert C. Hetzel, Connecticut Criminal Justice Commission 
Craig Appel, Criminal Justice ManpOl/Jer/Training, Connecticut Criminal Justice 

Commission 
Jack Brooks, Corrections Planner, Connecticut Criminal Justice Commission 
Robert Hulvey, Director of Programs, Connecticut Criminal Justice Commission 
Senator David Barry, Assistant Majority Leader, Connecticut Senate 
Terry Capshaw, Director, Department of Adult Probation 
Francis Maloney, Commissioner, Division of Children and Youth Services 
Hugo J. Masini, Chief, Hartford Police Department 
Austin McGuigan, Chief State's Attorney 
John Cronen, Director of Administration, Office of the Chief State's Attorney 
Ken Nappi, Senior Regional Planner, South Central Criminal Justice Supervisory 

Board 
James Mortimer, Project Coodinator, Improved Utilization of Police. Resources, 

SCCJSB 
Alfred H. Oppenheimer, Deputy Secretary, Office of Policy and Management 
Lt. Colonel Rice, Connecticut State Police 
Joseph Shortall, Chief Public Defender 
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Criminal Justice Planning in Michigan 

Introduction 

Resource control is the dominant theme in Hichigan' s criminal justice 
planning. The SPA actually is the state budget agency for criminal justice. 
While continuing to have the usual responsibilities of an SPA, the Office of 
Criminal Justice Programs (OCJP) has been incorporated into the Department 
of Management and Budget (DMB) and .does the final action review, short of 
the Governor's decision, of all state-level criminal justice budget proposals. 
As the state budgeting agency, DMB handles elsewhere within its structure the 
usual budgeting functions for the rest of state government, but for criminal 
justice it has all these functions done by OCJP. 

Criminal justice planning at the state level is thus solidly linked with 
criminal justice budgeting. Budgetary feasibility is not a secondary consid
eration in late stages of planning but is primary from the outset. The chief 
planners seem convinced that the resource aspect is the central core of ef
fective planning. 

But after planning merged into budgeting, the planning appears not to have 
flourished. Concerning major criminal justice issues which planners and crim
inal justice leaders expect to arise in the year ahead, the OCJP has little 
planning under way, although stateagendes are aCtive'on some. Responsi'ble 
criminal justice officials no longer expect, as they once did, that the OCJP 
will lead or figure prominently in the development of needed new legislation 
and programs. Uneasy a bou t what it perceives as a near-void, the legislature 
seems to be edging in to fill it. 

The organization of criminal justice in Michigan otherwise is not unusual. 
State police and corrections are separate departments reporting directly to the 
Governor. The elected Attorney General is not deeply involved in criminal 
justice. While nominally the courts are one system, little central control 
has yet been instituted. The county, with its funding responsibilities for 
courts, sheriff's department, and prosecution, is the key sub-state level, 
but cities with their police responsibilities still account for about half the 
criminal justice expenditure in the state. l 

The way that political processes work in Michigan is said by close ob
servers to be methodical, relatively predictable, and characterized by con
tinuity_ The state encompasses a great deal of diversity, with extensive 
rural areas, a number of cities, and half its population in the Detroit area, 
plus considerable ethnic and economic variation among all these. The patterns, 

IState level funding of criminal justice activities is highest for cor
rections (53.5 percent) and tapers off to 16.7 percent for police protection; 
Expenditure and Employment Data for the Criminal Justice System, 1976, U. S. 
Department of Justice, SD-EE No. 11, Table 6, pp. 30-37. 
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however, are stable, compared to mnny other states--except that the automotive 
industries which overshadow the state's economy are subject to much wider eco
nomic swings than the U. S. average. Unions are quite powerful politically, 
but major corporations are politically active as well. Political parties and 
factions are well organized, and their strength and policies are well estab
lished and evidently slow to change. The limits on program and policy change 
permissible within the existing balance of power are apparently well understood 
by those in political life; these shift only rather gradully. New faces and 
new ideas which might alter the settled allocations of power are accepted re
luctantly. A highly structured civil service has long existed at all levels 
of government, and the state has enjoyed a reputation for sound management. 
The newly re-elected Republican Governor faces an even more heavily Democratic 
legislature. 

The SPA 

The OCJP, ~lichigan's SPA, was initially established in the Governor's of
fice where the State Budgeting Office was also located. In 1973 both were 
transferred to the Department of Administration, an agency until then that 
was similar in function to the Federal General Services Administration. The 
reconstituted Department of Administration was renamed the Department of Man
agement and Budget, or DMB. The OCJP had been largely concentrated on LEAA
funded activity, but the DMB Director conceived the idea of "bringing them 
into the real world" by combining within OCJP the responsibility for planning 
and budgeting for all state-level criminal justice activity, however funded. 
Correc~ions, 5~ate- Police, an~-the' Attorney General endorsed the idea. After 
extensive inquiry and discussion, the Governor gave his approval and strong 
support, which the DaB Director describes as one of two keys to success for 
the change--the other being universal confidence in the individual who was to 
head the planning-budgeting OCJP. Since only internal reorganization of DMB 
was involved, no new legislation was needed, nor any new appropriation. While 
the legislative leadership was agreeable to the change, uncertainty remains 
whether a bill positively committing the legislature would have passed. 

Although the transition took time and did not lack rough spots, Michigan's 
executive branch leaders are gratified with the resul ts. Some experienced 
budgeteers from within DMB were incorporated into OCJP, and apparently within 
a year or two the system was working smoothly. While several responsible of
ficials said that an expected tension between the advocacy role and the bud
geting role had not materialized, there is some evidence of restlessness by 
the budgeteers about having substantive people looking over their shoulders. 
Whatever difficulty this may yield evidently is resolved within the OCJP. And 
the SPA, where all the criminal justice data and all the LEAA information and 
assistance are focused, is deeply involved, by way of the budgeting process, 
in the coordination and control of all state-level criminal justice activity. 

OCJP's potential for control, via budgeting, over state-level criminal 
justice activity is realized only partially, however. At least one criminal 
justice agency occasionally goes to appropritl tions committees of the legis
lature directly, without OCJP clearance, and thus obtains funding for activ
ity beyond the Governor's budget. More significantly, OCJP begins to consider 
criminal justice budgets at too late a stage to permit much impact on them, 
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apart frorn some reductions shortly before the final decisions on the overall 
budget. 

OCJP does play a role in the processes leading to criminal justice legis
lation, but the role seems to be largely reactive. Many bills affecting crim
inal justice are routinely passed to OCJP by legislative committee staff. On 
significant ones, OCJP people will not only confer with committee staffs but 
also sometimes testify, as they did 10-12 times during the 1978 legislative 
session. But there was little evidence of systematic preparation and initia
tion of new proposals for legislation. Surprisingly few upcoming criminal 
justice issues were mentioned by planners. One contributing reason might be 
general satisfaction with what had previously been enacted, and another might 
be a normal slow-down toward the end of a gubernatorial term. But evident ly 
the main reason for the modest level of effort on issue identification, anal
ysis, and program development is the OCJP concept of its role. 

OCJP leaders stress that Michigan's approach consistently has been to have 
a low-profile SPA. From its early years, the OCJP has been intent on devel
oping strong planning capability within State agencies. It funded, encour&ged, 
and assisted the planning elements of corrections and state police, now state
supported, and of the courts. When their products became manifest in budgetary 
proposals, OCJP comes into play, applying the policy themes and prior:'ties 
which have emerged from its supervisory council. In Hichigan, the Council it
self does much basic planning, with reliance on OCJP for data and staff sup
port; it is the Council's concern to ensure that a system-wide view permeates 
the priorities and programs. Follow-through on standards and goals was viewed 
as the Council's responsibility. The OCJP has considered that it should not 
itself be engaged in major forward planning, nor criminal jus tice advocacy, 
but rather in providing staff support to those who are. 

Even so, an impression exists within the criminal justice community that 
opportunities, if not requirements, exist for forward planning by OCJP. 

The question of corrections capacity was already a problem even before 
a ballot proposi tion appeared which would incre::tse the confined populati nn

Similar effect might flow from the determinate seni:9ncing now unde!, legisla
tive consideration. The November 1978 ballot also contained three proposi
tions to reduce or limit certdin taxes. DMB was doing some planning against 
the contingency of one or more being passed, but that planning was evidently 
almos t all in terms of revenue replacement. OCJP was not taking part in 
that planning, and the structural or operational consequences for criminal 
justice were not being examined, let alone the available alternative responses. 
OCJP was engaged, however, in a planning analysis of how best to organize 
sub-state planning, with a number of options being reviewed. 

The Governor's Council 

The supervisory council over the SPA is the Hichigan Commission on Crim
inal Justice (HeCJ). The 36 member commission includes members from all levels 
of government, criminal justice agencies from the state, members of the legis
lature and association or citizen groups. Several of its distinctive features 
bear upon the level of planning activity in OCJP. One of these is that for 
three years, until mid-1978, the chairman of the Commission was the director 
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of the OCJP. In that capacity, the director was an advisor to the Governor. 
Upon the departure of the incumbent to a university post, the OCJP director
ship was temporarily added, for the last half-year of the gubernatorial term, 
to the responsibilities of the Deputy Director of DMB, already an advisor to 
the Governor. 

A second feature is that the Commission itself has engaged in planning. 
While the Commission proper meets only four times a year, much of the plan
ning has been done by committees of the Commission, able to meet separately 
and more often. The OCJP has supported these committees, although apparently 
more through providing factual data than through analysis of available options 
and their consequences. 

There is, however, the important matter of gal.nl.ng understanding of and 
support for proposed changes. To have representative, influential, responsi
ble criminal justice leaders deeply illvolved in planning can be educational, 
horizc,n-broadening, and fruitful of change. Rence the several years which 
the Commission's law enforcement committee spent on defining roles of various 
agencies doing road patrol should be viewed in terms of consensus-building, 
also. Yet, in the end, the Commission had not fully resolved this delicate 
question when from outside the MCCJ/OCJP framework there came before the leg
islature a bill covering the same area. Consideration of that road patrol 
bill took the play away from the Commission. A law emerged, carrying an $8.7 
million appropriation for State subsidy of sheriffs' departments' road patrol 
activity. Some Michigan criminal justice people expect that the 1979 legis
lative session will further develop the issue of duplication/overlap/reinforce
ment of law enforcement, with possibly some effort toward further State sub
sidy of sub-state activity. Yet they do not expect the Commission or the 
OCJP to play a leading role on this issue, or even do more than react to 
outside proposals. 

A third distinctive feature is that although in 1976 the OCJP proposed 
legislation to authorize the Commission 8,fd the OCJP, no statutory basis for 
them existed until late December of 1978. Although Michigan has long been 
regarded as among the nation's leaders in criminal justice planning, it was 
thus among the very last states to enact statutory authorization for its SPA 
(redesignated the Office of Criminal Justice). A member's bill was the ve
hicle, and two related issues appeared to dominate consideration of it. 

One issue concerned direct access by the SPA director to the Governor. 
Some Commission members and others had been uneasy about what they regarded 
as some subordination of criminal justice planning and advocacy to budget con
cerns. They had wanted the director to be appointed by the Governor so that, 
even though operating under the DMB director, he could take the case directly 
to the Governor if he felt criminal justice needs were unduly subordinated. 
The new act so provides. 

The other issue had concerned greater Commission authority over allocat
ing LEAA resources. The Commission had had a broad supervisory role, setting 

2Legislation in late December 1978 established such a basis. See Appendix 
L. The name of OCJP was changed to the Office of Criminal Justice. 
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policies and priorities for the SPA to apply in handling grants. What was 
proposed was an increase in the Commission's direct authority over grants, 
although the Commission hoped still to avoid being drawn into detailed con
sideration of them. The new act appears to strengthen the Commission's au
thority slightly. 

An interesting device the Commission uses is adjunct membership. By Com
mission authority, various individuals with specialized knowledge or particular 
interest have been named as adjunct members, to sit with the Commission or 
its committees during consideration of their topics. A broader base of mutual 
understanding has resulted. 

State-Level Criminal Justice Agencies 

Operational and some policy planning are done within State Police and 
Corrections. Both organizations seem keenly impressed with the importance 
of accurate data and are appreciative of the progress there and elsewhere which 
LEAA programs have enabled and encouraged. Both profess much broader compre
hension now than a decade ago of the interrelated nature of criminal justice 
activity in various jurisdictions and components. Both organizations evidently 
support warmly the concept of system-wide planning in OCJP and wish it were 
less subordinated to the budgetary role. Regret was expressed, for example, 
that on such a topic as determinate sentencing proposals, OCJP would be un
likely now to take the interdepartmental planning leadership that it used to 
take and ought to take now. 

The involvement of the Attorney General t s office in criminal justice plan-
ning is slight. No need was recognized, for instance, for any coordinated 
examination of the implications of possible changes in plea bargaining. 

The Courts 

Michigan law provides for one unified trial court in the State and gives 
significant authority to the Chief Justice/the Supreme Court/the Court Admin
istrator. Implementation of the law has proceeded cautiously, however, so 
that many lower courts are as yet little affected, and who is to exercise 
what authority is not yet clearly defined. A judicial planning committee does 
exist, but with a staff separate from that of the courts administrator, there
by forfeiting an opportunity for improved coordination. 

Opinions are mixed about how receptive Hichigan judges are to planning, 
and to change in general. Some people see progress, others see continuing 
resistance. Judges are elected in Michigan. They vary in perceptions of 
responsibility toward the state court system and of what is the appropriate 
involvement with the executive branch through data management and planning 
coordination. While some cooperate toward system-wide data, one was quoted 
as saying, "If you want those statistics, then you come here and get them." 
Some observers believe a gradual process of change is well under way, with 
judicial planning started and slowly gaining acceptance. They are confident 
that the judicial planning committee would continue even without LEAA funds. 
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Concepts of judicial independence tend to retard the coordination of judi
cial planning with overall criminal justice planning. Contact between OCJP 
and the courts administrator of the Supreme Court is frequent and evidently 
fruitful. But the courts tend to deny to OCJP any real role in the main 
planning business affecting them: how best to progress with court unifica
tion and appropriate funding by the State. Even so, the courts no longer 
simply tell the various State and sub-state legislative bodies what dollar 
amount they require for the budget year. Court representatives now appear 
before committees of the legislature concerning budgets. On other issues, 
on occasions when the courts were not content with an OCJP position, they 
have taken the matter directly to the legislature. 

And there is some motion toward improved courts data. 

Sub-State Criminal Justice Planning 

Seventeen sub-state organizations receive funding for criminal justice 
planning. Their communication and relations with OCJP seem close. Host crim
inal justice planning occurs within multi-purpose agencies, chiefly the multi
county COGs. In one interesting exception, local governments in one region 
successfully sued to block execution of the Governor's 1973 action to inte
grate criminal justice with other planning there. The planning unit in that 
one region has thus stayed separate, concentrated on criminal justice, and 
visible; it now has good prospects for absorption into county government. The 
Detroit/Wayne County CJCC seems prospectively permanent, too, but whether other 
sub-state criminal justice planning could survive without LEAA funding is 
doubtful. 

Huch sub-state criminal justice planning effort is devoted to grants man
agement. Host of the rest goes toward coordination, mainly among various 
political jurisdictions rather than between criminal justice components. The 
latter sort of coordination has been going on for a decade, during which "bring
ing people together" has already had, many responsible officials say, profound 
effects toward improving the interrelationships. As an illustration of the 
former sort, one sub-state criminal justice planning office has helped bring 
together police forces of five municipalities so they now perceive that join
ing their investigative resources into one unit will yield better capability 
at lower cost. The main effort at that office, however, is toward accurate, 
complete collection and management of data, seeking cause-and-effect judgments 
to improve planned crime control. 

At the county level in t1ichigan, and in its large cities, a serious money 
crunch now inclines elected leaders toward dealing with crises of the moment 
and in the most economical way. That is also to say that they are disinclined 
from planning and investing toward the future. Rapidly rising personnel costs, 
pressures for tax reduction, and concurrent demands for improved services have 
contributed to the money crunch and threaten to make it worse. Inflation 
aggravates all three and sustains public attention to government costs. Coun
ties pay most of the costs of courts, prosecutors, jails, and sheriff ~ s de
partment law enforcement; cities pay heavily for police departments and incur 
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some courts and corrections costs, as well. 3 Heavily populated, economically 
stressed Detroit and Wayne County have been experiencing especially acute money 
and budget difficulties. 

A tendency thus exists for sub-state governments to seek state-level re
lief from the money crunch. Thus, the legislation providing State subsidy of 
sheriffs' road patrols yms occasioned by Detroit's effort to cut costs by 
dropping city police patrol of thruways, plus rising pay rates for police and 
sheriff's deputies, plus the desire of the sheriff's deputies' union to pre
vent layoffs. An obvious candidate for increased or even full statE funding 
is the court system, and another is the sub-s tate portion of the mixed
jurisdj,ction probation system. There is general recognition that when funding 
responsibility is transferred, at least a good share of control ordinarily goes 
with it. To sub-state officials and those who elect them, the notion of at
tenuated local control over local courts, DAs, sheriffs, and so forth is not 
appealing. There clearly will be trade-offs to negotiate, and a potentially 
important role for the sub-state criminal justice planners. 

Wi th money so important at local government, criminal justice planners 
are increasingly persuaded that for effectiveness, sub-state criminal justice 
planning needs to be done in very close proximity to the people who make 
money decisions, the county commissioners and city councilmen. When planners 
get them involved, help them see how to obtain better productivity, greater 
efficiency, and perhaps even some state-level help, the inclination to inte
grate criminal justice planning into local government should be nurtured. 

One aspect of county government already favors such integration. Some 
imbalance already occurs in fund allocation because elected criminal justice 
officials tend to be favored. Sheriffs and DAs are prominent political fig
ures whom a county commissioner would rather not alienate. But a county crim
inal justice planning mechanism in good standing, with a reputation for ob
jectivity and system-wide concern, can serve as the commissioners' buffer. 

After some years' experience with criminal justice planning integrated 
into general purpose planning at mul ti -county COGs, much sentiment in Michi
gan now favors change. Hovement toward direct connection with county govern
ment is one proposal. Another is disengagement from multi-purpose activity. 
The impression exists among criminal justice planners that in other areas COGs 
yield not activity but paper, with the COG saying to local governments in 
general, "Here is our thick report; it affects you, and you might want to do 
something." The outcome is seen as one more shelved dust-catcher, unread and 
unfunded. Consequently, the impression goes, county and city governments are 
not very receptive to COG planning. Criminal Justice planning, by contrast, 
deals with real programs and real money. At any rate, the possibility of 
extracting criminal jus tice from multi-purpose planning, and the related pos
sibility of rearrang,ament of regions, are being analyzed as part of a full
scale reexamination of how best to deliver sub-state services, planning and 
otherwise. 

3 72 percent of police costs, U.S. Department of Justice, OPe cit. 
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The considerable political access of sub-state criminal justice planners 
in a state so highly organized politically is worth noting. They are auto
matically in touch with elected sheriffs and prosecutors, perhaps also county 
commissioners. State legislators are attentive to the views of these offi
cials on what state-level action is locally preferable. 

The Legislature 

The Hichigan legislature, which continues to be Democratic, seems to be 
progressively claiming a greater share of authority vis-a-vis the Governor, 
who continues to be Republican. In the criminal justice area, at least, none 
of this is dramatic, and the executive-legislative cooperation in this highly 
organized state seems consistently reasonable. But the legislature has never
theless produced its own bills for resolving, e.g., the road patrol and SPA 
authorization issues, and there are other signs of growing assertiveness. 
Thus, the Senate Fiscal Agency, part of the legislative staff, has recently 
led a planning analysis of how best to meet future space requirements for con
victed offenders. 

While the legislature has the usual committee structure, with staffs hav
ing good working relationships with OCJP and 6ther criminal "justice agencies, 
substantive legislation has been known to originate in the appropriations com
mi ttee and travel through to enactment without involvement in the usual co~ 

ordination processes. 

Interest Groups 

The great political power in Hichigan of labor unions seems a universal 
impression. Automotive manufacturing and transportation industries are promi
nent in the state's economy, and it is often said that when the UAW, AFL-CIO, 
and Teamsters ever decide to back the same measure, it inevitably becomes law. 
But as yet the unions have not been active in the criminal justice field, 
except perhaps for one public education effort on crime prevention. 

A number of law enforcement officers organizations function in Michigan. 
Associations of sheriffs and of police chiefs are strong and active while 
the union of sheriff's deputies played a key role in activity leading to the 
road patrol legislation. Ordinarily, however, such associations concern them
selves with not substantive policy matters but rather with the normal sort 
of pay, pension, and working conditions issues. Several judges associations 
and the state bar are expected to contribute to both executive and legislative 
consideration of the financing and organization of courts. 

Aside from League of Women Voters activity on juvenile justice, and re
lated activity by an organization of child-serving agencies in the private 
sector, relatively little other effort by groups to shape policy or legisla
tion has been noted. Several key criminal justice officials remarked the vir
tual absence of pre.ssures from either legislators or interest groups directly. 

Communication through interest group representatives, however, is frequent. 
The HCCJ has members from the Hichigan Hunicipal League, the Michigan Associa
tion of Counties, and the League of Women Voters, among others. Regularly the 
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OCJP undertakes to keep such organizations currently informed. It occasionally 
briefs m(~etings of la.w enforcement associations. But as a matter of long
standiflg policy, it does not make grants to such groups for projects. 

In Hichigan one gets the impression of a generally lower level of interest 
group activity concerning criminal justice than in most states. Possibly the 
reason is that: few legislative initiatives have been taken recently; possibly 
it is the other way around. 

The Nature of Criminal Justice Planning in Michigan 

In the OCJP, plannin8 is seen as closely linked with resource management, 
especially budgeting. Two major planning exercises are conducted each year, 
preparation of the comprehensive plan for submission to LEAA, and preparation 
of the criminal justice portion of the Governor's budget. Considerable effort 
is devoted toLEAA grants administration and state financial management. Staff 
support is furnished to the Commission, largely in the form of data analysis. 
Proposed legislation submitted by others is reviewed. Little original examina
tion of policy issues was evident. 

Some c.riminal justice officials believe that OCJP follow-through on stand
ards and goals would be fruitful. The criminal justice standards and goals 
for t1ichigan were developed in the Commission by a major effort which involved 
a great many people throughout the state. Although some of what' emerged is 
said to be controversial or not realistic for the early future (the ground 
rules having encouraged long range thinking), the result is nevertheless Widely 
admired. ~1uch of it should be pursued, in the opinion of many in the criminal 
justice community with whom this was discussed. They believe OCJP and perhaps 
the Commission could pursue legislative or other routes toward many of the 
standards and goals, after sorting out which could be promptly attainable. 

OCJP ISS tanding is illuminated by the handling of the road patrol legis
lation mentioned above. OCJP had opposed the appropriation, saying 8,'1a1ysis 
showed no clear public benefit. The sheriEfR' associations, supporting it, 
therefore urged the legislature not to make OCJP responsible for administering 
the program. Yet the legislature confidently assigned it to OCJP nevertheless. 
Horeover, when the acting director of OCJP thereafter met with the sheriffs 
to explain how OCJP could run the program, the sheriffs not only were fully 
satisfied but voted a resolution urging the Governor to appoint him as perma
nent director. Professionalism both in policy debate and in administering the 
decision was shown, and was recognized. 

The concept of planning analysis which the OCJP uses appears to be the 
classic one of problem-identification and data-based comparative analysis of 
alternatives. Conscious attention is given to making criteria for comparison 
explicit and to varying the assumptions. Cost-benefit comparison is heavily 
stressed. 

Elsewhere in the criminal justice community, planning seems to be almost 
wholly a matter of organizing and coordinating the operational functioning of 
what is in place. Options are not regularly considered in any systematic way. 
Sometimes, it is said, planning analysis is done by a criminal justice agency 
after the decision, as a rationale. 
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Coordination, however, is emphasized. Agencies and responsible criminal 
justice officials seem uniformly aware that their policies and actions affect 
others elsewhere. They seek information from others and provide information 
to them. Criminal justice agencies routinely advise OCJP of their contacts 
with legislators. Legislative staffs routinely inform OCJP when they are tak
ing up a criminal justice matter. Corrections planners regularly visit the 
State Police to get or compare data, and vice versa. Throughout the criminal 
justice system, pEwple (perhaps excepting some lower court judges) appear to 
place high value on uniform, compatible data about crime and how the system 
deals with it. They believe that the general quality of data has been im
proved from poor to good, but they want to see it made better. 

There is visible effort to use data creatively toward better anti-crime 
work. The Corrections Department, for example, has done original research 
concerning the characteristics of potential parolees which were associated with 
subsequent violent crime, and the results were soon to influence policy. One 
sub-state criminal justice planner doing pioneering work with police data col
lection was intent on getting more usable cause-and-effect findings from data, 
so as to improve crime prevention and control. 

The Institutionalization of Criminal Justice Planning 

In Hichigan the permanence of system-wide criminal justice planning at 
the state level seems to be generally taken for granted. At all levels from 
the Governor's office to county prosecutor the belief is expressed that the 
OCJP would be continued even without Federal fund support, although on a some
what reduced scale. State-level criminal justice agencies, apart from the 
Attorney General's office, have confidence in and appreciation for OCJP's con
tribution. They would expect to continue their own internal planning and 
develop it further. While courts planning is of more recent origin than the 
others, key officials have no doubt that i.t 1Jlould continue whether with or 
without Federal funds, for it is steadily gaining acceptance among judges. 
The legislature has clearly accepted the idea of criminal justice planning 
and supports it. 

At sub-state levels, the prospects for continuity are less uniformly sure. 
Away from metropolitan areas, support for criminal justice planning, especially 
by the crucially important county commissioners, is believed to be light. In 
and near large cities, however, the prospects for support of criminal justice 
planning by local funds are good. Individual criminal justice elements there, 
such as the Detroit police department, have their own planning offices, while 
others have people who do planning part time. Especially well-rooted is the 
practice of bringing people from different criminal justice activities together 
periodically for their mutual benefit. The motivation for this, however, is 
sometimes the negative one of protecting one's own interests. For local crim
inal justice planning is still widely perceived as an extension of LEAA, with 
log-rolling for grants as a main feature. 

The OCJP, however, is perceived as not LEAA but an integral part of Michi
gan state government. 
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Persons Interviewed--Hichigan 

Office of Criminal Justice Programs 

William M. Nugent, Acting Administrator (and Deputy Director, Department 
of Management and Budget) 

Glen L. Bachelder, Deputy Administrator 
Marilyn J~ll, Planning Director 
Richard Liles, Regional Coordinator 

Executive Branch Officials 

Gerald H. Miller, Director, Department of Nanagement and Budget 
Kenneth P. Frankland, Legal Counsel to the Governor 
Ernest C. Browne, Jr., Chairman, Michigan Commission on Criminal Justice 
Col. Gerald Hough, Director of Michigan State Police 
Perry Johnson, Director of Nichigan Department of Corrections 
Stanley Steinborne, Associate Attorney General 

Legislative Staff 

Bruce Timmons, Counsel, House Judiciary Committee 
Gregory Owen, Analyst, Senate Fiscal Agency 
Carl Schweitzer, Analyst, Senate Fiscal Agency 

Judicial Officials 

Judge Robert J. Danhof, Court of Appeals 
Einar Bohlin, Court Administrator, Michigan Supreme Court 
William F. Delhey, Prosecuting Attorney, Hashtenaw County 
Hyzell Sowell, Chief Defender, Legal Aid and Defender Association 

Sub-State Planners 

Eugene S. Baldwin, Director, Genesee County CJCC 
Lt. Ronald Stephens, CO Special Projects Section, Detroit Police 

Department 

Others 

Kenneth L. Preadmore, Sheriff, Ingham County 
Thomas Anton, Professor, University of Michigan 
Don LeDuc, former Administrator, Office of Criminal Justice Programs 
Ilene Tomber, past-President, League of Homen Voters 



APPENDIX G 

Criminal Justice Planning in l1innesota 

Introduction 

Criminal justice planning in Hinnesota remains closely identified with 
the LEAA grant program and continues to be dependent upon the Federal program 
for much of its vitality. The SPA (here the Crime Control Planning Board) 
can best be characterized as an agency without a constituency, except at the 
national level. The research and evaluation units are considered among the 
best in the nation, having provided reports which are superior technically 
and considered to have national significance. Yet, with a few exceptions, the 
SPA lacks well established ties to State level criminal justice agencies, the 
Governor's office, and the State legislature, and has only recently begun to 
"make peace" with the regional criminal justice planning units. 

Since the summer of 1977, the new SPA leadership has made substantial 
efforts to establish such ties when those existing were disrupted by the de
parture of the previous executive director. In actual fact, the principal 
ties had been with the Governor's office and were of a close, personal and 
political basis between the SPA executive director and the Governor. When 
both departed, the key executive link was broken. Links with other executive 
agencies had been tenuous at best, sometimes exacerbated by substantial dif
ferences between the SPA leadership and senior officials in the agencies. Hin
nesota provides a graphic demonstration of the impact of and the transitory 
nature of top level political linkages in state government when key personnel 
change. 

Minnesota provides criminal justice planning with a number of challenges. 
First, except for the court system, criminal justice functions are widely scat
tered at the state level and have greatly varying characteristics at the re
gional level because of the population distribution ~ithin the state. Of the 
nearly four million inhabitants in MiuiieGota roughly half live in the Twin 
Cities area, giving it a typical urban flavor, ~hile the remainder of the pop
ulation is scattered among the state's 87 counties and 854 municipalities--82 
percent of the former having 2,500 or fewer residents. 

The basic function at the state level in terms of expenditures is cor
rections (which repIesents over 50 percent of the criminal justice expendi
tures by the state). Law enforcement is principally a local function center
ing in the sheriff's departments of the respective counties or municipal police 
forces. At the state level law enforcement is represented by the Highway 
Patrol (which is responsible for enforcing traffic laws on the highways and 
providing assistance to local police or sheriffs), and the Bureau of Criminal 
Apprehension which provides state-wide investigative services, laboratory 

157 percent in 1976 according to the Expenditure and Employment Data for 
the Criminal Justice System, 1976, U.S. Department of Justice SD-EE No. 11, 
Table 6, pp. 30-37. 
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services) and other assistance on request to local government or in special 
investigations ordered by the Governor. Both of these are located within the 
Department of Public Safety. Corrections is the responsibility of the Depart
ment of Corrections which has jurisdiction over adult, juvenile, probation and 
parole functions although counties and municipalities maintain jails for tem
porary holding and for sentences of one year or less. Localities also have 
individually, or in conjunction with other localities, juvenile detention cen
ters. The court system in 11innesota has yet to be unified, although there 
has been considerable planning and legislative preparation for such a move. 
The State Supreme Court is a court of final appeals, with District Courts 
being the courts of general jurisdiction and County or Municipal Courts being 
courts of limited and special jurisdiction. 

The dispersion of criminal justice functions, the semi-rural nature of 
most of the state, combined with the highly urban Twin Cities, all contribute 
to the need for some coordination device in the criminal justice area. To a 
limited extent, this has been provided within the Minneapolis/Hennepin County 
and the St. Paul/Ramsey County areas by the respective Criminal Justice Co
ordinating Councils which have established effective operating linkages with 
their local criminal justice agencies. Unlike the SPA, these two CJCCs might 
survive the end of the LEAA program since their respective functions appear to 
have been well enough rooted to continue without substantial Federal funding. 
Given the general lack of constituency at this point in time, and barring a 
dramatic improvement in the institutional linkages, the SPA probably could not 
survive the demise of the LEAA program. 

The SPA 

The Minnesota SPA was established in 1969 as a Governor's Commission on 
Crime Prevention and Control, reporting directly to the Governor. At that 
time, it was located, for housekeeping purposes, in the State Planning Agency 
(not to be confused with the LEAA-SPA). In 1971, because of the heavy ac
counting and financial management requirements of the LEAA program, as well as 
administrative irritations, the Commission moved from the State Planning Agency 
to become independent in both organizational and administrative terms. In 
1977, the State legislature partially revamped the Governor I s Commission on 
Crime Prevention and Control and gave it a legislative basis. The new legis
lation called for a Crime Control Planning Board to replace the Governor's 
Cotlmission on Crime Prevention and Control, and designated the chairperson of 
the CCPB as an executive director of the staff supporting the Board. The new 
legislation took effect in August 1977, approximately the same time that a 
new executive director of the SPA staff arrived. Governor Wendell Anderson's 
resignation (to take Senator Walter Mondale' s seat in the. Senate), a mild 
political controversy involving the SPA director and his subsequent departure, 
legislative interest in recasting the SPA, and the arrival of a new SPA direc
tor) all have resulted in no small amount of trauma in the operation of the 
Minnesota Crime Control Planning Board. 

The case study of the l1innesota SPA, as described in the report by the 
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, reflected some friction 
between the SPA and other elements in the criminal justice community at that 
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time (1976).2 The new director of the SPA took charge in the summer of 1977, 
when the situation appears to have been as follows. The close link between 
the Governor's office and the SPA through the director no longer existed. 
There was a new Governor, and 11 new SPA director, and the previous relation
ship of a single channel between director and the Governor's office was not 
replicated or supported at the professional staff level. The legislature, 
though not demonstrating any serious continuing interest in the criminal jus
tice planning activities as such, had provided a legislative basis for the SPA 
through a reconstituted Crime Control Planning Board. The Board had a charter 
to develop a "coherent state-wide comprehensive plan." The charter made spe
cial provisions for legislative review of the final s tate-wide plan prior to 
its adoption by the Crime Control Planning Board. Relations with local or 
regional criminal justice planners was neutral or antagonistic, partly because 
of differences over resource allocations for planning/administrative functions, 
and partly because of the policY'of the SPA leadership that research and eval
uation would remain centralized as a state function servicing both state and 
local requirements. Linkages with the state level criminal justice components 
varied considerably, depending upon the staff persons involved. The linkages 
appeared to be best with the law enforcement components, juvenile justice, 
and the courts. There was little continuing liaison with the legislature, the 
planning agency, or the state budget operation (apart from that necessitated 
by the SPA's own budget). 

The shift in leadership and the organizational change also more or less 
coincided with an increased stringency in the LEAA budget followed closely by 
a tightening of the fiscal screws by the new Governor. During the past year 
and a half, the SPA s taf f' s strength has been programmed to drop by nearly 
30 percent. 

The new director was faced with many challenges, among which were orga
nizing a newly cons ti tuted Crime Control Planning Board, making internal or
ganizational and staff adjustments to meet new fiscal constraints, and building 
a series of positive relationships with sub-state criminal justice planning 
units and with key general government and criminal justice agencies at the 
state level. Considerable progress has been made, but more time and effort 
will be required before these relationships can be considered to be well
established. There still remains a considerable vestige of suspicion among 
officials outside state government, and even some within, about the SPA. The 
impression one receives is that because of strong political ties at the very 
top, the SPA previously \.,ras in a position to follow its O\\ITl path, tending to 
direct programs or projects rather than to facilitate cooperation and coordi
nation. \-1hether this in fact was t:rue is no longer important; but a signifi
cant number of the agency's officials in the criminal justice system continue 
to carry that view in spite of the change in leadership. It will take time and 
the demonstration by the SPA, through its actions, that "things have changed" 
before important institutional ties can be fully developed. 

2Advisory Commiss ion on Intergovernmental Relations, Safe Streets Recon
sidered: The Block Grant Experience, 1968-1975, Part B, Case Studies, The In
tergovernmental Grant Sys tern: An As sessment and Proposed Policies, January 1977, 
Washington, D.C. 
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An important management/policy challenge faces the SPA leadership in how 
best to utilize the capability of its research and evaluation units. These 
two functions were carefully built up over a period of years and staffed with 
individuals who are highly trained in research and evaluation methodology. 
Both units have won for themselves a national reputation in the criminal jus
tice community, but have suffered locally from a reputation of being "aloof 
and not responsive" to local criminal justice officials. Some of this ill 
feeling is institutional, stemming from oftentimes considerably different goals 
and priorities between a state perspective on a particular problem and that 
of the local officials involved. Another portion may be attributed to the 
previous leadership of the SPA which concentrated on centralized research and 
evaluation resources with limited opportunity for local or regional interven
tion. However, it appears that a good deal of the problem is fundamentally 
a problem in communications. Leadership of both the research and evaluation 
units sincerely have tried to bridge the gap with local program and project 
officials, but they do not always reflect a sensitivity/understanding of the 
environment or perspectives of operating officials at the local level; this 
"talking past one another" provides the ground for later misunderstandings 
and disappointments in research or evaluation products. It is important to 
note that~ combined, the research and evaluation units constitute nearly half 
of the authorized positions in the SPA. Both of these functions have been 
financed primarily from LEAA rather than state funds. This leaves both units 
in some jeopardy should Federal financing be substantially curtailed since 
neither unit appears to have any significant constituency that would provide 
them the political support necessary to assure state financing. 

Another important challenge has been the SPA leadership's move toward 
a more inclusive comprehensive criminal justice planning that goes beyond the 
LEAA grant program per see Steps have been taken in this direction over the 
past year and a half by directing the attention of the Board to more inclusive 
issues. The SPA also is providing the initial leadership and analysis for 
the review and recommendation of criminal justice legislation. Contacts have 
been established, at least on an initial basis, with the Governor's office 
and with key, interested legislators and their supporting staff. This process 
is relatively new, and not clearly established. 

The vast bulk of effort in the planning process is directed to the LEAA 
program. It would be a mistake to conclude, however, that the planning pro
cess is a narrow one. The interrelationship among the components is not coor
dinated in a manner that is evident. But, the process of identifying needs, 
in which the research unit has been heavily involved, does lead to a syste
matic development of action programs to meet well-researched needs. More at
tention can be given to the adequate inclusion of perspectives by local offi
cials and other criminal justice agencies. Neither the staff nor the Board 
have been involved in the budget process as it involves other elements of the 
criminal justice community, except as it relates directly to the LEAA grant 
program. This avenue of influencing system-wide issues or problems has not 
been pursued. 

In summary, the Hinnesota SPA is in the process of making some signifi
cant shifts in the way it is organized and functions--both internally and in 
its relationship to other criminal justice agencies, the legislature, and the 
Office of the Governor. Those outside the agency perceive these efforts as 
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positive and much needed--and challenging in a period of restricted resources 
but increased demands for system performance. 

The Crime Control Planning Board 

The Crime Control Planning Board is the new version of the Governor's 
Commission on Crime Prevention and Contro1. The new legislation (1977, Chap
ter 407, Section 1) prescribes an 18-member Board, plus the chairperson, to 
include 12 citizens of the state appointed by the Governor plus 6 ex-officio 
(but voting) members to include the Chief Justice of the Minnesota Supreme 
Court, the Attorney General or his designee, the Commissioner of Public Safety 
or his designee, the Commissioner of Corrections or his designee, the State 
Court Administrator, and a District, County or Hunicipal Court Trial Judge. 
This new group was cons ti tuted and began func tioning in September 1977. In 
addition to serving as the state planning agency to administer the LEAA pro
gram, the Board has broad planning and coordinating responsibilities for the 
improvement of criminal justice functions, encouragement of "inter jurisdic
tional and interdisciplinary actions by affected governmental units," the pro
vision of technical assistance, the development of recommendations to the Gov
ernor and the legislature, and the provision for analysis and distribution of 
criminal justice data. 

The Board conducts much of its detailed work through committees or special 
task forces, with the final review and approval accomplished by the full Board. 
Continuity of membership in the Board has been provided by four-year overlap
ping terms, but there was some disruption in continuity of the Governing Board 
at the time of the change from the previous Governor's Commission to the new 
Board. Even though ex-officio members of the Board may designate another in
dividual to act on his or her behalf, the general practice has been for either 
the principal or designee to remain the representative and to attend the Board 
meetings, so there is not a continual rotation of agency representation among 
the six ex-officio members. 

The Board has, over the past year, begun to deal with some larger inter
ests across the criminal justice system other than the prioritization and ap
proval of applications for LEAA grant funds. There is general consensus that 
the CCPB is more aware of and interested in system-wide concerns than was the 
case wi th the Governor's Crime Control Commission, especially because of the 
leadership of the SPA executive director (who also chairs the Board). There 
is a strong tendency for the Board to consider itself as principally the LEAA 
grant arbitrator and thus spends much of its time involved in the grants proc
ess. There is also a tendency for the ex-officio members to act as "repre
sentatives" of their respective agencies or functions rather than as corporate 
members of the group with a larger interest in criminal justice as a total 
entity. It will take time for the Board to develop initiative as a "leader" 
for system-wide criminal justice planning, principally under stimulation from 
the SPA leadership in directing Board attention to cross-cutting issues. How
ever, the intention to do this clearly is evident, and the initial groundwork 
is being laid. 
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Stat~-Level Criminal Justice Agencies 

As noted earlier the criminal justice agencies in Minnesota are widely 
scattered. The Department of Public Safety includes both the Minnesota High
way Pa trol and the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, but this Department is 
really more of a loose holding company with its components nearly as autono
mous as before the creation of the Department. The Department of Corrections 
is more tightly organized, and includes responsibility for both adult and ju
venile offenders. Over the past several years, this Department has developed 
a considerably improved analytical and planning capability. There is not a 
separately identified planning group within the Department of Corrections; the 
usual approach is for the establishment of a task force, supported by appro
priate staff, which cQnducts a study and makes recommendations regarding a 
major issue or problem. The Board of Peace Officers' Standat'ds and Training 
is responsible for developing and administering standards on the sele<:tion, 
training, and licensing of police officers throughout the state. The Board 
establishes curriculum standards and facilitates arrangements for police of
ficer training and education in both post secondary educational institutions 
and police academies. The Board is an independent entity administered by an 
executive director. The Attorney General functions largely in the appellate 
area and as counsel to state agencies. Principal relationships with the At
torney General's Office is through his designee on the CCPB. Close working 
relationship is maintained with the court system through the State Court Ad
ministrator and the Chief Justice, principally through their participation on 
the CCPB but also with the Court Administrator at the staff level. The most 
productive relationships appear to have been on law enforcement training, par
ticularly with the Peace Officers' Standards and Training Board, since the SPA 
sponsored an extensive study on peace officers' training which included an 
in-depth evaluation. This study, in which the POST Board participated, helped 
considerably in the transition of that function to a more active mode required 
by recent legislation. In the area of juvenile justice there have been a 
number of joint efforts, at least partly funded by the SPA, with the Depart
ment of Corrections. One official observed that there appears to be a growing 
interest on the part of criminal justice agencies to more effectively address 
issues/problems that cut across a variety of agency lines and governmental 
jurisdictions, but there is not yet a mechanism to take advantage of this, 
other than on an individual, ad hoc basis. The SPA has not provided the mech
anism for broader, mUlti-agency coordination of concern with criminal justice 
matters. 

The State Planning Agency is responsible for generic planning and the 
A-95 review process. It works principally as an issue/policy analysis opera
tion for the Governor. The agency does not have government-wide responsibil
ity for planning, program, or budget review, or any other cross-cutting func
tion. Its ties with the CCPB are loose and informal. A representative of the 
agency participates from time to time on special task forces or committees 
established by the CCPB--for example, a special committee to consider poten
tial input from the State of Minnesota on the LEAA reauthorization legislation. 
The relationship with the Budget Office in the Department of Finance centers 
upon the SPA's budget and is not related to any other element of the criminal 
justice system, except as part of the LEAA grant program. 

I 
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The Courts 

In 1974, the state legislature considered legislation which would provide 
for a unified court system in Hinnesota. A.t that time the Chief Justice had 
serious doubts about the readiness of the judiciary to accept a unified court 
system. Deferring to the judgment of the Chief Justice, the legislature es
tablished a Select Committee on State Judiciary which conducted a series of 
studies on costs ~ the personnel management system, etc., that involved the 
necessary planning and preparation for a unified ('ourt system. Much of this 
effort was supported by a grant from the CCPE. The Judicial Planning Com
mittee was established following the 1976 amendments to the Omnibus Crime Con
trol Act, and the initial staffing for that effort came from members of the 
SPA staff that had been responsible for court.s projects under the Governor's 
Crime Commission. 

Host of the projects within the courts, that have been funded by the 
SPA, have been continued by state funding upon completion of the grant period. 
The Judicial Planning Committee reviews judicial project proposals for LEM 
funding and makes its recommendations known to the CCPB. There is a strong 
tendency for the JPC to take the position that it should be the arbitrator and 
final judge on court-oriented project proposals-.- The Chief Justice has super
visory responsibility over the trial courts. The State Court Administrator 
acts as surrogate on behalf of the Chief Justice, for general court administra
tion. Therefore, the planning function and the JPC fall within his ambit of 
responsibility. Since the establishment of the JPC in Minnesota, there is a 
pronounced tendency for the courts portion of the system to identify itself 
in a separate fashion rather than flB part of a larger "whole." 

Sub-State Criminal Justice Planning 

Sub-state criminal justice planning in Hinnesota has three distinct com
ponents: (1) eight regional planning units outside the Twin Cities metropoli
tan area which are based upon regional development areas; (2) two local metro
politan Criminal Justice Coordinating Councils (Hennepin County and St. Paull 
Ramsey County); and (3) a "regional" planning unit which overlaps the two 
metropolitan units by a Criminal Justice Advisory Committee under the juris
diction of the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council. As in other states, annual 
plans and applications for grants come from a local agency through the regional 
planning unit (and its committee) to the CCPE. In the case of the Twin Cities 
metropolitan area, a local jurisdiction in either Hennepin or Ramsey Counties 
must submit i.ts proposals to that county Criminal Justice Coordinating Council 
and from there to the Hetropolitan Council before going to the CCPB. There 
is considerable dissatisfaction among both local officials and the staff or 
council members in the Hennepin County and the St. Paul/Ramsey County Group 
rtbout having the ti6tropolitan Council interposed between it and the SPA. How
ever, the 1977 law establishing the SpA clearly authorizes this arrangement, 
and the Netropolitan Council serves as the A-95 review body for the metro
politan area. In addition, the Hetropolitan Council has specific responsi
bilities in the areas of health, aging, housing, transportation, and sewers. 
The rletropolitan Council is a unique public agency in that it has special tax
ing authority to meet its service responsibilities (such as in transportation 
and sewers), yet all of its 17 members are appointed by the Governor--not 
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elected either by the people within the region or by local government bodies 
such as is usually the case with Councils of Government. 

There has been considerable friction between the local/regional criminal 
justice planning bodies and the SPA. In the first place, local officials 
believe that the additional review level between them and the SPA merely ab
sorbs time and is not particularly facilitative in the grants process. There 
is little evidence that, outside the metropolitan area, the criminal justice 
planning function goes beyond the LEAA grant process. Funds are limited, 
the "regions" for criminal justice planning are not natural entities in terms 
of community interest, and the regions have no common political leadership. 
In addition, resources are short and this limi~s the extent of staff available 
for the function. A major bone of contention for a number of years between 
the SPA and the RPUs was the centralization of the research and evaluation 
functions in the SPA. Funds for these functions were retained by the SPA 
and services provided by the SPA to the RPUs. The complaint was that needs 
peculiar to the regions were not being met since state-provided research and 
evaluation efforts tended to reflect state perspectives and priorities rather 
than those of the region. This criticism has been muted recently with the 
change in leadership of the SPA. 

The two metropolitan CJCCs have moved beyond planning solely for LEAA 
grant operations and tend to focus upon local needs and issues as determined 
by their respective political leadership. Each provides planning, analysis, 
technical assistance, and, in some cases, mandated services to criminal jus
tice agenci.es within their jurisdiction. For example, the Hennepin County 
unit provides review comment on the budgets of county crl.minal justice agen
cies. Both have been largely integrated into city or county government struc
ture so that a significant reduction in LEAA grant funds (particularly those 
going to support planning efforts) would not have as severe an impact upon the 
CJCCs as it would these outside the Twin Cities. The Metropolitan Council's 
CJAC also has undertaken activities outside of the LEAA program. This is a 
relatively recent phenomenon, largely due to the leadership of the current 
chairman of that committee. There is still some criticism at the RPU/local 
level of the technical assistance supplied by the SPA as not being fully re
sponsive either in the nature of the assistance or the timing of the assist
ance in terms of what regional/local planners perceive to be their own peculiar 
needs. 

The Legislature 

There has not been a consistent point of either political or professional 
contact between the SPA and the Minnesota legislature. Interest in any par
ticular criminal justice issue tends to wax and wane with public sentiment 
and the leadership of the substantive committees in either the House or the 
Senate. The one continuing point of contact has been with the legislative 
staff of the House Appropriations Committee. It is responsible for servicing 
the Legislative Advisory Committee (LAC) ~.;rhich is a special committee consist
ing of chairmen of the Appropriations and Finance Committees and of the two 
Tax Committees in the House and Senate and the Governor who meet quarterly 
between the sessions of the legislature to allocate funds from a contingency 
fund for "emergency purposes." Because LEAA grants must be made annually, and 
Minnesota operate:s on a biennual budget, a considerable number of grants have 
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to be made by the process of formally obtaining the State matching money through 
the LAC. For this reason, the staff supporting this committee is generally 
familiar with the SPA and its programs--however, only from the grant side of 
the picture and in the context of state matching money for. the LEAA grants. 
There is some staff contact with the l'iajority Caucus Research Group, princi
pally in the areas of corrections and juvenile justice. 

Wi thin the past few years, the most concerted interest has been by a 
trio of Senators whose interest in criminal justice has earned them their col
leagues' sobriquet of "the crime busters." These three tend to take the lead
ership on general criminal justice concerns and have maintained an informal 
contact with the SPA. They have received staff support from the Senate re
search staff, and particularly from a professional staff member who formerly 
was a member of the SPA staff. It remains to be seen whether or not this 
avenue develops into a fruitful and "regular" basis for contact, in a program 
and planning sense, between the SPA and the Minnesota legislature. The legis
lature itself is not equipped to look system-wide at criminal justice issues 
on a formal basis since both the staff and committee structures tend to deal 
only with fragments of the system. 

The legislation formally establishing the CCPB in 1977 provided specif
ically for legislative review of the annual plan. There is no evidence that 
this is done in any systematic sense by one or more committees of the legis
lature; no comments have been received by the SPA as a part of this process. 
A legislative staff member was assigned the responsibility of reviewing the 
plan but this yielded no comment or action on the part of the legislators. 
Legislative staff have suggested that CCPB reports and plans should be written 
with an eye to meeting the needs of staff and legislators for succinct find
ings and recommendations which can be more easily digested in the hurly-burly 
of the legislative process. 

Interest Groups 

There is a concerted attempt on the part of SPA staff to maintain liaison 
with key professional groups and interest groups that have a stake in the 
criminal justice system. Such groups as the Hinnesota Criminal Justice Plan
ners' Association, the Police Officers' Association, Hinnesota Corrections As
sociation, the llinnesota Sheriffs' Association, the Citizen's League, the Hin
nesota League of Cities, etc., work with the SPA staff on an ad hoc basis, 
depending upon their particular interest and involvement in specific programs 
or issues. Rarely is there a continuing liaison. There does not appear to 
have been any significant attempts by one or more interest groups to make 
special efforts to influence SPA activities or planning, nor has there been 
evidence of the SPA "orchestrating" one or more interest/professional groups 
in a particular activity. 

The Nature of Criminal Justice Planning in l1innesota 

Criminal justice planning in Hinnesota, with some exceptions, is largely 
tied to the LEAA grant program and processes. Serious attempts Were made from 
the very outset of the program in Minnesota to identify real needs, to priori
tize these, and to proceed in an orderly manner for their study and solution. 

-------
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For example, in 1969, as the program was just being geaced up, a meeting of 
principal law enforcement officials was convened by the SPA to review their 
respective needs. P1:eparatory to the meeting a preliminary outline of the 
kinds of programs that might possibly be funded in the first year had been 
circulated for review among both state and local law enforcement officials. 
The group convened and agreed that communications was their collecUve first 
priority which needed to be addressed. Starting from this point, a state-wide 
study of radio communications was undertaken which lead to a $7 million up
grading program under the guidance of a committee of law enforcement officials. 
This process has become more sophisticated as research and evaluation capabil
ity improved and as pertinent data is collected on a more regular basis. Stud
ies of a major problem such as court reorganization oc juvenile justice may be 
undertaken jointly ~vith the agency having principal operating responsibility 
or independently by the SPA. Such studies frequently lead to action programs 
involving both LEAA grants and other funding sources. The SPA, through its 
Statistical Analysis Center, conducts data collection and analysis on a system
wide basis. Yet, the planning process connected with the grant program does 
not seem to have generated a comprehensive, system-wide review of criminal 
justice functions and needs which include impacts across the various components 
and levels of government. For example, what is the impact of the funding made 
available to the different criminal justice components in terms of how it 
affects common concerns in any given issue or cluster of issues? 

There has been some concerted movement in this direction at the local 
level. For example, the Hennepin County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council 
has the responsibility for reviewing all crilninal justice system budgets prior 
to final review by the County Budget Office. In the Metropolitan Council, the 
chairman of the CJAC has instituted a "criminal justice impact statement" to 
accompany large LEAA grants. Those are reviewed to understand what their 
impact might be, system-wide, on other elements within the responsibility of 
the Metropolitan Council. 

The CCPB has, wi thin the past year, instituted a process by which to 
develop and propose legislation in the criminal jus tice area. This is to be 
based upon consultation with interested agencies, legislators, advisory groups, 
and supported by SPA research. 

Institutionalization of Criminal Justice Planning 

In terms of constituency support and well-developed linkages to operating 
criminal justice agencies, criminal justice planning seems to be most deeply 
rooted in the local planning units of Hennepin County and St. Paul/Ramsey 
County. In both instances, the planning group focuses upon local priorities 
and concerns whether or not they fall within the general span of attention 
for the LEAA grant program. Both are integrated into local government and 
support the ongoing functions of general government. In response to a ques
tion about whether or not criminal justice planning deserves the kind of staff 
resources it receives in contrast to other functions within local government, 
the Mayor of St. Paul replied that criminal justice planning at the local 
level is a necessity because of the extreme sensitivity of the criminal jus
tice system, its high state of fragmentation, and the fact that it plays a 
central role of great importance to local government in the United States. 
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He noted that few other areas of local concern are as complex and therefore 
require the same kind of planning and analysis resources as does criminal 
justice. 

If one were to judge "institutionalization" on the basis of the percentage 
of grant programs which were continued under local or state funding, following 
the conclusion of Federal participation, Minnesota's 75 percent of continuation 
suggests a well-institutionalized program. It does reflect a well-developed 
grant system. Criminal justice planning in Minnesota is so closely identified 
with the LEAA grant program that a considerable reduction in the grant program 
or Federal planning funds could cause the demise of the SPA and most of the 
regional planning units as well. Planning continues to emphasize the grant 
program, and the linkages with the key elements of the criminal justice com
munity and, more particularly, with the key agencies of general government, 
are weak though improving. Commendable progress has been made over the past 
year and a half and continues. Consolidation of state criminal justice ac
tivities could improve the outlook considerably. Old linkages need to be 
reestablished, and new links need to be buH t. The SPA needs to cultivate 
a modus operandi as a facilitator, a means of coordination and cooperation 
toward common goals--a vital resource to the general functioning of government 
in Minnesota. 
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Persons Interviewed--Minnesota 

Crime Control Planning Board 

Jacqueline Reis, Executive Director 
Rosemary Ahmann, Board Member and County Commissioner, Olmsted County 
Steve Coleman, Research 
Larry Grant, Assistant Director 
Ann Jaede, Juvenile Justice 
Ed }1attson, Law Enforcement 
Hike McMann, Director of Evaluation 
Tom Reed, Corrections 
Cindy Turnure, Director of Research 
Jeff Zlonis, Policy Coordinator 

Local Officials 

Kathryn Ackland, Executive Director, St. Paul/Ramsey County CJCC 
John O'Sullivan, Executive Director, Hennepin County CJCC 
Kevin Burke, Chairman, Metro Council, Criminal Justice Advisory Commission 
George Latimer, Hayor of St. Paul 
R. W. Schaller, Chief of Police, ~1aplewood, Minnesota 

State Government Officials 

Jerry Heil, State Planning Agency 
Betsy Buckley, Deputy Commissioner, Department of Corrections (also a 

Board membe1~) 
John Kingrey, Special Assistant to the Governor 
Ted Spiess, Department of Finance 

Laurence Harmon, State Court Administrator (also a Board member) 
Mark K. Shields, Executive Director, Peace Officers' Standards and 

Training Board 
Paul Tschida, Superintendent, Bureau of Criminal Apprehension 

William Bloyer, Senate Research Staff 
Connie Nelson, House }1ajority Caucus Research Group 
Joe Reed, Legislative Staff, House Appropriations Committee 



APPENDIX H 

Criminal Justice Planning in New Mexico 

Introduction 

The New Mexico experience with criminal justice planning is dominated by 
reorganization. After the SPA made a major contribution and the Governor 
boldly supported it, the legislature enacted a tight consolidation of state
level criminal justice agencies. It took effect in April 1978. The SPA conse
quently now does the planning, budgeting, and personnel management for most of 
the system and reports directly to the Secretary of Criminal Justice, who exer
cises policy supervision over the operating agencies. Much new legislation is 
being produced, and there is now a palpable sense of motion inNew Mexico crim
inal justice. 

A new Governor begins his own constitutionally limited single four-year 
term in early 1979, however, and it remains to be seen whether the new organi
zation will remain intact. Apparently it has gained good standing with the 
legislature, but pressures have been building to move the politically strong 
State Police back to independent status. This possible move, plus personnel 
changes, could yield back milch of the ground gained for system-wide planning 
and coordination. 

Distinctive features of the New Mexico political environment may bear upon 
the outcome. Hhile Albuquerque contains about half the state's people, the 
rest of the state is by no means uniform and rural. Other cities and towns 
vary in size, in ethnic mix--Hispanic and Indian components are strong--and 
in attitudes about government, law, and home rule. Population change varies 
greatly, too, with some small localities experiencing energy-related influxes, 
wi th high crime incidence simultaneous with soaring demands for other municipal 
expenditure. Hhile the financial impact on these localities is extraordinary, 
all local governments are now suffering a reSource squeeze. Locally funded 
criminal justice innovations and continuations have been slowed, and some cuts 
in police strength have been made. However, apart from police, the bulk of 
criminal justice expenditures are paid for at the state level, ranging from 
68 percent of judicial costs to nearly 100 percent of costs for public defense. 1 

The SPA 

The director of the SPA is the head of the Administrative Services Divi
sion of the Department of Criminal Justice (whose other Divisions are State Po
lice, Corrections, and Criminal Justice Support). Under him are four Bureaus: 
Planning and Evaluation, Financial Management, Personnel Management, and Manage
ment Services. Following a concept of tight centralization, these bureaus are 
to provide full services in their respective areas for the operating divisions. 

1Expenditure and Employment Data for the Criminal Justice System, 1976, 
U.S. Dept. of Justice, SD-EE No. 11, Table 6, pp. 30-37. 
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As an interim aid to transition, some of the functions have been temporarily 
left where they were (e. g., some personnel functions at State Police head
quarters, some administration at correctional institutions). But the planning 
has been consolidated. The planners from State Police have been incorporated 
into the SPA, although they prepare plans for decision by the State Police 
leadership as well as contributing to other staff work. for decision at Criminal 
Justice Department level. 

With the new organization effective only in April 1978, it is too soon to 
be sure how this will work out. The State Police leadership did not want and 
apparently still do not want to lose independent status, reporting to the Gov
ernor. The decision against them in the legislature was very close. Since 
then, there has been further activity aimed at reversing that decision in a sub
sequent legislature. Meanwhile, there are apparently some differences of view 
as to the desirable extent and nature of planning for the State Police. Some 
of the planning done has broken new ground, and some decisions formerly made 
within the State Police organization are now made above that level. 

The SPA planners seem intent to serve the operating divisions, to work 
for them instead of over them. During the early months of the transition, they 
say, there have been too many new departmental matters to permi t full service 
to the divisions. But during 1979 they expect to show Corrections, State 
Police, and Criminal Justice Support many ways that centralized planning can 
give them valuable help. 111ey are confident that they can show a range of 
benefits through actual results in policy analysis, program planning, and grants
manship. Being solidly established now in planning across the whole range of 
state-funded as well as LEAA-funded activity will, they believe, do much to 
ensure that. 

Two related themes now prominent in the SPA's planning are an operational 
focus and an emphasis upon feasibility. Grants administration and preparing 
comprehensive plans for LEAA continue to absorb much effort. But the primary 
planning for the past several years has been on preparing for a sound, prac
tical reorganization, and the present concentration :1,s upon making it work and 
yield positive results. 

The nature of the reorganization was influenced by an instance of criminal 
justice planning. '~en the Governor assigned his initial SPA director to the 
temporary headship of the state corrections system, the latter promptly asked 
the SPA to produce a "master plan" for corrections which the legislature had 
called for. The resulting plan, dealing not only with current realities and 
short-term needs but long-run needs as well, was very well received. Several 
pieces of legislation based on it were proposed by the Governor and enacted by 
the legislature. As these passed through executive and legislative processes, 
the data and analyses in the corrections master plan were found to meet the 
requirements of both. As a consequence, the standing of criminal justice plan
ning prospered, and the idea crystallized that as part of the Governor's over
all reorganization of state government, the SPA, Corrections, and State Police 
should be combined into one Criminal Justice Department. 

Legislation would be needed, and the SPA was prominent in preparing it. The 
SPA undertook. fact-gathering and consultation aimed toward developing consen
sus in the criminal justice community and beyond. This was helped by previous 
SPA activi ty in developing state criminal justice standards and goals, when 
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meetings held throughout the state had elicited widespread involvement. Then, 
in drafting legislation and supporting it before the legislature, both planners 
and decisionmakers concentrated upon creating a new organization that would 
produce results. 

But that did not make them timid. The organization they proposed, which 
was enacted, boldly centralized into the SPA the planners and the planning 
functions of the hitherto independent Corrections and State Police. Similarly, 
it centralized such key control functions as budgeting, property control, and 
personnel. One may wonder if on some future date the innovators may conclude 
that to reach so far precipitated more opPosition than it was worth. But in 
1978 it powerfully established central control in the hands of the Secretary 
and his immediate staff. 

Some practical considerations of management argued for a few activities 
to be left temporarily in place, as exceptions. But these exceptions were made 
in the implementation planning, not the law. The law gave sweeping authority 
to the new Secretary of Criminal Justice. In the early phases of execution, 
however, he has chosen not to exercise all of them fully. Instead, planners 
and decisionmakers looked diligently at not only costs and benefits but also 
consequences and side-effects, as they examined alternative ways to carry out 
reorganization. The implementation planning for criminal justice was commonly 
perceived as the most thorough and workable among the newly created umbrella 
departments. 

Of potentially high significance for future trends in New Mexico criminal 
justice planning is the turn-over of top people. In the context of Governor 
Apodaca f s own drive toward broad reorganization, three individuals had dominant 
impact, observers agree, on the criminal justice outcome. These three appar
ently shared an identical view of the importance of organized, data-based, 
future-oriented analysis and decision-preparing for the whole criminal justice 
system. If usual patterns are followed, none will participate in the new Ad
ministration. All speak with admiration for the soundness of the career offi
cials who are staying on. But the new appointed leadership might be less con
vinced about the planning approach and might, consistent with whatever the new 
Governor's policies may be, turn the thrust in some other direction. 

The Council 

The Criminal Justice Coordinating Council is the gubernatorially appointed 
board associated with the SPA. Under the new organization it has become an 
advisory group linked into government at the level of the SPA director. The 
actual change may be slight, for in recent years the Council has tended to ex
press itself about priority objectives and allow the SPA elbow room to pursue 
them. From the Council's leadership, however, has come much of the impetus to
ward present organization and the SPA's involvement with state programs rather 
than merely the activity funded by LEAA. The Council was reduced to about 15 
people in 1975, but during the standards and goals exercise it engaged 125 
people on five committees and consulted extensively throughout the state. The 
results drew national recognition. Many. new ideas have come from the Council. 
Hhile not at all reluctant to challenge' the SPA staff, the Council has been 
warmly supportive and played a key role toward consolidating Corrections and 
State Police along with the SPA into the n8W Criminal Justice Department. 
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State Criminal Justice Agencies 

Except for the courts and theAttorney General's office, the criminal jus
tice agencies at state level are within or administratively attached to the 
Criminal Justice Department. The category of administrative attachment applies 
to the Juvenile and the Adult Parole Boards, the Organized Crim~ Commission, 
and the Public Defender, permitting virtually automatic coordination of their 
autonomous activities and easy exchange of information, as well as economical 
administrative support. The Attorney General is elected, and the state consti
tution inclines his office toward a degree of central coordination of legal 
activity throughout state government. Since this may not always mesh smoothly 
with the Governor's executive direction, tension may arise between Attorney 
General and Governor. Certainly it has existed during the past four years, 
and that may have retarded the development of a closer relationship of the 
Attorney General's office IV'ith criminal justice planning. 

Noted above was the State Police leadership's wish to move back out of 
the Criminal Justice Department. Fora variety of historical reasons, the State 
Police are evidently the most potent single influence group in New Mexico crim
inal justice, so legislative consideration of such a move could prove serious. 
Some of the less senior officers in the State Police are said, however, to pre
fer the new policies and direction emanating from the Criminal Justice Depart
ment in its early months. Moreover, some sentiment is anticipated among legis
lators to let the new organization, so laboriously agreed to, have time to 
demonstrate its actual merits and demerits. The consequences for criminal jus
tice planning are apt to be substantial, one way or the other. The new organiza
tion was a major step forward for planning. It centralized in one Secretary 
the responsibility for coordinating the operations and controlling the planning 
for most criminal justice activity at state level. To extract the State Police 
from this Department would diffuse the present automatic coordination. 

Timing is a major factor affecting both planning and criminal justice 
organization in New Mexico. There are two conflicting aspects. Firs t, the 
Governor has a single, four-year term, with self-succession constitutionally 
barred. Second, it takes time for results to appear which can be confidently 
attributed to organizational and policy change. Yet it also took time for 
the Administration to analyze and develop its organizational preference, to 
negotiate that through the legislative process, and then to prepare detailed 
implementation plans. Consequently, the new organization began to function 
only in April 1978. It is doubtful that many top officials of either the 
legislative branch or the new Administration can feel, by early 1979, that 
visible results convincingly demonstrate whether the new organization is the 
right way to go, or not. Had the new organization been in place for, say, 
two full years, a better basis for such a judgment would exist. 

No doubt the new Secretary had in mind these timing problems, which ap
pear to be reflected in departmental emphasis upon operational and short-term 
planning, to post some results early. He and his staff evidently became in
creasingly involved in operational performance, especially when exigent cir
cumstances seemed to call for new departures. While they tried still to apply 
the planning approach involving data, analysis, alternatives, and consequences, 
they had to deal with short-term matters, including some crises. The concen
tration was therefore on practical feasibility, seeking early results for their 
demonstration as well as substantive value. 
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These operational responsibilities for Corrections and State Police, plus 
coordinating responsibility for administratively attached elements, totally 
excluded any possibility that the Criminal Justice Department or its planning 
element would be concerned mainly with LEAA-ofunded activity. They plan across 
the range of the Secretary's responsibilities, so their concerns are mostly 
for state funds and state legislation. Courts planning is done elsewhere) but 
its coordination with the rest of the criminal justice system needs to be en
sured. District Attorneys are individually elected and funded by counties, 
but the Criminal Jus tice Department seeks to provide services for them, in
cluding training, and to catalyze some coordination. Even without any LEAA 
support, the Criminal Justice Department would continue to do criminal justice 
planning and coordination, everyone is sure. Losing that support would reduce 
its extent, however. 

The Courts 

In New Mexico the court system has been unified for a decade. Except for 
buildings, which counties provide, costs are met by the state. The system in
cludes an administrative officer of the courts and a judicial planning commit
tee. Contact with the Criminal Justice Department is close and continuous. It 
is partly motivated by the courts' perception of better prospects for success
ful outcomes in the legislature when executive and judicial branches have 
shared their understandings and ideas. The courts are apprehensive these days, 
believing that legislative attitudes toward them are often skeptical and that 
legislation affecting them is sometimes passed without recognition of its fi
nancial and administrative impact. 

Courts planning is still in developmental stages but appears to be pro
gressing. The various District Courts have different ways of filing cases, 
for example, and in the course of seeking to systematize this, courts planners 
have consulted with district attorneys. The Judicial Council is expected to 
support the creation of a state-funded administrative office for DAs, which 
the DAs have been urging. Courts data systems, which as in other states are 
the source of some frustration for the SPA, are being worked on with a view 
to standardization and rational data management. As yet the courts, anxious 
to maintain judicial independence, have not undertaken to consult with the 
Criminal Justice Department concerning the budget, and indeed have been 
described as barely willing to let the state budgeting agency see it. Yet the 
courts budget is seen by the judicial planners as their principal planning in
strument. Their approach to planning is an incremental one, stressing feed
back and practicality, for they regard massive master plans as neither realis
tic nor valuable. 

The principle of judicial independence is a strong theme in New Mexico. 
Judges seem quite prepared to conform to the legislature I s will about deter
minate sentencing, but to couple that with mandatory sentences for certain 
offenses strikes at least some of them as usurpation of the judicial function. 
There is clear unrest about the emphasis upon criminal justice, too, for the 
judges believe the Federal legislature and executive are wrongly forcing them 
away from adequate attention to their chief function, civil justice. 
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Sub-State Planning 

New Hexico has five multi-county regi.onal planning units plus a Metro
politan Criminal Justice Coordinating Council (MCJCC) for Albuquerque and the 
surrounding Bernalillo County. The levels of academic training and practical 
experience' among planners seem reasonably high, and despite uncertainties and 
fund cuts, the personnel turnover is not great. While they seem well-grounded 
in the principles of policy analysis, they have few occasions to do formal 
planning but instead apply those principles in a coordinating role. Grants 
management occupies some of their time, but despite being perceived by the 
criminal justice community as being "LEAA," the bulk of their effort goes to
ward non-federally funded activity. Through arranging technical assistance, 
searching out side-effects and options, and encouraging a system-wide view, 
they aid their clientele toward obtaining greater efficiency and effectiveness 
from the resources at hand. The sub-state planners do indeed see it as part 
of their role to detect opportunity for operating elements to mesh their re
spective efforts more smoothly. But they are convinced that prudence is essen
tial in dealing with those autonomous elements; to catalyze needed changes by 
bringing the responsible people together is their usual technique. These in
terdisciplinary and occasionally intradisciplinary meetings which the planners 
sponsor, and perhaps even more the follow-up contacts which occur, have evi
dently broadened the horizons of understanding of local criminal justice offi
cials. They have led to such progressive steps as the codifying and sys
tematizing of Indian law in some pueblos, and a joint county-city jail in 
Albuquerque. 

Local officials, both general government and criminal justice, seem quite 
favorably disposed toward such services and the criminal justice planners. The 
HCJJC already draws about 30 percent of its funding from county and city, and 
consideration is being given to absorbing its staff within the county govern
ment. The County Commission and City Council do not yet consult MCJJC rou
tinely on all significant criminal justice matters, but the trend appears to 
be toward that. Away from the metropolitan area there is not yet a general per
ception that sub-state criminal justice will yield better service for a given 
public expenditure. The resource crunch on local governments, especially where 
population growth is irregular, is serious and has led to some lay-offs in law 
enforcement. Turf sensitivities are therefore sometimes acute, and this is one 
reason why the criminal justice planners emphasize providing service. 

Tensions exist between state and sub-state criminal justice planning or
ganizations. As one participant said, "They look on us as an obstacle, I'm 
afraid, and certainly we see them as an obstacle." Reorganization has not yet 
helped this. The transition disrupted communication somewhat, and the Criminal 
Justice Department is now emphasizing that the sub-state planners are state 
employees under SPA control. This has produced some chafing by at least one 
local "supervisory" board, which regards local planners as responsible to them, 
not the SPA. The sub-state planners felt they should have been used more fully 
on several occasions when state levels sought public involvement and input. On 
all sides there seems to be effort to make the relationship work smoothly, but 
at the moment it does look a little tenser than the usually tense central
field relationship. 

L-______________________________________________ _ 
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The Legislature 

Legislators in New Mexico generally are thought to have a skeptical, even 
negative attitude toward government planning. They are said to believe that 
the state general planning office has produced little of value, and that plan
ning is an expensive bureaucratic waste. Yet when they saw the fruits of cor
rections master planning, the legislators were very gratified. Since then, the 
legislature has called upon the Criminal Justice Department and its SPA more 
and more often for data, analyses, and ideas. These planning products have 
drawn a very positive response from the legislature, as have the Criminal Jus
tice Department's recommendations for legislation. Indeed, a remarkable 80 per
cent of its legislative proposals have been enacted. 

It may be that legislators dislike the abstract notion of "planning," 
but clearly they like fact-based comparison of available options, and system
atic consideration of how to get something done. The executive branch shows 
no inclination to insist that what yields the well-received products is actu
ally planning. 

Meanwhile, the legislature does not view the SPA as an LEAA surrogate, or 
simply a conduit for federal funds. Instead they see the criminal justice 
planners--which category includes, for important matters, the Criminal Justice 
Secretary--as a legitimate operating part of state government. They see them 
as the prime source for information and analysis about criminal justice activ
ity throughout the state, and the Administration's authoritative voice on 
criminal justice matters. The Criminal Justice Department originates or staffs 
legislative proposals and has extensive contact with members and staffs of 
the legislature. 

The legislature is said to be taking a very down-to-earth, practical ap
proach to two important criminal justice areas. The first is courts data, 
which the legislature feels need to be made both accurate and also compatible 
with other data used in the criminal justice system. Here the legislature ex
pects not the SPA but the Department of Finance and Administration to lead the 
executive branch effort to elicit good data from the courts. The rationale is 
that as the state budget agency, that department deals with the courts budget, 
and no lesser leverage could be as effective. The second is Criminal Justice 
Department organization. Here the sentiment in the legislature is predicted 
to favor allowing the new Department to operate without change for at least a 
year or more, so that actual results may show whether the consolidation should 
continue or not. 

Interest Groups 

Few interest groups are active in the criminal justice area, and their in
volvement in substantive policy is not often a major factor. A number of law 
enforcement groups do pursue matters of pay, pensions, and the like. A number 
of State Police officers are evidently making full use of that organization's 
high standing in an effort to regain its former autonomy directly under the 
Governor. In the juvenile justice area, several ad hoc groups work regularly 
with both executive and legislative branches toward better systems and facili
ties. The state bar association is described as not especially active in the 
criminal justice field. 
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The Criminal Justice Department sees itself as responsible to keep citi
zen groups informed. It is in frequent and cooperative contact with interest 
groups, particularly in the juvenile justice and law enforcement areas. Sev
eral times it has U';.1de use of public hearings around the state to cultivate 
mutual understanding. 

The Nature of Criminal Justice Planning in New Mexico 

In the administration of Governor Jerry Apodaca, criminal justice planning 
has been an integral, central part of the executive management process. The 
planners have been closely involved with the responsible decisionmakers, sup
porting them and being supported by them. The Governor has looked to his Secre
tary of Criminal Justice for recommendations based upon data and the analysis 
of alternatives. The Secretary involved his planners on immediate operational 
matters as well as on futures planning. The planners, being thus involved in 
the ongoing stream of criminal justice activity, have been recognized by line 
criminal justice officials as a key element in management~ 

Their planning activity has been oriented toward practical results. The 
emphasis has been on feasibility and workability. Planners have been encour
aged to discover and take fully into account the problems and possibilities 
which political situations present. Consultations with and guidance from the 
secretarial and gubernatorial levels are quite frequent, which adds realism to 
the assessment of those problems and possibilities. Planning toward a purpose 
is stressed. Continuous update and feedback based on evaluation are techniques 
used to help ensure the practical applicability of plans. The general aim is 
to make the best use of limited resources, so the planning does emphasize pro
gram aspects within the budget process. But planning also concentrates on 
necessary legislation and on coordination with, for example, the courts and 
social service agencies. 

During 1977 and 1978, when reorganization was being planned and then car
ried out, the proportion of planning effort devoted to short-run matters was 
evidently high. Both the appointive leadership and the civil service planners, 
however, are confident that as the new organization becomes more solidly 
rooted, the proportions will shift more toward mid-range and longer-range mat
ters. The planning approach, with its consideration of alternatives and their 
consequences, including side-effects throughout the system, is intended never
theless to remain very much a part of day-to-day management. 

The Criminal Justice Department puts priority on training and other tech
nical assistance to raise performance standards throughout the system. An as
pect of this is managed training and development of criminal justice planners. 

The SPA has been especially active on what seems to be the principal cur
rent criminal justice issue, the handling of juveniles. An earlier planning 
exercise led to enactment of a state-funded program for upgrading county jails 
to meet standards for holding juveniles. The SPA realized through this and 
through its contacts with interest groups and the public that much opportunity 
and many resources lay outside the bounds of criminal justice. Consequently, 
the SPA stimulated regular analysis and program development by an interdepart
mental committee (including Health and Environment, Human Services, Criminal 
Justice, <'md other agencies). Some legislation growing out of this will be 
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proposed by the Criminal Justice Department in 1979, and the criminal justice 
planners expect to continue to catalyze further development as well. 

The Institutionalization of Criminal Justice Planning in New Mexico 

At the state level, the criminal justice planning approach is solidly em
bedded in state statutes creating the present organization and others assigning 
program responsibility to it. In this new Criminal Justice Department organi
zation itself, planning is thoroughly implanted. Even if the new Administra
tion and the legislature were to agree at some point that the organization 
should be changed, it would be neither easy nor quick to legislate change, let 
alone execute it. At the very least, throughout 1979, planning will be done 
in one central, automatically coordin.ating location for well over two-thirds of 
the state-level criminal justice activity. 

The patterns of extensively involving planners in consideration of cr~ml
nal justice matters are well developed on both the executive and legislative 
sides. The planners are centrally involved in budget preparation or review. 
Some state funds are devoted to criminal justice planning, and the planning is 
concerned with not just LEAA-supported activity but the full range, however 
funded. 

But there will be an effort to d~sengage the State Police from the Crimi
nal Justice Department, and if it should succeed, the institutionalizing of . 
criminal justice planning is bound to suffer. There would be some loss in the 
coordination of State Police activity, including some services for local gov
errunents. Horeover, to a few people the separation might carry some implica
tion of rejecting the value of system-wide planning and coordination. 

In all likelihood, little criminal justice planning would survive at sub
state levels if LEM funds were cut off. In Albuquerque, a planning activity 
probably .would be continued on a reduced scale, and periodic gatherings of 
criminal justice principals as well as some mutual coordination among their 
staffs would continue. But elsewhere the conviction evidently has not yet come 
to local government leadership that the benefits of criminal justice planning 
warrant local funding of it, given the serious money crunch at local government. 

Persons lnterviewed--New Mexico 

Department of Criminal Justice 

Charles Becknell, Secretary 
~lichael J. Banks, Director, Administrative Services Division 

(and Criminal Justice Support Division) 
John W. Ramming, Administrative Assistant to Secretary 
Martin Vigil, Director of State Police 
Richard Lindahl, Chief, Planning and Evaluation Bureau 
John Patterson, Chief Planner 
Sheila Cooper, Director, Statistical Analysis Center 
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Executive Branch Officials 

Jerry Apodaca, Governor 
Nick Franklin, Secretary, Energy and Minerals Department 

(Council Chairman) 
Beverly Ortiz, Director, Administrative Services Division, 

Department of Human Services 
John Taylor, Director State Budget Division, Department of 

Finance and Administration 

Legislative Staff 

Marylyn Budke, Director, Legislative Finance Committee 

Judicial Officials 

Judge Gene E. Franchini, Division V, Albuquerque 
Edward Baca, Administrative Office of the Courts 
Samuel Larcombe, Administrative Office of the Courts 
Ira Robinson, District Attorney, Second Judicial District, 

Albuquerque 
L. Scott McCarty, Chief Deputy DA, Albuquerque 

Sub-State Planners 

Richard Serna, Region II Coordinator, Santa Fe 
Arsenio G. Brito, Coordinator, Metropolitan CJCC, Albuquerque 
John A. Herring, Law Enforcement Planner, MCJCC 

Others 

R. W. Driggers, Undersheriff, Bernalillo County 
Peter Lupsha, Associate Professor, University of New Mexico 
Julia Lopez, former Director of Administrative Services Division, 

Criminal Justice Department 
Ruth White, League of Women Voters 
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APPENDIX I 

Criminal Justice Planning in North Carolina 

Gubernatorial leadership has been a key element in the sharp improvement 
in criminal justice planning in North Carolina. t10mentum has been sustained by 
continuing follow-through on the part of the Governor, the SPA, and the newly 
created Department of Crime Control and Public Safety. Providing supplementary 
support to the Governor's interest in criminal justice have been consolidation 
of several criminal justice functions in the new department, a unified court 
system which has been making progress through administrative integration (an 
Administrative Office oE the Courts), and a strong Department of Corrections. 

Governor James B. Hunt took office in January 1977 following a campaign 
in which crime control was a major issue. His transition team put together a 
proposal for a new Department of Crime Control and Public Safety, incorporat
ing the SPA, State Highway Patrol, the Alcohol Enforcement Agency and several 
paramilitary agencies. The Governor called for adoption of this legislation 
in a special message to the legislature. The bill was passed shortly there
after. The Governor then proceeded to name his long-time friend and political 
ally, J. Philip Carlton, as the first Secretary of the ne\(1 department. From 
this point on, the SPA and its work have prospered--not solely because of 
political connections and gubernatorial leadership, but also because of strong 
prof?ssional leadership and commitment in the SPA. 

Hunt's predecessor, James E. Holshouser, Jr., a Republican, was a "sur
prise" winner in the 1972 election. Although he was personally interested in 
criminal justice system improvement, key levers of power and action were de
nied to him. He came from a \"eak party organization that lacked depth, faced a 
heavy Democratic majority in the legislature, and an elected judiciary that 
was predominantly Democratic. In addition the State Constitution denied him 
any veto power. The North Carolina Criminal Justice Training and Standards 
Council, charged with establishing standards for criminal justice officers in 
the state, and the North Carolina Justice Academy were both placed in the De
partment of Justice directed by the Attorney General (to preclude Holshouser's 
control oE these functions). Thus, strong interest by a Governor was not suf
ficient to carry out change. 

Governor Hunt has continued his emphasis on criminal justice through a 
series of 37 public hearings around the state sponsored by the Governor's Crime 
Commission and chaired by the Secretary of Crime Control and Public Safety. 
The hearings have revealed a concern for structural changes, e. g., sentencing 
reform, modernization of corrections facilities and methods, juvenile code re
vision, and new approaches to violence in the family. 

The criminal justice system is largely state financed and operated with 
the exception of police. The state budget of approximately 186 million dollars 
annually is roughly divided: 24 percent to police functions, 21 percent to 
judicia ry, and approximately 48 percent to corrections. Local expendi tures 
range slightly above 143 mi 11ion dollars per year with approximately 78 per
cent devoted to police functions, 11 percent to judiciary, and 8 percent to 
corrections. North Carolina has a population of approximately five and a half 

-------------- --- - -------
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million almost equally divided between urban and rural, wiLh 8 standard metro
politan statistical areas, 100 county governments and 454 municipal gover.nments. 

The principal state law enforcement functions are embodied in a highway 
patrol and a State Bureau of Investigation (under the Office of the Attorney 
General) which provides laboratory and investigative capability at the state 
level and technical support for local efforts. The police function is largely 
conducted by local (county) sheriffs or city and municipal police forces. 

The state has managed the corrections function since the 1930's when the 
county jails were brought under the jurisdiction of the state vlith jail offi
cials being placed on the state pay~oll. Since that time the corrections func
tion, except for holding prisoners locally during trial, awaiting transporta
tion, or serving short sentences for misdemeanors, has been recognized as a 
state responsibility. It is centralized in a Department of Corrections which 
is responsible for all adult offenders, juveniles being under the Division of 
Youth Development within the Department of Human Resources. 

North Carolina has had a unified court system since 1965. The appellate 
level consists of a seven-member Supreme Court h~aded by a chief justice and a 
Court of Appeals of 12 members who sit in panels of three. Members of the 
Supreme Court and of the Court of Appeals are elected on a partisan ballot for 
terms of eight years. There are two levels of trial courts: the first is of 
general jurisdiction termed Superior Court; the second is the District Court 
which has jurisdiction over misdemeanors and civil cases where the amount in 
controversy is $5,000 or less. The ,state is divided into 33 judicial dis
tricts, with Superior Court judges elected from each district for a term of 
eight years. District Court judges are elected within the district for four
year terms. Each judicial district has a district (prosecuting) at torney, 
elected for a four-year term; the district attorney is considered an officer 
of the court and, along with the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeals, Superior 
Courts, and District Courts, comes under the general administrative jurisdic
tion of the Administrative Office of the Courts. 

The Attorney General heads the Department of Justice in the State and has 
jurisdiction over the.state1s Bureau of Investigation, the North Carolina Jus
tice Academy (which is the principal education and training facility for law 
enforcement and criminal justice in the state): and the North Carolina Criminal 
Justice Training and Standards Council which is charged with regulating em
ployment, training, remuneration, and retention of law enforcement personnel 
in the state. 

The SPA 

In North Carolina, criminal justice planning at the state level is prin
cipally done by the Attorney General, the Administrative Office of the Courts, 
the Department of Corrections, and the Department of Crime Control and Public 
Safety. Clearly the central focal point for criminal justice planning and co
ordination has been the LEAA sponsored SPA, in this case the Division of Crime 
Control located within the Department of Crime Control and Public Safety. 
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The Division of Crime Control became a part of the Department of Crime 
Control and Public Safety which was created by the legls1ature, at the Gov
ernor's request, in March 1977. The Governor called for the establishment of 
the Department in a special message to the General Assembly, the first special 
message on crime ever presented by a Governor to the North Carolina legisla
ture. In addition to the state criminal justice planning function, the Depart
ment includes the State Highway Patrol, the Alcohol Law Enforcement Agency, 
the Civil Air Patrol, the National Guard, and the Office of Civil Preparedness. 
The first Secretary, J. Philip Carlton, is a long-time personal friend of Gov
ernor Hunt and played a prominent role in the Governor's 1976 election. A fac
tor which marks the difference between the previous SPA in North Carolina and 
the current Division of Crime Control is the relatively close and personal 
access to the Governor. This has been facilitated by the close relationship 
of the Secretary to the Governor, and both the Secretary's and the Governor's 
regard and trust for the SPA Director. This is further enhanced by the Gover
nor's interest in criminal justice matters and the fact that Carlton, Secretary 
of the Department, has ranked as "first among equals" of those departmental 
secretaries over whom the Governor has appointment authority. In addition to 
the usual LEAA grant responsibilities, the SPA functions as the principal pol
icy and planning staff for the Secretary of Crime Control and Public Safety, 
and through him as the principal planning and coordinating mechanism for crimi
nal justice matters coming before the Governor. He views his new cabinet level 
Department of Crime Control and Public Safety as the logical place to draw 
together the vital process of criminal justice planning. In his view, central 
planning must be conducted by a relatively small staff (the SPA) which looks 
at broad policy thrusts while the more in-depth, detailed planning for the con
duct of programs should be conducted vlithin the responsible departments or 
agencies which have primary operational responsibility. 

The General Assembly Bill which established the nelv department, also estab
lished the Governor I s Crime Commission as a body advisory to him and to the 
Secretary of the Department of Crime Control and Public Safet? and as the 
state's oversight group respons ible for the LEAA grant program. The Division 
of Crime Control acts as the staff support to the Commission in its LEAA re
sponsibility as Ivell as to the broader functions for which the Governor looks to 
the Crime Commission--principally a coordinating body for change and review of 
those actions needed to pursue the Governor's interest in the reduction of crime. 

The Governor's Commission 

The 35-member Commission is broadly representative of the court system in 
the state, county and municipal law enforcement officials, general government, 
county and local elected officials, state agencies with the responsibility for 
criminal justice, trial attorneys, and citizens representing public interest 
groups. The state legislation creating the Commission charged it with the re
sponsibility to develop a comprehensive state-wide plan for improving criminal 
justice and to be the chief advisory board serving the Governor on matters 
pertaining to the criminal justice system. Prior to James Hunt's becoming 
Governor, the Commission spent most of its time dealing with LEAA grants via 

1 G. S. 143B-337. 
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the screening and decision process. However, there is considerable agreement 
that, since mid-1977, the Governor's Crime Commission has moved in a signifi
cant way to provide leadership ann guidance to criminal justice planning across 
the va~ious criminal justice components at the state level. Now, although con
sidera:,'a time is still engaged in the review and decision on LEAA supported 
grant programs, most of this activity is accomplished within committees of the 
Commissior.. Hhen me8ting as a full body, the Commission more recently has 
been dealing with criminal justice issues that cut across various agencies and 
government levels, and even the subs tant i ve commi t tees have begun to take up 
concerns other than that of reviewing and recommending grants. The Commission 
will review the legislative recommendations that have been placed before the 
Governor in the field of criminal justice and will comment upon those recom
mendations to the Governor6 In addition, the Commission recently has begun to 
receive follow-up reports on the activities under the LEAA grants to state 
agencies and local government, and expects to spend more time on the question 
of how the grant program is operating in relation to the broad criminal jus
tice needs it perceives. 

State-Level Criminal Justice Agencies 

Among the other executive agencies concerned with criminal justice plan
ning, theDepartment of Corrections probably stands out as undertaking the most 
sophisticated efforts to date on criminal justice planning. The Department of 
Corrections recently has completed the first effort at a ten-year master plan. 
In organizing this effort, two committees were created: one was a corrections 
planning committee which is responsible to the Department but is viewed as an 
adjunct to the Governor's Crime Commission (which has general oversight of the 
development of the master plan); and a committee of six prominent legislators 
representing key appropriations and authorizing committees (representing the 
oversight function on behalf of the legislature). Task forces were formed 
based on each of the major divisions in the Department of Corrections, with 
responsibility to develop strategies, analyses, demonstrate potential impacts, 
and to assure that the delineation of alternatives was carefully linked to 
budgetary considerations for the next biennial budget. The master planning 
consisted of five fundamental steps: (1) projection of the size and composi
tion of the corrections population; (2) a series of alternatives on how the 
Department might deal with this population; (3) a catalog of resources avail
able within the corrections system; (4) shortfalls in the anticipated resources 
needed; and (5) various alternatives for effective action. Some 200 strategies 
or major issues were identified and put before the leadership of the Department 
for consideration. These were then reduced to about 40 for further analysis 
and determination of priorities. Ultimately, 21 were recommended for action. 
In this process a matrix was developed which highlighted such factors as facil
ities, services, and staff compared against policies, legislation) and budget 
considerations. Throughout this planning process, and in other activities 
(such as grant review and issue review) the SPA has been tied closely to the 
Department of Corrections through its corrections specialist. 

The other executive agency in which there is a considerable cluster of 
criminal justice functions is the Office of the Attorney General. Hith the 
Attorney GeT'eral being a constitutional officer, separately elected, that inde
pendence must be recognized in the relationship between the SPA and the Attor
ney General's Office. There appears to be continuous, informal coordination 
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on issues and programs of mutual interest. It was something of a political 
anomaly that the North Carolina Justice Academy and the Criminal Justice and 
Standards Council were established within the aegis of the Attorney General 
(under his Department of Justice). This occurred during the term of Governor 
Holshouser, a Republican, by a Democratic legislature that did not wish to 
have these newly established functions under the control of a political oppo
nent. These two activities, along with the state's Bureau of Investigation, 
form a law enforcement cluster within the Department of Justice. Host of the 
leadership's attention is taken up with special prosecution, the legal affairs 
of the Executive Departments, and legislative concerns. There is no formal or 
informal planning activity that is conducted on a regular basis within the 
Department of Justice. The Attorney General's representative is a key member 
of the Legislative Task Force which has been working on the Governor's crimi
nal justice legislative package for 1979. 

The other Executive Department which has a strong hand in the whol.; plan
ning process is the Department of Administration in which is housed the State 
Budget Office and the Policy Development Diviston (formerly designated by the 
Depa rtment of Housing and Urban Development as the planning agency for the 
state). The classic roles of these two agencies have been somewhat modified 
and strengthened in the last two years. The 'Policy Development Division has 
spun off its A-95 grants review function to the Budget Office where it has been 
integrated into the general oversight oE financial planning in (!onjunction with 
the budge t process. The Policy Development Division spends less' time on generic 
planning as such and functions more as a policy analysis and policy develop
ment/coordination body for the Governor on those issues he considers of great
est importance. As such it has undertaken a number of very broad projects 
including a series of public hearings across the state on matters of concern 
generally to the citizens and the development therefrom by the State's Goals 
and Policy Board of a program proposal for a "Balanced Growth Policy for North 
Carolina." There is no formal or even informal means for reviewing the crimi
nal justice system budget as a whole--either within the SPA or within the Bud
get Office. However, the three budget officers responsible for the various 
parts of the criminal justice system (courts, Attorney General's Office, human 
resources, corrections, and the Department of Crime Control and Public Safety) 
do compare notes \<lith their respective counterparts on the SPA staff. They 
also receive reports on grants in process as well as grants in the implementa
tion stage and evaluation reports. 

The Courts 

The key point for liaison and planning in the court's function is with the 
Administrative Office of the Courts. This office has evolved as a central court 
administrative operation from a much smaller organization in support of theSu
preme Court and is under its jurisdiction. The 1965 unification of the court 
system aided substantially in pulling together the administration of courts and 
addressing a number of important operational problems such as better calendar 
management, improved training of judges, and timeliness in disposing of cases. 
The Administrative Office of the Courts is now in the process of establishing 
an information system, on an automated basis, which can provide more timely 
data on a wider variety of administrative and legal topics. It recently hired 
an individual whose principal responsibility is courts planning. The rapport 
between the Administration Officer of the Courts and the SPA is continuous and 
friendly. 
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Sub-State Criminal Justice Planning 

The Division of Crime Control maintains a continuing liaison and coopera
tion with regional criminal justice planners who are located with the regional 
Councils of Government in the 17 planning regions of the state. There are no 
independent regional criminal justice planners apart from the regional Council 
of Governments organizations, since legislation in 1975 made them the sole re
cipients of funds passed through the SPA under LEAA auspices. 

This relationship seems to be cooperative and productive although there 
does not appear to be a great deal of integration in the planning function 
apart from that dealing with specific project grants. Criminal justice needs 
within the grant program are identified at the regional level and forwarded in 
priority fashion to the SPA for competition with other regions in a combination 
of local and state priorities. In some respects the "regional plan" may repre
sent something less than a full needs assessment followed by analyses and pri
ority setting. A series of forms is provided to regions whereby planners can 
"fill in the blanks" to provide the required plan. Planning is difficult at 
this level because of a short-range time perspective and strong "turf" con
sciousness which generates a strong proclivity to guard carefully the alloca
tion of grant funds rather than to give much attention to system concerns. 

The Legislature 

There is no single place in either the upper or lower house of the North 
Carolina legislature where criminal justice concerns are focused. Neither is 
there a consistent point of contact within the staff which provides support to 
the legislature (approximately 50 individuals provide support staff to the Com
mittees and leadership of the legislature). Contacts between executive staff 
such as the SPA staff and the legislature are ad hoc and change from issue to 
issue and time to time. There have been no established pathways of communica
tion between the SPA staff and the staff serving the legislature. This is 
attributed to the fact that there rarely is a consistent assignment of respon
sibility for specific topics within the legislative staff and thus the profes
sional point of contact does not remain constant. Another reason seems to be 
that the political habits of North Carolina are for most contacts between exec
utive agencies and the legislature to be handled through the political offi
cials in a given department or agency (usually the department secretary or 
agency head) with the key legislators who are most influential on a given is
sue or topic. (These mayor may not be the committee chairmen of the particu
lar subject matter committee.) Therefore, in the process of reviewing poten
tial criminal justice legislation for the 1979 legislation session, the major 
contact with the legislature will be the Secretary of the Department of Crime 
Control and Public Safety with the legislative leadership. 

An influential member of the Senate and former member of the North Caro
lina House of Representatives observed that the legislature is interested in, 
and intends to have, a more important voice in the funding decisions of LEAA 
pro jects. The normal process in the past has been for the legislature to 
appropriate a block of funds (state matching share) for LEAA projects antici
pated during a given biennium for allocation by the SPA to state agencies and 
local governments. 
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Interest Groups 

The impact of interest groups upon criminal justice planning is sporadic 
and somewhat muted, with several exceptions. The State Bar Association is es
pecially powerful, having considerable standing with the legislature, the Gov
ernor, and the Attorney General. The Bar Association this past year was asked 
to take the lead in reviewing the problem of sentencing reform and proposing 
possible legislation. Law enforcement officials, represented by the Sheriffs' 
Association and the Association of Chiefs of Police have maintained close con
tact with the SPA and the grant program. Juvenile service organizations have 
been especially active through the Juvenile Justice Committee of the Governor's 
Crime Commission. Judges and District Attorneys--both elected on the partisan 
ballot in North Carolina--carry influence beyond their official position be
cause of party/political ties. Finally, faculty at the University of North 
Carolina, especially the Institute of Government, have had considerable influ
ence through their studies, research, training, and conSUlting in criminal jus
tice topics. Typically the University is treated as a neutral source of expert 
knowledge that is useful and welcomed. 

The Nature of Criminal Justice Planning in North Carolina 

Most of what is described as "planning" among criminal justice agencies 
in North Carolina is relatively short-term preparation for implementing a pro
gram or project, or is related directly to the LEAA grant program. There are 
two clear exceptions: (1) the master plan activity for a ten-year program that 
is currently under way in the Department of Corrections; and, (2) the coordi
nation of a Governor's Criminal Justice Legislative package under the aegis of 
the Governor's Crime Commission. Both of these activities are significant, not 
only because they are quite separate from LEAA mandated activity, but because 
they both engage most of the elements of the North Carolina criminal justice 
system in orderly analyses of cross-cutting problems with broad political fac
tors being duly considered. Key program actors are involved so that neither 
activity is an "ivory tower" exercise, but tied to pragmatic political and 
financial considerations. 

The LEAA mandated planning process should not be sold short. Although 
much of the earlier planning effort of the SPA was a pro forma compliance ex
ercise, it more recently has come to reflect what probably were the basic in
tentions of the 1968 Act; that is, a series of systematic activities covering 
problem identification (or needs), goal-setting and prioritization, followed by 
grant selection and implementation and, finally, evaluation and feed-back into 
a reiteration of the process. This is still somewhat idealized as the actual 
process is more a collection of partially identified needs, trade-offs among 
priorities that may not be comparable, and a gradual shifting (via trial and 
error) toward more successful, better justified, and researched projects. Any 
one year's collection of grant projects is unlikely tobe particularly cohesive 
in design and purpose; but over time they do appear to move the system forward 
in terms of its capability and the development of desirable interconnections. 

This whole process has been upgraded considerably since the beginning of 
the LEAA program when the bulk of the grants went to law enforcement projects 
and the "comprehensive plan" was more of a retrospective rationalization of the 
collection of grants already selected for funding. Now, the regions regularly 
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submit prioritized needs, updated from previous estimates and plans. The Gov
ernor's Crime Commission, through its subcommittees, identifies state-wide 
problems by functional areas (e.g., juvenile justice, law enforcement, etc.) 
and sets state level priorities for the LEAA grant program. Although the 
LEAA program is still the framework around which this exercise takes place, it 
is viewed by the leadership of the Commission as a means of leverage to induce 
change and innovation within the criminal justice system, rather than as an 
end in itself or a mechanism for distributing the Federal largess. 

Regional planners tend to view much of this process as paper shuffling 
in order to obtain the grant money. Several have observed that the priorities 
of the regions are so different, one from another, as to be relatively useless 
in the determination of state-wide priorities; and the Commission appears to 
approach priority-setting more from a general state-wide perspective rather 
than starting from some amalgamation of regionally-determined needs. Local 
planning seems most successfully focussed on single project development and 
implementation, and least successful in integrating across components orlevels 
of government. 

The development of a legislative agenda on criminal justice for the 1979 
legislative session is an impressive step forward by the SPA. It derives prin
cipally from two sources: the Governor's own interests and perceptions of 
need for legislative change, and the series of 37 public hearings conducted by 
the Secretary of Crime Control and Public Safety on criminal justice concerns. 
Although this effort was mounted hurriedly and lacked the time for elegant 
analyses, it should produce both near term and longer range spin-offs, with 
further opportunity for substantial analyses and public discussion. 

The Institutionalization of Criminal Justice Planning 

A substantial number of the more than 30 officials interviewed believe 
that criminal justice planning at the state level in North Carolina already has 
been institutionalized. They recognize that considerable improvements toward 
a firmer "rooting" of the process remain to be accomplished, but they contend 
that the process has irrevocably changed and will remain even if theLEAA grant 
program dries up. Most concede that a withdrawal of Federal funds would set 
the program back and probably cause some reduction in SPA staff capability, 
but they believe that the Commis:;::i.on and the SPA have proved their value and 
would be strongly supported for state funding by Governor Hunt. However, few, 
if any, of the regional criminal justice structures would be likely to survive 
(though most of the staff probably would be absorbed by assignment into other 
duties by the COG's). 

There are several reasons why this prognosis probably is correct. First 
and foremost is the strong, highly visible, support of Governor Hunt. This is 
highlighted in a number of ways: (1) his special message to the legislature 
in 1977 on crime control which called for the creation of the new Department 
of Crime Control and Public Safety; (2) his appointment of his close personal 
friend and political ally, Judge Carlton, as first Secretary of the new depart
ment (3) his public (and frequent) backing of the Secretary and the SPA direc
tor in their various efforts to improve criminal justice planning and coordina
tion; (4) his continued vigorous interest in criminal justice issues (e.g., the 
1979 legislative agenda) in North Carolina and nationally as Chairman of the 
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National Governor's Association Committee on Criminal Justice. Second, the 
Governor's Crime Commission is broadly representative of the criminal justice 
community, has potent leadership, and has begun to "find its role" in dealing 
with broader, cross-cutting issues/problems in criminal justice. Third, the 
SPA enjoys a friendly organizational location in the Department of Crime Con
trol and Public Safety where it plays a central planning/coordination role 
with excellent staff, good momentum, and support/access at the secretarial and 
gubernatorial levels. 

There are several areas where the institutionalization could be solidified 
through some patient nurture. The linkages to the General Assembly are weak, 
dependent principally upon the Secretary and the Governor. Practical means 
need to be explored as to how more frequent liaison may be established between 
professional staff of the SPA and those serving the General Assembly. Concern 
has been expressed both by the legislators and executive officials about the 
legislature's resentment at being "locked into" matching grant programs and the 
desire to have a greater role in these programs (yet having no comprehensive 
mechanism itself to review criminal justice needs across the whole system). 
Another area that deserves strengthening is a more systematic, even if infor
mal, participation in the budget review process whereby the SPA can bring a 
systemic perspective to bear. This is a delicate area, especially since the 
SPA is a component of a department with claims on the budget, but the staff 
relationships already exist between the SPA and the Budget Office whereby a 
more comprehensive activity can be approached. The data systems for compre
hensi ve planning simply do not yet exist in North Carolina although they ap
pear to have a high priority and substantial progress is being made. The staff 
and agencies responsible for the development of the data systems have a prag
matic view toward installing the kinds of systems which can be maintained with
out undue cost and which will provide information useful to line managers, al
though these may not be the type of data systems most sought by LEAA. Finally, 
both the SPA and the Commission need to underline their fundamental concern 
with criminal justice planning in contrast to grants administration through 
allocating more time and staff to the planning function. Both the SPA and the 
GCC suffer from being almost solely identified throughout the state as surro
gates in North Carolina for the LEAA grant mechanism. 

Persons Interviewed--North Carolina 

SPA (Division of Crime Control) 

Gordon Smith, III, Director 
Bruce E. Marshburn, Deputy Director 
Anne Bryan, Director of Planning and Evaluation 
Gregg C. Stahl, Planning and Evaluation Specialist 
Debbie Carrington, Courts Specialist 
Alex Almasy, Corrections Specialist 
Robert Hinkle, Juvenile Justice Specialist 
Virginia Neb, CJIS Specialist 
David Jones, Systems Analysis 
Don Jones, Law Enforcement Specialist 
Robert Collins, Juvenile Code Revision 

I 
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Governor's Crime Commission 

Judge Burley B. Mitchell, Jr. (Chairman) (Justice of North 
Carolina Court of Appeals) 

Barbara W. Sarody (Chairman, Juvenile Justice Committee) 
Director, Youth Care, Inc., Greensboro 

Beth Finch (Law Enforcement Center) (Mayor, Fayettesville, 
North Carolina) 

Darryl L. Bruestle, Chief, Wilmington Police Department 

State Executive Officials 

Governor James B. Hunt, Jr. 
Robert Trimble, Deputy Secretary of Corrections 
J. Philip Carlton, Secretary, Department of Crime Control 

and Public Safety 
Howard Kramer, Deputy Attorney General 
G. G. Williams, Director of Management, Department of 

Corrections 
Arnold Zogry, Assistant Secretary of Administration 
Susan Adams, State Budget Officer 
Les Stevens, State Budget Officer 
Enoch Holloway, State Budget Officer 

Courts 

Bert M. Montague, Director, Administrative Office of the 
Courts 

Others 

Senator Robert Wynn (Committee on Corrections) 
Richard Mc}ffihon, Institute of Government, University of 

North Carolina 
Ron Lynch, Institute of Government, University of North 

Carolina 
Perry Powell, Director, North Carolina Justice Academy, 

Cape Fear, North Carolina 
Phil Lyons, Deputy Director, North Carolina Justice Academy, 

Cape Fear, North Carolina 
Jerry Ramsey, Criminal Justice Planner, Cape Fear Council of 

Governments 



APPENDIX J 

Criminal Justice Planning in North Dakota 

Introduction 

Criminal jus tice planning in North Dakota is characterized by pluralism 
and informality. It is most influenced by the demography of the state, and a 
modern version of North Dakota's historic "prairie populism" which is mani
fested in strong local autonomy and a distrust of power in executive functions. 
In spite of the many influences and structural patterns which could make crim
inal justice coordination or planning impossible, the function is carried out 
successfully because of the mutual recognition for such coordination, a general 
spirit of good will among the participants, and a pragmatic approach by those 
involved. The same environment that resists centralization and more formal 
structure nurtures the informal person-to-person approach which permits posi
tive action. 

Nearly every state official interviewed attempted to facilitate under
standing by observing that "North Dakota is a small state" and emphasizing the 
importance of informal as contrasted with formal relationships. Therefore, it 
may be useful to note a fe\IT demographic features of the state at the outset. 
First, North Dakota is not a small state physically; it comprises an area of 
approximately 71 ,000 square miles. It is a small state in terms of population, 
having a total of 620,000 inhabitants-distributed among 53 counties and 358 
incorporated municipalities (159 of which have fewer than 200 inhabitants). 
Approxima tely 56 percent of the popula tion lives on farms or in ci ties of fewer 
than 2,500. By these standards, North Dakota is a rural state. 

In terms of criminal justice activities, the major focus is upon local 
government and law enforcement. Of the total e.xpendi tures for criminal jus
tice activities (approximately $18,000,000 per year) the state accounted for 
approximately 30 percent, the counties 28 percent, and the municipalities 42 
percent. The major area of state outlay was for corrections. 

The criminal justice functions at the state level are scattered among a 
variety of agencies. With the exception of the courts, which are to be "uni
fied" in accordance with a recently amended constitutional article, criminal 
justice functions are decentralized. Dispersion, or decentralization of exec
utive authority is a tradition in North Dakota. No executive officer or agency 
has very much strength; most of the "power" at the state level rests with the 
legislature. Although conceptually North Dakota criminal justice functions are 
"ripe" for reorganization, one senior state official observed that there is 
a general feeling among the population that pluralization of executive power 
and authority has been good, it is workable, and there is no reason to change 
this in the near future. He characterized North Dakota state government as 
essentially "government of the 1880' s," much as it was when originally estc:l.b
lished (1889). 

However, this is not now a serious disability. Because of the rural 
nature of the state, and the relatively small population, there is personal 
knowledge and acquaintanceship among the membership of the component criminal 
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justice communities. For example, the superintendent of the State Highway 
Patrol acknowledged that he knows most of the chief law enforcement officers 
in North Dakota. Members of the North Dakota Combined Law Enforcement Council 
(the governing body of the SPA) attest to the fact that the work of the Council 
is not highly structured, yet is more or less easily accomplished because "most 
of the people in the Council know one another and most of the people who play 
responsible and major roles in criminal justice are closely familiar with one 
another." The informality is best epitomized, perhaps, by the fact that the 
Governor does not have an unlisted telephone number, so that he receives calls 
directly from citizens, at all hours, seeking assistance on some personal prob
lem which they associated with state government--and they receive a courteous 
audience. It is the same type of informality which facilitates coooperation 
across lines that may be strongly partisan, and where personal and professional 
respect, as well as mutual common purpose, supervene traditional or institu
tional barriers. 

This combination of resistance to formal centralization and a pragmatic 
approach to informal cooperative ventures, can conflict with attempts to impose 
uniform approaches to a class of problems. For example, LEAA regulations on 
the treatment of status offenders in jails were considered unworkable in North 
Dakota, leading to the decision not to participate in this program. The spar
sity of the population and the relatively meager facilities which could realis
tically be provided precluded meeting the regulations. Much the same phenome
non was experienced in the field of record keeping and data processing where 
the real needs of the state were judged to be considerably simpler than that 
required under the regulations--again leading to a determination not to par
ticipate in the Federal program. (Of course, the main purpose of the regula
tions at the outset was to provide leverage for perceived needed "innovative" 
changes in these systems. The less populated, less formally structured states 
often may find themselves outside zones of reasonable comparison with more 
urbanized, highly organized states.) 

The fact that North Dakota is characterized by a pluralistic and informal 
system, however, should not be taken to mean that the criminal justice plan
ning function has no roots or is incapable of being institutionalized. Common 
practice can be as powerful a force, if not more so, than a law in the statute 
books. The habit of viewing criminal justice problems as part of a larger 
system of criminal justice is beginning to take hold in North Dakota. It is 
true that the program, and the attention of the Council, has been focused 
primarily upon the LEAA grant program and its administration. However, key 
leaders (such as the Attorney General, the Chief Justice of th~.Supreme Court, 
senior law enforcement officials, and others) have strongly endorsed coopera
tive action in criminal justice planning and continue to bring more resources 
to bear on the more systematic pursuit of this function. The LEAA grant pro
gram has been a driving force (some would say a diverting element) in North 
Dakota. A number of experienced officials and criminal justice observers 
believe that a diminution of the grant program would not eliminate criminal 
justice planning and coordination at the state level. 

The SPA 

The North Dakota SPA (the Combined Law Enforcement Council) actually goes 
back to the year before the enactment of the Omnibus Crime Control Law, 1967, 
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when the Law Enforcement Council was established to replace the North Dakota 
Commission on Peace Officers' Standards and Training. The duties and responsi
bilities of the LEC included: 1 

• to cooperate with and assist all Federal, state and local law enforce
ment agencies and officials; 

• to make legislative recommendations on matters affecting law enforce-
ment; 

• to accept gifts or grants or contracts with persons or organizations, 
including the Federal Government, on such terms as may be beneficial to the 
state; 

• to recommend jail rules and inspect jails; 

• to conduct law enforcement training programs; 

• to recommend selection standards for the hiring of police officers; 

• to prescribe minimum standards for training prior to carrying a side arm; 

• to establish and coordinate the development of a uniform records man
agement system for North Dakota law enforcement agencies. 

Following the enactment of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act 
of 1968 which established LEM, the LEC legislation was slightly amended, 
through membership changes in the Council, to make the LEC eligible for LEAA 
grants. The Council consists of 35 members representing all elements in the 
criminal justice community. The Council is supported by an executive director 
and staff of approximately eight professionals, representing finance, training, 
corrections, police services, courts, juvenile jus tice, research and evalua
tion, and pla.nning. Initially, because of its state charter, the LEC showed 
special i.nterest in jail problems and i.n law enforcement training. Hith LEAA's 
support, the North Dakota Law Enforcement Training Center was established, 
under the management of the S tate Highway PatroL III addi tion, a regional law 
enforcement training center managed by the Fargo Police Department was located 
in the more populated eastern portion of the state. Although there has been a 
reduction in emphasis upon the construction of facilities during the past sev
eral years, the LEC did sponsor the establishment of four Combined Law Enforce
ment Centers which provide Eacilities housing such criminal justice functions 
as police, courts, and corrections agencies on a multi-county basis. The in
spection of jails and the establishment of standards for jails continued to 
receive attention by the SPA under its state charter though it never was given 
clear enforcement authority to impose the proposed regulations. In spite of 
this, the inspection program resulted in the closing out of over 150 substand
ard or archaic jails, so that now there are 44 county jails and 13 city jails. 

LEC stafE work informally with other state agencies to identify needs and 
to develop proposals which can pilot-test potential solutions to those needs. 

1Chapter 12-61, North Dakota Century Code. 
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They have worked closely with the Attorney General's Office, the State Police, 
the State Penitentiary, juvenile authorities, the State Administrative Officer 
of the Courts, local authorities, and criminal justice associations. In addi
tion, the staff has been responsible for developing draft legislation based on 
needs identified in working with client groups. In the case of both the legis
lation and potential grant proposals, the suggested action is placed before 
one of several committees of theLEC for review and recommendation before going 
finally to the LEC for decision. Members of th~ Council acknowledge that the 
full Council rarely overturns recommendations of one of its committees. Fol
lowing Council approval, the proposed project will go to LEAA for approval, or 
in the case of legislation, to the state legislature. 

Smooth, if informal, linkages have been established with all of the key 
elements in the criminal justice system at the state level and with appropri
ate counterpart organizations (principally law enforcement officials) at the 
local level. Most of the linkages at the sub-state level are in specialty 
areas and not between planners as such. There is little general criminal jus
tice planning done at the sub-state level and there is very limited profes
sional staff available to man this function in multi-county planning districts. 

The Governor's Council 

The Combined Law Enforcement Council is a general reflection of the crim
inal justice system in North Dakota and is considered to represent that "con
stituency" quite well. It provides general guidance to the relatively small 
SPA staff. Senior criminal justice officials who are members of the Council, 
as well as others, agree that the Council has only occasionally "picked away" 
at system-wide issues or problems, and does not pursue a leadership role for 
the criminal justice system in North Dakota. However, it does represen.t much 
of the criminal justice leadership. 

Some observers believe that the influx of LEAA funds in early 1969 tended 
to focus Council members' attention on grant priorities and grant administra
tion, includin.g the allocation of funds, while leaving the more substantive 
matters in criminal justice to the attention of the SPA staff. 

With the advent of the LEAA, there came an abundance of funds, 
and, we suggest, lessening concerns witheither planning or account
ability. There were individual Council members who maintained these 
concerns, of col' se, but the minutes of the Council meetings indi
cate a shift from the discussion of substantive matters to almost 
total involvement in the distribution of grant funds and concern with 
meeting Federal requirements to ensure the continuation of those 
funds. The directives under which the Council was created then became 
concerns of the Council staff, primarily while the Council members 
concentrated on the equitable award of grants. Similarly, other 
improvements in law enforcement and the criminal justice system in
tended by the programs funded by the Council were essentially removed 
from the scrutiny of Council members themselves. The reality of a 
central law enforcement/criminal justice planning organization at 
the state level seems to have been interrupted by the availability 
of funds before the specific needs for funds were established. The 
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major concern of the Council seems to have become equitable distri
bution rather than planning, with the planning function being passed 
on to the Council staff. 2 

Nuch of this description appears valid today. Host of the time of the 
Council and its committees is taken up with grant consideration and decision. 
However, one mus t not lose sight of the fact that these same committees and 
the Council do update the identification of needs within the state, a general 
prioritization of areas for funding activity, and review legislative proposals. 
A number of Counci 1 membe rs argue tha t North Dakota's "needs" really are to 
achieve minimum standards in the key criminal justice functions such as stand
ard police equipment, fundamental training for peace officers, a uniform sys
tem of record keeping for jai ls, and administrative support to courts. These 
may not be as "innovative" as envisioned in the LEAA charter legislation; how
ever, they do provide the essential first steps which must be taken before 
substantial innovation is possible. 

State-Level Criminal Justice Agencies 

Criminal jus tice functions are dispersed among a number of executive agen
cies at the state level. The State Highway Patrol, headed by a superintendent 
appointed directly by the Governor, is an autonomous agency having responsibil
ity for law enforcement on the state highways and for the security of state 
property and state buildings. The Governor may authorize the Patrol to pro
vide assistance to sheriffs' departments in counties or to municipal police in 
cities. The State Radio Department which services the State Patrol and other 
law enforcement officials, is located under the Director of State Institutions. 
There is some feeling that the State Radio Department should be a function of 
the State Patrol although it is conceded to have other functions such as civil 
defense and disaster communications as well. 

The responsibility for corrections i.s located in several places: the 
State Parole Board has responsibility for parole and probation, while the 
Director of Institutions has under his jurisdiction the State Penitentiary, 
the State Farm, and the State Industrial School (the latter two being minimum 
security institutions). In addition, the Department of Social Services has the 
State Youth Authority. In practice, the warden of the State Penitentiary also 
is the general supervisory official for the State Farm. County and local jails 
are used primarily as holding facilities. or for minor local offenses, but may 
be used to incarcerate prisoners for up to one year. The penitentiary popula
tion in North Dakota is less than 300. These institutions have been relatively 
peaceful in the recent past so that there is little public consciousness about 
their operation. 

The Attorney General has a cluster of criminal justice functions. In ad
dition to responsibility for acting as counsel to state agencies, providing 

-------.-------
2Bob Helten and Michael Beller, "Evaluation and the SPA's: One State's 

Experience in the Context of the Future without Regional Offices," paper pre
pared for discussion at the 1977 Annual Heeting of the American Society of 
Criminology, November 16 at Atlanta, Georgia, page 10. 
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technical assistance to local prosecutors, or undertaking special investiga
tions at the request of the Governor, the Attorney General has responsibility 
for a drug enforcement unit, liquor licensing, consumer fraud, and the Bureau 
of Criminal Investigation. The latter conducts special investigations and pro
vides assistance to local law enforcement officials. (Forensic laboratory as
sistance is provided localities by the State Laboratory.) The drug enforce
ment and the consumer fraud units were organized on a pilot basis through LEM 
funding. Prosecuting attorneys in North Dakota counties are elected on a non
partisan ballot and are the state prosecutors in criminal cases. Since most 
of the counties have only part-time prosecutors, the Attorney General has sug
gested a system of regional prosecution, where the attorneys would be full 
time. A regional public defender program was sponsored with LEM funds, but 
was not continued when the grant funding concluded. The SPA Director currently 
is pursuing the possibility of State Bar Association funding to test the pub
lic defender type program on a contractual basis. 

The court system in North Dakota, though not truly unified, will become 
so in the near future since the passage in 1976 of a Constitutional amendment 
providing the outline for a unified court system. The court system is under 
the general jurisdiction of the Chief Justice of the North Dakota Supreme 
Court, with administrative support to the Supreme Court and court planning 
coming from the Office of the State Court Administrator. 

The Courts 

As noted above, a new judicial article was adopted by the North Dakota 
electorate in September 1976 providing for a uniform court system. The judi
ciary and legislative leaders undertook a planning process to review North 
Dakota Court structure and jurisdiction and the administrative process which 
would lead to the consolidation of an effective unified court system. Legis
lative recommendations from this planning process are being presented in the 
1979 legislature for consideration. The judicial system consists of four 
classes of courts. First, is the Supreme Court consisting of a Chief Justice 
and four associates (elected for ten'-year terms, with the Chief Justice serv
ing a term of five years). It is the final appellate court in the state for 
all criminal court cases. It exercises original jurisdiction over writs of 
habeus corpus, mandamus, et c" and in cases of public concern affecting the 
S'QVe'reign rights of the state. At the second level are the District Courts 
consisting of 19 judges in six judicial districts, with the judges elected for 
six-year terms. (All justices in the North Dakota court system are elected on 
a nonpartisan ballot.) This court has original jurisdiction in all criminal 
cases, in all juvenile matters, and issuing writs, process, and commissions 
provided by law. It also serves as an appellate court to municipal and county 
courts. The third level is the County Court which is in three classes: (1) the 
County Court with Increased Jurisdiction (located in 16 counties with one judge 
per county) which has original jurisdiction in civil cases up to $1,000, small 
claims for the same level, all misdemeanor cases, and appellate jurisdiction 
over municipal courts. The second group is the County Justice Court which is 
located in 37 counties (one justice per county) and has original jurisdiction 
in civil cases up to $200, misdemeanor cases, small claims up to $500; can 
institute search and seizure, hold preliminary hearings and try other cases as 
provided by law; it has no appellate jurisdiction. '.the third is the ordinary 
County Court with 37 judges in 37 counties which has original jurisdiction in 

- ------~~-------------------------------
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all probate, guardianship and other testimentary matters but has no appellate 
jurisdiction. When this court is combined with the County Justice Court it 
becomes then what is known as the County Court wit h Increased Jurisdiction 
(when approved by the county electorate). In all three versions of this county 
court system, judges are elected for four-year terms. Finally, there is the 
Hunicipal Court which has original jurisdiction in all offenses against city 
ordinances (in North Dakota there are something over 100 municipal judges). 
Hunicipal Court judges are elected by city voters for a four-year term. Juve
nile Court and Family Court are services of the District Court. Small Claims 
Court and mental health commitments are services of the various County Courts. 

North Dakota and some other western states have a peculiarity in their 
legal systems caused by the location of Federa 1 Indian reservations within the 
confines of the state. The state has no jurisdiction, civil or criminal, over 
Indian reservations. The Federal Government is preeminent as to jurisdiction 
on Indian reservations. Although Federal laws exist which make it possible for 
tribes to grant civil jurisdiction to the states, and North Dakota has estab
lished legislation which provides such a mechanism for the assumption of civil 
jurisdiction, neither has been established on any reservation in North Dakota. 
Two recent cases of the North Dakota Supreme Court established that there is 
no state remedy available for injuries occurring to an Indian or non-Indian, 
even in an automobile accident on a state highway, within the limi ts of an 
Indian reservation. 3 The Federal courts have jurisdiction over felonies com
mitted on the reservation and the tribal courts have jurisdiction over mis
demeanors and civil claims up to $300. This leaves all civil jurisdiction over 
$300 in no court at all. Litigants with a civil claim over $300 are left 
without a forum in which to pursue their claim. 

The State Court Administrator was established in 1971, supported initially 
by LEAA grant funds. The State Court Administrator is the Executive Secretary 
of the Judicial Counci 1, in addition to his responsibilities for administra
tive and managerial support to the Chief Justice and the Supreme Court. A 
management information system, education programs, fiscal management, and 
planning services have been established. The State Court Administrator and 
local judicial leaders are now cooperating on administrative matters. Article 
87 of the new judicial article makes the State Court Administrator a Constitu
tional office. 

A pilot program in court administration has been initiated at the District 
Court level. The Fourth Judicial District, in cooperation with the State Court 
Administrator, established a District Court Administrator located in Burleigh 
County. Relieving the District Court judges of administrative duties under 
their supervision, the District Court Administrator has undertaKen major case 
scheduling, budgeting, jury management, and planning tasks within the judicial 
district. Coordinating relationships have been established with the county gov
ernment, county court officials, and clerks of district courrs in this program. 

3Gourneau v. Smith, 207 m~ 2d 256 (N.D.), and Nelson v. Dubis, 232 NW 2d 54 
(N.D. 1975). 

---------.----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Sub-State Criminal Justice Planning 

North Dakota has established a series of resource, conservation, and de
velopment districts to which were attached regional justice planners in six 
such districts. It is within these groups that the principal responsibility 
for sub-state criminal justice planning resides. As is so often the case in 
other states, little political support is given to these sub-state efforts. 
At least on one occasion, serious thought was given to dropping financial sup
port to the RPU's because of anticipated funding stringencies. Aside from the 
generic state planning agency (not to be confused with the LEC) there has not 
been consistent support for this sub-state activity. Localities are not al
ways interested since regional planners frequently are viewed as a filter be
tween local agencies (especially in larger communities) and the SPA. Planning 
resources at the regional level are so minimal, many officials believe what
ever support is needed in terms of planning can be provided through technical 
assistance from the SPA. 

The Legislature 

The North Dakota legislature meets only once every other year for 60 days, 
though it can be ext-ended to 80 days by special action. The legislature is 
supported by the North Dakota Legislative Council which provides essential 
staff both during and between sessioris~ - Interim study committees deal with 
specific topics as established by each legislature in preparation for the next 
legislative session. For example, thete is an interim study committee on the 
criminal justice system. Relations between the LEC and the Legislative Coun
.cil are described by members of both as being close and generally informal. 
It is not always clear '"here the initiative on a particular project starts, 
but this is not considered too important since the two work together on vari
ous studies. The Legislative Council recently completed a four-year study on 
a new criminal code which was presented to the legislature in 1979 and is 
being continuously updated. This program was funded with LEAA grant money 
through the LEC. In another instance, the s):udies of the correctional system 
initiated by the LEC found a receptive audience in the Legislative Council. 
The legislature has continuing interest, through the Legislative Council, in 
courts, the prosecutorial system, and corrections. It should be noted t 11at 
every member of the legislature has a seat on at least one of the Council CI)m
mittees so that all members participate in these interim committee activitiE'\s. 

Within the Committee on Criminal Justice two studies are currently under 
way: the first deals with the adequacy of the statutes on the use of dangerous 
or controlled substances, including criminal penalties relating thereto. This 
.concern grew out of the drug enforcement program in the Attorney General's Of
fice. The second study deals with the prosecutorial function, essentially the 
question of full-time versus part-time State's Attorneys, and whether or not 
"state guidance" is needed or would be desirable. The Corrections and Penology 
Committee has two action areas in which it is working. First, there is a jail 
study which was initiated by LEG; and, second, the policy question of how the 
state should handle its women prisoners. There are few women prisoners in 
North Dakota, so several alternatives have been proposed including a combined 
facility for women and juveniles (not looked upon too favorably by juvenile 
authorities), the possibility of a small facility solely for women (considered 
impractical), or ~ol1tracting with another state or with a Federal institution. 
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Since the Council provides not only staff support to the legislature in 
the interim but also provides staff support to the legislature during the brief 
60-day session, this group provides a fundamental base for linkage with the 
LEC on criminal justice concerns. Directors of both organizations, supported 
by the Attorney General and other senior state officials, attest to the excel
lence and frequency of contact and cooperation between these two groups. The 
Attorney General, who is .:tlso the chairman of the Law Enforcement Council, fre·
quently takes the political leadership on criminal justice legislation. How
ever, the Attorney General has not used his position as chairman of the Council 
to press any particular piece of legislation as endorsed by the Council. It 
is his opinion that the Council carries its weight with the legislature pri
marily working as individuals, because they represent a substantial constitu
ency of associations or professionals within the state. The Attorney General 
believes that the relatively large size of the Council has value in that the 
members can represent a fairly wide constituency to the members of the legisla
ture. To the extent that Council members do reflect and carry their constitu
ency elements with them, legislative recommendations of the Council do have 
strong support and are likely to be considered favorably by the legislature. 
In addition, the SPA is viewed as a neutral saurce of technical competence on 
criminal justice topics. 

Interest Groups 

The State Bar Association, and the Sheriff I s Association appear to have 
considerable influence in the criminal justice community. The Council has on 
its membership, as a statutory member, a representative of the North Dakota 
League of Cities which has a considerable interest in law enforcement problems 
since this is a fundamental concern of the many small towns and cities in North 
Dakota. Other groups undoubtedly are active and the Council is widely repre
sentative of all elements of the criminal justice community including profes
sional groups likely to have impact on the criminal justice or to be affected 
by it. One officiHl noted that sheriffs are a politically potent group be
cause they are elected on a county-wide non-partisan ballot, attain consider
able visibility, and usually are among the more active officials in a county. 

The Nature of Criminal Justice Planning in North Dakota 

In North Dakota, it has been the SPA staff which is responsible for crim
inal justice planning that goes beyond the compliance stages of the LEAA pro
gram. By common assent, the Law Enforcement Council has concentrated its 
attention upon the grant program, monitoring its health and allocating the 
funds among the various recipients. Some attention of the Council has been 
given to cross-cutting concerns and issues of the criminal justice system as 
a whole, but it is the SPA which bears the brunt of integrating the various 
pieces of the grant program into the larger whole. The key emphasis in the 
SPA in North Dakota has been upon coordination--bringing people and programs 
together for study and action. The LEC staff specialists interact closely 
with their professional counterparts in other elements of the criminal justice 
system, so that there are continuing linkages of an informal, professional 
nature with most of the criminal justice components, despite the widespread 
location of these elements. 
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The relationship bet\-leen the LEG and the budget operation within the state 
is very limited and relates strictly to the LEC's own budget and the general 
framework of the grant program. Conceivably it would be possible for the LEG 
to provide "technical assistance" in an examination of the criminal justice 
portions of the state budget. Staff capability at the level of the Governorls 
budget office is extremely limited (only two professionals) so that such an 
analysis conceiv&bly could be of considerable assistance in the executive bud
get process--providing it proved politically acceptable. 

In the larger sense, the LEG does informally coordinate criminal justice 
legislation through pulling together the various elements in informal meetings 
prior to the legislative session, passing these off for review to the Council 
and proposing these to the legislature with appropriate hearing support as 
necessary. 

One example of how the planning operation has been handled by the LEG was 
the 1970 juvenile justice plan which was developed following a series of hear
ings held throughout the state to identify juvenile justice needs. Special 
task groups were used, developed essentially from Council membership that was 
expanded to include other experts and interested parties. From this there 
developed a series of feedback groups to determine the utility of developing 
proposals to meet identified needs, then reviewing results from grant programs 
undertaken and on to a further needs assessment as the process reiterated. 
Although the process approaches operational planning, it is more in the nature 
of the coordination of various elements to achieve action objectives which have 
been determined by a broad look at an area of need--in cooperation with staff 
from other interested agencies. However, in this process, the Council has not 
been the leader in terms of determining priority areas or reflecting a total 
system of criminal justice. It tends to be undertaken more as a function of 
SPA staff initiative. 

There is considerable interest, as the LEAA program has tightened up, for 
the LEG to take a stronger hold of its 1967 mandate, placing greater emphasis 
on jail inspections, jail standards, peace officer training and standards, 
technical assistance, research and data analysiS directed to North Dakota 1 s 
peculiar needs, with less attention or emphasis on questions of administra
tion and operation of LEAA grants. 

The Institutionalization of Criminal Justice Planning 

Depending upon how one chooses to define criminal justice planning, it is 
possible to affirm that North Dakota in essence was one of several states that 
"led the nation" in moving into the criminal justice planning when the LEC was 
first mandated by the North Dakota legislature in 1967. It is true that this 
mandate was limited in its initial intent to law enforcement and local correc
tions concerns. However, it was a broad mandate to recommend legislation on 
all matters affecting law enforcement and to cooperate across the board at all 
levels. The LEG was not originally established to deal with criminal justice 
problems system-wide--but then neither was LEAA. The present level of SPA 
staff activity could in no way be supported by the kind of state appropriation 
that was made for the LEG in 1967 ($10,000). However, there are more propo
nents in the state government at this time for the kinds of activities which 
have been undertaken in support of the LEAA grant program than was the case in 
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1967. Important ins titutional and personal linkages have been established. 
Key state officials are supportive of criminal justice planning and have dedi
cated resources to it or have provided backing for obtaining such resources. 
Yet the institution is very fragile. At least half or more of the SPA staff 
might not be supported if all LEAA planning funds were withdrawn. Clearly the 
legisla ture would have to provide support for at leas t a minimal staff to 
carry out the recognized responsibilities with respect to jail inspection and 
standards, and peace officer training standards. Initial planning, initially 
supported by LEAA, is being picked up by the state so there is a practical 
precedent for criminal justice planning activities, of at least some magnitude. 

Although the SPA Director is appointed by and responsible to the Governor, 
there is no reason to believe that his tenure is related to that of the in
cumbent Governor. The Chairman of the Council, the Attorney General, is of 
the opposite party of the Governor but the two work well and closely together. 
The process of criminal justice planning appears to be well enough institution
alized so that poli tical incumbency, irrespect i ve of party, of the principal 
constitutional officers of the state is unlikely to cause any significant 
change. Legislative ties are essentially professional, close, well-developed 
and not partisan. 

In its own "informal" fashion, North Dakota has made a place for criminal 
justice planning although it may not be the same brand of a more sophisticated, 
formal nature found elsewhere. It appears to fit well into the environment in 
which it must operate; therefore, its outlook for survival is reasonably good. 

Persons Interviewed--North Dakota 

Oliver Thomas, Executive Director, North Dakota Combined Law 
Enforcement Council 

Colonel James Martin, Superintendent of Highway Patrol 
Honorable Allen I. Olson, A~torney General 
Honorable Arthur A. Link, Governor 
Joseph Havener, Warden, North Dakota State Penitentiary 
William G. Bohn, State Court Administrator 
Tom ~-1allner, Planning Coordinator 
Arne Boyum, North Dakota League of Cities 
Sharon Gallagher, Staff Attorney/Courts Coordinator 
Bob ReIten, Research and Evaluation Coordinator 
Richard Hilde, Chief Agent, Bureau of Criminal Investigation 
John Graham, Director, Legislative Council 



APPENDIX K 

Criminal Justice Planning in Virginia 

Introduction 

The principal themes which characterize criminal justice planning in Vir
ginia are incremental consolidation and mature, stable leadership. During the 
past decade the criminal justice system in Virginia, and state government as a 
whole, have been undergoing steady incremental change. There has been a step
by-step movement toward consolidation throughout state government vi.a the in
stitution of a "cabinet system" in which clusters of similar activities have 
been consolidated under a secretary who is responsible to the Governor. This 
is not to be confused with a "super department" concept, as the secretaries in 
Virginia have responsibility for policy and broad financial matters within 
their respective realms--they do not have operational control of the agencies 
for which they have responsibility. This cabinet system of government was 
first instituted in 1972. It was through an extension of this in 1976 that a 
Secretary of Public Safety was created, consolidating a number of criminal 
justice system activities in the Executive Branch, including the Division of 
Justice and Crime Prevention (the SPA» the Department of Corrections (con
taining all state adult and juvenile corrections activities as well as proba
tion and parole), the Rehabilitative School Authority (responsible for con
ducting all adult and juvenile education programs within state corrections 
facilities), the Department of State Police (which has general law enforcement 
duties and highway patrol responsibilities), the Criminal Justice Services 
Commission (charged with setting and enforcing training standards for criminal 
justice personnel, setting and enforcing qualifications for private security 
personnel, and coordinating the operation of and insuring the security and 
confidentiality of criminal justice information systems in the state), the 
Commonwealth's Attorneys' Services and Training Council (which coordinates the 
provision of training and technical assistance to all local prosecutors), the 
Capitol Police (responsible for security of the seat of state government), 
and the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (which operates the state's 
retail liquor stores and enforces ABC laws). Two other agencies which were 
added to the secretariat, but are not directly related to criminal justice, 
were the Virginia State Fire Services Commission and the Office of Fire Serv
ices Training. 

The second theme is personified by the Director of the Virginia SPA (Divi
sion of Justice and Crime Prevention), who holds the distinction of being the 
only SPA Director in Virginia, having been appointed to this position when the 
program was first started in 1968 and reappointed through three succeeding 
gubernatorial administrations. Progress in the improvement of the criminal 
justice system in Virginia is not characterized by anyone dramatic action, 
prJgram, or project; rather, it reflects steady, solid, continuing progress 
which is most impressive when one looks at current activities and the well
developed relationships among the various components in the system, compared 
to the much more fragmented nature and operation of the system as it existed 
some ten years ago. 

------~----------------------" 
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The SPA now spends at least as much or more time on the coordination of 
Virginia concerns, unrelated to any aspect of the LEAA grant program, as it 
does to the planning and programming of the Federal grant programs. It has 
established administrative, planning, data collection and analysis techniques, 
and arrangements which serve both purposes well and in an integrated fashion. 
The SPA has become a hub for criminal justice planning and coordinating activ
ities which include the state executive agencies, the Attorney General's of
fice, the interests of the legislature, the concerns of the judiciary, and 
local governments as well. By offering its services in a resource/technical 
assistance mode, the SPA regularly reviews and comments upon the budgets sub
mi tted to the Governor by all of the criminal justice elements in the state 
government, not withstanding the constitutional separation of the courts from 
the executive and the Attorney General's functions from those of the Governor's 
executive agencies. The SPA serves as the staff of the Secretary of Public 
Safety. The SPA has developed a professional and cordial relationship with 
both the professional staff members of the Virginia General Assembly dnd with 
the political leadership in the area of criminal justice. The SPA in Virginia 
was instrumental in obtaining planning and other assistance for the courts 
prior to the modification of the Omnibus Crime Control Act, setting aside spe
cial planning funds for the judicial function and funds for additional staff 
for the State Court Administrator. This cooperative relationship has contin
ued to grow, producing a spirit of professional and mutual cooperation in com
mon endeavors. 

These accomplishments all came :"bout, slowly and over time, because of 
the continued guidance provided by '':1e SPA and by the Governor's Council on 
Criminal Justice--both of which have had remarkable continuity of leadership. 
The accomplishments were based principally on developing a strong capability 
for planning, data collection, and data analysis within the SPA and making 
that competence available through a variety of means in terms of technical 
assistance and research and planning help where it might be needed in regions, 
local government, and in state agencies. At crucial points the LEAA grant 
program was used to provide substantive and/or financial leverage to open doors 
or entice initial cooperation for breaking new ground. 

There are several areas where the program has concentrated its resources 
and produced state-wide programs of substantial significance and impact. For 
example, like other states, Virginia has achieved considerable improvement in 
law enforcement personnel standards and training requirements--made possible 
through the collection and analysis of data about law enforcement officers, 
their pay, training, etc. The revelations of these early data collection ef
forts were quickly followed by state-wide development of training standards 
and the means to accomplish the needed training--in this case principally 
through regional criminal justice academies. Second, at the outset it became 
apparent that there would have to be some kind of consolidation or coordina
tion with respect to law enforcement communications systems since many depart
ments were submitting requests for communications equipment. As studies were 
made and standard plans developed, there was instituted a state-wide plan for 
a law enforcement communications system which invol ved not only updating equip
ment but consolidating systems to avoid unnecessary overlap interference. This 
plan ultimately facilitated the implementation of a state-wide law enforcement 
communications system with direct car-to-car cor.!IIlunications between all state 
and local officers. On the coordinative side, the work of the Council re
vealed the need to coordinate resources and talent in the field of drug abuse 
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control and prevention. The Council's efforts resulted in the statutory estab
lishment of a Drug Abuse Advisory Council (subsequently renamed the Substance 
Abuse Advisory Council) which now performs this function on a continuing basis. 
Finally, the probing of the Council and the SPA demonstrated the need for more 
adequate forensic laboratory support at the state level. Local departments 
were not receiving timely support that was needed in criminal investigation. 
The result was the creation of the Bureau of Forensic Science within a Divi
sion of Consolidated Laboratory Services. The Bureau and its three regional 
laboratories were funded by the SPA initially, with the state assuming the 
full cost two years ago. 

Throughout this period the SPA has made a systematic effort to help inter
ested officials and others understand the complexities of the criminal justice 
system in Virginia and to participate as fully as possible in the planning and 
coordination process so essential to bringing the disparate parts of the sys
tem together. One example of this effort is the short handbook first produced 
by the Division of Justice and Crime Prevention in 1974 titled, The Criminal 
Justice System in Virginia: An Introduction for Planners (December 1978). 
Through a variety of means, but principally through providing interested as
sistance to other agencies and officials, the SPA has suriceeded in developing 
a series of relationships (some formal and some informal) which 'support and 
strengthen its role as the principal agency responsible for state-wide crimi
nal justice planning and coordination. This responsibility is clearly outlined 
in the law which established the Division of Justice and Crime Prevention and 
the Governor's Council on Criminal Justice. 1 However, two elements have had 
fundamental influence on the success of the SPA in meeting its responsibility 
both to the State of Virginia and to the LEAA program. One has been mature, 
capable leadership which fully recognized the environment in which the agency 
was required to operate and took full advantage of opportunities to make pro
gress while avoiding unnecessary confrontations. The second is a fortuitous 
continuity of leadership which provided the "institutional memory" and the 
opportunity to follow a long-range plan of action as events and opportunities 
unfolded. What has resulted i.s, a system of criminal j)J.stice planning and 
coordination which is well rooted in the regular' functions of state govern
ment in Virginia. The system is not yet complete, and it is far from the 
ideal laid out in the original Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1968; yet it has 
made substantial contributions to the improvement of criminal justice in Vir
ginia and it has the institutional strength to survive the anticipated wave 
of frugality in government. The Virginia SPA and its program have become 
well institutionalized in Virginia government. The way it achieved that status 
reflects a thorough understanding of Virginia's political system (and its 
peculiarities) by the SPA leadership. And it is for that same reaSon that 
its viability for the future looks good. 

The SPA 

In Virginia, the SPA is the Division of Justice and Crime Prevention (DJCP). 
The legislation establishing the Division was enacted in 1970 and assigns the 
DJCP broad planning and coordinating responsibilities relating to all aspects 

1Chapter 7.3, Sec. 2.1-64.23ff, Code of Virginia. 
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of criminal justice. In 1972 the General Assembly created six cabinet posi
tions, reporting to the Governor, with each agency of state government assigned 
to a cabinet member. Each cabinet member is responsible to the Governor for 
general coordination of the agencies assigned to him. As was the case with 
all "staff" (as opposed to "line") agencies, the SPA originally was assigned 
to the Secretary of Administration. In 1976, with the creation of a Secretary 
of Public Safety, the SPA became one of the principal agencies within that 
cluster and, in fact, the principal planning, coordination, and evaluation unit 
serving the Secretary of Public Safety in his broad responsibilities. 

The DJCP devotes approximately half of its effort to secretarial or system
wide concerns not specifically related to LEAA grant programs. Here the Divi
sion strives to stimulate, encourage, and support planning by criminal justice 
components, sub-state governmental units, and other elements of the criminal 
justice system. It is the Director's philosophy that the SPA should confine 
its planning to the "strategic level" as distinct from the "operational or 
tactical levels." For example, the SPA has been involved, literally from its 
establishment in 1968, in an attempt to identify major issues in criminal jus
tice administration at the program, agency, or system levels. While limited 
during the earlier years to the kinds of projects and programs that were ini
tiated or requested under the LEAA program, this quickly spread to non-LEAA 
program areas in the criminal justice community. The process is fundamentally 
one of issue identification, followed by analysis and evaluation, with recom
mendation for positive action and follow-up. Over the decade, the process has 
become considerably more sophisticated particularly as better data have been 
more systematically collected. The SPA has assisted the state's Department of 
Planning and Budget in developing a similar process for the program planning 
and budgeting system used throughout the state government. 

The SPA first became involved in the development of the state budget in 
1970 during ~the preparation of the budget for 1972-74 biennium. The SPA worked 
directly with the state's Division of Budget which asked the SPA to review 
and assess the budget requests from those state 'agencies and other organiza
tions responsible for state criminal justice related functions. Even at this 
early date, the review included a review of the budgets of both the Office of 
the Attorney General and the judicial system. The first "comprehensive" bud
get review had a two-fold purpose: (1) to determine whether or not state 
funds were requested for activities already supported by Federal grants, and 
(2) to advisQ the Division of Budget about the programmatic substance of cer
tain budget requests. The SPA then provided assistance in the next biennial 
budget, expanding its analysis into a comprehensive review of the full plans 
and budget requests of all those state agencies involved in criminal justice. 
Included, along with the Office of the Attorney General and the judiciary, 
were agencies that had major programs impacting criminal justice such as the 
Department of Health, the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, 
and the Department of Education. This second analysis was used both in the 
executive branch review and by key staff and legislators in the General As
sembly during the preparation and deliberation of the 1974-76 biennial budget. 
By 1974 (the beginning of preparation for the 1976-78 biennial budget), the 
SPA was firmly involved in this "advisory" budget process, serving both the 
executive through the Division of Budget, and the. General Assembly through 
the House Appropriations Committee. At this time, the SPA was located within 
the secretarial cluster of Administration. It had established working rela
tionships with the three secretaries who had responsibilities in the criminal 
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justice area (Administration, Human Resources, and Transportation and Public 
Safety), providing technical and analytical assistance to them in their budget 
reviews to fulfill the DJCP mandate for a "coordinated" approach to criminal 
justice in the state. The SPA has continued to act as a "coordinator" for 
the criminal justice system-wide budget requests, working with all the agencies 
across cabinet lines even though the SPA is now located within the purview of 
the Secretary of Public Safety instead of the Secretary of Administration. It 
continues to provide technical and analytical support through budget analyses 
to the legislature. Throughout this process, the SPA has managed to retain 
cordial and close working relationships with all of the criminal justice agen
cies, with the Department of Planning and Budget (successor agency to the Divi
sion of Budget), and the legislature. Since the SPA provides expert analytical 
and evaluative support and is not involved directly in the decision process 
relating to the budget (although it is involved indirectly by advising those 
who are), it is not viewed as a threat to its sister agencies. Rather~ it is 
viewed as an advocate of criminal justice matters by other elements in the 
system, since the DJCP's budget involvement has yielded more state money for 
criminal justice activity. The Director of DJCP believes that this non
threatening role is strengthened by the fact that the SPA is the planning and 
coordinating agency for the cabinet secretariat responsible for public safety 
and criminal justice and is not a part of the Department of Planning and Bud
get where he believes it inevi tably would be perceived as a budget cutter. 

As suggested above, the fundamental emphasis in criminal justice planning 
by the DJCP is long term, system-wide, "strategic" planning (in contrast to 
planning for execution--which is believed to be the responsibility of the ac
tion agency rather than the SPA) with a special emphasis upon technical assis
tance in all of its forms. 

Regional and local planning, including issue identification and priority 
setting, is integrated into the SPA's state-wide plan for criminal justice. 
However, the state plan is not merely the sum of the local or regional plans. 
In Virginia, the state plan takes cognizance of the special priorities and 
peculiarities of the various regions, but places emphasis upon state-wide and 
state agency concerns in the criminal justice system. This type of planning 
is consistent with the nature and organization of state and local government 
in Virginia, whereby the court system, the vast majority of the corrections 
system and prosecutorial systems are supported through state funding. Even 
a significant portion of the law enforcement function is supported by the state 
government--particularly in rural areas where the sheriffs' departments rep
resent the principal arm of law enforcement (the sheriffs' departments being 
supported two-thirds by state funds and one-third by county funds). It is 
principally in the major metropolitan areas, such as the Norfolk/Tidewater and 
the Northern Virginia/Hashington areas '\There there may be substantial local 
expenditures for law enforcement, corrections, and prosecution purposes; how
ever, the local or regional planning in both of these areas is rated as super
ior in comparison to sister regions within the state. 

Technically, the State Council on Criminal Justice (CCJ) is the supervis
ing body for the SPA. This is clearly the case with respect to the LEAA grant 
program; it has less supervisory responsibility over· the SPA for other func
tions now that the SPA reports to the Secretary of Public Safety and acts as 
the Secretary IS principal staff arm for planning, evaluation, and analyses. Al
though spending much of its time on the question of pr:i.orities, the allocation 
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of grant funds among broad areas and specific programs themselves, the Council 
is able to review major issues across the criminal justice system, raise and 
discuss questions related thereto, and provide broad guidance in terms of iden
tification of criminal justice concerns which go beyond theLEAA grant program. 

The Virginia Council on Criminal Justice 

Like its cohort groups in other states, the Virginia Council on Criminal 
Justice has tended to restrict its concerns principally to the LEAA grant pro
gram until recently. The firs t years were devoted largely to sorting out the 
program in terms of the burgeoning regulations and guidance coming from the 
Federal Government. There was a tendency to deal with small matters in terms 
of trade-offs within a grant or between various grants. As its members attest, 
it was difficult for the Council to relate to a concept of a "criminal jus
tice" system since law enforcement was the principal thrust during the forma
tive years. However, the Council itself began to be concerned about dealing 
with planning in the broader sense and has taken considerably more interest 
during the past five years in the broad systems interrelationships. This con
cern did grow from the grant program itself, however, and is illustrated in 
the way that the Council had to deal with the police communications problem. 
During the first years there were a host of grant requests from police depart
ments and sheriffs' departments seeking funds to purchase radios. Quite apart 
from its arbitration of relative priorities and need, the Council soon re
alized that it could not permit individual departments to buy equipment solely 
on their own, as there were important technical and operational problems which 
had to be considered--such as interference from one jurisdiction to another, 
overlapping frequencies, and the need for some compatibility among the various 
systems. This stimulated the Council and law enforcement officials to look 
at the question in broader terms, ultima tely resulting in a state-wide study 
and plan which integrated law enforcement radio equipment and networks on an 
optimum basis across the state. Although this problem was limited to the law 
enforcement components of the system, it demonstrates how the grant process 
itself forces an awareness of a number of problems which are cross-cutting and 
system-wide. It was from this kind of experience that the Council gradually 
began to look at other cross-cutting issues. A second factor was the in
creasing availability of better data about the various components in the crim
inal justice system which permitted more graphic problem identification and 
consideration. 

The Council on Criminal Justice has never become the premier planning 
body in criminal justice for Virginia. It has not for several rea,sons. First, 
as essentially a citizen body representing both general government officials, 
and those involved in the various aspects of criminal justice, the Council 
never asserted itself in either a program or political fashion. Second, the 
legislature established the State Crime Commission, whose purpose was to be 
advisory to the legislature. The Commission consists of legislators who step 
out on the political front, with relatively high visibility, and address those 
issues which generate greatest public concern. Third, the SPA g,radually 
evolved into a superb staff for planning and analytical support, and provided 
these kinds of services to such groups as the State Crime Commission, commit
tees of the legislature, the Governor's cabinet, and others on an as-needed 
basis. While the LEAA program kept the Council more or less fully occupied, 
the establishment of the Secretariat of Public Safety, with the SPA as its 
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principal staff arm, more or less took the action away from the Council in 
terms of being the planning leader. It does not necessarily follow that the 
Council could not take that leadership; however, a number of the members are 
ex-officio members from components within the Secretary of Public Safety's 
areas of responsibility so that such a role might conflict with their responsi
bili ties to the Secretary. The Council is advisory to the Governor, and as 
such, is one of the "collegial" bodies assigned to the Secretary. The Secre
tary has responsibility for all major criminal justice activities in the Execu
tive Branch and has taken the initiative (by his use of the SPA as his staff 
arm) to become the de facto coordinator on behalf of the Governor for all 
state-wide criminal justice concerns. 

State-Level Criminal Justice Agencies 

As noted earlier, virtually all of the important executive funcL Lons in 
the area of criminal justice are located within the purview of the Secretary 
of Public Safety. These include the SPA, state police, the state's adult and 
juvenile corrections programs, probation and parole, setting and enforcing 
training standards for criminal justice personnel, coordination of criminal jus
tice information systems, and training/technical assistance for local prose
cutors. The Bureau of Forensic Science, which provides laboratory analyses to 
state and local law enforcement officials, is located within the Division of 
Consolidated Laboratory Services of the Department of General Services. The 
Attorney General is one of the three Constitutional officers in the state of 
Virginia elected directly by the people and is independent of the Governor. 
The Attorney General has responsibility for criminal appeals to the state Su
preme Court, for original jurisdiction for a limited number of state crimes, 
and acts as counsel to executive agencies in the state. He does not have 
direct authority or supervisory responsibility over the local prosecutors 
(Commonwealth Attorneys, elected locally). The other body which does have some 
impact is the Compe.nsation Board located within the cluster of the Secretary 
of Administration and Finance. The Compensation Board is responsible for 
entertaining budget requests and setting the salaries' and budgets of local 
prosecutors and sheriffs (sheriffs' de-partments receive approximately two
thirds and local prosecutors approximately one-half of the budgets so estab
lished from state funds). 

Another key element of the system is the judiciary. In Virginia, the 
court system is unified, headed by a Supreme Court, with Circuit Courts (which 
are courts of general trial jurisdiction and the first courts for felony of
fenses), General District Courts, and Juvenile and Domestic Relations District 
Courts (which deal with misdemeanors and juvenile and domestic matters), and 
the magistrate system. The Chief Justice is the head of the judicial system 
and is supported by a staff in the Office of the Executive Secretary of the 
Supreme Court (the state court administrator). There is also a Public Defender 
Commission which has been pilot testing the establishment of public defender 
offices in selected jurisdictions in lieu of state-paid individual attorneys 
appointed from the bar to represent indigent defendants. 

As noted, the legislature created the Virginia State Crime Commission as 
an advisory body to it on criminal justice matters. The Con~ission does not, 
in any way, displace the legislative responsibility of the Courts of Justice 
Committees in both the Senate and House of Delegates. Like the House and 
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Senate Judiciary Committees of the U. S. Congress, the Virginia legislature's 
Courts of Justice Committees have responsibility for most, if not all, legisla
tion affecting criminal justice. 

In this framework, the basic power of the criminal justice system rests 
with the Governor and the General Assembly. The General Assembly selects 
(elects and appoints) the members of the judiciary from the Supreme Court 
through the District Courts. It also has a strong influence on the administra
tion of the District Courts through the Committee on District Courts which is 
composed of the Chairman and two members each of the House and Senate Courts 
of Justice Committees and three judges appointed by the Chief Justice. Work
ing with the State Court Administrator, this Committee is responsible for gen
eral supervision of the District Courts, with authority over such things as 
the appointment of substitute judges, establishment of clerks' offices, and a 
whole variety of administrative and managerial responsibilities related to the 
District Courts. It is in this extension of the legislative system that the 
General Assembly has very strong influence over the judicial branch. In the 
executive branch, nearly all responsibility for criThina1 justice is located in 
the Secretariat of Public Safety, apart from the responsib~lities which reside 
with the Attorney General. In this kind of system, it is noteworthy that the 
SPA has developed a close relationship, as the principal staff arm of the 
Secretary of Public Safety, with the General Assembly on both a professional 
staff level and at the political level with the respective committee chairmen 
of both the substantive and the appl'opriations committees. In addition, the 
SPA has established and maintained working relationships with the judiciary 
and the Court Administrator, providing both technical and financial assistance 
to pilot programs in that area and being supportive in every way appropriate. 
Thus, the SPA has managed to develop and sustain close working ties to the key 
elements within the criminal justice system at the state level in Virginia. 

The Courts 

Virginia's recent (1973) consolidation of courts put the Chief Justice of 
the Supreme Court firmly in charge of the system and supplied him with a court 
administrator and staff through which to manage the system. The SPA worked 
closely with the previous equivalent official (Executive Secretary of the Su
preme Court), particularly with respect to a comprehensive judicial training 
program and the development of judicial data systems. The SPA also provided 
funding for a number of pilot operations which contributed to the impetus for 
judicial unification and the establishment of an Administrative Office of the 
Courts. When, in 1968, the legislature created a commission to study the 
courts, the SPA provided funds for research and employment of staff, in addi
tion to providing significant services from its own staff. When the Court 
Administrator's office was first created the SPA helped provide the funds to 
man its first efforts. Since then the SPA has cooperated closely with the ad
ministrative officer of the courts and has provided support and encouragement 
in expanding its planning, analytical, and administrative outreach. The SPA 
provided LEAA funds to start up the new functions of the AOC. Soon thereafter 
the legislature assumed the costs of these new functions. 

In spite of the constitutional separation between the judiciary and the 
executive, the Chief Justice follows the practice of submitting his budget 
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for the courts to the Department of Planning and Budget (as would any execu
tive agency or department head). This is viewed as being done principally for 
the sake of "convenience and efficiency," so that a unified presentation of the 
budget can be made to the legislature. The Court Administrator and the Chief 
Justice do deal directly with the legislative committees, but review and com
ment upon the budget of the judiciary is made in the regular budget process by 
the Department of Planning and Budget and to DPB by the Division of Justice and 
Crime Prevention. SPA comment is sought informally by the Administrative Of
ficer of the Court in the planning and preparation of the judicial budget. 
The relationship between the SPA and the judiciary can be described as warm 
and productive, with the SPA encouraging the judiciary to undertake a variety 
of innovative steps. 

Sub-State Criminal Justice Planning 

From the outset it was recognized both by the SPA leadership and by the 
Council that sub-state criminal justice planning is the most difficult chal
lenge in the whole system. By the time the SPA was created, Virginia already 
had established a series of 22 Regional Planning Districts which blanketed the 
state, each with a Commission with general authority for planning in its re
spective district. Rather than establish some other pattern exclusively for 
criminal justice, the SPA decided to make provisions for funding criminal jus
tice planning in each of the Planning District Commissions (PDC). This con
tinues down to the present time. The results have been varied, depending upon 
the strength of the particular PDC and its relationship to the localities which 
it serves, the innovativeness and strength of the PDC staff leadership, and 
finally, the capability of the individual who is assigned to be the criminal 
justice planner. As might be expected, there tends to be a greater reluctance 
to embrace the criminal justice planning concept in rural, non-urban areas than 
in areas of greater population density. The Council, with the support of the 
SPA, very early set about to develop a rapport with local government officials 
so that the LEAA program might move smoothly with appropriate knowledge of the 
various rules and regulations and mutual understanding of one another I s respec
tive needs. This early effort was only partly successful given the consider
able institutional retic.pnce and questioning about the rationale for Federal 
intervention in "local" affairs s\,ch as law enforcement, courts, prosecution, 
etc. The usual questions were asked about why dollars couldn't be made avail
able directly without going through some apparatu.s at the state level, and how 
could ~vashington, or indeed Richmond, know wha.t local needs were? However, 
the Council recognized that it was important to include local and regional 
officials in the entire process, because they represented an important level 
at which to deal with criminal justice, and because consolidated effort was 
needed across the state involving both levels of government. Finally, a 
mechanism was needed to make appropriate linkages with rural areas. In some 
cases technology and the need for cooperation combined, as in the development 
of a Virginia radio network for law enforcement officials. Here the facts 
spoke for themselves and it became obvious that cooperation within regions and 
across regions was essential if progress was to be made. As time went on 
other areas for cooperation among localities became evident, and early efforts 
at such cooperation, where they proved successful, provided the basis for addi
tional efforts. For example, in the Lynchburg-Bedford County/Campbell County 
area there was developed a criminal investigation unit (which has both sophis
ticated equipment and individuals with sophisticated training) which is on 
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call as needed by all of these jurisdictions. Such a unit could not have been 
supported by any single jurisdiction, yet together they were able to work out 
an arrangement that served the needs of all. Law enforcement training has been 
approached on a regional basis with the establishment of regional police train
ing academies which have been very successful and are looked upon with some 
pride by the various regions. 

In those regions where comprehensive planning has taken hold, it generally 
follows the broad pattern originally outlined by the LEAA and DJCP. The re
gional Criminal Justice Advisory Committee (CJAC), with the support of the re
gional criminal justice planner, will engage in a two- to three-year cycle of 
identifying problems, collecting as much data as possible relating to those 
problems, analyzing the problems, suggesting goals and alternative means of 
achieving those goals, prioritizing the goals, and then fashioning these into 
an annual plan for reaching these goals. Subsequently, the annual call for 
grant proposals to the various communities, followed by the review and award
ing of grants, will be based upon this annual plan. Each year the process is 
updated, and periodically it will be undertaken de novo. As data become more 
sophisticated and better analyses are available, special studies may be made 
on issues of special significance. For example, there has been considerable 
interest in Virginia recently in crime against the elderly. The CJAC serves 
as a means for attracting comment, interestl' and information, and is able to 
provide some filtering to make the planning process more manageable. The SPA 
serves as a resource to both the CJAC and the regional criminal justice plan
ner. The criminal justice planner serves as a source of technical assistance 
to local officials who are undertaking a planning or analysis activity, or are 
making grant applications. Although the bulk of CJAC concern is directly 
attached to LEAA grant programs, the process of identifying major problems, 
needs, and issues surfaces opportunities for joint acti vi ty which mayor may 
not be related to the LEAA grant program. While system-wide concerns are not 
as systematically reviewed at the ,egional level as they are at the state 
level, there is increasing evidence that such concerns are a part of the CJAC 
considerations in pursuing the regular cycle of problem identification and 
grant recommendation. Several examples of outstanding planning efforts have 
been obtained. They show a systematic approach to the whole question of crim
inal justice planr:.ing within the region and, though they may lack some sophis
tication in terms of data availability or analysis, they do provide important 
and useful guides to public officials with respect to the allocation of all 
available resources as well as to the officials responsible for the Federal 
grant program itself. 

Although there is no clear consensus on the question, on balance it seems 
tha t Virginia SPA officials made a wise decision in opting to supplement the 
PDCs through provision for criminal planning rather than establishing sepa
rate> autonomous districts. Regional criminal justice planners usually receive 
excellent support from other members of the PDC staffs in terms of technical 
assistance and analytical help, and they have immediately available a wide 
variety of demographic and economic data which can be integrated for purposes 
of criminal justice planning. It also provides continuity in terms of the 
governments and local officials served, possibly eliminating some confusion 
that might otherwise develop. 

There does not appear to be the semi-abrasive relationship between the 
SPA and the regional criminal justice planners in Virginia that occasionally 
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exists elsewhere. Strong attempts are made on the part of the SPA to pro
vide technical and other assistance to the regional planners and to have them 
participate in SPA activities. In August 1977 the SPA initiated a pilot pro
gram with local officials and local criminal justice planners in eight counties 
and cities to test/demonstrate more effective methods for integration of crim
inal justice planning with the budgeting process at the local level so that 
program decisions can be more closely coordinated and there may be better link
ages between budget decisions made at the local level and resource allocation 
decisions made in the budget process at the state level. 

The Legislature 

The Virginia General Assembly has played a strong role in upgrading the 
criminal justice system within Virginia, and works principally through four 
committees and one commission. Both the Senate and the House of Delegates have 
a Courts of Justice Committee which is responsible for substantive legislation 
in the criminal justice field, and their respective appropriations committee. 
The Virgina Crime Commission acts as an advisory group to the legislature, 
taking a long range look at the problems of crime in the state. It has stud
ied the courts system, probations corrections, and a number of other topics. 
Its members are influential in bringing legislature changes affecting the ad
ministration of justice. For example, the Commission greatly influenced the 
enactment of the modifications to the judicial system in 1973. The SPA has 
developed and retains cordial, productive relationsr;" ps with the Virginia 
State Crime Commission, supplying funds for its staff support, and routinely 
working directly with the Commission and its staff on a variety of matters. 
The same is true of the General Assembly. Over six years ago the House Appro
priations Committee requested the SPA to comment on the budgets of criminal 
justice agencies. Since then this tie has grown stronger and the SPA has con
tinued to provide comprehensive analyses of the budgets of criminal justice 
agencies as previously discussed. The Director of the SPA and the Secretary 
of Public Safety have made it a point to work closely and candidly with the 
legislative committees. 

Thus, although institutionally and constitutionally separate, the SPA has 
developed and continues to enjoy unusually good, strong ties with the legisla
ture, both at the professional staff level and at the political leadership 
levels. Even with the legislature dominated by one party and the executive 
in the hands of the other, there have been significant ties of a professional 
and productive sort. This is due in no small measure to the leadership of 
the SPA in carefully, and at low profile, working with staff and legislators 
in a manner to be of assistance to them while, at the same time, not disturb
ing its responsibilities and relationships to the executive. 

Interest Groups 

There are a number of nongovernmental organizations in Virginia which have 
a professional or interest group impact upon the criminal justice system. Dif
ferent groups choose to work at different levels, depending upon the nature of 
their association. For example, those interested in juvenile justice and im
proved conditions in the corrections institutions gene'rally are most active at 
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the regional, county, and local levels, because most of the institutions re
lated to their interest are at these levels or are institutions where the prob
lems in which they have an interest are located. The SPA tends to be more 
concerned with state-wide organizations, and particularly those which have con
siderable political influence such as the Virginia State Sheriffs Association, 
the Virginia Bar Association, and representing general organs of government, 
the Virginia Municipal League, and the Virginia Association of Counties. 

Criminal justice officials in Virginia attest to the extraordinary amount 
of voluntary effort contributed to various elements ~lTithin the criminal jus
tice system--both by orgdnizations and individual persons. This c,)ntribution, 
and the increasing potential of the role of volunteers in improving the crimi
nal justice system, is recognized by having the head of the Virginia State 
Office on Volunteerism sit as a member of the Council on Criminal Justice. 

The SPA has cooperated closely in an operational sense with several of the 
interest groups. For example, it provided pilot funds to establish an execu
tive secretaryship in the Virginia State Sheriffs Association which has made 
available a series of training and outreach programs to improve both the admin
istration and the standards of Virginia. sheriffs' departments. The association 
has since assumed the costs of its staff by membership fees. The SPA also 
worked with the Virginia Association of Commonwealth Attorneys in assisting, 
financially and otherwise, with the start up for what has become the Common
wealth's Attorneys' Services and Training Council, a state funded agency which 
provides professional training and technical assistance for local prosecutors. 

The Nature of Criminal Justice Planning in Virginia 

State-level planning of all functional types is brought together by the 
Department of Planning and Budget, where there is a small professional plan
ning staff. However, by law and by actual practice, the SPA (DJCP) acts as 
the focal point for criminal justice planning in the state of Virginia. There 
are really two types of criminal justice planning which occur in Virginia, al
though both are rather closely coordinated and both come together in the SPA. 
The first and oldest is that associated with the LEAA grant program. This 
follows the traditional process instituted by LEAA of a state-wide annual plan 
to which grant proposals are supposed to conform, with plan. approval and grant 
recommendations being finalized by the State Council on Criminal Justice. The 
SPA serves as the staff arm for the Council, conducting the necessary planning 
exercises, data collection, analysis, etc. In addition, the SPA does the 
necessary monitoring of both the substance of the grants and their financial 
management. As the LEAA program progressed, the SPA developed a series of 
relationships with criminHl justice agencies in the executive branch and with 
key elements in the judiciary and legislative branches. This provided access 
to the annual budget process and to data from the other systems which could be 
useful, not only in planning for the LEAA program, but in developing a broader 
perspective of the condition and needs of the criminal justice system in Vir
ginia as a whole. This approach was undertaken with some energy by the Direc
tor of the SPA so that by the time a Secretary of Public Safety was established 
in July 1976, the SPA was in a position to step into the principal staff plan
ning and evaluation role for the new secretary. This included a process, the 
fundamentals of which had been developed in the LEAA grant program, but which 
were now being applied in a broader and even more sophisticated fashion to the 
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many aspects of the criminal justice system in the state. It follows closely 
the general format for a program planning and budgeting system whereby key is
sues are identified at the program, agency, .'lnd system levels. These issues 
are identified, interrelated, and coordinated with supporting data and analy
ses. The resulting issue papers are then used for making fundamental decisions 
about policy and program direction, priorities, and related matters. As the 
budget process begins, this system of priorities and program decisions is then 
meshed with the budget decision process in what amounts to a second and per
haps even more detailed iteration with emphasis on the financial side. In the 
case at hand, the proposed issues from all criminal justice components are 
reviewed by the DJCP and passed up to the Secretary for his information or 
decision. Those of the courts and Attorney General are passed up for his in
formation and, perhaps, discussion on a mutual basis with those groups; those 
from his own area of responsibility are passed on to him for consideration and 
action. The product of this then goes to the Department of Planning and Bud
get which may reshape them before putting them into a recommended package in 
conjunction with the other elements of state government for gubernatorial deci
sion. The Governor will always make his decision on the DPB recommendations 
in conjunction with his cabinet, thereby reinvolving the key secretaries in 
the final decision process. The gubernatorial decision then permits the estab
lishment of relative priorities which constitute the basic policy guidance on 
which the budget preparation follows. This particular process was pioneered 
by the SPA in conjunction with the LEAA program and then "colonized" to all 
areas of criminal justice interest. Since the SPA had several years of ex
perience with this type of program planning and budgeting, the Department of 
Planning and Budget has been using the SPA as a technical assistance resource 
in implementing the system throughout Virginia government. 

As noted earlier, sub-state criminal justice planning is integrated into 
this process to the extent that those local or regional interests have an 
important impact (or vice versa) upon state-wide criminal justice concerns. 
Criminal justice planning in Virginia has the enviable position of being sev
eral steps ahead in a state-wide process currently being developed and used for 
fundamental program decision and budget action across the executive branch. 

The Institutionalization of Criminal Justice Planning 

Criminal justice planning certainly has not reached its ultimate in Vir
ginia; hO\vever, it is well institutionalized in the sense it is well estab
lished as a regular, ongoing part of state government. The SPA is looked upon 
as a valuable asset and resource not only within its own secretariat under the 
Secretary of Public Safety and within the executive branch but by the key 
leadership in the General Assembly and by the judicial branch as well. It has 
made its progress one step at a time, building upon both its own action and 
those of the legislature, the Governor, and the judiciary as they move forward 
toward a more consolidated, coordinated system. Clearly, the LEAA funds and 
system, though at times cumbersome, provided a stimulus and general rationale 
for the progress which has been made. Considerable credit must be given, not 
only to the leadership of the SPA which has been firm, constant, and continuing, 
but also to the substantial continuity and even-handed leadership provided by 
t.he Council on Criminal Justice which saw little turnover of its membership 
during the first eight or nine years. The Council matured considerably during 
that period of time in terms of how it conceived of criminal justice planning 
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and the role that state government might most effectively take in developing a 
systematic approach to criminal justice. 

Considerable work remains to be done at the regional and local level. 
To a large extent this will remain the initiative of local and regional people 
as they mature in their understanding of the system and are better able to 
define their needs and facilitate mutual cooperation. The pilot project to 
integrate criminal justice pl~nning locally with the budget decision process, 
incorporating all resources, is an example of what might yet be done. 

The linkages are strong between the SPA and its sister components, the 
legislature and the judicial branch. Criminal justice leadership is well rep
resented by the Secretary of Public Safety who acts as the Governor's central 
focal point for criminal justice matters, including his legislative package to 
the General Assembly. Here, the SPA acts as the principal staff arm to the 
Secretary and he, in turn, to the Governor. There are close cordial staff re
lationships between the SPA and the Department of Planning and Budget, the 
principal staff arm of the Governor within the Secretariat of Administration 
and Finance for general state management. 

It should be noted in closing that there arc several circumstances which 
have considerably assisted the firm institutionalization of criminal justice 
planning at the state level in Virginia. One has be8n the consolidation of 
the state court system which occurred in 1973. A second has been the gradual 
consolidation through reorganization and state funding of key functions, such 
as corrections and law enforcement. This occurred over a period of several 
decades. The third, and perhaps mos t important, was the establishment of a 
cabinet system in 1972, followed four years later by the establishment of the 
position of Secretary of Public Safety and the inclusion of virtually all the 
key executive branch criminal justice agencies under that Secretary. As in 
most cases in state government, the key factor probably was the leadership of 
the Criminal Justice Counc.il and the leadership of the SPA--both were contin
uous over a long period of time, both exercised extraordinary political vision 
and wisdom in their relationships with other organizations and officials, and 
both showed willingness to work toward the positive achievement of realistic 
goals--incrementally, step-by-step, encouraging, stimulating, and enticing 
others to join in a cooperative venture. 

Persons Interviewed--Virginia 

Richard N. Harris, Director, Division of Justice and Crime 
Prevention 

Carl N. Cimino, Deputy Director, Division of Justice and Crime 
Prevention 

Martin B. Hait, Assistant Director for Planning Administration, 
Division of Justice and Crime Prevention 

Douglas Dix, Assistant Director for Finance, Division of Justice 
and Crime Prevention 

Fred Anderson, Computer Systems Analyst, Division of Justice and 
Crime Prevention 

Gail Herzenberg, Courts Coordinator, Division of Justice and 
Crime Prevention 
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Joseph Marshall, Executive Assistant, Division of Justice and 
Crime Prevention 

Frank Samsone, Evaluation Coordinator, Division of Justice and 
Crime Prevention 

~~illiam Sewell, Youth and Adult Corrections Coordinator, Division 
of Justice and Crime Prevention 

Joseph Tucker, Police System Coordinator, Division of Justice and 
Crime Prevention 

H. Selwyn Smith, Secretary of Public Safety 
William Weddington, Assistant Director for Program Development and 

Evaluation, Department of Corrections 
Gary Conrad, Department of Planning and Budget 
Raymond P. Veditz, Senior Legislative Fiscal Analyst, Appropria

tions Committee, House of Delegates 
Robert Baldwin, Executive Secretary, Supreme Court 
Hrs. Caroline Horton, Director, Commonwealth's Attorneys' Services 

and Training Council 
Overton P. Pollard, Executive Director, Public Defender Commission 
John Jones, Executive Director, Virginia State Sheriffs Association 
Richard A. Farrier, Member, Council on Criminal Justice (Mayor of 

Staunton, Virginia) 23 members 
Julion Hirst, City Manager, Norfolk, Virginia, former member, 

Council on Criminal Justice 
Thomas Buskirk, Criminal Justice Planner, Central Shenandoah Plan

ning District Commission 
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Public Act 541 of 1978 

State of Michigan 
79th Legislature 

Regular Session of 1978 

Hichigan 

Introduced by Reps. Hary C. Brown, Padden, Burkhalter, Conroy, Hollister, 
.Joseph F. Young, Monsma, Jondahl, Geerlings) Movlat, Helborn, Roy Smith, 
Binsfeld and Buth 

ENROLLED HOUSE BILL NO. 6664 

AN ACT to create the state commission on criminal justice and the office 
of criminal justice; to prescribe the respective powers and duties; and to 
authorize the appropriation of funds. 

The People of the State of Michigan enact: 

Sec. 1. As used in this act: 

(a) "Application" means a formal request for the funding of an adult or 
juvenile justice project by a state or local entity or a combination of state 
and local entity, prepared pursuant to state or federal law. 

(b) "Commission" means the state commission on criminal justice created 
in section 2. 

(c) "Director" means the director of the office of criminal justice. 
Cd) "Office" means the office of criminal justice creatt~d in section 3. 
(e) "Plan" means a comprehensive adult or juvenile justice plan developed 

under federal or state law requirements. 

Sec. 2. (1) The commission on criminal justice is created within the de
partment of management and budget for a period of four years after the effec
tive date of this act. The conwission shall consist of 37 members, 21 of whom 
shall be appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the senate 
and shall represent collectively the public at large. The public members of 
the commission shall include representatives of the law enforcement and crim
inal justice agencies of the state including representatives from agencies re
lated to the prevention and control of juvenile delinquency, units of local 
government, public agencies maintaining programs to reduce and control crime, 
the judiciary, and professional and community organizations. Not more than 
11 of the appointed members shall be from the same political party. Sixteen 
members shall consist of the following persons or a designee of the person: 

(a) The director of the office of criminal justice. 
(b) The director of the department of state police. 
(c) The director of the department of corrections. 
(d) The director of mental health. 
(e) The executive director of the department of civil rights. 
(f) The director of public health. 
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(g) The director of the office of children and youth services in the de-
partment of social services. 

(h) The director of social services. 
(i) The superintendent of public instruction. 
(j) The chief justice of the state supreme court. 
(k) The attorney general of the state. 
(1) The president of the state bar of Michigan. 
(m) Four members of the legislature, two of whom shall be from eac.h house. 

One member shall be appointed by the speaker of the house, one by the house 
minority leader, one by the senate majority leader, and one by the senate mi
nority leader. 

(2) A member of the commission who is a public official or the designee 
of a public official shall cease to be a member of the commission if the per
son' ceases to be a member, officer, or employee of the representative agency. 

(3) The appointed members of the commission shall be appointed for terms 
of 4 years, except that of the members first appointed, 6 members shall serve 
for 1 year, 5 members shall serve for 2 years, 5 members shall serve for 3 
years, and 5 members shall serve for 4 years, as designated by the governor. 
A vacancy caused by expiration of a term shall be filled in the same manner as 
the original appointment. A member appointed to fill a vacancy created other 
than by expiration of a term shall be appointed for the balance of the unex
pired term of the member to be succeeded in the same manner as the original 
appointment. The governor may remove a member for cause which shall be ex
plained in writing to the commission. 

(4) The governor shall designate a chairperson of the commission. A 
member of the commission appOinted by virtue of his or her public office or 
a person designated by the public officer shall not serve as chairperson of 
the commission. The commission shall deSignate a member as vice-chairperson. 

(5) The commission shall meet at least once every 3 months at the call 
of the chairperson and the business of the commission shall be conducted at a 
public meeting held in compliance with Act No. 267 of the Public Acts of 1976, 
as amended, being sections 15.261 to 15.275 of the Michigan Compiled Laws. 
Public notice of the time, date, and place of the meeting shall be given in 
the manner required by Act No. 267 of the Public Acts of 1976. A quorum shall 
consist of 19 members. A writing prepared, owned, used, in the possession of, 
or retained by the commission in the performance of an official function shall 
be made available to the public in compliance wi th Act No. 442 of the Publi,c 
Acts of 1976, as amended, being sections 15.231 to 15.246 of the Michigan 
Compiled Ls,vs. A member of the commission shall not receive per diem for 
attendance at a meeting but shall receive expenses as shall be establishl:d 
annually by the legislature. 

(6) The commission shall establish goals, priorities, and standards for 
the reduction of crime and delinquency and the improvement of the administra
tion of justice in the state; conduct studies, propose legislation, adopt res
olutions and policy statements, consult with the judicial planning commission, 
and review and approve a plan for adult criminal justice and a plan for juve
nile justice. 
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(7) The commission, within 3 months of the expiration of the state's 
fiscal year, shall report to the governor and the legislature on the pro
gress being made in the implementation of the commission's policies and prio
rities, especially those requiring action by the office of criminal justice. 

Sec. 3. (1) The office of criminal justice is created within the de-
partment of management and budget. Office budget development, procurement, and 
related management functions shall be performed by the department of manage
ment and budget. The director of the office shall be an unclassified employ
ee appointed by the governor. The director shall be the official authorL~ed 
to enter into a contractual agreement with a federal agency and state, local., 
and private parties pursuant to the omnibus crime control and safe streets 
act of 1968, 42 U.S.C. 3701 to 3796c, and the juvenile delinquency prevention 
act, 42 U.S.C. 3801 to 3891, and related federal laws. 

(2) The office shall do all of the following: 

(a) Prepare plans or applications, as required by federal or state law, 
based on an analysis of the state's adult and juvenile justice needs and prob
lems in conformity with state and federal requirements. 

(b) Encourage and assist state, local, and regional agencies in the de
velopment of plans or applications. 

(c) Cooperate with and provide technical assistance to state agencies, 
local units of government, or private agencies relating to adult and juvenile 
justice. 

(d) Apply for, contract for, receive, and expend an appropriation or 
grant from the state, a political subdivision of the state, the federal gov
ernment, or any other source of public or private funds. The funds acquired 
by the office shall be expended as set forth in the appropriation or grant 
received. 

(e) Request an audit by a federal, state, or local agency authorized to 
conduct a program or fiscal audit of the office or a contractor or subgrantee 
of the office. 

(f) Enter into a contract with regional, local, and private agency offi
cials for the performance of duties required by grants awarded under federal 
or state law. 

(g) Promulgate emergency rules within 180 days and any other rules nec
essary for the administration of this act within 1 year after the effective 
date of this act, pursuant to Act No. 306 of the Public Acts of 1969, as 
amended, being sections 24.201 to 24.315 of the Michigan Compiled Laws. 

(h) Pursuant to the policies and plans of the commission, develop, pro
pose, and implement policies, plans, applications, and programs for improving 
the coordination, administration, and effectiveness of the adult and juvenile 
justice systems in the state. 
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(i) Pursuant to the policies and plans of the commission, draft and rec
ommend to the governor and the legislature the legislation considered necessary 
to reduce crime and delinquency or improve the administration of justice. 

(j) Request and receive from an agency of the state, a political subdi
vision of the state, or a public authority the assistance, information, and 
data to enable the office to properly carry out its functions, duties, and 
powers. 

(k) Consult with the judicial planning committee and pursuant to the 
omnibus crime control and safe streets act of 1968, 42 U.S.C. 3701 to 3796c, 
incorporate the plan of the judicial planning committee into the state com
prehensive plan. 

Sec. 4. A criminal justice plan developed pursuant to this act shall be 
sent to the legislature for review 45 days before the plan I s submission to a 
funding agency. A member of the legislature through the office of the speaker 
of the house and the majority leader of the senate may submit informal written 
comments on the plan within the 45-day period. 

Sec. 5. The governor shall af'p:lint, with the advice and consent of the 
senate, an advisory committee on juvenile justice consisting of 33 members 
representing state agencies and the public at large. The members of the com
mi ttee shall be appointed for terms of 4 years, except that of the members 
first appointed, 9 members shall serve for 1 year, 8 members shall serve for 
2 years, 8 members shall serve for 3 years, and 8 members shall Serve for 4 
years, as designated by the governor. The governor shall designate a chair
person of the commi ttee. Not more than 17 members shall be from the same 
political party. A vacancy on the committee shall be filled in the same man
ner as the original appointment. The committee shall advise the commission on 
matters relative to the juvenile justice system in this state. The business 
of the advisory committee shall be conducted at a public meeting held in com
pliance with Act No. 267 of the Public Acts of 1976, as amended. Public no
tice of the time, place, and date of the meeting shall be given in the manner 
required by Act No. 267 of the Public Acts of 1976, as amended. A writing 
prepared, owned, used, in the possession of, or retained by' the committee in 
the performance of an official function shall be made available to the public 
in compliance with Act No. 442 of the Public Acts of 1976, as amended, being 
sections 15.231 to 15.246 of the Michigan Compiled Laws. 

Sec. 6. This act shall expire on January 1, 1983. 

Sec. 7. This act shall not take effect until December 31, 1978. 

This act is ordered to take immediate effect. 

T. Thomas Thatcher 
Clerk of the House of Representatives. 

Billie S. Farnum 
Secretary of the Senate. 

Approved ___ 1-,2/~2_2...:../_7_8 ____ _ 

Governor. 



Taken from Chapter 299A. Department of Public Safety, 
Minnesota Laws, 1977 

Minnesota 

299A.03 Crime control planning board. 

Subdivision 1. Policy. The legislature declares that efforts to control 
crime in this state must begin with comprehensive and coordinated planning at 
the state and local levels. This planning must recognize the individual prob
lems faced by jurisdictions in the state, but it must also recognize the neces
sity for direct and continuing cooperat.ion among state and local law enforce
ment agencies, the judicial system and the federal government. Only through 
the creation of a representative statutory board empowered with broad planning, 
administrative and funding authority can this effort at improved crime control 
be successfully initiated. 

Subdivision 2. Creation; membership. There is created the crime control 
planning board in the executive branch of state government. The board shall 
be composed of the chairperson appointed by the governor and the following 18 
members: 

(a) 
to serve, 

(b) 
(c) 

by him; 
(d) 

by him; 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 

The chief justice of the Minnesota supreme court or, if he elects not 
a designee; 
The attorney general or a member of his staff designated by him; 
The commissioner of public safety or a member of his staff designated 

The commissioner of corrections or a member of his staff designated 

A district, county or municipal court trial judge; 
The state court administrator; and 
Twelve citizens of the state appointed by the governor. 

The trial judge and the designee for the chief justice, if the chief jus
tice elects not to serve, shall be appointed by the governor. In making these 
two appointments, the governor shall consider a list of at least three nominees 
for each position submitted to the governor by the chief justice within 30 days 
after the effective date of this section or the occurrence of a vacancy. The 
remaining members appointed by the governor shall include persons employed by 
agencies or political subdivisions engaged in activities relating to law en
forcement or criminal justice, persons representing agencies engaged in pro
viding youth services and preventing juvenile delinquency and persons who would 
not qualify for appointment under any of the preceding categories but who are 
interested in activities within the jurisdiction of the board. 

Subdivision 3. Nembership terms; removal; compensation. The members 
specified in subdivision 2, clauses (a) to (f) shall serve for their current 
term of employment w:l.th the state or election, as appropriate. The remaining 
members, except for the initial members, shall serve for terms of four years 
in a manner a$ provided in section 15.0575, subdivision2. Members appointed by 
the governor, except for the trial court judge and the designee for the chief 
justice, if the chief justice elects not to serve, must receive the advice and 
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consent of the senate. Except for the chairperson, the compensation, removal 
and filling of vacancies of members appointed pursuant to clause (g), shall be 
as provided in section 15.0575. The terms of the initial members appointed 
pursuant to clause (g) shall be no more than four years and shall be determined 
by the governor so as to be consistent with the schedule of terms for subse
quent members as provided in section 15.0575, subdivision 2. 

Subdivision 4. Advisory task forces. The crime control planning board 
may establish aGvisory task forces pursuant to section 15.059 to assist it in 
the performance of its duties; provided that if the federal crime control acts 
require a task force to have more than 15 members, that task force shall be 
exempt from the 15 member limitation contained in section 15.059. 

Subdivision 5. Chairperson; staff. The chairperson of the crime control 
planning board shall serve at the pleasure of the governor and shall receive a 
salary as provided by law. The chairperson shall be experienced in the adminis
tration of programs related to law enforcement or criminal justice. The chair
person shall serve as executive director of the board, shall preside at board 
meetings, shall organize the work of the board and shall appoint all employees 
subject to the approval of the board. The commissioner of the state department 
of administration shall provide the <;:rime control planning board with reason
able office space and administrative services requested by the board, and the 
board shall reimburse the commissioner of finance for the cost thereof. 

Subdivision 6. Planning functions. The crime control planning board 
shall serve as the state planning agency to administer the Omnibus Crime Con
trol and Safe Streets Act of 1968, Public Law 90-351, as amended by the Crime 
Control Act of 1973, Public Law 93-83, by the Crime Control Act of 1976, Pub
lic Law 94-503 and by the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 
1974, Public Law 93-415, as amended, all of which acts are herein collectively 
referred to as "federal crime control acts." The board shall develop and re
vise as necessary a comprehensive statewide plan for the improvement of law 
enforcement and criminal justice throughout the state. The comprehensive plan 
shall be deemed to include all individual plans submitted by the board as a 
prerequisite to the receipt of federal money and all other plans prepared by 
or under the direction of the board. These individual component plans shall 
be prepared so as to interrelate with each other and to provide for a unified 
and coherent statewide comprehensive plan. The plan shall include improvements 
in law enforcement and criminal justice systems which are designed to encour
age inter jurisdictional and interdisciplinary actions by affected governmental 
units. The plan and any revisions shall not be adopted as rules pursuant to 
chapter 15, but the board shall hold public hearings in respect to proposals 
for the plan and shall seek opinions of interested persons from outside the 
board as provided in section 15.0412, subdivision 6. To the extent that the 
plan or a component thereof is prepared in anticipation of the receipt of fed
eral money, the plan or applicable component thereof shall be consistent with 
requirements of the federal crime control acts and shall accommodate where 
reasonable the form and content of regional plans for the improvement of law 
enforcement and criminal justice. 

Subdivision 7. Legislative review of plans. Prior to the final adoption 
of the statewide comprehensive plan or a component plan by the crime control 
planning board, the draft of the plan shall be submitted to the appropriate 
standing committee of the legislature for review and comment. The board may 
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not adopt a plan without considering any legislative comments or recommenda
tions received thereon within 45 days of submission of the draft plan to the 
legislature. Any legislative comments and recommendations which are not in
corporated in the plan and which are received within 45 days of submission 
shall be forwarded with the plan to the appropriate federal agen~ies. The 
crime control planning board shall advise the legislature in writing of its 
intended response to the legislative comments and recommendations. 

Subdivision 8. Distribution of grants; appropriation. The crime control 
planning board shall distribute money given to it for disU~ibution for law p.n
forcement or criminal justice purposes. All moneys receiv::d by the statE, from 
the federal government or any other sources for distribution by the crime con
trol planning board are appropriated to the board. The board shall distribute 
money to state, regional and local agencies consistent with procedures, cri
teria and priorities which are promulgated by rule. To the extent that moneys 
to be dis tri bu ted are federal moneys, the procedures, criteria and priori ties 
shall be consistent with federal crime control acts and guidelines in respect 
to distribution of federal money. Before distributing money to a regional or 
local agency, the crime control planning board shall have determined that the 
activities to be funded will not be contrary to the statewide comprehensive 
plan. Individual activities may be funded by the board, or it may elect to 
distribute money in a block grant to an agency for use in more than one ap
proved activity. The board shall not fund an activity until it has approved a 
procedure for evaluation of the recipient agency's use of the money. 

Subdivision 9. Additional powers and duties. The crime control planning 
board, in cooperation with regional crime control advisory councils established 
pursuant to subdivisions 12 to 14 and any other regional or local crime control 
planning units, shall: 

(a) Assist state, regional and local agencies in the development of ac
tivities or proposed activities designed to improve law enforcement and the 
administration of justice; 

(b) Assist recipient agencies in the implementation of activities funded 
by the board; 

(c) Serve as liaison between agencies of all levels of government in
volved in law enforcement and criminal justice activities; 

(d) provide for the performance of fiscal audits, evaluations and moni
toring of recipient agencies in respect to activities funded pursuant to sub
division 8; 

(e) Encourage and assist governmental agencies and courts in law enforce
ment and criminal justice planning activities; 

(f) Study and recommend to the governor, the legislature and appropriate 
federal agencies methods for (1) controlling juvenile criminal activities, 
(2) improving juvenile rehabilitation efforts, and (3) establishing suitable 
juvenile detention facilities; 

(g) Study and recommend to the governor, the legislature, the state crime 
victims reparations board and appropriate federal agencies methods for compen
sating victims of crime in this state; 

(h) Study and recommend to the governor and the legislature methods for 
improving the criminal justice system including methods to improve cross- juris
dictional enforcement; 
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(i) Solicit recommendations from appropriate standing committees of the 
legislature on methods to improve law enforcement and the administration of 
criminal justice in this state; 

(j) Distribute to law enforcement and criminal justice agencies informa
tion on proposed, existing and completed activities funded or otherwise sup
ported by the crime control planning board; 

(k) Periodically analyze and distribute statistical data which indicates 
the current status and trends of criminal justice activities; and 

(1) Perform other functions directly related to the study and improve
ment of criminal justice activities including those permitted or required by 
federal crime control acts to the extent that those functions are not other
wise inconsistent with this section; provided that this section shall not be 
construed to authorize the crime control planning board to undertake direct 
law enforcement activities or to engage in law enforcement or criminal justice 
activities which are specifically assigned or delegated to other state or local 
agencies. 

Subdivision 10. Gifts; grants. The crime control planning board may ap
ply for, accept and expend gifts and grants from the federal government and 
from other public and private sources in order to assist the board in carrying 
out the duties as provided in subdivisions 6 to 10. 

Subdivision 11. Report. Prior to December 15 of each year the board 
shall prepare and submit to the governor and the appropriate standing commi t
tees of the legislature a report summarizing its activities for the year end
ing the preceding September 30. The report shall include at least the follow
ing information: 

(a) A summary of crime control planning board activi ties including the 
listing of and justification for all rules promulgated by the board during the 
year; 

(b) A description of all grant applications and plans submitted by the 
crime control planning board to federal agencies and other sources; 

(c) A listing by categories of all grant applications received by the 
crime control planning board from state, local and regional agencies together 
with the disposition of the applications; 

(d) A description of all activities funded by the crime control planning 
board together with the board's rationale for funding each activity; 

(e) Audit summaries for completed activities funded by the crime control 
planning board together with the board's evaluation of the activity and its 
estimation of future effects resulting from the funded activities; 

(f) The number and locations of public hearings held by the crime control 
planning board, a statement of methods used to announce the hearings, and the 
number of citizens attending each hearing; 

(g) A statement of receipts and disbursements of the crime control plan
ning board funds; 

(h) The names, addresses and occupations of the crime control planning 
board members, and their dates of appointment and reappointment to the board; 

(i) Recommendations to the crime control planning board from the appro
priate standing committees of the legislature on matters relating to law en
forcement and criminal justice, and the responses of the board thereto; 

(j) Recommendations from the crime control planning board to the gov
ernor, the legislature and appropriate federal agencies on desirable changes 
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in law or appropriations which will significantly improve law enforcement and 
criminal justice administration; 

(k) Priorities which the crime control planning board employed in funding 
activities for the year following the year covered in the report; and 

(1) Any other information which the board believes will be useful in re
viewing board activities. 

Subdivision 12. Crime control planning regions. For the purposes of co
ordinating local law enforcement and criminal justice activities and planning, 
the governor shall divide the state into crime control planning regions. Each 
region shall encompass one or more of the economic development regions author
ized to be established by section 462.385, provided that one region shall en
compass the territory defined by Laws 1967, Chapter 896. 

Subdivision 13. Regional advisory councils. There shall be in each crim
inal justice planning region a regional crime control advisory council of no 
more than 25 members appointed by regional development commissions, except that 
the metropolitan council shall be the regional crime control advisory council 
in the territory defined by Laws 1967, Chapter 896. Any regional crime control 
advisory council shall function as a committee of the regional development com
mission or contract with the regional development commission as a consultant. 
The members shall serve for two year terms. Each county shall be represented 
on the council by at least one member. Composition of each regional crime con
trol advisory council shall be in conformity with the federal crime control 
acts. The staff of eaen regional crime control advisory council, shall be ap
pOinted in the manner prescribed by the regional development commission or the 
metropolitan council. The regional crime control advisory council shall orga
nize itself and elect a chairperson. Nothing in this section shall be con
strued to prohibit the establishment of local crime control planning units 
where required or permitted by federal crime control acts and when not in vio
lation of other law. 

Subdivision 14. Planning funds. The crime control planning board shall 
make available planning funds to regional development commissions, the metro
politan council and eligible local units of government or combinations thereof 
for the purpose of assisting the crime control planning board in the develop
ment of its annual statewide comprehensive plan. The board shall take into 
consideration in the distribution of the planning funds such combinations of 
regions as may have been established for criminal justice planning purposes. 
Each regional development commission or the metropolitan council shall adopt 
after public hearing a regional criminal justice plan which shall comply with 
board guidelines. A regional plan may not be in conflict with the stateVlide 
plan. The board shall provide for procedures to insure that: 

(a) A plan submitted by a regional development commission or the metro
politan council to the crime control planning board shall be approved or dis
approved in whole or in part no later than 90 days after receipt by the board; 

(b) Any part of a plan not so disapproved within 90 days of submission 
shall be deemed approved; 

(c) The reasons for disapproval of the plan or any part of it shall con
tain a detailed explanation of the reasons for which the plan or part was dis
approved, and an explanation of what supporting material is necessary for the 
board to reconsider the plan; and 

(d) Disapproval of any plan or part of it shall not preclude the resub
mission of the plan or part to the board at a later date. 



North Dakota 

Taken from Chapter 12-61 North Dakota Century Code 

Combined Law Enforcement Council 

Section 
12-61-01 Creation of council-

Election of members. 
Meetings--Compensation. 
Powers and duties. 
Qualified officers to be 
certified. 

Section 
12-61-06 
12-61-07 

Rulemaking power--Appeal. 
Municipal judges--Training 
--Repealed. 12-61-02 

12-61-03 
12-61-04 

12-61-08 County justices--Training 
--Repealed. 

12-61-09 
12-61-05 Jail standards--May con

tract for jail facilities. 

Prosecuting attorneys-
Training. 
Sheriffs--Training. 

12-61-01. 

12-61-10 
12-61-11 Police officers--Training. 

Creation of council--Election of members .--The North Dakota 
combined law enforcement council shall consist of the attorney general, who 
shall be chairman; the superintendent of the bureau of criminal investigation; 
the superintendent of the highway patrol; the state parole officer; the warden 
of the penitentiary; a state's attorney; a sheriff; a chief of police; a dis
trict judge; a juvenile supervisor; the superintendent of the state industrial 
school; a representative of the league of cities; a representative of the county 
commissioners' association; and a representative of each house of the state 
legislati ve assembly. Selection of other than ex officio members may be made 
by their respective associations. The legislative representative shall be 
chosen by the presiding officer of each chamber. Said members shall serve a 
term of two years, commencing July first of each odd-numbered year, provided 
they continue to hold the same office as when appointed to the council. The 
attorney general shall fill any vacancies. 

12-61-02. Meetings--Compensation.--Meetings shall be held at the call of 
the chairman or upon request of any three members of the council. Council mem
bers shall receive mileage and travel expenses, the same as state employees. 
Members of the council who are not full-time public employees shall receive 
twenty-five dollars per meeting. 

be: 
12-61-03. Powers and duties.--The powers and duties of the council shall 

1. To hire a director and such personnel as may be necessary. 
2. To cooperate with and assist all federal, state, and local law en

forcement agencies and officials. 
3. To make legislative recommendations on matters affecting law enforce

ment. 
4. To accept gifts or grants or contract with persons or organizations, 

including the federal government, on such terms as may be beneficial 
to the state. 

S. To make recommendations for the operation of the bureau of criminal 
investigation. 

6. To conduct law enforcement training programs and prescribe rules of 
operation for same. 
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7. To recommend selection standards for the hiring of police officers. 
8. To prescribe minimum standards of training prior to carrying a sidearm. 
9. To recommend suitable uniforms and equipment for police officers, 

having due regard for the size of the department and duties of the 
officers. 

10. To establish and coordinate the development of a uniform records man
agement system for North Dakota la.w enforcement agencies. 

12-61-04. Qualified officers to be certified.--The council shall issue 
certificates to each officer that meets requirements established by the coun
cil. Such certificates may be different grades, depending upon the qualifica
tions of the officers. Such certificates may be revoked after a hearing on 
the matter. 

12-61-05. Jail standards--May contract for jail facilities.--The council 
shall recommend rules for the operation and maintenance of county and municipal 
jails and for the care and treatment of inmates therein. Such rules will be 
posted in at least one conspicuous place in the jail whereby they may be read 
by inmates. A person appOinted by the council may inspect each jail at least 
once each year to determine if such rules have been complied with. Counties 
and cities may enter into contracts with other governmental agencies for jail 
facilities. 

12-61-06. Rulemaking power--Appeal.--Allrules and regulations adopted by 
the council, and appeals therefrom) shall be in accordance with chapter 28-32. 

12-61-07. Municipal judges--Training.--Repealed by S. L. 1975, ch. 272, 
sec. 5. 

12-61-08. County justices--Training.--Repealed by S. 1. 1975, ch. 272, 
sec. 5. 

12-61-09. Prosecuting attorneys--Training.--Every newly elected or ap-
pointed prosecuting attorney shall attend a course of training conducted by the 
law enforcement council. The curriculum, location, and dates of such sessions 
shall be determined by the law enforcement council in cooperation with the 
state's attorneys' association. Such course shall be open to all prosecutors. 

12-61-10. Sheriffs--Training.--Every newly elected or appointed sheriff 
shall attend a course of training on civil and criminal duties conducted by the 
law enforcement council. The curriculum, location, and dates of such sessions 
shall be determined by the law enforcement council in cooperation with the 
sheriffs' association. Such course shall be opento all sheriffs and deputies. 

12-61-11. Police officers--Training.--Every newly appointed police offi
cer shall attend a course of training conducted by the law enforcement council. 
The curriculum, location, and dates of such sessions shall be determined by the 
law enforcement council in cooperation with the police chiefs' association. 
Such course shall be open to all police officers. 



Sec. 
2.1-64.23. 

Virginia 

Taken from Chapter 7.3 of the Code of Virginia, 
1978 Cumulative Supplement 

Division of Justice and Crime Prevention 
and Council on Criminal Justice 

Division created; appoint
m.ent of Director, appoint
ment and composition of 
Council; terms of members; 
expenses; chairman, vice
chairman and executive 
director of Council; 
responsibility for imple
mentation and administra
tion of federal programs, 
etc. 

Sec. 
2.1-64.24. Powers and duties of 

Division and Council. 
2.1-64.25. Powers and duties of 

Director, other 
personnel. 

2.1-64-26. Plans and data from 
planning districts, 
counties and cities. 

2.1-64-27. [Repealed. ) 

Sec. 2.1-64.23. Division created; appointment of Director; appointment 
and composition of Council; terms of members; expenses; chairman, vice-chairman 
and executive director of Council; responsibility for implementation and admin
istration of federal programs, etc.--There is hereby created the Division of 
Justice and Crime Prevention, which shall be under the supervision and direc
tion of the Council on Criminal Justice, and shall be referred to hereafter as 
the Division. The Governor shall appoint a Director of the Division, who shall 
hold his position at the pleasure of the Governor and shall be paid such com
pensation as the Governor may fix. 

The Governor shall appoint a Council on Criminal Justice, hereafter and 
heretofore referred to as the Council, consisting of twenty-two members, ten 
of whom shall be the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Virginia or a rep
resentative of the Chief Justice designated by him, the Executive Secretary 

. of the Supreme Court of Virginia, the Superintendent of the Department of State 
Police, the Superintendent of Publi c Instruction, the Director of the Depart
ment of Corrections) the Director of the Department of Intergovernmental Af
fairs, the Chairman of the Probation and Parole Board, the Attorney General of 
Virginia or a representative from the office of the Attorney General, the 
Superintendent of the Rehabilitative School Authority, and the State Coordi
nator of the State Office on Volunteerism. In those instances when either the 
Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court of Virginia, the Superintendent of 
the Department of State Police, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the 
Director of the Department of Corrections, the Director of the Division of 
State Planning and Community Affairs, the Chairman of the Probation and Parole 
Board, the Superintendent of the Rehabilitative School Authority, or the State 
Coordinator of the State Office on Volunteerism will be unavoidably absent 
from a Council meeting, he may appoint a member of his staff to represent him 
at the meeting of the Council. \ihile attending the meeting of the Council such 
duly appointed representative shall have the privileges and responsibilities 
of the Council member he represents. The Council shall adopt such bylaws as 

-- ---------
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it deems necessary governing the attendance of its members at meetings of the 
Council and the appointment of representatives hereinbefore provided. The re
maining twelve members shall be appointed as follows: 

Initially four members shall be appointed for two-year terms, four members 
for three-year terms, and four members for four-year terms; and as such initial 
terms expire, and thereafter, all remaining twelve members shall be appointed 
for four-year terms. None of these twelve members shall be appointed to serve 
more than two full four-year terms. These twelve members shall be selected 
from among residents of this State who are representative of the broad categor
ies of the State and local criminal justice system, State and local law en
forcement, State and local government, including but not limited to, police 
officials, sheriffs, Commonwealth's attorneys, defense counsels, the judiciary 
correctional and rehabilitative activities, juvenile delinquency prevention and 
control activities, and local and State elected and appointed administrative 
and legislative officials. Representatives may also be derived from the fields 
of education, science and technology, community relations, business and indus
try, law, religion, and the news media. Vacancies on the Council shall be 
filled for the unexpired term. Members of the Council shall receive no sal
aries but shall be paid their necessary traveling and other expenses incurred 
in the discharge of their duties. The Governor shall appoint the chairman of 
the Council and the Council shall designate one or more vice-chairmen from 
among its members, who shall serve at the pleasure of the Council. The Director 
shall serve as Executive Director of the Council but not as an ex officio mem
ber of the Council. 

The Council onCriminal Justice and the Division of Justice and Crime Pre
vention are hereby designated as the supervisory board and the State planning 
and coordinating agency, respectively, responsible for the implemeni:.a tion and 
administration of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (Pub
lic Law 90-351), as amended, as well as other federal programs for strengthen
ing and improving law enforcement, the administration of criminal justice, and 
delinquency prevention and control throughout the State, and shall continue 
the activities of and succeed the State Law-Enforcement Planning Council and 
the State Law-Enforcement Administration. (1970, c. 759; 1974, cc. 44, 45, 471; 
1975, c. 525; 1976, c. 741; 1977, c. 343.) 

Sec. 2.1-64.24. . Powers and duties of Division and Council.--The Divi
sion, under the direction of the Council, shall have the following powers and 
duties: 

(a) To develop a comprehensive statewide long-range plan for strengthen
ing and improving law enforcement and the administration of criminal justice 
throughout the State and to periodically update said plan. 

(b) To encourage, stimulate, organize, develop, and conduct programs and 
activities throughout the State designed to strengthen and improve law enforce
ment and the administration of criminal justice in the Commonwealth. 

(c) To define, develop, correlate, implement, and administer programs and 
projects for the State and for units of general local government, or combina
tions thereof, intheState, designed to strengthen and improve law enforcement 
and the administration of criminal justice throughout the State. 

(d) To establish priorities for strengthening and improving law enforce
ment and the administration of criminal justice throughout the State. 
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(e) To coordinate the activities and programs of all State departments, 
agencies, boards, and institutions, and of the units of general local govern
ment, or combinations thereof, in the State, including counties, cities, towns, 
and planning district commissions, relating to the preparation, adoption, ad
ministration, and implementation of compr,ehensive plans to strengthen and im
prove law enforcement and the administration of criminal justice at every level. 

Cf) To cooperate with and advise and assist all State agencies, depart
ments, boards and institutions, and units of general local government, or com
binations thereof, in the State, including counties, cities, towns, and plan
ning district commissions, in planning, developing, and conducting programs, 
projects, and activities for strengthening and improving law enforcement and 
the administration of criminal justice throughout the State, including allo
cating and subgranting funds for these purposes. 

(g) To determine the benefits which may accrue to the State and its units 
of general local government, or combinations thereof, under the Omni bus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and any amendments thereto, and to take 
full advantage of this federal act and all federal acts and programs designed 
to strengthen and improve law enforcement, the administration of criminal jus
tice and delinquency prevention and control throughout the State. 

(h) To do all things necessary on behalf of the Commonwealth of Virgin.ia 
and its units of general local government, or combinations thereof, to secure 
the full benefits available under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets 
Act of 1968 and any amendments thereto, and under other federal acts and pro
grams designed to strengthen and improve law enforcement, the administration 
of criminal justice and delinquency prevention and control throughout the State, 
and in so doing to cooperate with federal and State agencies, departments, and 
institutions, private and public agencies, interstate organizations, and in-
dividuals to effectuate the purposes of those acts, and any amendments thereto, 
and the purposes of this chapter. 

(1) To receive, administer, and expend all funds and other assistance 
available to the Division for carrying out the purposes of this chapter and the 
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and any amendments thereto. 

(j) To apply for and accept grants from the United States government 
and agencies and instrumentalities thereof and from any other source in carry
ing out the purposes of this chapter. To these ends, the Division shall have 
the power to comply with condi tions and execute such agreements as may be 
necessary. 

(k) To accept gifts, bequests, and any other thing to be used for carry
ing out the purposes of this chapter. 

(1) To make and enter into all contracts and agreements necessary or in
cidental to the performance of its duties and execution of its powers under 
this chapter, including but not limited to, contracts with the United States, 
units of general local government, or combinations thereof, in the State, other 
states, and agencies and departments of the Commonwealth. 

(m) To adopt and administer reasonable rules and regulations for the 
planning and implementation of programs and activities and for the allocation, 
expenditure and subgranting of funds available to the State and to units of 
general local government within the State, or combinations thereof, and for 
carrying out the purposes of this chapter and the powers and duties of the 
Division. 

(n) To perform such other acts as may be necessary or convenient for the 
effective performance of :Lts duties. 
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The Council on Criminal Justice shall determine policy and supervise the 
Di vision in the perfe,rmance of its powers and duties and shall advise the Di vi
sion specifically through the review and evaluation of programs and activities 
for strengthening and improving law enforcement and the administration of crim
inal justice of the State and of units of general local government within the 
State, or combinations thereof. (1970, c. 759; 1974, c. 471; 1975, c. 525.) 

Sec. 2.1-64.25. Powers and duties of Director; other personnel. --The 
Director shall, under the direction and control of the Council, exercise all 
powers and perform all duties imposed on him by law, and he shall perform such 
other duties as the Council shall require of him. 

In addi tion, the Director shall be charged with executive and administrf~
t:lve responsibility to (a) carry out the specific duties imposed on the Divi
sion under section2.1-64.24 and (b) maintain appropriate liaison with federal, 
State and local agencies and units of government, or combinations thereof, so 
that all programs and activities for strengthening and improving law enforce
ment and the administration of criminal justice may function effectively from 
national to locaL levels. 

The Director is authorized to employ such personnel and to contract for 
such consulting services as may be required to carry out the purposes of this 
chapter. Personnel employed by the Director shall be subject to the provi
sions of chapter 10 (section 2.1-110 et seq.) of Title 2.1 of the Code of Vir
ginia. (1970, c. 759; 1974, c. 471; 1975, c. 525.) 

Sec. 2.1-64.26. Plans and data from planning districts, counties and 
ci ties. --Each planning district commission wi thin the State and counties and 
cities not participating in a formally organized planning district commission 
within the State shall prepare and submit to the Council, through the Division 
of Justice and Crime Prevention, plans and data for strengthening and improv
ing law enforcement and the administration of criminal justice within the plan
ning district or county or city, as the case may be, which shall be subject 
to the approval of the Council on Criminal Justice for purposes of determining 
the eligibility of such planning district commission, county or city, to par
ticipate in funds and grants available under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe 
Streets Act of 1968, as amended, or such State or other federal funds as may 
be made available for like purposes. Such plans and data shall be prepared in 
accordance with rules and regulations adopted and administered by the Division 
of Justice and Crime Prevention and shall be updated periodically, as required 
by that Division. (1970, c. 759; 1974, c. 471; 1975, c. 525.) 



Extracts from 
New Mexico Department of Criminal Justice 

Implementation Plan for Reorganization 
April 1978 

APPENDIX H 

The material following is from pages 1-3, 12-15, and 35-51 of the above 
plan, prepared by the New Mexico SPA. It describes the new organization and 
responsibilities of the SPA, as well as some of the context in which it func
tions and some considerations bearing upon the New Mexico reorganization. 

Responding to the need for a comprehensive approach to the problems faced 
by the state's criminal justice system, the Legislature enacted House Bill 15 
(laws of 1977, Chapter 257) and created the Department of Criminal Justice. 
The purpose, according to the Act, "is to create a single, unified department 
to administer all laws and exercise all functions formerly administered by the 
corrections departmen.t, the police academy and the state police and to insure 
a comprehensive criminal justice system in New Hexico." In establishing this 
Department, the legislature recognized the need to overcome the deficienci.es 
in existing crime control efforts and to establish more effective comprehen
sive programs that would improve the criminal justice system. 

There are multiple components to the criminal justice system that exist at 
the three levels of government and function in different jurisdictions. The 
Department of Criminal Justice encompassed only those agencies under the direct 
responsibility of the Executive. However, proponents of the Department recog
nized the interrelationships among the various components of the system. For 
example, better police performance that results in a greater number of ar
rests leads to a larger number of prosecutions, court trials, and ultimately, 
more inmates at the state's institutions. Thus, a unified criminal justice 
system cannot exist without the necessary intergovernmental cooperation of con
stitutionally established and separate criminal justice agencies and local units 
of government. 

In approaching the reorganization of the Executive agencies responsible 
for different functions of the criminal justice system, there were several 
underlying assumptions. First, in order for the Department of Criminal Jus
tice to function effectively, it must recognize that it operates in a multi
jurisdictional arena. The consolidation of the four agencies would not achieve 
the purpose set forth in the Act unless this merger provides better services 
to the entire criminal justice community. 

Second, although the different agencies have separate and distinct missions, 
their activities contribute to the attainment of a common goal--reducing crime 
and improving the criminal justice system. Each component of the Department, 
whether law enforcement or corrections, the two ends of the spectrum, must be 
aware of its impact on the other. More important, in allocating the scarce 
state resources, priorities can be es tablished based on greater need and impac t. 

Third, there are areas of common concern that affect all professional ad
ministrators of the criminal justice system. These include better inforl~tion 
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and training of pE'!:'sor'(lel that contribute to the more effective operation of 
each individual agency. 

Fourths planning, which is presently supported in part by federal funds, 
will continue in order to meet the legislative mandate of coordinating long 
and short term planning of the Department. Although LEAA funds are available 
for this purpose, the thrust will be toward planning for the state as a whole 
and its resources, rather than for limited and diminishing federal funds. 

House Bill 15 established four divisions and six bureaus: the Adminis
trative Services Division; the State Police Division; the Corrections Division 
and its three bureaus, Juvenile Institutions, Adult Institutions, and Field 
Services; and the Criminal Justice Support Div"l.sion with its three bureaus, 
Training and Education, Standards and Inspection, and Technical Services. The 
Secretary of Criminal Justice~ appointed under the authority granted by House 
Bill 4 (laws of 1977, Chapter 248), in consultation with the directors of the 
agencies involved, created additional bureaus necessary for the efficient op
erations of the Department. Hithin the Administrative Services Division four 
bureaus were established: Planning and Evaluation, Financial }funagement, Per
sonnel 1'1anagement, and Management Services. The State Police will function 
with three bureaus: the Uniformed Bureau, the Criminal Investigations Bureau, 
and the Special Programs Bureau. The Parole Board, Governor's Organized Crime 
Prevention Commission, and the Public Defender are administratively attached 
to the Department. 

The implementation effort for the Department was guided by several cri
teria set forth by the Secretary of Criminal Justice. First, the goals and 
operations of the Department must reflect a coordinated, unified approach to 
those criminal justice functions under its jurisdiction. In addition, it must 
provide every opportunity for communication and coordination with other compo
nents of the criminal justice system. Second, within the parameters of legis
lative intent and executive mandates, the Department must establish an organi
zational structure which assists in achieving its goals effectively. Third, 
the employees of the Department must be aided in responsibly performing their 
duties by the organizational structure under which they operate. Fourth, the 
organizational structure must be able to adapt to changing circumstances. And, 
fifth, any staff and support functions established must be able to provide for 
maximum ease of communication and interaction among divisions, bureaus, and/or 
sections as a formal organizational structure will allow. 

This document will attempt to explain the process that has been followed 
in planning the implementation of the Department. This is an extensive narra
tive description of the two new divisions of Administrative Services and Crim
inal Justice Suport created by House Bill 15 (laws of 1977, Chapter 257) since 
they do not presently exist, and will require the most change for all individ
uals and employees concerned. Every attempt has been made to explain the 
thinking and reasoning that went into decisions affecting employees of these 
di visions. For the reader I s information, tash force reports as well as sub
committee reports have been attached as appendixes to each of the new bureaus. 
Although not all of the recommendations from these groups were accepted, each 
issue was thoroughly considered and as many options as possible were presented 
prior to making a decision. All the members of these groups deserve a special 
thanks for their time, effort, and dedication. 
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The State Police Division and the Corrections Division will continue their 
functions as prescribed by the statute. The State Police is the most affected 
by the changes since many of their administrative support personnel are being 
transferred to the Administrative Services Division. However, it is their 
op~n~on this will not hamper their operations and that many benefits can be 
derived from this reorganization. 

Office of the Secretary 

According to the statute, the Secretary is responsible to the Governor for 
the operations of theDepartment. He is the general supervisory and appointing 
au thori ty over all departmental employees, subject to applicable personnel laws, 
rules and regulations. He may delegate authority to his subordinates, and may 
organize the Department into those organizational units, subject to statutory 
mandates, that he feels will enable the Department to function most efficiently. 
He must prepare an annual budget for the Department, provide for classes of in
s truction and practical training for his employees, and conduct research and 
studies that will improve the operations of the Department and the provision 
of services to the citizens of New Mexico. The Secretary shall appoint each 
division director, with the Governor's consent, and they shall serve at the 
pleasure of the Secretary. In addition, at the request of the heads of the 
administratively attached agencies, he must provide cooperation to minimize 
and eliminate duplication of services and jurisdictional conflicts; coordinate 
activities and resolve problems of mutual concern, and agree on the manner and 
extent to which the 7j (!partment will provide budgeting, record keeping, and re
lated clerical assistance to these agencies. 

The Office of the Secretary will consist of his personal staff and the 
Office of Civil Rights Compliance. In addition to his executive secretary, a 
request has been submitted for two administrative assistants to aid the Secre
tary in carrying out his responsibilities. This is particularly important be
cause of the complexity of the issues involved, the necessary involvement of 
other government jurisdictions in any attempt to improve the criminal justice 
system, and the need to integrate the activities of the Department's divisions 
which may function at separate ends of the criminal justice spectrun. They 
will assist the Secretary in coordinating and conducting Department meetings 
as well as preparing legislation affecting the Department. 

The Office of Civil Rights Compliance will function as part of the Sec
retary's office and will be a central unit with responsibility for adoption 
and enforcement of equal opportunity and affirmative action programs through
out the Department. This will include close coordination with the Bureau of 
Personnel Management to insure that affirmative action is integrated into the 
Department's personnel policies and procedures. Training will be provided to 
supervisors and staff to insur~ that the necessity and importance of this pro
gram is thoroughly understood. 

Beyond monitoring the Department's responsibility, this section will be 
responsible for insuring compliance with statutory LEAA requirements for civil 
rights compliance. Initially consideration was given to placing this unit 
under the Admiuistrative Services Division director because of the unique re
quiremE!nts plaeed on the state by the Crime Control Act of 1976. Under the 
Act, anybody receiving LEAA funds must have an affirmative action plan and 
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may not discriminate against any person as provided for by the provisions of 
Title VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. If a recipient of LEAA 
funds is not in compliance, the Act sets forth very specific procedures that 
must be followed to insure compliance or term:Lnation of funds. These apply 
not only to the Department as a possible recipient of these funds, but to 
other state and local agencies who may receive LEAA funds. 

As a result of further review' by the subcommittee on civil rights com
pliance, the recommendation was made to the Secretary that this unit be placed 
directly in his office in order to insure top level management support of 
its activities. Besides formal procedures and sanctions, this unit should 
be able to act as an informal mediator by spotting problems early and inter
vening before they require formal action. Thus, the unit should be able to 
act formally or informally on behalf of the Secretary. 

The subcommittee, composed of existing EEO officers from the agencies af
fected, also recommended that resources and personnel be centralized and phys
ically located in the Secretary's of f ice. Indi vidual staff members would be 
assigned to the divisions and they would be responsible for provi.ding assist
ance on all matters involving civil rights and affirmative action. Therefore, 
centralization and pooling of resources was considered the most effective way 
to insure efficient and uniform operations of the unit for the Department as 
a whole. 

Civil rights compliance has been, and continues to be a matter of some 
controversy. There is a clear legal mandate for its existence and future 
Secretaries of Criminal Justice will be responsible for its implementation. 
However, the level of authority and support that this unit receives will ul
timately depend on the Secretary's concern and commitment to the concept of 
equal opportunity for all. 

Administratively Attached Agencies 

Under the Act, the Parole Board, the Governor's Organized Crime Preven
tion Commission, and the Public Defender Department are administratively at
tached to the Department. These agencies retain their autonomy and policy 
making authority, but the Secretary is charged with minimizing duplication, 
coordinating activities and resolving problems of mutual concern, and reaching 
an agreement with each agency on the extent to which the Department will pro
vide budgeting, record keeping, and related clerical assistance. 

In a meeting with the three agencies, the following agreements have been 
made: 

1. Each agency will submi t an annual plan to the Secretary. The time 
frame will be established by the Secretary to insure that it coincides with 
the timetables of the Department's planning cycle. Staff assistance will be 
available as necessary. 

2. Each agency will submi t to the Secretary data and reports that are 
requested by the Secretary. 
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3. The Secretary will be given the opportunity to comment and discuss 
policy directives established by the administratively attached agency, partic
'ularly on how they !)lay affect the operations of the Criminal Justice Department. 

4. Civil rights and affirmative action programs for equal employment op
portunity will be handled by the Secretary. 

5. Admi.nistrative support services for the Organized Crime Prevention 
Commission and the Parole Board will be handled to the extent that existing 
resources and personnel in the Administrative Services Division will permit. 
Specific agreements will be further discussed as the division begins to op
erate and workloads can be more accurately measured. 

Administrative Services Division 

The Administrative Services Division was divided into four bureaus: Plan
ning and Evaluation, Financial Management, Personnel Management, and Manage
ment Services. Its primary function is to provide the Secretary with recom
mendations on the goals, objectives, policies, programs, plans, budgets, and 
schedules to best achieve departmental goals. The division will function in 
a staff capacity to the Secretary and will function in support of other divi
sions by providing assistance and advice in matters dealing with personnel 
management, financial management, budgeting, planning, evaluation, and general 
admi nis t ra tiona 

Several statements must be made about this division prior to discussion 
of its individual bureaus. Perhaps the most basic is the relationship of 
staff services to line divisions, and the impact consolidation. of administra
tive services will have on those divisions which have been self contained enti
ties in the past. Some of the greatest concerns voiced by the agencies were 
how would administrative services be provided to their new divisions? What 
would be the responsibility of each division in preparing a plan, submitting 
a budget, or preparing a voucher? More importantly, who would perform these 
duties if~ in fact, personnel were transferred to the Administrative Services 
Division? 

Given the legislative intent and executive mandate to consolidate and re
duce duplication in administrative services, a considerable amount of time was 
spent in outlining planning, budgeting, financial management, personnel manage
ment, and management services processes that would define, in operational terms, 
the relationships between these bureaus and other divisions. Three principles 
guided this effort. First, consolidation must not hinder the operations of the 
line divisions. Second, management support services must continue with a mini
mum amount of disruption. Third, planning, budgeting, and financial management 
are critical to the operations of the Department and provisions must be made 
to insure: 

a. that the Secretary, the Governor, and the Legislature had adequate, 
up to date and reliable information on the status of programs and funds of 
t he Department; 

b. that the division heads must have timely and useful information on 
the financial status of their programs, as well as analyses of the performance 
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of their programs during the year and their impact on the long range goals 
of the Department in order to make necessary adjustments and changes for more 
effective and efficient performance; and 

c. that the planning process provide the basis for a sound budgeting 
process that considers past performance~ present operations, and future goals 
in allocating the resources available to the Department. 

Therefore, centralization of administrative services must consider the 
service nature of its functions and the importance of providing assistance and 
information to the other divisions who are responsible for the day to day op
erations of direct services in the Department, such as police patrol and reha
bilitation programs. 

The proposed structure for the division is the result of specifying how 
these processes will function, and an attempt to allocate manpower and per.
sonnel in such a way as to be able to properly perform its duties. 

As with any change, existing agencies will undoubtedly feel the impact 
of removing administrative support personnel from their immediate supervision. 
This is particularly true of the State Police which had the most extensive 
administrative support structure of the four agencies involved. In reviewing 
the possible consequences of this action, it is the opinion of the State Po
lice that such a move will have a minimal effect on the operations and program 
functions of the division. HO\-Jever, the Department recognizes the possible 
need for an administrative assistant at the division director level, especially 
in those divisions that provide direct law enforcement and correctional services. 

As has been emphasized, the division will provide support services to the 
other divisions and will assist them in the area of personnel, budge t, plan
ning, etc. In order for this relationship to be effective, the division direc
tor must be able to provide input to the Administrative Services Division. 
Unquestionably, how budget, personnel, and fiscal matters are handled will have 
a direct impact on the operation of any program. The division director must 
have the ability to bridge the needs of his own program and the administrative 
support necessary to carry it out. As the divisions become operational, each 
director must have the flexibility to determine what will best address this 
need and submit to the Secretary the proper justification for an administra
tive assistant. 

In the pages that fo110\o,', each of the four bureaus of the division will 
be generally described and their functions and responsibilities outlined. 

The Bureau of Planning and Evaluation is primarily responsible for the 
development and coordination of long and short term planning of the Depart
ment and preparation of an annual comprehensive plan. In addition, it will 
provide technical assistance to other divisions and other criminal justice 
agencies of the state and local governments. It will coordinate the collec
tion of criminal justice data with the Technical Services Bureau of the Crim
inal Justice Support Division, and do statistical analysis evaluations and re
ports on the crime picture and system's performance. Although these functions 
are also required by the Crime Control Act of 1976, emphasis will be placed 
on responding to the needs of the state and the legislature. 
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The subcommittee on Planning and Evaluation recommended that all planning 
capabilities within the Department be centralized in this bureau. Although 
centralization of functions will allow for a greater degree of coordination of 
departmental goals and more effective allocation of resources, there was ex
plicit recognition of the need to provide direct planning support to each of 
the divisions. The recommendation will be made to the bureau chief that a 
staff member from this bureau be assigned to providing planning support to 
each of the divisions. They will be responsible for having a thorough knowl
edge of the operations of the division, for providing planning options to de
cision makers, and for cooI:dinating planning resources within the bureau for 
the planning needs of the division. 

In order for planning to have an impact, recommendations that are a re
sult of the process outlined must be adopted as departmental goals and imple
mented through the budgeting process. Therefore, the relationship of plan
ning to budget is made explicit in the planning flow chart. Each division 
will perform an analysis of its past performance, make projections of expected 
workloads, define problems and needs that can be anticipated, develop alterna
tives to meet its needs, and select the preferred program alternative as an 
action plan. The. selection of that alternative should consider cost implica
tions, and the cost figures for the programs in the division's plan should 
form the basis for the division's budget request. 

It is important to note that this bureau will continue to administer the 
LEAA program in the state. Provisions have been made in the planning prOC.2SS 
for the development of the comprehensive plan for LEAA funds. Huch of the in
formation used by the Department to develop its plan will be incorporated into 
the statewide comprehensive plan. Input from local units of government, other 
criminal justice jurisdictions, and other departments will be integrated for 
a more complete analysis of crime and system performance throughout the state. 
House Bill 15 provides for the creation of the Criminal Justice Coordinating 
Council which will recommend goals and standards, review the comprehensive 
plan, and submit its recommendations to the Governor and the Secretary. The 
award of LEAA funds is the responsibility of the Secretary, and recommenda
tions to the Secretary will be made in accordance with the comprehensive plan 
and its goals and priorities. 

Although LEAA has come under severe criticism, the express purpose of the 
Crime Control Act has always been "to assist states and local governments in 
strengthening and improving law enforcement and criminal justice at every level 
by Federal assistance." (emphasis added) The creation of the Department of 
Criminal Justice not only embraces the need to strengthen and improve criminal 
justice in the state, but provides for a more effective structure for the 
administration of federal assistance. 

As of this w~:i ting, the future of LEAA is uncertain and speculation would 
be a fruitless endeavor. Needless to say, the loss of any funds available 
for planning would seriously hamper the operation of this bureau. The state 
has, over the years, assumed an increasing portion of the operations of the 
Governor's Council on Criminal Justice Planning. In response, the Council 
has expanded its activities to meet the planning needs of the state and has 
been actively involved in rna tters affecting its criminal justice system. It 
has shifted the agency's focus from a grant administration agency to one that 
has tried to provide information and assistance to executive and legislative 
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decision makers in the state. Should LEAA funds cease, some state funds are 
available to carry out some of the functions assigned to the bureau; however, 
these would be severely curtailed. 

Although there is no statutory mandate for the establishment of regional 
criminal justice planning units, they presently exist and are funded with LEAA 
funds. The Crime Control Act, in an effort to encourage the establishment 
of a comprehensive criminal justice planning effort at the local level, re
quires that 40 percent of planning funds made available to the state be passed 
through to local units of government for this purpos e. In New Mexico, re
gional planning units have been established and presently fulfill this func·
tion. With the exception of the Metropolitan Coordinating Council in Albu
querque, all the regions are 100 percent federally funded. As was mentioned 
in the beginning, in order to achieve the goals set forth for this Department 
cooperation and coordination will have to cross intergovernmental lines. How
ever, because the source of funding for local planning is st rictly LEAA, the 
continuation of the regions will depend on the future of LEAA funding unless 
local units of government can provide financial assistance to their regional 
offices. 

The Bureau of Financial Management will be responsible fbr the conttol 
of the Department's resources, liabilities, revenues and expenditures, budget 
preparation, audit, and procurement. Initially, emphasis will be placed on 
developing an integrated system of record keeping in order to assure unified 
control of the .Department's finances, including comparisons of actual expendi
tures to amounts budgeted so that financial position of all the Department's 
functions and activities are known on a current and continuing basis. Finan
cial management information will be provided on a regular basis to division 
directors and the Secretary for planning and administrative purposes. 

The preparation of the Department's budget is one of the critical func
tions of this bureau. As previously mentioned, every attempt has been made 
to integrate budget preparation with an overall planning process that will 
establish departmental goals and priorities and translate them into appro
priation requests. Once an appropriation is made, the budget section will be 
responsible for preparing the operating budget, as well as coordinating any 
budget adjustment requests with the planning section to insure that they are 
consistent with departmental priorities. As with the Planning and Evaluation 
Bureau, staff from the budget section will be available to help each division 
prepare its budget request. 

The Bureau of Personnel Management is responsible for the development, 
establishment, and enforcement of personnel administration policies and stand
ards within the Department. It will be responsible for doing job analysis 
and evaluations, assisting managers and supervisors with staffing needs includ
ing recruitment, administering salary and wage policies, providing for staff 
training and development, and maintaining all official departmental employee 
records. In addition, the subcommittee on personnel management recommended 
that affirmative action efforts be integrated with the Department's personnel 
policies and procedures. They felt that the chief of this bureau should share 
the responsibility with the head of the Civil Rig\ts Compliance Unit in de
signing and implementiug an intel:nal reporting systE'm that continually monitors 
progress toward affirmative action goals. 

-------.----_._------------ -------- ,----------------
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When discussing the need of the Financial Management and Personnel Man
agement Bureaus, consideration was given to the special needs of the correc
tional institutions which are located around the state. In centralizing per
sonnel and fiscal support services, care had to be exercised in order to insure 
that the institutions could continue to operate efficiently and meet their day 
to day needs. Thus, the task force recommended that employees who performed 
fiscal and personnel functions at the institutions remain there. 

There are several reasons for this recommendation. First, personnel per
forming these functions sometimes have other duties that are program in nature. 
Second, it would create unnecessary delays if every routine personnel action 
or fiscal voucher had to be sent to Santa Fe for processing. Third, the in
stitutions run programs such as farming operations and prison industries thnt 
require easily accessible administrative support. It was concluded that the 
individual, somewhat self-contained nature of the institutions justified leav
ing administrative positions where they are presently located. 

Notwithstanding this recommendation, there is also the recognition that 
there is a need for a strong centralized fiscal and personnel management sys
tem. Although these employees will continue to be responsible for day to day 
administrative support operations at the institutions, policies, procedures, 
forms reporting requirements, and methods will be prescribed by the burt:!aus 
in the Administrative Services Division. 

The Bureau of Management Services is responsible for the ordering, dis
tri bution, and inventory control of the Department's supplies. It will be 
responsible for the maintenance of all buildings and grounds of the Depart
ment, unless otherwise provided. It will also have a Mail and Distribution 
Section and a \"ord Processing Center. This bureau is particularly important 
because it will provide many of the support management services which can 
help or hinder the efficient operation of the Department. Not only must it 
develop and implement appropriate procedures and techniques to insure that 
services are adequate, but it must institute effective systems and controls 
that are amenable to the changing needs of the Department. It can be gen
erally stated that many of the responsibilities of this bureau are often found 
to be audit exceptions in agency audit programs. Therefore in establishing 
this bureau, reviewing the processes it must follow, and recommending proce
dures to be established, the subcommittee on Management Services considered 
not only the particular needs of each section, but also how to establish ade
quate controls and relationships that insure proper financial management. 

As of this writing, the Department's relocation plans have not been fin
alized. Although the State Police Complex will house at least the State Po
lice Division and the Criminal Justice Support Division, plans are not yet 
definite for the Secretary's office or the Administrative Services Division. 
This posed some unique problems in planning for this bureau since many of 
its functions are directly related to the location of each of the divisions. 
Nevertheless, there is a recommendation that a central supply unit be located 
at the State Police with appropriate distribution procedures. In addition, 
the Department will centralize its paper reproduction capabilities at the Com
plex with a possible savings in dollars as well as manpower. Once the loca
tion of all the divisions is known, an appropriate determination will be made 
for the relocation or disposal of existing duplicating equipment. 
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Thus, the establishment of this bureau carefully considered the impor
tance of each of its functions for the day to day operations of the Department, 
sought ways to insure that services would not be interrupted during the tran
sition, and developed recommendations for procedures that will consider sound 
financial management controls, identifiable cost allocations withintheDepart
ment, and strict internal controls. In addition, it is expected that this 
bureau will provide assistance to the entire Department in analyzing manage
ment systems and making recommendations for improvements on an on-going basis. 

The Division of Administrative Services will playa key role in the im
plementation of the Department of Criminal Justice. It will be responsible 
for all administrative, fiscal, personnel, and management support functions 
previously performed by the individual agencies, and will in turn function 
in a staff capacity to the Secretary and in support of the other three divi
sions. In addition, it will be responsible for the short and long range 
planning of the Department, as well as administering the LEAA program in the 
state. How effectively it functions in support of other divisions will be 
responsible, in large part, for the success or failure of the reorganization 
efforts. 

Administrative Services Division 

The Administrative Services Division is a unit of the newly created Crim
inal Justice Department. 

The Division will provide the Secretary with recommendations on the goals, 
objectives, policies, programs, plans, budgets, and schedules to best achieve 
departmental goals. The Division will function in support of other divisions 
by providing assistance and advice in matters dealing with personnel manage-

'ment, finance, budgeting, planning, evaluation, and general administration. 

Four bureaus were created within the division: Planning and Evaluation, 
Financial Management, Personnel Management, and Management Services. Each bu
reau will establish and enforce policies that lay within their respective func
tional areas, and provide support functions for the Department. 

Director's Office 

The director will be directly responsible to the Department Secretary for 
the overall organization, administrtion, direction and coordination of the divi
sion's staff and operations. 

The director is responsible for: 

• providing the Secretary with recommendations on the goals, objectives, 
policies, programs, plans, budgets and schedules to best achieve departmental 
goals. 

• providing assistance and advice to other divisions in matters dealing 
with personnel management, finance, budgeting, planning, evaluation, and gen
eral administration. 
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• developing comprehensive, unified and orderly procedures to insure that 
all local plans and all relevant state and local projects are in accord with 
the state comprehensive plan. 

• providing technical assistance advice and guidance to other divisions, 
departments, local governments and non-governmental entities. 

• providing statistical and interpretive analysis to criminal justice 
agencies in the state. 

• providing support management services to the centralized offices of 
the Department. 

Bureau of Planning and Evaluation 

The Bureau of Planning and Evaluation will perform the following functions: 

1. 
provide 
include: 

Develop and implement a planning process for the Department that will 
decision makers with alternatives for action. This process will 

a. an analysis of the past performance of the Department's programs, 
including any program evaluations that may be available. 

b. recommendations to the Secretary for long range goals that take 
into consideration statutory mandates and previously set goals. 

c. provide assistance to the other divisions in the preparation and 
submittal of division plans and program budgets for inclusion in the Depart
ment's p]p.n. This process will include an analysis of past performance, pro
jections on expected workloads, clients, etc., definition of problems and 
needs, alternatives to meet these needs, and selection of the preferred pro
gram alternative. 

d. establishment of departmental goals and priorities. 

e. implementation of the Department's plan through budget requests, 
technical assistance, or federal funds. 

f. development and implementation of an annual state comprehensive 
plan for LEM funds to include input from local units of governments, other 
criminal justice jurisdictions and separate departments based on goals and 
priorities established by the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. 

2. Perform monitoring and grants management functions in support of the 
implementation of the state's comprehensive plan. 

3. Provide technical assistance to other divisions of the Department, 
other criminal justice agencies or local governments and non-profit organiza
tions with responsibilities in the criminal justice system. This can include 
conferences, lectures, seminars, workshops, publications, training, or on site 
assistance on specific problems or program operations. In addition, a resource 
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inventory will be maintained outlining resources available for technical 
assistance. 

4. Through the Statistical Analysis and Evaluation Section, 

a. furnish statistical and interpretive analysis to criminal justice 
agencies in order to better understand the criminal justice system, how it 
works, what its problems are, and how it can be improved. This includes data 
on how each component of the system deals with the offender and the victim, 
its resources and the manpower available to it. 

b. establish and implement an evaluation program that will provide 
the Department with information about the effectiveness and impact of its 
programs. 

c. coordinate the development of criminal justice information sys
tems necessary for planning, evaluation, research, and management decision mak
ing with the Technical Services Bureau of the Department to insure their or
derly development. 

The bureau chief is under the superv~s~on of the director of Administra
tive Services and will be responsible for implementing the functions aSSigned 
to the bureau. He will di rect the Department's planning process, program de
velopment, statistical analysis, evaluation, monitoring, grants management, and 
technical assistance. 

Bureau of Financial Management 

The Bureau of Financial Management will provide control of the Depart
ment's resources, liabilities, revenues, and expenditures. 

The bureau will develop an integrated system of record keeping in order 
to assure unified control of the Department's finances. It will furnish ef
fective comparisons of actual operations with amounts budgeted and establish 
devices of pre-audit and internal check, to assure the accuracy and legali ty 
of state and federal transactions. It will continually recommend and develop 
methods for improved financial planning and other fiscal policies that will 
establish program and departmental accountability. 

The bureau will be responsible for the preparation of the Department's 
budget and its coordination with the Bureau of Planning and Evaluation to 
insure that appropriation requests and allocation of funds reflect the Depart
ment's priorities. 

Timely and useful' financial i'nformation will be provided to division di
rectors to assist them in managing and directing the division's financial ac
tivi ties. In addition, pertinent and intelligible summaries of the Depart
ment's financial operations will be furnished to the Secretary. 

The bureau chief is directly responsible to the director of Administra
tive Services for reviewing, analyzing, and evaluating the full range of fi
nancial management functions. 
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The bureau staff will analyze the Department's fiscal and budget func
tions and programs, its policies, accounting procedures, program effectiveness, 
and will consult with division directors on eXisting and proposed state and 
federal legislation that have fiscal impact. 

The appropriate bureau personnel will coordinate with the Department's 
Technical Service Bureau and the Department of Automated Data Processing on 
the possible automation of the Department's accounting and fiscal processes. 

Bureau of Personnel Management 

The Bureau of Personnel Management will provide comprehensive personnel 
management information in order to interpret and implement the directives and 
regulations from the State Personnel Office in the Department. The bureau 
will propose internal policies and procedures required within the Department 
for an effective personnel management system. 

The bureau chief is directly responsible to the director of Administra
tive Services and will be responsible for the development of policy and writ
ten instructions that will relate to position classification, qualification 
requirements, performance standards, promotional requirements, recruitment and 
selection. The bureau chief will establish a mechanism to assist division 
heads and bureau chiefs in developing facts about new or changed positions. 
In addition, the bureau chief will coordinate with the head of the Civil Rights 
Compliance Unit to integrate affirmative action and equal employment oppor
tunity with sound personnel management policies and procedures. 

The bureau will contribute to the analysis of departmental problems as
certaining and organizing staffing needs, processing appointments, promotions, 
and other actions, checking for adherence to law and regulation. 

The bureau will function in the areas of advising supervisors on disci
plinary suspensions and removals, maintaining statistical records on employee 
population, turnover, and movement. 

Bureau of Hanagement Services 

The Bureau of Management Services will be responsible for the requisition 
and distribution of all Department supplies including the maintenance of a 
perpetual inventory control. The bureau will centralize duplication services 
for division and bureaus located in Santa Fe, such as the headquarters of 
the S tate Police Division and the Training and Education Bureau. It will 
be responsible for mail and distribution and will develop a procedure for the 
central receipt of all correspondence, inter-departmental routing, inter-
agency routing, a logging system on incoming/outgoing correspondence. ' 

The bureau will also be responsible for a word processing center that will 
offer centralized typing function for the division. 

The maintenance of buildings and grounds will fall under the bureau and 
it will be responsible for all phases of property management for the Depart
ment, unless otherwise provided by DFA. 
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The bureau chief is directly responsible to the director of the Admin
istrative Services Division for carrying out the policies, plans and proce
dures for the bureau. The incumbent will supervise and coordinate the Supply, 
Mail and Distribution, Word Processing, and Buildings and Grounds Maintenance 
sections. 
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General Assembly of North Carolina 

Session 1977 
Ratified Bill 

Chapter II 
Senate Bill 62 

North Carolina 

AN ACT TO ESTABLISH THE GOVERNOR'S CRIME COMMISSION BY AMENDING AND RE
WRITING G.S. 143B-337 AND RENAMING, RESTRUCTURING AND REDEFINING THE PURPOSES 
OF THE GOVERNOR'S LAW AND ORDER COMMISSION. 

The General Assembly of North Carolina enacts: 

Section 1. G.S. 143B-337 is rewritten to read as follows: 

"Part 23. 

Governor's Crime Commission. 

"Sec. 143B-337. Governor's Crime Commission: creation, composition, 
terms, meetings, etc.--(a) There is hereby created the Governor's Crime Com
mission of the Department of Crime Control and Public Safety. The commission 
shall consist of 29 voting members and six nonvoting members. The compos:Ltion 
of the commissi.on shall be as follows: 

(1) The voting members shall be: 

a. the Governor, the Chief .Justice of the Supreme Court of 
North Carolina (or his alternate), th·e Attorney General, the 
Directclr of the Administrative Office of the Courts, the 
Secretary of the Department of Human Resources, and thE~ Sec
retary of the Department of Correction; 

b. a judge of superior court, a judge of district court spe
cializing in juvenile matters, a chief district court judgf:, 
and a district attorney; 

c. a defense attorney, three sheriffs (one of whom shall be 
from a 'high crime area'), three police executives (one of 
whom shall be from a 'high crime area W), four citizens (two 
with knowledge of juvenile delinquency and the public school 
system,. one representative of a 'pr:lvate juvenile delin
quency program,' and one in the discretion of the Governor), 
three county commissioners or county officials, and three 
mayors or municipal officials; 

d. one mE!mber of the North Carolina House of Representatives 
and one member of the North Carolina State Senate. 
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(2) The nonvoting members shall be the Director of th(~ State Bureau 
of Investigation, the Secretary of the Department of Crime Con
trol and Public Safety, the Director of the Division of Youth 
Services of the Department of Human Resources, the Administrator 
for Juvenile Services of the Administrative Office of the Courts, 
the Director of the Division of Prisons and the Director of the 
Division of Adult Probation and Paroles. 

(b) The membership of the commission shall be selected as follows: 

(1) The following members shall serve by virtue of their office: 
the Governor, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, the At
torney General, the Director of the Administrative Office of 
the Courts, the Secretary of the Department of Human Resources, 
the Secretary of the Department of Correction, the Director of 
the State Bureau of Investigation, the Secretary of the Depart
ment of Crime Control and Public Safety, the Director of the 
Division of Prisons, the Director of the Division of Adult Pro
bation and Paroles, the Director of the Division of Youth Ser
vices and the Administrator for Juvenile Services of the Ad
ministrative Office of the Courts. Should the Chief Justice 
of the Supreme Court choose not to serve, his alternate shall 
be selected by the Governor from a list submitted by the Chief 
Justice which list must contain no less than three nominees 
from the membership of the Supreme Court. 

(2). The following members shall be appointed by the Governor: the 
district attorney, the defense attorney, the three sheriff s, 
the three police executives, the four citizens, the three county 
commissioners or county officials, the three mayors or municipal 
officials. 

(3) The following members shall be appointed by the Governor from a 
list submitted by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, which 
list shall contain no less than three nominees for each position 
and which list must be submitted within 30 days after the occur
rence of any vacancy in the judicial membership: the Judge of 
Superior Court, the judge of district court specializing in ju
venile matters, and the Chief District Court Judge. 

(4) The member of the House of Representatives shall be appointed 
by the Speaker of the House of Representatives a.nd the member 
of the Senate shall be appointed by the Lieutenant Governor. 
These members shall perform the advisory review of the state 
plan for the General Assembly as permitted by Section 206 of 
the Crime Control Act of 1976 (PL 94-503). 

(5) The Governor may serve as chairman, designating a vice-chairman 
to serve at his pleasure, or he may designate a chairman and 
vice-chairman, both of whom shall serve at his pleasure. 

(c) The initial members of the commission shall be those appointed pur
suant to subsection (b) above, which appointments shall be made by March 1, 
1977. The terms of the present members of the Governor's Commission on Law 
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and Order shall expire on February 28, 1977. Effective March 1, 1977, the 
Governor shall appoint members, other than those serving by virtue of their 
office, to serve staggered terms; seven shall be appointed for one-year terms, 
seven for two-year terms, and seven for three-year terms. At the end of their 
respective terms of office their successors shall be appointed for terms of 
three years and until their successors are appointed and qualified. The com
mission members from the House a.nd Sena.te shall serve two-year terms effec'
tive March 1, of each odd-numbered year; and they shall not be disqualified 
from commission membership because of failure to seek or attain reelection to 
the General Assembly, but resignation or removal from office as a member of 
the General Assembly shall constitute resignation or removal from the commis
sion. Any other commission member no longer serving in the office from which 
he qualified for appointment shall be disqualified from membership on the com
mission. Any appointment to fill a vacancy on the commission created by the 
resignation, dismissal, death, disability, or disqualification of a member shall 
be for the balance of the unexpired term. 

(d) The Governor shall have the power to remove any member from the com
mission for misfeasance, malfeasance or nonfeasance. 

(e) The commission shall meet quarte.rly and at other times at the call 
of the chairman or upon written request of at least eight of the members. A 
majority of the voting members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction 
of business." 

Section 2. G.S. 143B-338 is hereby rewritten to read as follows: 

"Sec. 143B-338. Governor's Crime Commission: powers and duties.--(a) The 
Governor's Crime Commission shall have the following powers and duties: 

(a) (1) To serve, along with its adjunct committees, as the chief advi
sory board to the Governor and to the Secretary of the Depart
ment of Crime Control and Public Safety on matters pertaining 
to the criminal justice system. 

(2) To develop a comprehensive statewide plan for the improvement 
of criminal justice throughout the State which is consistent 
with and serves to foster the following established goals of 
the criminal justice system: 

a. to reduce crime, 
b. to protect individual rights, 
c. to achieve justice, 
d. to increase efficiency in the criminal justice system, 
e. to promote public safety, 
f. to provide for the administration of a fair and humane sys

tem which offers reasonable opportunities for adjudicated 
offenders to develop progn~ssively responsible behavior, 
and 

g. to increase professional skills of criminal justice officers. 

(3) To assist and participate with the State and local law enforce
Ulent agem:.ies in improving la\>1 enforcement and the administra
tion of criminal justice; 
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(4) To make studies and recommendations for the improvement of law 
enforcement and the administration of criminal justice; 

(5) To encourage public support and respect for the criminal justice 
system in North Carolina; 

(6) To seek ways to continue to make North Carolina a safe and se
cure State for its citizens; 

(7) To accept gifts, bequests, devises, grants, matching funds, and 
other considerations from private or governmental sources for 
use in promoting its work; 

(8) To set objectives and priorities for the improvement of law en
forcement and criminal justice throughout the State; 

(9) To make grants for use in pursuing :i.ts objectives, under such 
conditions as are deemed to be necessary; 

(10) To serve as a coordinating commi ttee and forum for discussion 
of recommendations from its adjunc.t committees formed pursuant 
to G.S. 143B-339; and 

( 11) To serve as the primary channel through which local law enf orce
ment departments and citizens can lend their advice, and state 
their needs, to the Department of Crime Control and Public Safety. 

(b) The commission is authorized and empowered to adopt such rules and 
regulations, not inconsistent with the laws of this State, as may be required 
by the federal government for grants-in-aid for criminal justice purposes which 
may be made available for the State by the federal government. The Governor's 
Crime Commission shall be the single State agency responsible for establishing 
policy, planning and carrying out the State's duties with respect to all grants 
to the State by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the United 
States Department of Justice. In respect to such grants, thE! commission shall 
have authority to review, approve and maintain general oversight of the state 
plan and its implementation, including subgrants and allocations to local units 
of governmen t. 

All decisions and grants heretofore made by the Gqvernor's Law and Order 
Commission shall remain in full force and effec.t unless and until repealed or 
superseded by action of the Governor's Crime Commission established herein. 
The present Governor's Crime Commission on Law and Order is terminated on Feb
ruary 28, 1977, and its powers, duties, and responsibilities vest in the Gov
ernor's Crime Commission effective March 1,1977. All directives of the Gov
ernor's Crime Commission shall be administered by the Director, Crime Control 
Division of the Department of Crime Control and Public Safety." 

Section 3. G.S. 143B-339 is hereby rewritten to read as follows: 

"Sec. 143B-339. Adjunct Committees of the Governor I s Crime Commission: 
creation, purpose, powers and duties.--(a) There are hereby created by way of 



extension and- not limitation, the following adjunct committees of the Gov
ernor's Crime Commission: the Crime Prevention and Public Information Com
mittee, the Judicial Planning Committee, the Juvenile Justice Planning Com
mittee, the Law Enforcement Planning Committee, the Corrections Planning 
Committee, and the Juvenile Code Revision Committee. 

(b) The composition of the adjunct: committees shall be as designated by 
the Governor by executive order, except for the Judicial Planning Committee, 
the composition of which shall be designated by the Supreme Court. The Gov
ernor's appointees shall serve two-year terms beginning March 1, of each odd
numbered year, and members of the Judicial Planning Committee shall serve at 
the pleasure of the Supreme Court. 

(c) The adjunct committees created herein shall report directly to the 
Governor's Crime Commission and shall have the following powers and duties: 

(1) The Crime Prevention and Public Information Committee shall ad
vise the Governor's Crime Commission on the most appropriate 
and effective methods to foster public awareness of the role of 
individual citizens, businesses, and community organizations in 
the prevention and reporting of crime and to foster public 
awareness of the a bi.li ty and responsi bili ty of individuals to 
have an impact on the crime problem; it shall also advise the 
Governor's Crime Commission on the most appropriate and effec.
tive methods of preventing crime, on mobilizing the citizenry 
through 'Community Watch' and other related programs to prevent 
crime, and on educating the public about the nature of pa.rticu
lar crimes and the most effective methods of preventing them. 

(2) The Law Enforcement Planning Commi ttee shall advise the Gover
nor's Crime Commission on all matters which are referred to it 
relevant to law enforcement, including detention; shall partici
pate in the development of the law enforcement component of the 
State's comprehensive plan; shall consider and recommend priori
ties for the improvement of law enforcement services; and shall 
offer technical assistance to State and local agencies in the 
planning and implementation of programs contemplated by the com
prehensive plan for the improvement of law enforcement services. 

(3) The Judicial Planning Committee (which shall be appointed by 
the Supreme Court) shall establish court improvement priorities, 
define court improvement programs and projects, and develop an 
annual judicial plan in accordance with the Crime Control Act 
of 1976 (PL 94-503); shall advise the Governor's Crime Commis
sion on all matters which are referred to it relevant to the 
courts; shall consider and recommend priorities for the improve
ment of judicial services; and shall offer technical assistance 
to State agencies in the planning and implementation of programs 
contemplated by the comprehensive plan for the improvement of 
judicial services. 

_____________________________________________________ -d 
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(4) The Corrections Planning Committee shall advise the Governor's 
Crime Commission on all matters which are referred to it rele
vant to corrections; shall participate in the development of 
the adult corrections component of the State's comprehensive 
plan; shall consider and recommend priorities for the improvement 
of correction services; and shall offer technical assistance 
to State agencies in the planning and implementation of programs 
contemplated by the comprehensive plan for the improvement of 
corrections. 

(5) The Juven:.'.le Justice Planning Committee shall advise the Gover
nor's Crime Commission o-n all matters which are referred to it 
relevant to juvenile justice; shall participate in the develop
ment of the juvenile justice component of the State's comprehen
sive plan; shall consider and recommend priorities for the 
improvement of juvenile justice services; and shall offer tech
nical assistance to State and local agencies in the planning 
and implementation of programs contemplated by the comprehensive 
plan for the improvement of juvenile justice. 

(6) The Juvenile Code Revision Committee shall study problems relat
ing to young people who come within the juvenile jurisdiction 
of the district court as defined by Article 23 of Chapter 7A of 
the General Statutes and develop a legislative plan which will 
best serve thE\ needs of young people and protect the interests 
of the State; shall study the existing laws, services, agencies 
and commissions and recommend whether they should be continued, 
amended, abolished or merged; and shall take steps to insure 
that all agencies, organizations, and private citizens in the 
State of North Carolina have an opportuni ty to lend advice and 
suggestions to the development of a revised juvenile code. If 
practical, the committee shall submit a preliminary report to 
the General Assembly prior to its adjournment in 1977. It 
s hall make a full and complete report to the General Assembly 
by l1arch 1, 1978. This adjunct committee shall terminate on 
February 28, 1979. 

(d) The Governor shall have the power to remove any member of any adjunct 
committee from the committee for misfeasance, malfeasance or nonfeasance. Each 
committee shall meet at the call of the chairman or upon written request of 
one-third of its membership. A majority of a committee shall constitute a 
quorum for the transaction of business. 

(e) The actions and recommendations of each adjunct committee shall be 
sub ject to the final approval of the Governor I s Crime Commission." 

Section 4. Chapter 143B of the General Statutes is amended by adding a 
new Section 340 as follows: 

"Sec. 143B--340. Crime Control Division of the Department of Crime Control 
and Public Safety.--(a) There is hereby established, within the Department of 
Crime Control and Public Safety, the Crime Control Division, which shall be 
organizl:ld and staffed in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and 
within the limits of authorized appropriations. 
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(b) The Crime Control Division shall provide clerical and professional 
services required by the Governor's Crime Commission and shall administer the 
State Law Enforcement Assistance Program and such additional related programs 
as may be established by or assigned to the commission. It shall serve as 
the single State planning agency for purposes of Crime Control Act of 1976 
(PL 94-503). Administrative responsibilities shall include, but are not lim
ited to, the following: 

(1) compiling data, establishing needs and setting priorities for 
funding and policy recommendations for the commission; 

(2) preparing and revising statewide plans for adoption by the com
mission which are designed to improve the administration of 
criminal jus tice and to reduce crime in North Carolina; 

(3) advising State and local interests of opportunities for secur
ing federal assistance for crime reduction and for improving 
criminal justice administration and planning within the State 
of North Carolina; 

(4) stimulating and seeking financial support from federal, State, 
and local government and private sources for programs and proj
ects which implement adopted criminal justice administration 
improvement and crime reduction plans; 

(5) assisting State agencies and units of general local government 
and combina tions thereof in the prepara tion and processing of 
applications for financial aid to support improved criminal jus
tice administration, planning and crime reduction; 

(6) encouraging and assisting coordination at the federal, State, 
and local government levels in the preparation and implementa
tion of criminal justice administration improvements and crime 
reduction plans; 

(7) applying for, receiving, disbursing, and auditing the use of 
funds received for the program from any public and private agen
cies and instrumentalities for criminal justice administration, 
planning, and crime reduction purposes; 

(8) entering into, monitoring, and evaluating the results of con
tracts and agreements necessary or incidental to the discharge 
of its assigned responsibilities; 

(9) providing technical assistance to State and local law enforce
ment agencies in developing programs for improvement of the law 
enforcement and criminal justice system; and 

(10) taking such other actions as may be deemed necessary or appro
priate to carry out its assigned duties and responsibilities. 

(c) The Crime Control Division shall also provide professional and 
clerical staff services to the adjunct committees of the Gover.nor's Crime Com
mission established in G.S. 143B-339." 

I 
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Section S. This act shall become effective on Harch 1, 1977. Prior to 
the creation of the Department of Crime Control and Public Safety, the Gover
nor's Crime Commission shall be a part of the Department of Natural and Eco
nomic Resources; and the professional and clerical responsibilities vested by 
this act in the Division of Crime Control of the Department of Crime Control 
and Public Safety shall continue to be vested in the Law and Order Section of 
the Department of Natural and Economic Resources. Until such time as the De
partment of Crime Control and Public Safety is created, all references in 
this act to the Department of Cdme Control and Public Safety shall be deemed 
to refer to the Department of Natural Economic Resources. 

Section 6. 
are repealed. 

All other laws and parts of laws in conflict with this act 

Section 7. If any provision of this act or the application thereof to 
any person or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect 
other provisions or applications of this act which can be given effect without 
the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this 
act are declared to be severable. 

In the General Assembly read three times and ratified, this the 15th day 

0.£ February, 1977." 

/s/ JAMES C. GREEN, SR. 
James C. Green, Sr. 
President of the Senate 

/s/ CARL J. STEWART, JR. 
Carl J. Stewart, Jr. 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
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Taken from Chapter 5.3 Secretary of Public Safety, 
Code of Virginia, Cumulative Supplement 

Chapter 5.3. 

Secretary of Public Safety 

Position established; 
appointment; term; oath. 
Subject to supervision by 
Governor; powers and 
duties. 

Sec. 
2.1-51.18. Agencies for which 

responsible. 
2.1-51.18:1. Responsibility for 

Capitol Police 
2.1-51.18:2. Powers, duties and 

function of Capitol 
Police. 

Sec. 2.1-51.16. Position established; appointment; term; oath.--The po
sition of Secretary of Public Safety is hereby created. He shall be ap
pointed by the Governor, sub ject to confirmation by the General Assembly if 
in session when the appointment is made, and if not in session, then at its 
next succeeding session. He shall hold office at the pleasure of the Governor 
for a term coincident with that of the Governor making the appointment or un
til his successor shall be appointed and qualified. Before entering upon the 
discharge of his duties, he shall take an oath that he will faithfully execute 
the duties of the office. (1976, c. 782.) 

Sec. 2.1-51.17. Subject to supervision by Governor; powers and 
duties.--The Secretary of Public Safety shall be subject to direction and 
supervision by the Governor. The agencies assigned to the Secretary shall 
exercise their respective powers and duties in accordance with the general 
policy established by the Governor or by the Secretary acting on behalf of the 
Governor. Unless the Governor expressly reserves such a power to himself, the 
Secretary is empowered to resolve administrative, jurisdictional or policy con
flicts between any agencies or officers assigned to his office and to direct 
the formulation of a comprehensive program budget for his office encompassing 
the programs and activities of the agencies assigned to such office. All re
ports to the Governor from the head of any agency assigned to the Secretary of 
Public Safety shall be made through such Secretary. (1976, c. 782.) 

Sec. 2.1-51.18. Agencies for which responsible. --The Secretary of Pub
lic Safety shall be responsible to the Governor for the following agencies: 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission, Department of Corrections, Rehabilita
tive School Authority, Criminal Justice Services Commission, Division of Jus
tice and Crime Prevention, Department of State Police, Division of Motor Vehi
cles, Office of Emergency Services, Virginia State Fire Services Commission, 
Office of Fire Services Training, the Department of Military Affairs and the 
Commonwealth's Attorneys' Services and Training Council. The Governor may, by 
executive order, assign any other State executive agency to the Secretary of 
Public Safety, or reassign any agency listed above to another secretary. (1976, 
c • 7 32 ; 19 78, cc. 4 55, 606, 607, 8 20. ) 
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Sec. 2.1-51.18:1. Responsibility for Capitol Police.--The Capitol 
Police shall be responsible to the Secretary of Public Safety. (1977, Co 672.) 

Sec. 2.1-51.18:2. Powers, duties and functions of Capitol Police.--The 
Capitol Police may exercise within the limits of the Capitol Square and, when 
assigned with the approval of the Governor, on any other property owned or con
trolled by the State or any agency, department, institution or commission 
thereof! all the powers, duties and functions which are exercised by the police 
of the city, or the police or sheriff of the county within which said property 
is located. Members of the Capitol Police, when assigned with the approval of 
the Governor, to accompany the Governor, members of the first family, the Lieu
tenant Governor, the Attorney General, or members of the General Assembly, 
shall be vested with all the powers and authority of a law-enforcement officer 
of any ci ty or county in which they are required to be. (Code 1950, section 
2-75; 1958, c. 199; 1966, c. 677; 1970, c. 202; 1972, c. 122; 1977, c. 672.) 



APPENDIX 0 

A More Detailed Example of the 
Planning Process in California, Taken from Pages 1-6 and 9-24 of the 

California's Legislative Anti-Crime Initiatives 
Based on Intergovernmental Planning 

I. Introduction 

Over three years ago California's state administration examined the oper
ations of various state agencies, one of which was the Office of Criminal 
Justice Planning, responsible for administering the LEAA program in California. 
The results of that review pointed out: 

1. Burdensome compliance··oriented formal planning based on very detailed 
written guidelines. 

2. Excessive administrative overhead costs generated by the rather com
plex "paper producing" planning guidelines; and 

3. Limited involvement of local elected officials in the decision-making 
process, and "end running" of county and city budget processes; and 

4. Limi ted success in building LEAA-funded programs into the on-going 
operation of local and state government agencies after federal fund
ing ceased. 

In an attempt to salvage and redirect the program in California, the 
state's administration and newly appointed supervisory board, the California 
Council on Criminal Justice (CCCJ), set out to deal with the issues at hand. 

In recognition of the fact that the LEAA program was intended to serve 
as a vehicle for developing and testing anti-crime approaches which, if they 
demonstrated to be successful, would be incorporated into justice agency op
erations, it was agreed that redirection efforts should emphasize: 

1. Building a "permanence" into the LEAA program by encouraging the ac
tive involvement and participation of elected local and state govern
ment officials in the decision-making pro~ess to: 

a. Assure coordination of LEAA monies with other fund sources such 
as the annual budget process; and 

b. Increase the possibility of translating successful program tech
niques into substantive legislation. 

2. The encouragement of intergovernmental cooperation and coordination 
among criminal justice and government agencies in the program plan
ning process. 

The following sections of this document describe the activities under
taken by the CCCJ to redirect the program in California. 

"------ ----.~~~-------------"--
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II. Redirecting the LEAA Program in California 

A. Background 

In 1976, under the leadership of a new state administration and the 
CCCJ, OCJP received a fundamental redirection in its criminal justice planning 
efforts. The State Plan for 1977 carried forward the first major thrusts of 
this new direction. One major outcome of the 1977 planning process was the 
expression of concern by numerous CCCJ members that the crime control program 
in California needed more direction and focus to avoid a "shotgun approach" 
since the amount of federal funds available were rather limited when compared 
with the long list of crime-related problems. The recurring question raised 
by CCGJ was "What impact has been and can be accomplished with such a small 
amount of money?" 

In November 1976, the CCCJ initiated a policy development process in
volving local government, planning regions and other interested organizations. 
This process concluded in January 1977 with the adoption of Guiding Principles 
and Policies deaJ.1.ng with the administration of the Crime Control Program in 
California. 

While a number of the policies deal with the state 1 s planning process, 
of particular importance is Policy No. 202, "Development of Programs Under 
the State Policy Plan," since it sets out an orderly process for focusing 
LEAA action money on rather specific programs. A more detailed dis cussion 
of how this policy and others related to the planning process have been im
plemented is contained in this section of the report. 

The CCCJ 1978 planning effort focused on two major activities: 

-- Development of priority programs; and 

Identification and development of Goals and Objectives which sup~ 

port the priority programs. 

B. Program Development 

As already indicated, the CGCJ adopted several Guiding Principles and 
Policies dealing with the preparation of the State's 1978 State Plan. The 
policy statement most related to the identification of priority problems and 
programs is: 

No. 202--Development of Programs Under the State Policy Plan 

CCCJ will establish specific policy guidelines for the prepara
tion of the State Policy Plan, CCCJ will approve the State Policy 
Plan on the basis of program-level emphasis and adherence to the 
policy guidelines. The OCJP Director will certify to the GCCJ 
that projects funded under the plan meet CCCJ guidelines. 

Differences between local planning boards and the OCJP Director 
on matters relating to CCCJ guidelines will be resolved by the 
CCCJ in accordance with an appeals procedure. CCCJ will not rou
tinely review local plans except as these are aggregated into 

~----------------------------- --
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the State Policy Plan, nor will CCCJ routinely review local proj
ects. However, at the request of any member of the CCCJ, any 
local plan or project IMY be subject to Council review in accord
ance with its rules. 

The policy guidelines for the preparation of the State Plan as 
set forth in this policy will include the requirement that each 
local board and the state agency planning group will allocate un
committed LEAA action money under its control as follows: 

1. Not less than half of the money to three or less programs 
selected from a list of specific programs predetermined and 
narrowly defined by CCCJ; 

2. Not less than half of the balance of the money to the single 
most pressing criminal or juvenile justice problem in the plan
ning body's jurisdiction, selected on the basis of its anal
ysis of crime statistics and system deficiencies; and 

3. The balance of funds to any other programs directed toward 
crime and delinquency control or prevention. 

To begin implementation of this policy, the CCCJ at its March 18, 
1977, meeting adopted a two-phased process to identify criminal 
justice problems in the state and develop specific programs to 
deal with these problems. 

The remainder of this section describes this process in more de
tail and explains the outcomes. 

The process adopted by the CCCJ for developing programs was car
ried out in two parts: 

(1) Problem Identification, and 

(2) Program Development 

It should be noted that both of these efforts involved the Coun
cil's three program committees, the Judicial Planning Committee 
(JPC), Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention (JJDP) Advisory 
Group, Part E (Corrections) Planning Committee, Local and Regional 
Planning Units, State Agency Planning Committee, and other inter
ested organizations such as the California District Attorneys l As
sociation, California Public Defenders' Association and California 
Peace Officers' Association. 

Since the CCCJ l s three program commi ttees played a major role in 
this process, it should be pointed out that each contains a mix 
of public, law enforcement, courts and corrections members as, well 
as local and state elected officials. 

i 
__ II 
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1. Problem Identification 

To identify the state's most pressing crime and criminal justice 
system problems, the Council and its three committees considered: 

- Problems and needs identified by the 21 Planning Regions in 
their 1977 Plans. 

- Problems and needs identified by the State Agency Planning Com
mittee composed of state-level criminal justice leaders. 

- Crime trends and statistics. 

- Problems recommended by the Judicial Planning Commi ttee, Juvenile 
Justice Advisory Committee and Part E (Correc.tions) Committee. 

When prioritizing problem statements, the Council and its three 
committees used the following criteria: 

- What is the magnitude of the problem? 

- Does this problem affect more than one segment of the criminal 
justice system? 

- \vould the problem foreseeably be alleviated by the expenditure 
of a'uy reasonable amount of money? 

How broad a group of agencies, local boards and advisory groups 
identified this as a problem? 

Does this problem fall within a special emphasis category speci
fied in the federal legislation? 

- To what extent is the community level concerned with this 
problem? 

- If funds are directed at this problem, would state or local sup
port continue after federal subvention? 

- Could the response to this problem involve volunteer efforts 
during or after the period of federal funding support? 

- To what extent is this problem directly related to the preven
tion or control of crime and delinquency? 

- Would solutions of this problem improve the operations of the 
criminal justice system? 

- Are potential solutions to the problem severely restricted by 
statutory or court decision authority? 

- Is the problem related to the direct delivery of criminal jus
tice services? If so, is the group to be dealt with of ade
quate size or merit attention? 
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Wha t impact has been had by previous ef forts to solve this 
problem? 

- Has responsibility for dealing with this problem already been 
aSSigned to a particular agency or level of government? 

- Does the problem deal with the implementation of recently en
acted state legislation, i.e., SB 42, AB 3121, and others? 

The problem dev,elopment effort resulted in the CCCJ adopting a 
list of 19 problems: 

High incident of juvenile crime and delinquency. 

- The impact of recent major changes of state law involving both 
adult and juvenile systems. 

- Structure, training and management needs of the courts. 

- Inadequate attention to witnesses and victims, particularly the 
elderly, criminally exploited and abused children and sexually 
abused women. 

- Diversion programs and sentencing alternatives are inadequate. 

- Need for improved management throughout the justice system and 
for improved training for system personnel and other agency staff 
in direct contact with the formal system. 

Unacceptably high rates of robbery and other theft crimes against 
persons. 

Citizen involvement in crime resistance is insufficient. 

- Need for research, evaluation and statistical analysis. 

- Burglary in California is intolerably high, especially residen
tial burglary. 

- Re-entry programs for ex-offenders are inadequate. 

- Insufficient personnel in the criminal justice system, especially 
in the courts. 

- Fraud and other offenses against consumers. 

- Correctional programs for all agencies are inadequate. 

- Classification and prosecution of arrested persons, especially 
repeated offenders, is inadequate and untimely. 

- Lack of coordination among criminal justice agencies in dealing 
with organized criminal activities, and lack of coordination in 
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utilization of criminal justice services and facilities, par
ticularly in law enforcement. 

- Activities of terrorists including crime involving prison-based 
gangs. 

- Correctional programs and facilities for mentally disordered of
fenders are inadequate. 

- Equipment and facilities (other than communication. and informa
tion equipment) are inadequate and at times ineffectively used. 

2. Program Development 

After adoption of the 19 problem statements, OCJP as authorized by 
the CCCJ, distributed the statements to local and regional plan
ning units, state criminal justice agencies and other interested 
organizations with a request that proposed programs dealing with 
one or more of the statements be submitted for committee and Coun
cil review. 

Propos\~d programs sugg(~sted by state agencies were reviewed and 
refined by the State Agency Planning Comrrittee before being inte
grated with local and Planning Region submissions. 

Before sending the proposed programs to the three CCCJ Program 
Commi ttees, the Part E Committee, JPC and JJDP Advisory Group 
reviewed and prioritized programs in their respective subject 
areas. They were also given the opportunity to examine the other 
programs and to modify or add additional proposed programs if 
appropriate. 

Program rankings of these Advisory Committees were transmitted to 
the three Council Committees. Hhile the committees were requested 
to review and rank the proposed programs in their respective areas 
(Direct Services, Processing within the System and System Sup
port), they were also offered the opportunity to review programs 
in other areas and modify or add statements. 

This process lead to the identification of 28 proposed programs. 
The CCCJ, at its July 29,1977, meeting reviewed all statements, 
and ranked them using the criteria listed below: 

- Hould the program seemingly have a direct impact on at leas t 
one of the 19 identified problems? 

- Does this program affect more than one segment of the criminal 
justice system? 

- Does the program appear to be an effective us€' of LEAA monies? 

- How broad a group of agencies, local boards and advisory groups 
identified this program? 
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Does this program fall within a special emphasis category speci
fied in the federal legislation? (Cou'rts) Part E, JJDP) Elderly 
Victims and Organized Crime)? 

- Can measurable and attainable objectives, based on available 
data, be established for this program? 

- If funds are directed at this program, would state or local 
support continue after federal subvention',? 

- Could this program involve volunteer efforts during or after 
the period of federal funding support? 

- To what extent is this program. directly related to the preven
tion or cont.roJ. of crime and delinquency? 

Would this program improve the operations of the criminal jus
tice system? 

Can this progr.am be implemented in communities or agencies 
throughout the state, or is it relevant to only a small sector? 

Is the program rela ted to the di rect delivery of criminal jus
tice services? If so, is the group to be dealt with of ade
quate size to merit attention? 

- What impact has been had by previous programs of similar nature? 

- Does the program deal with the implementation of recently en
acted state legislation, i.e., SB 42, AB 3121, and others? 

In addition to rating each of the proposed statements on a "0-10" 
scale, members were also requested to specify the number of pro
grams which should appear on the final list. This process con
tributed to the adoption of 16 programs: 

- Reduce major crime through community involvement programs. 

-, Reduce robbery, burglary and related crimes by reducing the op
portuni ty to dispose of stolen property, better coordinating 
the detection, apprehending and trial of offenders, and imple
menting public prevention and community resistance programs. 

- Reduction and prevention of illegal trafficking in drugs. 

- Provide assistance to crime victims and witnesses through ad
vocacy, service, restitution, preventive counseling and educa
tion projects. 

Support the efforts of state and local agencies to implement 
AB 3121 and SB 42 and related legislative changes. 

- Support multiagency efforts to reduce crimes through coordinated 
apprehension, trial and disposition of repeat offenders. 
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- Provide for improved re-entry services for youthful and adult 
parolees and other ex-offenders. 

- Develop improved management, organization and training in the 
courts. 

- Improve youth development and employment opportunities for young 
people who are at risk of becoming delinquents. 

- Increase the use of diversion apd sentencing alternatives in 
appropriate cases. 

Expand and improve prevention and diversion services to juve
niles at risk of becoming delinquents by increasing the coordi
nation and cooperation and agency accounta bili ty of public and 
private agencies. 

- Involve schools in diversion and prevention programs to reduce 
delinquent behavior. 

- Develop coordinated efforts among law enforcement, health wel
fare, medical, educational, legal and other related agencies to 
reduce the incidence of child abuse. 

- Improve coordination among criminal justice agencies in dealing 
with organized criminal activities. 

- Prevent and reduce senior citizen victimization through improved 
sensitivity in public service delivery counseling, education, 
research and training. 

- Provide for research, analysis and evaluation of criminal jus
tice data that will improve the decision making within the crim
inal justice system. 

C. Goals and Objectives 

With the adoption of program statements, the CCCJ completed Phase 1 
(Problem Identification) and Phas e 2 (Program Statements) of the process to 
develop program areas for the 1978 State Plan. The next step of the process 
was to develop goals and objectives for each of the program statements. This 
step was in keeping with Council policy which states: 

No. 201--Development of State Policy Plan Goals and Objectives 

"CCCJ will establish a State Policy Plan for FY 1978 which sets 
forth specific goals and measurable objectives to be met by FY 
1980. These will be based on data, goals and objectives incor
porated by local planning boards in their FY 1977 plans, and on 
recommendations and data provided by state agencies and advisory 
groups. Annual action plans must be supportive of and consistent 
with these goals and objectives." 
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The 1978 Annual Action Plans submitted by the regional planrting units 
and program statements from the regions, state criminal justice agencies, and 
other sources provided a base from which preliminary goals and objectives were 
developed. 

Between September 12 and 21, the Stanford Research Institute, through 
an existing LEAA Technical Assistance contract, prepared the initial draft of 
goals and objectives and related information, primarily by extracting relevant 
material from regional plans and priority program materials. 

In workshop sessions, OCJP and SRI staff refined, modified and ex
panded the draft goals and objectives. The resulting product was mailed to 
all RPUs, state criminal justice agencies and appropriate advisory groups on 
September 23, with instructions to review and critique the material. Written 
eomments and recommendations were solicited and, where appropriate, sugges
tions were incorporated in the final draft goals and objectives which were 
adopted by the CCCJ at its October 21, 1977 meeting. 

III. Legislative Initiatives 

Beginning with the 1977 Legislative Session, several legislative and bud
getary initiatives have been introduced which relate to or build upon one or 
more of the CCCJ's 16 priority programs. In addition, one other related ini
tiative, while not a direct result of the priority programs, is included. 

A. Initiatives Directly Related to CCCJ Priority Programs 

--California Community Crime Resistance Program 

Priority Programs: 

1. Reduce major crime through community involvement programs. 

2. Reduce robbery, burglary and related crimes by reducing the 
opportunity to dispose of stolen property, better coordinating 
the detection, apprehension and trial of offenders, and imple
menting public prevention and community resistance programs. 

Summary: 

Legislation is being introduced which would provide for a two-year, 
$2 million, California Community Crime Resistance Program. In sum
mary, th:i.s bill authorizes OCJP, in consultati.on with the CCCJ, to 
make grants to local communities to fund crime resistance/prevention 
programs. This pr.oposed program emphasizes partnership efforts be
tween the community and law enforcement, projects that deal with crime 
against the elderly l and the use of volunteers. It also focuses on 
many of the same community needs as LEAA' s Communi ty Anti-Crime Pro
gram. It should be noted that this program is one of two Anti-Crime 
Aetions included in the eight-point urban social and economic element 
of California's urban strategy. 
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--Prevention and Intervention Activities Aimed at the Use of Phen
cyclidine (PCP) or "Angel Dust" by Young Persons 

Priority Program: 

3. Reduction and prevention of illegal trafficking in drugs. 

Summary: 

The Governor's FY 1978-79 Budget contains $3 million for a program 
to support additional prevention and intervention programs deal with 
the abuse of PCP by young persons .. 

~-Victim and Witness Assistance Centers 

Priority Program: 

4. Provide assistance to crime victims and witnesses through ad
vocacy, service restitution, preventive counseling and educa
tion projects. 

Summary: 

The 1977 Legislative Session produced Victim-Witness Center legisla
tion which authorized OGJP to award grants to government and commu
nity organizations to establish multi-service Victim-Witness Centers. 
\Vhile the Governor decided to remove the $1 million in state funds, 
he directed the CCCJ to make federal funds available for such centers. 

Consistent with that direction the CCCJ has invested over $800,000 
of LEAA monies in Victim-Witness Centers meeting the requirements of 
State Statutes. 

--Career Criminal Prosecution Program 

Priority Program: 

5. Support multiagency efforts to reduce crimes through coordi
nated apprehension, trial and disposition of repeat offenders. 

Summary: 

Legislation appropriating $1.5 million to establish the first six 
months of a California Career Criminal Prosecution Program, modeled 
on the concept developed by LEAA, passed in the 1977 Legislative Ses
sion. While OGJP is releasing grants to California's 12 most pop
ulated urban counties to implement Career Criminal Prosecution 
Units, an allied effort using $238,500 in federal funds set aside by 
CCCJ is under way to carry the career criminal prosecution component 
to other counties in California. This legislation also encourages 
the consolidation and coordination of these funds with LEAA monies 
that may: be made available for such purposes. LEAA is making tech
nical assistance available to California to assis~ with the evalua-
tion of this program. Like the Community Crime Resistance program, 

"---------------------------------~-~~-- -
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this effort is also included in the eight-point urban social and eco
nomic element of California's urban strategy. 

--Career Criminal Apprehension Program 

Priority Program: 

6. Support multiagency efforts to reduce crimes through coordi
nated apprehension, trial and disposition of repeat offenders. 

Summary: 

California law enforcement is in strong support of proposed legisla
tion, soon to be introduced, which if approved will make $ 2 million 
available to OCJP to administer in a fashion and format modeled on 
the Career Criminal Prosecution Program. The proposed program is pat
terned after LEAA' s Integrated Criminal Apprehension Program. 

--Multi-Service Youth and Family Programs 

Priority Programs: 

9. Improve youth development and employment opportunities for 
young people who are at risk of becoming delinquents. 

11. Expand and improve prevention and diversion services to juve
niles at risk of becoming delinquents by increasing the co
ordination and cooperation and agency accountability of public 
and private agencies. 

Summary: 

The recent enactment of AB 965, Multiservice Youth and Family Pro
grams, has created an opportunity to improve the way services are 
provided to children, youth and families. The emphasis of the Act 
is on delinquency prevention and treatment. The Act encourages county
wide and areawide multiservice systems by providing for a reduction 
of the administrative obstacles to funding such activities through 
a joint funding simplification program. This is not a new funding 
source but a coordination of existing sources. The Office of Crim
inal Justice Planning has the responsibility for implementing AB 965. 
The OCJP received $62,500 in State General Funds to implement and 
administer this program. 

Related Initiative Program 

While not directly related to the CCCJ's priority programs, one other 
legislative initiative with heavy intergovernmental flavor is cur
rently pending in the Legislature: 

--County Justice System Subventi0~ Program 
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Summary: 

Under this proposed program, the Department of Youth Authority would 
be required to administer subventions to counties for numerous pro
grams and services including, for example, operating local crime and 
delinquency prevention programs, and establishing and maintaining ju
venile homes, ranches, camps, forestry camps, schools, day-care cen
ters, and group homes for wards of the juvenile court. 



Taken from North Carolina, Department of Administration 
Memorandum Dated July 5, 1978 

Memorandum: July 5, 1978 

To: Department Heads and Chief Fiscal Officers 
of State Departments and Institutions 

From: John A. Williams, Jr. 
State Budget Officer 

Subject: New Procedures to Obtain Authorization to Apply 
for Federal Funds 

APPENDIX P 

The acquisition of federal and other non-state funds by state agencies 
has been done in a fragmented way throughout state government for many years. 
In many important respects, the process of obtaining grant funds is differ
ent from the process of requesting state funds. Most significantly, the A-95 
system is separate from the budget approval process. In most cases, the State 
Budget Division and many department fiscal officers are unaware of efforts to 
obtain grant funds until after the grant is awarded and the commitments by 
state agencies are already made. This fragmented system has too often led to 
adverse effects and a lack of accountability. A single comprehensive system 
is needed. 

Therefore, beginning this week, all grant applications and plans for fed
eral and other non-state funds must receive prior approval by the Governor 
through the Division of State Budget and Management before being submitted to 
federal, state, or private agencies. The attached instructions describe the 
procedures to follow in requesting authorization. 

Budget Administrators and Analysts from this Office and Mike Karpinski, 
the Federal Grants Coordinator, will be available to clarify and discuss the 
specific effects of these new procedures on your programs. You are encouraged 
to contact them for assistance. 

We look forward to working with you and your staff in this new and im
portant effort. 

JA~"jr/jfj 

Attachment 



A. Summary 

P-2 

Fiscal Control and Coordination Procedures 
Applicable to Federal Grants and 

Other Non-State Funds 

1. All applications and requests for federal and other non-state funds 
must be approved by the Governor through the Division of State Budget 
and Management prior to submission to federal or state agencies or 
other organizations. 

2. The State Clearinghouse and the responsibility for the A-95 Project 
Notification and Review System is transferred to the Division of State 
Budget and Hanagement. 

3. A form BD 606 and a synopsis report will be used to request authoriza
tion to apply for federal funds. 

4. Guidelines are established for evaluating federal grant applications 
and plans. 

5. Each department is directed to develop internal coordination procedures 
and is required to furnish audit and evaluation reports. 

B. General Information 

There is widespread concern about the effects of federal grants upon the 
budgets of state agencies. Federal funds account for nearly one out of every 
four dollars of state expenditures. In some agencies, the proportion of fed
eral support is even greater. Efforts to manage federal funds on a statewide 
level are made even more difficult because they are fragmented into 175 differ
ent project grant programs and 75 larger formula grant programs. The size, 
complexi ty, and proliferation of federal assistance are behind much of the 
concern and confusion. 

Under the present system of fiscal controls and coordination, state agen
cies have a substantial amount of freedom to determine how many federal funds 
are spent--much more latitude than they have with state funds. It is now 
necessary that all departments in state government give the same careful con
sideration in establishing federally funded activities as they do for state
funded activities and to follow the same basic procedures. 

These procedures establish the Division of State Budget and Management as 
the central control point over federal funds. This also specifies the proce'
du.res and guidelines which will join together the evaluation of federal grant 
applications and plans with existing fiscal management procedures. This will 
result in a uniform, comprehensive approach to managing federal funds in the 
executive branch. 

These new procedures are flexible enough so that greatly needed federal 
funding will not be lost. Moreover further delays in the already lengthy and 
complex grant applications process should be slight. 
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C. Prior Approval Required 

State agencies must receive prior approval from the Governor through the 
Division of State Budget and Management before submitting the following types 
of grant requests to federal, state, or private organizations: 

1. Project grant applications to federal agencies and budget requests 
based on State Plans for formula grant programs. 

2. Applications for federal funds from another state agency. 

3. Applications to foundations and any other private organization. 

In addition, no federal funds shall be granted by a state agency to 
another state agency or to local governments without prior approval from the 
Division of State Budget and Management. 

The State Clearinghouse and the responsibility for the A-95 Project Noti
fication and Review System is transferred to the Division of State Budget and 
Management. The Clearinghouse will forward State Plans and notifications of 
grant applications to the Division of Policy Development, the Department of 
Administration, and other state agencies for their review and comment. The 
Division of Policy Development will continue to review all requests for federal 
assistance requiring .1\-95 compliance and will forward their evaluations to the 
State Budget Division for final action on behalf of the Governor as Director 
of the Budget. 

D. Use of Form BD 606 

1. To request authorization to apply for federal funds or other non-state 
funds, a form BD 606 with a one- to two-page synopsis of the grant ap
plication or formula grant plan shall be sent to the State Clearing
house in the Di vision of State Budget and Management. The form should 
be signed by both the department head and fiscal officer. The follow
ing time limits must be observed: 

a. a BD 606 form and synopsis for grant requests reqUl.nng review 
under OMB Circular A-95 , Part I must be sent at least sixty (60) 
days prior to the federal application deadline. 

b. a BD 606 form and synopsis must accompany each State Plan at least 
thirty (30) days prior to the federal submission date. 

c. a BD 606 form and synopsis for requests which do not require A-95 
review must allow at least ten (10) working days for evaluation 
by the Division of State Budget. 

A copy of the full grant application should always be readily available 
upon request. 
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2. The Division of State Budget and Management will evaluate grant re
quests in accordance with the guidelines specified below and will then 
either: (a) authorize the grant application as submitted, (b) author
ize a revised request after consultation with the state agency appli
cant, or (c) deny authorization. 

3. All grant reques ts will be returned to the departmental fiscal officer 
and one copy will be retained in the Division of State Budget. When 
the grant is awarded to the state agency, a second BD 606 shall be 
submitted in the customary way to establish the budget and any new 
positions. The grant award document from the grantor agency and the 
original authorization should be attached to the second BD 606. 

4. Until preprinted forms are distributed, the BD 606 form should be pre
pared in the format specified on the attached sample form. Some of 
the fiscal information in part 6 can be provided by attaching a copy 
of standard form OMB No. 29-R0218 from the grant application. 

The synopsis sheet should be concise and limited to two pages. 

E. Guidelines 

The Division of State Budget and Management will evaluate grant applica
tions and plans according to the guidelines specified below. Departments are 
expected to use these guidelines in their reviews: 

1. Evaluate whether or not the project ir essential and whether or not it 
will be effective, especially if state matching funds are required or 
if state funds will eventually be needed to continue the pro jec t. 

2. Determine that the project to be funded represents the highest possi
ble priority need among all eligible activities permitted by the par
ticular federal program. 

3. Determine that the priorities and funding levels for the various ac
ti vities within statt::'! formula grant plans are consistent with state 
goals and needs. 

If. Utilize federal funds in lieu of state funds to the maximum extent 
possible. 

5. Administrative co~ts should be kept to a mJ.nJ.mum allowing for maxi
mum funding for th(' provision of direct services. 

6. Be sure that inuirect costs are claimed where allowed and used as 
matching funds to the greatest extent possible. 

7. The Advisory Budget Commission will review those federal grant appli
cations which will require a substantial state financial obligation 
to be incurred in the future or for which the required state matching 
funds have not been appropriated for the general purpose of the gran t. 
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F. Internal Departmental Procedures 

Each department receiving federal funds is directed to develop procedures 
for the internal coordination and fiscal review of all federal grant applica
tions and formula grant plans. 

G. Audits and Evaluations 

A copy of all federal audits and evaluation reports applicable to grant 
programs should be sent to the Division of State Budget and Management. 

H. Coverage and Exceptions 

These regulations apply to all those federal funds and non-state funds 
which must be budgeted by state agencies, except for research grants in uni
versity institutions. Continuation and renewal grants are included. Grant 
adjustments in excess of $25,000 are also included. 

I. Effective Date 

These regulations apply to grant applications and formula grant plans sub
mitted to federal, state, or private agencies on or after July 1, 1978. 

Questions can be directed to Mike Karpinski at 733-7061. 
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I,; rORM BO 60S I' 
2.5M-9·74 

;\ 
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

CODE 

FISCAL YEAR CD) 

\

1 DEPARTMENT .J 

OR 

\.,=:-I N--:S-:=TI=TU=~I ON~ 
SUBJECT Request for Authori za ti on 
to Apply for Federal Funds 

'I ') 

1. SOURCE OF FU;iDS: NAME OF FEDERAL, STATE, OR PRIVATE GRANTOR AGENCY 

2. FEDERAL PROGRAM TITLE: COMPL ETE, OFFIe IAL PROGRAM NAME 

3. CATALOG OF FEDERAL 
I DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE NUMBER: 5-DIGIT NUMBER AS ASSIGNED IN CATALOG 

,I 

Ii 
I', 

j: 

II 
I 
I 

:1 , . 
\, 

, 

" 
,. 

!: 

il 
II 
. , 
II 
!I ,: 

4. APPLICATION DEADLINE 

5. BRIEF PROJECT/PROGRAM TITLE AND DESCRIPTION: 

6. FISCAL INFORMATION: 

A) REQUESTED FUNDING BUDGET PERIOD: ________ _ 

FEDERAL $ BUDGET CODE AND SUBHEAD: ____ _ 

STATE $ (INDICATE IF IN~·KIND OR CASH) 

LOCAL $ 

OTHER $ 

TOTAL $ 

B) INDIRECT CHARGES: 

C) LIST POSITIONS AND SALARIES TO BE ESTABLISHED 

D) PROVIDE BUDGET LINE-ITEM, (PERSONNEL, TRAVEL, EQUIPMENT, ETC.) 

E) INDICATE AMOUNTS TO BE TRANSFERRED TO LOCAL AGENCIES 

7. INDICATE IF THIS IS A RENEWAL OR CONTINUATION GRANT, AND INDICATE HOW LONG 
THE GRANT HAS BEEN IN EFFECT AND WHEN THE LAST YEAR OF FUNDING IS EXPECTED. 

8. INDICATE IF STATE FUNDS MIGHT BE REQUESTED TO CONTINUE THE GRANT ACTIVITIES, 
AND IF SO, WHEN . 

9. SIGNATURES OF DEPARTMENT HEAD, DEPARTMENT FISCAL OFFICER, AND DEPARTMENT 
GRANTS COORDINATOR. 

I' ,'----- ----, .. ---~-----.-.----- .. --.------------
.,------------ FOR BUDGET plvrSI=ON.;.....U;:;.;::6=.E =ON=L:...:...Y ___________ _ 

11 aUDGET DIVISION AUTHORIZATION 
i 
, , o REQUEST APPROVED AS SUBMITTED 

\1 0 REOUEST APPROVED AS REVISED , 
I: 0 REQUEST APPROVED PER ATTACHED :, 
\ REVISION 

il 0 REQUEST RETURNED WITHOUT ACTION 

SIGNATURE 

---------.-
TITLE 

--_ .. _------_. ------
DATE 

MAILED BY 

_ .. _------------------------------------' 
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Synopsis Sheet 

1. Briefly describe the problems in North Carolina to whi ch this grant 
will be directed. 

2. What will this grant accomplish? How will it be implemented? Pro
vide statistical information for the expected accomplishments. 

3. Who will be served? 

4. If applicable, what was accomplished with this grant during the last 
fiscal year? What was last year's funding level? 

5. How was requested amount of federal assistance determined? If for
mula grant, what allocation factors are used? What is the matching 
requirement, if any? 

6. Could these funds be used to offset any state appropriations? 

7. What other acti vi ties not included in this application or plan are 
eligible for funding under this federal program? 

8. For formula grants, list planned activities and other recipients, if 
any, and the estimated funding level for each. 

9. Environmental Impact Statement or Assessment - indicate if either not 
required, completed (attach EIS or EA forms), or the date when it 
will be completed. 

10. Project Director, phone number, address, and location of project. 

-_. - .. --- ._-----------------------------



Taken from Evolution: The Development 
of Criminal Justice Coordination in Virginia, 
Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of Justice 

and Crime Prevention 
July 14, 1978 

APPENDIX Q 

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the role Virginia's 
state criminal justice planning agency plays in the state's efforts to better 
direct and coordinate its substantial involvement in criminal justice activities. 

In Virginia, as in most states, attempts to bring system-wide coordina
tion and direction to criminal justice activities must cope with the constitu
tionally established fragmentation of authority and responsibilities which ex
ists within and between levels of government. For example, in Virginia, there 
are 117 elected local sheriffs, most of whom have both law enforcement and cor
rections responsibilities; there are also 120 locally elected Commonwealth's 
Attorneys (prosecutors). Both the sheriffs and prosecutors are constitutional 
officers. In addition, there are some 200 local police departments operating 
in cities, urban counties, and towns across the state. At the state level, 
there are the traditional difficulties posed by the constitutional separation 
between the Executive and Judicial branches. 

On the other hand, Virginia is unlike many states in that the state pro
vides a substantial portion of the financial support (two-thirds) for the local 
law enforcement and corrections and activities of the sheriffs and for the 
prosecutors. Further, state government in Virginia has been undergoing steady 
change during the 1970's. There is now a single state corrections agency, re
sponsible for juvenile and adult corrections as well as probation and parole 
services. The state's court system has been unified and placed under the man
agement control of the Supreme Court of Virginia and its Executive Secretary. 
Finally, the Executive branch as seen the introduction of a Cabinet system 
aimed at bringing the growing bureaucracy under better control and increasing 
state government accountability. 

Virginia's Cabinet system was first instituted in 1972 at the recommenda
tion of the Governor's Management Study, which sought to reduce dema.nds on the 
Governor I s time by limi ting the number of subordinates reporting directly to 
him. Prior to the institution of the Cabinet, the Governor had over 100 state 
agency heads reporting directly to him. From its inception the Cabinet was 
structured along functional lines, with each Secretary given responsibility 
for a grouping of state agencies which operate in the same functional areas 
of government service. Thus, the first Cabinet consisted of a Secretary of 
Administration, a Secretary of Human Affairs, a Secretary of Transportation 
and Public Safety, a Secretary of Education and a Secretary of Commerce and 
Resources. 

Initially, the legislation creating the Secretaries authorized each Cab
inet officer to exercise such powers as the Governor might delegate to him. 
There was agreement that the Secretaries were not to be involved in the day
to-day operations of the agencies for which they were responsible. However, 
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beyond this limitation, the role and responsibilities of the Cabinet were 
unclear. 

This led the Commission on State Governmental Management, a legislative 
body mandated to proposing ways to reorganize the state government, to recom
mend legislation more specifically delineating the authority of the Secretaries 
to coordinate programs, formulate policies and prepare budgets for their re
spective functional areas. The Commission also recommended the creation of a 
separate Secretary of Public Safety, who would use the SPA to assist in carry
ing out his/her planning, coordinating and budget preparation responsibilities. 
This recommendation was a specific response to what the Commission saw as' a 
need for more focus and direction in planning and program development for pub
lic safety. 

At the same time, the Commission was recommending major reV1Slons in the 
way toe state's biennial budget was prepared. Instead of the traditional line 
item budget, the Commission proposed the development and implementation of a 
program budget structure, with each Cabinet Secretary playing a major role 
in formulating the budget for his/her functional area of state government. 

In early 1976, most of the Commission 1 s proposals concerning the authority 
and structure of the Cabinet and the budget process were enacted by the legis
lature. Most Significant for criminal justice was the creation of a Secretary 
of Public Safety. Agencies for which he is responsible include the SPA, the 
Department of Corrections (containing all state adult and juvenile corrections 
activities as well as probation and parole), the Rehabilitative School Author
ity (responsible for conducting all adult and juvenile education programs 
within state corrections facilities), the Department of State Police (which 
has general law enforcement duties and highway patrol responsibilities), the 
Criminal Justice Services commission (charged with setting anden£orcing train
ing standards for criminal justice personnel, setting and enforcing qualifica
tions for private security personnel, and insuring the security and confiden
tiality of criminal justice data systems in the state), the recently created 
Commonwealth's Attorneys Services and Training Council (which coordinates the 
provision of training and technical assistance to all local prosecutors), and 
the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (which operates the state's retail 
liquor stores and enforces ABC laws). Two recent additions to the Secretariat 
are not directly related to criminal justice: the Virginia State Fire Services 
Commission and the Office of Fire Services Training. The Secretary has broad 
coordination, policy development, priority setting and budget preparation re
sponsibilities to exercise over the agencies in his Secretariat. But, as was 
the case with the Cabinet generally , the Secretary is not to become involved 
in the daily operations of the agencies for which he is responsible. 

While the creation in 1976 of a Secretary of Public Safety, the strength
ening of the Cabinet, and the new program budget structure all marked major 
steps in the state's efforts to better direct and coordinate its criminal jus
tice activities, these were not the first steps. For the preceding six years, 
the SPA had played a growing role in assisting the state decisionmakers in 
criminal justice, a role which had become well established by 1976 and which 
enabled the SPA to provide immediate expertise to the new Secretary of Public 
Safety when he took office. 
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The SPA's role was based on broad statutory responsibilities for criminal 
justice planning and coordination which were assigned by the legislature in 
1970. Specifically, the SPA was charged with developing a state-wide compre
hensive criminal justice plan, coordinating the criminal justice planning ac
tivities of all state agencies and units of general local government, and 
assisting all state agencies and localities in developing and implementing 
criminal justice programs and projects. 

Beginning with the development of the state budget for the 1972-74 bien
nium, the SPA worked directly with the state' s Division of Budget (the "lead" 
agency in the state's biennial budget process) to review and assess the plans 
and budget requests from those state agencies, boards and institutions respon
sible for the various state criminal justice and related functions. This re
view included the budgets of the state's Office of the Attorney General and 
the jud1.cial system. Although initially aimed at assuring that: (l) state 
funds were not appropriated for activities already supported by federal grants; 
and (2) advising the Budget Division, and thereby the Governor, of the program
matic substance of certain budget requests, the SPA's assistance, by the time 
the 1974-76 budget was being prepared, expanded into a comprehensive written 
analysis of the plans and budget requests of the state agencies involved in 
criminal justice. In addition to all the state criminal justice agencies, the 
Office of the Attorney General, the judiciary, the Department of Health, the 
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation (for drug treatment pro
grams) and the Department of Education were also included. This analYSis was 
developed for use by both executive branch and legislative decisionmakers in 
the preparation of the budget for 1974-76. 

Hith the preparation of plans and the budget for the 1976-78 biennium 
(beginning in 1974), the new Cabinet became involved for the first time. In 
addi tion to performing the same functions ~Yhich had been established for the 
1974-76 planning and budget development process, the SPA established working 
relationships with the three Secretaries who had responsibilities in the crim
inal justice area (Administration, Human Resources and Transportation and Pub
lic Safety) and assisted them with budget reviews and analysis aimed at assuring 
coordination of criminal justice activities between and among Secretarial areas. 
As was the case with the previous two biennial budgets, the SPA also assisted 
the legislative committees involved in the budget process by providing them 
with information developed from the analyses of the requests. 

Thus, by the time of the creation of the Secretary of Public Safety and 
the institution of a new program budget structure for state government, the 
Virginia SPA already had a significant "track record" as a provider of the 
type of planning and analysis expertise the state needed to bring better focus 
to its criminal justice efforts. 

Therefore, when the new Cabinet position of Secretary of Public Safety 
was created in mid-1976, the SPA simply became the Executive staff for the 
Secretary, providing him with the staff services required to carry out his 
duties. For the first time, responsibility for the state's major criminal 
justice activities rested with a single Cabinet level officer, answerable di
rectly to the Governor. Having already developed its own planning, coordina
tion, and budgeting capabilities as noted above, the SPA was able to provide 
immediate, effective staff support to the new Secretary. 
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Building upon its ongoing working relationship with the state's lead 
budget agency--renamed the Department of Planning and Budget in 1976--the 
SPA assisted in developing the state t s new program budget structure, drawing 
upon its own experience in criminal justice planning, research, analysis and 
evaluation. As staff to the new Secretary, the SPA then capitalized on its 
influence on and knowledge of the program budget structure to devise an effec
tive budget process for the Public Safety Secretariat for the 1978-80 budget. 
This included the development and management, in behalf of the Secretary, of 
a method to identify and analyze issues presented by agencies within the Secre
tariat for possible priority attention by the Governor in the new budget. The 
SPA then reviewed, for the Secretary, the actual budget submissions of the 
agencies under his responsibility, providing both programmatic and fiscal rec
ommendations as necessary. Through its planning and programming relationships 
with the Office of the Attorney General and the judicial system, the SPA served) 
and continues to serve as the primary liaison between the executive branch 
and these agencies, not only for budget development activi ties such as those 
described above, but for more general coordination as well. 

The SPA I s role in the evolution of the state's budget process continues 
through its collaboration with the Department of Planning and Budget, insuring 
that effective criminal justice planning and coordination will continue to be 
reflected in the state's biennial budgets. 

However, the SPA t s role as staff to the Secretary of Public Safety extends 
well beyond the budgeting process into a wide range of ongoing activities and 
special projects. By virtue of having its own staff capabilities in the crim
inal justice functional areas, statistical research and analysis, evaluation, 
planning, program development and fiscal administration, the SPA was, and is, 
able to provide the Secretary with the expertise and system-wide perspective 
necessary for him to effectively carry out his duties. 

These capabilities have been used for, among other things, the development 
and implementaion of a law enforcement communications system which will permit, 
for the first time, throughout the state, direct car-to-car communications be
tween all state and local officers and between all officers of different local 
departments, the initiation of the first comprehensive planning precess for 
the state t s entire correctional system, the development of more accurate methods 
of projecting inmate populations in state institutions and local jails, pro
vision of dit'ect administrative and fiscal technical assistance to agencies 
within the Secretariat, and, with Committees of the legislature, development 
of alternative proposals for providing state general fund financial aid to 
cities and urban counties for police services. 

In order to facilitiate better cooperation and coordination between state 
and local criminal justice activities, tt).e SPA has begun a pilot project to 
assist the state's major cities and urban counties in developing ways to link 
their own criminal justice planning and budgeting processes with the new pro
gram structure used by the state. The result will be that local decisionmakers 
will be better able to take into account state-funded programs in developing 
their budgets; 8.nd state activities can be planned and implemented with greater 
recognition of local activities. This pilot pro ject is being carried out in 
addi tion to the ongoing financial and technical assistance for planning which 
the SPA has always provided localities and regions in Virginia in order for 
them to participate in the LEAA program. 
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In conclusion, the creation of a Secretary of Public Safety with signifi
cant statutory responsibilities for coordination and direction of the state's 
criminal justice agencies combined with the existing capabilities and functions 
of the SPA in carrying out its statutory charge for coordination of the crim
inal justice system, have brought much needed focus and direction to Virginia's 
criminal justice activities. Certainly the relationships and processes de
scribed above will continue to evolve as state government changes. However, 
Virginia state government has already developed and implemented functions and 
activities necessary to effectively plan for and coordinate the use of all of 
its criminal justice resources. The state government is now working tQtyard 
improving planning and coordination within units of local government and link
ing the state and local efforts in a way which will benefit both levels of 
government. 
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